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OPPORTUNITIES FOR A
CULTURAL SPECIFIC APPROACH IN THE
COMPUTATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF MUSIC
Xavier Serra
Music Technology Group
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Barcelona, Spain
xavier.serra@upf.edu

ABSTRACT

information, we will not advance much more in the
automatic description of music and it will be difficult to
identify new problems. Many of the new research
problems emerge when we extend the “recommendation”
focus and consider the broader context of discovery,
which also requires developing technologies for other
uses, such as education or active listening.
There is the common belief that music is a universal
language, understood and shared by everyone. This is so
if we stay at a superficial level, but as soon as we go
deeper we realize that every music has a personality
which is very much linked to its context; context that can
be historical, personal, cultural, or functional. A piece of
music is best understood if we take into account the
context within which it has been created, and it is
supported and appreciated.
In the CompMusic project [1] we work on the automatic
description of music by emphasizing its cultural context.
To study and emphasize this aspect we focus on music
repertoires coming from strong cultural traditions that are
as different as possible from the western classical music.
We have started working with art music traditions of
India, Turkey and China, trying to learn and take
advantage of the musicological studies available. Most of
the initial results have been presented in the 2nd
CompMusic workshop1.
In the next section we identify the research areas of
relevance to our work within the fields of MIR and
Computational Musicology. Then we present and discuss
some research topics that have been identified as relevant
for CompMusic, such as melodic and rhythmic
description, community profiling, and discovery
applications. Finally we also mention some research
opportunities that could be explored in the future.

The current research in Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) is showing the potential that the Information
Technologies can have in music related applications. A
major research challenge in that direction is how to automatically describe/annotate audio recordings and how
to use the resulting descriptions to discover and appreciate music in new ways. But music is a complex phenomenon and the description of an audio recording has to
deal with this complexity. For example, each music
culture has specificities and emphasizes different musical
and communication aspects, thus the musical recordings
of each culture should be described differently. At the
same time these cultural specificities give us the
opportunity to pay attention to musical concepts and
facets that, despite being present in most world musics,
are not easily noticed by listeners. In this paper we
present some of the work done in the CompMusic
project, including ideas and specific examples on how to
take advantage of the cultural specificities of different
musical repertoires. We will use examples from the art
music traditions of India, Turkey and China.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the widespread use of the Information
Technologies in the distribution and consumption of
music, the topic of automatic description/annotation of
audio recordings has become a research topic with many
practical applications. This research is being carried out
within the field that is known as Music Information
Retrieval, whose main application focus has been the
development of automatic recommendation systems. The
research topics actively being worked on include: audio
identification, beat detection, prominent melody
extraction, genre identification, cover song detection, or
query by humming.
As the information processing techniques become more
sophisticated and they start to deal with more
semantically meaningful concepts, there is a need to
incorporate domain specific knowledge into the systems.
Without incorporating top-down and contextual
Copyright: © 2012 Xavier Serra. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

2. MUSIC INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL AND
COMPUTATIONAL MUSICOLOGY
The field of MIR has developed its main research focus
from a particular commercial need, the one to
recommend relevant audio recordings to consumers in
on-line systems. Given that most of the music industry is
dedicated to the distribution of western pop music, the
research community tends to focus on the audio
1
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is clear that the study and characterization of melodic
motifs is fundamental to understand Indian art music.
For the case of Turkish makam music, both the Ottoman
tradition and the folk traditions, the study of the
microtonal characteristic is a basic issue, which has
started to be approached computationally [12]. Given that
scores are available in machine-readable formats [13] it is
possible to study melodies using them [14] [15].
However the extensive expressive deviations that are
used by performers [16] require the study of audio
recordings, ideally being able to take advantage of the
complementarity of the information available in the
scores and the audio recordings [17]. In this music the
concept of makam is at the core of all melodic
organization.

collections that the big record labels have on this type of
music. There has been a lot of progress in the automatic
management of collections of audio recordings and the
problems being looked at have evolved over the last
decade. It started by studying low-level audio issues and
it is recently working on higher-level semantic topics.
Following the ISMIR conferences we can see this
progress and identify the current trends [2]. Most of the
research being reported is based on applying machine
learning techniques to large data repositories. The
community is quite conscious of the limitations of the
current approaches [3] and advancements are being
explored by increasing the sizes of the audio collections
and the variety of the data types used.
The term Computational Musicology comes from the
research tradition of musicology, field that has focused
on the study of the symbolic representations of music
(scores) of the classical western music tradition [4]. This
research perspective takes advantage of the availability of
scores in machine-readable format. Music theoretical
models, like the one by Lerdahl and Jackendoff [5], are
very much followed and current research focuses on the
understanding and modeling of different musical facets
such as melody, harmony, or structure, of western
classical music. This research can be followed in the
yearly journal Computing in Musicology2. From there it
is clear that this field has been opening up, approaching
other types of music, such as popular western music or
different world music traditions, and it has started to use
other types of data sources, such as audio recording. Thus
there is an increasing research convergence between the
Computational Musicology and MIR communities.

4. RHYTHMIC DESCRIPTION
Rhythm is another fundamental element of music, and
like the melody it is a difficult concept to define that is
also very much culture dependent. A useful general way
to define it, again from a practical engineering approach,
is to say that rhythm is the arrangement of sounds and
silences in time establishing patterns of strong and weak
events.
Most rhythm analysis done in MIR and Computational
Musicology has focused on music that has a very
hierarchical metric structure, with regular pulses on each
level and simple periodic relations [18].
In Turkish Makam music, just as in other related
Makam traditions, the metrical description of a piece is
traditionally given by a verbal sequence that defines a
series of strong and weaker intonations in time, called
usul. There has been very little work on computational
approaches to model usuls and in CompMusic we just
started to look into some of its characteristics [19].
In Indian art music rhythm is organized around the
concept of tāla [20], the framework that organizes the
rhythmic structure at multiple time-scales. Some
computational work has been done on understanding
talas but we are just starting with it [21].
There is quite a bit of world music that is unmetered
[22]. The alaps in Indian music or the taksims in Turkish
music are good examples of that. Some of this music has
a clear pulse but most it does not. These music styles
offer a very interesting ground on which to study
rhythmic structures that are not based on meter.

3. MELODIC DESCRIPTION
Melody is one of the fundamental music elements of
most music cultures. It is a concept difficult to define and
very much culture dependent. For our research approach
it is good to generalize the common definitions used for
western music and, using an engineering perspective,
consider a melody as the time-dependent pitch variations
performed in a piece. Then as we focus on particular
music genres we will be more precise and adapt the
definition to it.
Within computational musicology, melodic analysis has
been approached from the symbolic notation [6]. In MIR,
given the tradition to focus on the audio recordings,
melodic analysis requires identifying the melodic pitch
contours from the audio [7]. This is quite a bit harder and
the current results are quite limited.
When we look into some specific music traditions the
study of melody has to be rethought. For example in the
case of Indian art music there are no scores comparable to
the ones used in western music and it requires focusing
on using audio recordings. Also other music concepts
need to be studied, such as the issue of tonic [8] [9], of
intonation [10], or of rāga [11]. From our initial results it

2

5. COMMUNITY PROFILING
An important aspect of a culture specific approach to
music analysis is to take into account the social context,
thus to use the characteristics of the community that
creates and supports a given musical repertoire to help
describe the actual music content. We are interested in
characterizing computationally the views and preferences
of specific music communities. For this we study the
digital footprint that on-line music communities leave.
This area is very much within the semantic web field,
related to the research aiming at converting unstructured
and semi-structured data into meaningful semantic
information. Very little work has been done on this in

http://www.ccarh.org/publications/cm/
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MIR but there are some publications on the analysis of
social tags and their use in recommendation systems [23].
In the context of CompMusic we have started to look
into community profiling from the perspective of the
different cultures we are studying. In particular we have
started to develop a methodology for extracting musicrelated semantic information from an on-line discussion
forum of Carnatic music [24].

different point of view than the one normally used in
MIR.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have introduced and outlined some of
the current topics that are being worked in the
CompMusic project and some of the ideas that we want
to develop in the near future. Most of these topics have
been more extensively presented in the 2nd CompMusic
workshop that took place in Istanbul in July 12th and 13th
2012, thus we refer to the proceedings of the workshop
for further explanations and presentations of the initial
results of this research.

6. MUSIC DISCOVERY
In CompMusic the main application area that we want
to focus on is music discovery, with the idea of
developing technologies with which to explore culture
specific music audio collections. We are putting together
audio collections that include different data types coming
from different sources and we want to convert this data
into information with which a user can interact. A part
from the need to extract semantic information from the
available data, the main research challenge for a
discovery application is to develop culturally and
musically meaningful distance measures between all the
difference information entities of a given music audio
collection. These distances should allow navigating and
listening to songs while learning to appreciate the
different aspects that characterize a musical style. Our
initial work has been to develop a web application that
interfaces with all the data gathered (audio, scores, plus
contextual information) and all the semantic information
that is automatically generated with the developed
methods [25].
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ABSTRACT

The creation, performance, significance, and even the
definition of music vary according to culture and social
context. Therefore it is significant that this project aims at
addressing culture specific needs of different music
traditions.
To take this discussion further Blacking adds, “Music is
a synthesis of cognitive processes present in a culture and
therefore confirms what is already present in society and
culture.” It follows that any assessment or study of a
music tradition must take in to account, not only its tonal
and rhythmic structures, grammar and aesthetics but also
processes and domains that are extra-musical like its
history, sociology, psychology, philosophy, economics,
physics, technology and such other related aspects that
have significant bearings on the deep structures of music
in the respective cultures.
It is pertinent to understand what constitutes the
“identity” of any artistic tradition. Is it the geographical
location of the region with which the tradition is
associated? Is it the religious or political belief system or
the cultural milieu of the land? Is it the set of specific
musical tenets that govern the music? This is indeed a
complex issue.
Any attempt to answer this question with respect to
Indian music would warrant a thorough examination of
various socio-cultural & music related fundamentals that
are associated with it, which in many ways are radically
different from the other major musical systems in the
world today.

Music can be considered as an art and/or industry.
Regardless of this dichotomy, the totality of any music
tradition can be studied keeping in view the following ten
aspects that are integral to every tradition: compose,
perform, receive, perceive, teach, learn, preserve, access,
disseminate & share. These areas are interdependent yet
mutually influencing. In this paper I outline some issues
that have either a direct or indirect bearing on these areas.
My observations will be from a perspective of a
practitioner and musicologist especially engaged in a
project related to computational musicology. I will
concentrate mainly on five aspects: listening, intonation,
improvisation, instruments and notation. The paper also
includes a short discussion of our research project
AUTRIM (automated transcription system for Indian
music), developed in collaboration with Prof. Wim van
der Meer of University of Amsterdam.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the key features that distinguishes humans from
other animals is the fact that we are intrinsically musical.
Music is generally associated with the expression of
emotions, but it is also common sense that the intellect
plays an important role in musical activities.
In a radically important study titled ‘How Musical is
Man?’ John Blacking observes, “There is so much music
in the world that it is reasonable to suppose that music,
like language and possibly religion, is a species-specific
trait of man.” Blacking prefers to define music as
“humanly organized sound” and a product of the
behaviour of human groups, whether formal or informal
[1].
Further, as observed by Ranade, “Contrary to oft
repeated expectations, musics are found to be more
culture specific than imagined. This is so despite the fact
that human organism, mechanically speaking, borders on
being similar –nearly identical, the world over. It is no
exaggeration that there are as many musics as there are
cultures” [2].
Although different cultures tend to have different ideas
about what they regard as music, all definitions are based
on some consensus of opinion about the principles on
which sounds of music should be organized. In other
words, music means different things to different people.

2. INDIA & INDIAN MUSIC
2.1 The word ‘India’ in certain contexts covers regions
beyond India’s present-day frontiers. Any reference to
Indian music would imply the music of Indian
subcontinent as a whole, including seven nations - India,
Pakistan, Bangla Desh, Afghanistan, Tibet, Nepal &
Bhutan.
2.2 The classical or art music of India as we know today,
traces its origin to Samveda, comprising the lyrical
hymns of Rigveda, the oldest text preserved in any IndoEuropean language, composed between 1500 - 900 BC.
Unlike the music traditions of ancient Greece, Egypt,
Sumeria, Israel and rest of the Middle eastern world;
which survive only in handful of notated fragments and
partially documented theoretical systems, elements of
ancient and medieval Indian music are alive in
contemporary practice and are adequately documented in
the treatises dating back to pre-Christian era.
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2.3 Notwithstanding the antiquity associated with Indian
music, the contemporary art music should be understood
as a confluence resulting from cultural exchanges
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operative over centuries within the cultural zone
consisting of Greek, Arabic, Iranian and Indian people.
Music traditions in all these civilizations had or have the
following common features to varying proportion: oral
tradition, primacy of vocal music and microtonality.
Nonetheless, it is interesting that today each of these
cultures have a distinct identity and are the “other” vis a
vis each other.

sensory pleasure but its ultimate goal is regarded as the
spiritual release.
2.9 Indian music, like the other great traditions of the
South Asian classical music, is regarded as pre-eminently
vocal; instrumental music of whatever degree of
virtuosity is looked upon as tangential, whether regarded
as accompaniment to the voice, or as an imitation /
extension of the voice, or as a secondary tradition parallel
to the vocal tradition.

2.4 Music in the Indian subcontinent is a reflection of the
diverse elements; racial, linguistic and cultural, which
make up the heterogeneous population of the area. The
extraordinary variety of musical types is probably
unparalleled in any other part of the world. Music has a
vital role in the religious, social and artistic lives of the
people. A great deal of it could be termed functional, as it
is an indispensable part of the activities of everyday life
ranging from work and agrarian songs, festivities, to the
music which accompanies life cycle events such as birth,
initiation, marriage and death1 [3].

2.10 Indian music is based on melody and rhythm;
harmony and polyphony, as known in the West, have no
part in the music. Much of the music is modal in
character and is often accompanied by a drone, which
establishes a fixed frame of reference and precludes key
changes, which are so characteristic of Western music.
Indian film music is of course an exception to this norm
as it freely uses Western instruments and techniques
including harmonization, chords etc.

3. INDIAN ART MUSIC:
CHARACTERISTICS

2.5 The reality of the broad spectrum of music in India
today, is far from a unified and homogeneous entity. For
past several centuries six categories of music have
flourished side by side: primitive, folk, religious, art,
popular and confluence. Even though the present brief is
for Hindustani (north Indian) art music, (sometimes
inappropriately described as classical music), awareness
of the larger perspectives offered by the categorical sextet
cannot be ignored.

3.1 It is the patently aesthetic intention of the art music
that sets it apart from the other categories.
3.2 It is governed by two main elements: raga and tala.
Whilst raga is a tonal matrix, tala is a rhythmic
framework, which unlike in many other traditions is
cyclic, and not linear in nature.

2.6 The Sanskrit word Sangit, an exact cognate of the
Latin concentus - sung together, conveys the core of the
ancient Indian conception of music. The larger
implications of Sangit include melody and then the
organized sound in general. The English word ‘music’
fails to capture the exact sense of Sangit just like that of
Greek mousike. Music covered a somewhat different and
wider range of topics than it does today. Its three
technical divisions were: melody (gita), instrumental
music (vadya) and movement (nrtta), the last of which
included abstract dance, mime, and acting.

3.3 Since the ancient time, in the domain of art music
two streams have evolved: performing and scholastic.
The latter follows the former, leading to codification of
pertinent rules, methods and techniques. The knowledge
of the fundamental theoretical precepts is considered
essential to a practicing musician.
3.4 It is primarily a tradition of solo performance,
affording scope to innovate and interpret, and hence
methods and techniques are developed to this end.
Consequently, this leads to emergence of various musical
ideologies and family traditions (gharana /bani).

2.7 As a performing art deeply rooted in the sociocultural milieu, a sound understanding of certain aspects
of religion, philosophy, aesthetics, history and culture
becomes a necessary prerequisite for the study of Indian
music. Furthermore, the Indian philosophy firmly
believes in inter-relationship of various arts in general
and that of graphic art and the art of music in particular.
Ancient scriptures dwell on a strong connection between
the art of image-making, painting, dancing, instrumental
music and vocal music, thus expanding further the
domain of background necessary to undertake a serious
study of music.

3.5 There is an abundance of musical forms with specific
structures based on patterning of musical elements (notes,
rhythms, tempi etc.). Certain forms are regarded more
prestigious because of the demands they make on
performers in terms of the skill and techniques required.
On the other hand, genres in other categories of music are
combined results of many active, non-musical factors (for
example human life cycles, seasonal changes, associated
rites and rituals etc).
3.6 Modes of expression are deliberately cultivated and
hence necessitate a highly structured teaching-learning
process.

2.8 There is also a strong sense of spirituality attached to
Indian music, the realization of which is essential for its
study and practice. The immediate goal of music is

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1 Ranade suggests that the overall religious tolerance of the Indian
subcontinent during the successive centuries proved major force in
considerable expansion of the Indian performing spectrum.
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3.7 The audiences are supposed to be educated about the
art form and are expected to contribute to music making,
expressing their approval/disapproval in accordance with
the established norms forming a part of the cultural
pattern.
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4. LISTENING

was supposed to contain twenty-two shrutis and the
relation between shruti and svara has been a major
source of confusion. It has not been uncommon to refer to
shrutis as quarter-tones or microtones, but evidently,
twenty-two shrutis divided over seven svaras in an
octave presents a mathematical problem.
The crux of the problem lies in the centuries old fallacy
of thinking of melody in terms of fixed positions of
intonation. Whereas, experimental studies conducted
during the twentieth century provide evidence for flexible
intonation, ruling out the notion of pitch as fixed points.
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Modern scholars have observed intonation
as a statistical phenomenon in which the note densities
occur, not as exact points but rather as limited ranges
within a certain tonal region. The influence of melodic
context on the pitch is also clear from these studies. In
fact, raga specific intonations of specific individual notes
do not occur in isolation, and hence, they need to be
examined within the respective melodic context.
Intonation in Indian music is characterized not only by
the individual pitches, but also by the way they are
connected, leading to specific melodic contours or
shapes. Theoretically, there exist infinite number of
possibilities in which the given two notes can be
melodically linked. However, in reality, melodic contours
are guided by the grammar of the raga, the immediate
context and the details of individual ornamentation.
Contemporary musicians use the term shruti in
conjunction with highly specific ornamentations of some
notes in particular ragas. Thus, they speak of the shruti of
the flat third (komal gandhar) in the raga Darbari or
Todi, or the shruti of the flat second (komal rishabh) in
the raga Bhairav.5[9,10] Although most scholars have
related the ancient concept of shruti to pitch positions or
tuning schemes, the contemporary meaning of shruti
seems more related to ornamentation, or to put it in the
words of Nicholas Cook, “music between the notes”. [11]
The presence of microtonality in Indian music is evident
to anybody who practices this music or listens to it
critically. Empirical research also proves beyond any
doubt that the concept is not merely an organological
construct of historical relevance.6 However, the
formulation as it is presently understood, needs a
paradigm shift from regarding shruti as discrete points to
defining it in terms of a melodic shape or melodic
contour. To describe intonation in the contemporary raga
performance, we need a more comprehensive model
including acoustic parameters of not only pitch but also
volume and timbre in relation to the temporal axis.7[12]

Several individual components go in to the making of any
music and consequently, the process of listening to that
music involves attention to be paid to every component.
This makes for a multi-layered listening, which in case of
Hindustani music starts with listening to the drone given
by the tanpura (a string instrument with 4 or 6 strings),
especially the tonic, which becomes the point of
reference for both performer and listener. Unlike Western
music, pitch in Indian music is not absolute. It is rather
relative (in terms of intervals) to a point of reference
given by the tanpura, and hence identification of the tonic
becomes crucial.
Typically, a 4-string tanpura is tuned (in the order of
strumming) to the fifth (P) or the fourth (m), the tonic
(S), again the tonic (S) and an octave below the tonic
(S).2 The special curvature of the tanpura gives rise to an
envelope that is rich in overtones and harmonics.3
Amongst the broad tonal spectrum, the identification of
the tonic and then the fourth or fifth as the case may be, is
crucial.
Furthermore, identification and understanding the
dynamics of the main voice with the accompanying
instruments; both melodic and rhythmic, is vital for
understanding this music. So far, to identify the main
voice, pitch detection algorithms (PDA) have used energy
levels as the main parameter. However, for cases where
the percussion instrument is louder than the voice /main
instrument, this model has limitations. Likewise, the pitch
tracking/identifying algorithms that are currently
available, are also extremely limited when it comes to
pitch detection for instrumental music, especially with the
string instruments having multiple strings; main as well
as sympathetic strings.4

5. INTONATION
In India, great attention has been paid to ‘pitch’ in music.
Musicians attach great importance to precise intonation.
Although the exact pitch of the notes has never been
standardized in frequencies or ratios, it is recognized that
the actual position of the semitones excluding the tonic
and the fifth can vary slightly. The flat notes can be
lowered by approximately 20 cents. Similarly, the sharp
fourth can become sharper. As far as steady pitches are
concerned, empirical research indicates that intonation is
fairly standardized and that no significant deviations can
be correlated to specific ragas. Scholars starting with
Bharata (200 BC – 200 AD) have formulated concepts
such as svara and shruti to describe intonation. Whereas
svara is a musical note or a scale degree, shruti is a more
subtle division of the octave. From early times an octave

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5 For a detailed acoustical analysis of some examples of intonations in
these ragas, refer to Rao & Meer (2004 & 2009).

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2 S R G m P D N correspond to the notes of the C major scale.

6 Given that Bharata explains this theory with the help of two vinas (a
string instrument) with 22 strings.

3 The physical structure of the bridge surface leading to this phenomenon is
discussed in the section 8 dealing with musical instruments.

7 For an exhaustive review on the subject of shruti, refer to Rao & Meer
(2010).

4 The presence of sympathetic strings is a characteristic unique to Indian
instruments. These strings operate on the physical principle of sympathetic
/ forced vibrations.
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7. IMPROVISATION

but in reality, any raga exposition is essentially governed
by certain rules comprising its grammar and also the
model preconceived in the mind of a performer which
results from his/her training, experience, imagination and
skill. The similitude of the tonal configuration makes it
possible to correlate it with the unique character of the
raga (ragabhava) and consequently to the aesthetic
emotion elicited in the mind of a sympathetic listener,
often referred to as rasa10 [13].

Improvisation is an essential aspect of music practiced in
India. Though the idea of improvisation is conceptually
contrasting to ‘pre-composed’ presentation, it does not
either imply an impromptu expression or a random
arrangement of notes or melodic phrases. It rather accepts
creativity within the bounds of raga grammar and
aesthetic norms of the performance practice.
Generally, a performance of Hindustani music traverses
through three tempi - slow, medium and fast, in three
registers - low, middle and high octave. In each tempo
and register, varied techniques are used for improvisation
but essentially they are based on the principle of
permutation and combination of notes, use of various
ornamentation, and varying emphasis (accent) and
volume. In the process of improvisation, both matter and
manner or the content and technique play crucial role.
Techniques of pattern recognition could be applied to
study these melodic contours with respect to a given
performance, especially to various ornamentations
characterized on the basis of specific melodic movements
involved. Since the speed of rendition is one of the
important factors determining the resulting melodic
shape, the aspect of time is crucial to the study of melodic
contours.
Notwithstanding the importance accorded to the aspect
of improvisation as an essential component of music
practiced in India, a well-structured composition
(combining melody, rhythm and lyrics) often referred as
bandish or cheez forms its core8. In fact, composition
gives the basic framework for improvisation. The
dynamics of composition and improvisation is an
interesting area that needs to be studied.
Improvisation associated with the composition is called
badhat or vistar, literally pointing to its growth or
expansion. Nonetheless, in some genres improvisation
can also precede the composition, in which case it is
purely an exploration of the raga without any rhythmic
/poetic framework. The process of improvisation
(accompanied with or without composition) is akin to
‘story telling’. Musicians have a strategy (silsila)
comprising of a chain of events, which occur in a fairly
disciplined (but not rigid) order of sequence. There is a
subject to be explored, storyline to be followed, grammar,
logic and syntax to be adhered to, micro as well as macro
structure to be kept in mind to finally create a portrait of
the raga. Any attempt at studying and modeling this
complex process must include, besides the principles of
permutation and combination and the story-telling logic,
aesthetic principles of the raga, genre and the music
tradition in general.
Preliminary investigations of intonation and melodic
movements in raga Yaman suggest that a raga
performance is a ‘rule based’ and ‘model based’
phenomenon9. Outwardly it may seem to be impromptu,

8. INSTRUMENTS
Despite primacy accorded to human voice as the Godmade instrument, Indian subcontinent abounds in a
variety of man-made musical instruments. While the
human body itself is regarded as an instrument (shariri
vina/gatra vina), instruments are expected to have ‘vocal’
quality11. A considerable degree of specialisation is
displayed in instrumental usage, both in the north and the
south Indian art music. Instruments present music solo,
provide melodic or rhythmic accompaniment, or produce
drones.
It was in India that the concept of classification of
instruments first emerged. Bharata’s Natyashastra (c. 200
BC – 200 AD), which is a magnum opus on the subject of
dramaturgy, also covers a detailed discussion on various
instruments, wherein the author has proposed a four-fold
classification of instruments — tat (strings), ghan (solid),
sushir (winds) and avanaddh (membrane-covered). This
seems to be the first ever attempt at classifying
instruments on the basis of type of sound producing agent
– strings, solid body, air column and stretched membrane,
which are made to vibrate using different techniques like
plucking, blowing, bowing and striking. The
contemporary musical practice is fairly well explained by
this classification. Nearly 2000 years later, in the West,
we find a similar model proposed by Sachs-Hornbostel
(1914) to classify instruments practiced in the
contemporary Western tradition [14].
In the 1920s, Sir C. V. Raman, the Nobel laureate Indian
physicist attracted attention of the world to the unique
acoustic properties of Indian string and percussion
instruments. On the basis of scientific enquiry, he proved
that the materials and techniques used in making of, and
performing on, these instruments result in tonal and
timbre properties that are unique, and not found in similar
instruments elsewhere. The special curvature of the
bridge (supporting the strings) and the loaded membrane
(in percussion instruments) are indeed significant
contributions of India to the world of musical instruments
[15].
There are several aspects in the area of instrumentmaking and maintenance that can be assisted by
technology (mechanical & electronics). These are:
• Spectral analysis, identification and synthesis of

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

8 Compositions meant for instruments may or may not include lyrics. Also,
those meant for percussion instruments, san both melody and lyrics.
9 This heptatonic raga has all natural notes, except the fourth, which is
augmented.

8

10 The concept of rasa is unique to Indian poetics and dramaturgy. There
is no exact equivalent in other cultures but ideas denoted in terms like
ethos, empathy, eurfulung, gestalt and duende are somewhat similar.
11 Instruments are called vadya, which literally means “that which
speaks”, from the Sanskrit root word vad, meaning to speak,
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•

•
•

•

sound of specific instruments.
Study of the bridge surface, especially for string
instruments like tanpura & sitar, with a view to have
automated process for its manufacture and
maintenance.
Manufacture of standardized instruments.
Study of the wear & tear behaviour of a string on a
given surface so as to identify alternate material for
the bridge surface.
Development of electro-acoustic and electronic
instruments.

skeletal. It is neither graphical in the way the Western
system is, nor is intended to precede or replace oral
instructions but only to reinforce it. Although there is a
direct connection between sounds and mnemonics, the
ways in which the mnemonics of Indian music can be
interpreted are far more diverse than words in the domain
of language. Nonetheless, during the process of writing
music, the ‘extra’ information in terms of various
inflections is never written; rendering the system
inadequate for the visual representation of music.
Although such sketchy notations are an aide-memoire, in
general, the practitioners rightly maintain that ‘written’
music doesn’t represent the musical events as they are
transmitted through oral-aural mode adopted in the
traditional method of instruction.

9. NOTATION
Notation is a way of manipulating visual designs to
communicate one’s individual impressions of music to
other people.

9.4 From Notation to Transcription
The difference between notation and transcription is
mainly in their function. Although related, there is a basic
difference between the two. The former is ‘prescriptive’
while the latter is ‘descriptive’.
The development of transcription in the late 20th century
seems to be towards cognitive or conceptual transcription
that seeks to portray musical sound as an embodiment of
musical concepts held by the members of a culture. It
provides a graphic interpretation of the essential concepts
and logical principles of a musical system.

9.1 Role of Notation in India
In India, music is first and foremost an oral tradition,
which is also true for disciplines such as Ayurveda,
philosophy, yoga, linguistics and grammar. Many
features concerning education, performance, appreciation
and propagation of music are directly and deeply rooted
in the oral tradition. Although systems of music notations
have existed in India at least since the early centuries AD,
the relationship of notation to performance in the Indian
tradition is very different from that in the West. As
observed by Widdess, Indian musical notations are oral in
origin, and mnemonic in function; in both respects they
contrast with Western staff-notation, which is graphic in
origin and prescriptive in function [16].
The Indian notation system uses mnemonic syllables
(sargam), which basically means that sounds are given
names by which they are referred, essentially to help talk
about, think, discuss as well as transmit both melodic and
rhythmic music. The mnemonics can include note names
and strokes of stringed instruments or drums. They can be
recited and remembered with specific inflections that
symbolize ornamentation and/or dynamics of volume and
timbre. It is to be noted that independence of Indian art
music from written notation allows, or is a function of, a
high degree of variation, embellishment and
improvisation practiced in performance.

9.5 Human Transcription – Limitations
The invention of sound-recording has lent new meaning
to the process of transcribing. Ethnomusicologists have
used a most rigorous method for objectifying,
essentializing and sometimes even appropriating music of
the ‘other’, first by recording and then by transcribing the
recording. The resulting transcription is used as analytical
description. The fundamental problem with the
transformation of sound into transcription is that the
coder is a black box, the inscrutable brain of either a
musician or (ethno)musicologist. If we would know the
functioning of this black box, we can make the decoder at
the other end to work. Moreover it is not unlikely for our
own black box to fail when we have to decode the data.
The human transcription also tends to rely heavily on
hypothetical conditions such as “a reliable ear” and
“unfailing instincts”, not to mention the general tendency
of the ‘coder” to reduce and distort the music so as to
adapt it to Western categories of musical thought.

9.2 Notation: Advantages
For musicians, there is a direct connection between sounds
and mnemonics, and hence they resort to sargam/bol for
musical thinking- teaching and composing. The sketchy
sargam notations are an aide-memoir especially to keep
record of traditional compositions. From the late 19th
century onwards, compositions were printed & published
with notation for the purpose of instruction, dissemination
and preservation of traditional repertoire, which has so far
come to us mainly through oral tradition.

9.6 Computer-aided Transcription
On the other hand, computer generated transcriptions can
create graphs that are free from these limitations. At least,
if the computer program is correctly documented the
coder-decoder system is totally transparent. The average
musicologist may not fully grasp the workings of the
computer ‘codec’ but it is wide open and it always works
in the same way (provided the parameters of the program
remain unchanged). In this respect it is reliable, objective
and consistent.

9.3 Notation: Limitations
Although the ‘oral notations’ may be committed to
writing in whatever syllabic script prevalent locally, both
in intention and actuality, notation is expected to be
9
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10. AUTRIM: ‘Music in Motion’

11. CONCLUSION

Sound and sight constitute one of the major synesthetic
pairs of senses. The validity of this project, which is
essentially
based
on
computer-aided
graphic
transcription, rests on this premise. The auditory
perception of sound combined with a simultaneous image
of melodic shapes can be far more effective because the
graphic transcription can help to “see” notes as well as
their intricate movements. Graphic contours are useful in
understanding the “sound” of music, which is otherwise
assimilated only by repeated learning and practice. It
reveals what we do not “hear”, what we change in the
process of “hearing” or what we take for granted. It can
also provide an insight in to extremely subtle elements of
music that we cannot readily distinguish aurally, but
which might nevertheless influence our perception of the
music on a subconscious plane [17]. The microscopic
viewing ability afforded by the graphic transcription is
also invaluable in music analysis. Various subtle aspects
such as intonation, melodic and rhythmic features, lyrics
etc. can be reliably studied with the help of computeraided transcription.
The idea of deploying such transcription seems apt for
the visual representation of Indian music, as it allows to
overcome the limitations of the traditional notation
system and supplement the conventional method of
teaching and learning, which is mainly based on oralaural techniques. It seeks to depict graphically the
essential concepts and logical principles of the musical
system. Although it presumes prior knowledge of
essential features of performance, it allows freedom to
make strategic choices appropriate to the music.
Computer programs like PRAAT developed by Boersma
and Weenink are now very sophisticated and can produce
more “beautiful” images of melodic music. In the
ongoing research project jointly undertaken by the
National Centre for the Performing Arts and the
University of Amsterdam (Prof. Wim van der Meer), we
have developed an automated transcription system to
notate Indian music (AUTRIM). We have evolved a
process of developing PRAAT into a full-fledged music
analysis program for Indian music, and have processed a
large volume of music. The final output is a video (720 p
HD) showing melodic graphs corresponding to a mini
raga performance of 10-12 min duration; superimposed
on a tonal grid and supplemented with the rhythmic and
poetic information, displayed simultaneously with the
corresponding audio. A vertical cursor corroborates the
visual and audio information. At present we have a data
comprising of 110 compositions in 85 ragas. Out of
these, videos corresponding to 25 ragas are already
available with the full details of the raga, the
composition, the performer and analysis of the
performance12.

As discussed herein, several components of art music can
be considered as rule-based and model based phenomena.
Hence, it seems that technology could play an important
role in understanding, analysing, documenting and
development of these facets. Not surprising therefore,
today the technologists and technocrats are becoming
increasingly curious about music as an art, science and
industry. It is also interesting that so far most research
related to aspects such as recording, reproduction,
broadcasting, artificial intelligence etc. has been by the
researchers working outside the domain of music per say.
However, it is crucial that musicians & musicologists as
the major stakeholders and custodians of the necessary
artistic/theoretical knowledge base to be actively
involved in the process of conceptualising such interdisciplinary projects. Only such joint ventures can hope
to lead to aesthetically meaningful and culturally viable
endeavours.
Sound as we know, is fundamentally an abstract entity.
On one hand, music as organized sounds is an intentional
and rule based activity. On the other hand, it is also
governed by culture specific philosophical tenets rather
than universally standard quantifiable parameters.
Anyone who desires to seek the beauty and the truth in
the art of music cannot afford to overlook this enigmatic
reality.
It is said that music sounds the way emotions feel!
Nevertheless, it is conceivable that in not too distant
future we may be able to meet the formidable challenge
of finding computational analogs to represent human
intelligence and emotion. While we are on the road to
developing such “software” to meet the “mindware”, let
us be cautioned by the thesis given by the eminent
mathematician John Myhill, “Trying to characterize all
the musical cognition in terms of computations alone, is a
bit like trying to paint all the landscapes without using
green.” [18]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last century in Karn.āt.ik 1 music, the method of
understanding rāga has been to break it down into its various components, svara, scale, gamaka, and phrases. In this
paper, an attempt is made to define the abstract concept of
rāga in its entirety within the aesthetics of Karn.āt.ik music considering the various components and their symbiotic relationship. This paper also attempts to prove that the
identity of a rāga exists as a whole. Section 2 explains the
concept of a fundamental musical note or svara. Section 3
illustrates the concept of gamaka or inflections. Section 4
delves into the concept of rāga in detail and then flows into
Section 5 which enunciates the identity of a rāga in terms
of svara, gamaka, and phraseology. The paper concludes
in Section 6, and Section 7 gives the references.
2. SVARA
Usually, in common parlance, a musical note within the
context of Indian classical music is called a svara. A svara
is considered a definite pitch which relates to and gets its
identity from the fixed tonic. There are seven svaras within
an octave, S.ad.ja, R.s.abha, Gāndhāra, Madhyama, Pañcama, Dhaivata, and Nis.āda, rendered as Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa
Dha Ni. The Sa (S.ad.ja) (Table 1) is the tonic svara. The
Pa (Pañcama), its fifth, is also fixed with respect to the
Sa. The svaras Ri Ga Ma Dha Ni have defined variability,
meaning they could take two or three pitch positions while
Sa and Pa do not. These pitch positions are collectively
defined as svarasthānas.
2.1 Variability with respect to svarasthāna and
Nomenclature
Every svara has a fixed number of manifestations which
are definite pitch positions. For example, as shown in the
Table 1, the svara Ri has three manifestations viz. Śuddha R.s.abha (Ri1), Catuśśruti R.s.abha (Ri2), and S.at.chruti
1 The expression Karnātik music is used in common parlance, the
. .
correct expression for this is Karn.āt.aka music. Karn.āt.aka here does not
refer to the southern state in India

Copyright: c 2012 T. M. Krishna et al. This is an open-access article distributed

Symbol
Sa
Ri1
Ri2/Ga1
Ga2/Ri3
Ga3
M a1
M a2
Pa
Dha1
Dha2/N i1
N i2/Dha3
N i3

Nomenclature
S.ad.ja
Śuddha R.s.abha
Catuśśruti R.s.abha/Śuddha Gāndhāra
Sādhāran.a Gāndhāra/S.at.chruti R.s.abha
Antara Gāndhāra
Śuddha Madhyama
Prati Madhyama
Pañcama
Śuddha Dhaivata
Catuśśruti Dhaivata/Śuddha Nis.āda
Kaiśiki Nis.āda/S.at.chruti Dhaivata
Kākali Nis.āda
Table 1. Svarasthānas

R.s.abha (Ri3). These pitch positions are increasing semitones within an octave. Therefore as the Table 1 shows,
there are 12 possible manifestations within an octave with
Sa and Pa being fixed positions. There also occur overlaps
with the same pitch position being shared by two svarasthānas.
For example, the S.at.chruti R.s.abha (Ri3) shares the same
pitch position as Sādhāran.a Gāndhāra (Ga2). Therefore
this pitch position can be interpreted only as one of these
two, within a context.
Symbol
Ri2/Ga1
Ga2/Ri3
Dha2/N i1
N i2/Dha3

Nomenclature
Catuśśruti R.s.abha/Śuddha Gāndhāra
Sādhāran.a Gāndhāra/S.at.chruti R.s.abha
Catuśśruti Dhaivata/Śuddha Nis.āda
Kaiśiki Nis.āda/S.at.chruti Dhaivata
Table 2. Shared svarasthānas

Table 2 shows just the four shared svarasthānas.
Another important point is that when these svaras are
mentioned in the context of a melodic identity, the following is understood:
• The occurrence of Ga1 must be preceded by the occurrence of Ri1.

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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• The occurrence of Ri3 must be followed by the occurrence of Ga3.
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• The occurrence of Ni1 must be preceded by the occurrence of Dha1.
• The occurrence of Dha3 must be followed by the
occurrence of Ni3.
Therefore, when the following successive pitch positions
Sa Ri3/Ga2 Ma1 come together, the shared position can be
only understood as Ga2, since Ga3 does not occur after it.
Whereas, if the following pitch positions Sa Ri3/Ga2 Ga3
Ma1 occur together, then the shared position is understood
Ri3. Thus, as seen in Table 1, we have 16 names given to
the 12 definite pitch positions representing 12 svarasthānas.

The permissible limit of the movement of the svara is defined in the context of other svaras and at the macrolevel,
on the melodic identity that they represent in phraseology
and the melody. Any movement of a svara within the permissible limit in a given context and melodic identity, cognitively refers only to one specific svarasthāna. For example, when the svarasthāna Sādhāran.a Gāndhāra is constantly moving within a range, touching upon even other
svarasthānas, it is still cognitively recognized as Ga due
to its identity within the context of the phrase and melodic
identity. This concept where a svara is used to create a
variability of movement in relation to the phraseology and
melodic identity, creating a cognitive understanding of the
svarasthāna, is defined as a gamaka.

2.2 Variability with respect to movement of a single
svara
Even though a svara is referred to as a definite pitch position, it does not manifest itself as a contributing factor to
the music unless the svara is a range rather than a point.
Thus, the said svara is not perceived as a single point but
as a small range of pitch values. In fact, it is in this variability that the identity of the svara lies. This does not
imply that the same svara can be rendered at the different absolute pitch values comprising that range but means
that the svara perceived is actually its movement within
this range. This range is cognitively defined based on the
melodic identity and the way in which it is rendered, and it
is not governed by any specific rule. The Figure 1 is a histogram of the seven svaras in the melodic source Kalyān.ı̄.
The svarasthānas corresponding to Kalyān.ı̄ are in red. It
can be seen that all the svaras are a range of pitch values.

3. GAMAKA
Historically, the idea of gamaka is found in treatises right
from the Saṅgı̄ta Ratnākara by Śārṅgadeva [1] [2] (12th
century) where 15 gamakas are described. One cannot be
very sure - for obvious reasons - as to how these gamakas
were rendered, since this relates to ancient music. There
are many other treatises which discuss gamakas including
Rāga Vibodha of Somanātha- 1609 and a much later treatise called Mahābharata Cūd.āman.ı̄- 18th-19th c. AD [3].
The Mahābharata Cūd.āman.ı̄ mentions the concept of the
Daśavidha gamakas (10 types of gamakas) [4]. Though
this is often quoted by many musicians/musicologists, one
does not see a direct connection between many of the types
of gamakas described above and the gamakas in use over
the last century. Many of the gamakas described in this
treatise appear to be phrase movements rather than articulation on a single svara, for example, ārohan.a (upward
melodic movement) and avarohan.a (downward melodic
movement). The closest detailed descriptions of the gamakas,
as rendered today, are given in the Saṅgı̄ta Sampradāya
Pradars.ini (SSP), a treatise by Subbarāma Dı̄ks.ita published in 1904. [5] The gamakas described in the SSP [6]
are described with respect to their rendition on the instrument Vı̄n.ā. The gamakas given in the SSP are listed in the
Table 3.
Though, most of the gamakas sung today are similar to
the ones described in the SSP, they have evolved in form
and context. Gamaka nomenclatures have also undergone
a change. The Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the pitch contours
for some of the gamakas in vogue today. The most important gamaka, the Kampita gamaka, is dealt with in isolation
in this paper. Some of the gamakas in vogue today are described below.
• Jan..tai: When the same svara is rendered in succession, with a stress on the second. This leads to
the touching upon of the immediately lower svara
inbetween the two svaras. See Figure 2 subplot 1
(Jan.t.ai).
• Jāru: A sliding movement between two svaras is
called Jāru. This is of two types, ascending and descending. See Figure 2 subplot 2 (Jāru).

Figure 1. Illustration of svaras as a range
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Gamaka
Kampita

Variations
Lı̄na
Āndol.ita
Plāvita

Sphurita
Pratyāghāta
Nokku
Āhata
Val.i
Ullasita

Orikai
300

Dha
Ma

200
150

Ravai
Khan.d.ippu

100

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

200

250

300

250

300

Khandippu
220

Et.ra Jāru
Irakka Jāru

Humpita
Kurula

Ni

250

Pa

200

(Expressed as Ga)
(Ma

180

Odukkal
Orikai

160
140

Tribhinna
Mudrita
Nāmita
Miśrita

Ga)
0

50

100

150
Sphuritam

240
220

(Expressed as Ma)
(Pa

200
180

Table 3. Gamakas in the SSP

Ma Ma)

160
50

100

150

200

Jantai

Pa

250

Figure 3. Illustration of Orikai, Khan.d.ippu and Sphuritam

Ma Pa

200

traversed upon. See Figure 2 subplot 3 (Odukkal)
150

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

• Orikai: This gamaka is a movement from a svara to
the next higher svara, and then descending below the
svara with which this movement began. See Figure
3 subplot 1 (Orikai).

Jaru
300

Ni

250

Ascending Jaru

Descending Jaru
Ga

200

Ri

• Khan.d.ippu: This gamaka is a descent from a svara,
briefly touching upon the next lower svara and landing on the subsequent svara. This movement is expressed as one svara which is the final svara on which
this movement ends. See Figure 3 subplot 2 (Khan.d.ippu).

150
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250

300

350

Odukkal
230
220

Pa

Dha

• Sphuritam: Starting on a svara higher than its own
position and quickly descending to its position which
is repeated. See Figure 3 subplot 3 (Sphuritam).

Pa

210
200
190
180

0
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150

200

250

300

All the above movements, though traversing multiple svaras,
are musically expressed as only one svara.

350

Figure 2. Illustration of Jan..tai, Jāru and Odukkal

3.1 Kampita - The Sound of the Karn.āt.ik Music
Aesthetics

• Odukkal: In vocal music, this gamaka is similar to a
Jāru. The gamaka indicates a shift from one svara to
the next higher svara and back. The difference between Odukkal and Jāru is in the technique of playing it on the instrument Vı̄n.ā. In the Vı̄n.ā, if the
string is pulled over a single fret indicating a shift,
it is Odukkal. For playing a Jāru, multiple frets are

The gamaka which defines the sound of the Karn.āt.ik music
aesthetics is the Kampita gamaka.
This gamaka is the meandering of a svara between the
adjacent svaras, before and after the svara with which this
gamaka is expressed. The peculiarity of this gamaka is
that the pitch value or frequency of the svarasthāna is not
specifically sounded, but the svara is sung as an oscillation
between the notes adjacent to it, before and after the svara
[7] (See Figure 4). For example, the musician, sometimes,
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Variety of Kampita Gamakas
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Figure 4. Illustration of the Kampita Gamaka

when rendering the svara Śuddha Madhyama (Ma1) 2 within
a melodic context with Kampita gamaka does not emphasize the absolute frequency of the svarasthāna Ma1 but is
uttering the syllable Ma while at the same time singing
Ga3 Pa Ga3. This does not mean that the svara, in itself,
does not have any identity when sung with the Kampita
gamaka because the identity of the svara itself lies in this
movement, within this context. The absolute pitch position
of Śuddha Madhyama (Ma1) is one of the frequencies that
is sounded during the movement within the gamaka. Another facet of this gamaka that makes it so important for the
sound of the aesthetics of Karn.āt.ik music is that the beginning or end of this gamaka need not be on an absolute pitch
position (svarasthāna). Yet, to the cognitive ear, it is still
the svara. During many ascending melodic phrases with
the Kampita gamaka, the next svara is touched upon before the gamaka of this svara ends on a svarasthāna. It is
also found that the svarasthānas Sādhāran.a Gāndhāra or
Kaiśiki Nis.āda are almost always rendered with Kampita
gamaka. Similarly, the svarasthānas Kākali Nis.āda and
Prati Madhyama, are rendered with Kampita gamaka very
close to the S.ad.ja or Pañcama respectively. This would not
be seen in melodic identities which do not have Pañcama
or in phrases that lack Sa or Pa. When the permissible
range of the Kampita gamaka of a svara within a phrase
in a melodic identity is exceeded, it either begins to reflect another melodic identity or sounds out of tune. The
Kampita gamaka today includes many varieties of oscillations within its spectrum. This is what makes Karn.āt.ik
music difficult for the untrained ear.
As you can see from above, the understanding of svara
as only pitch positions, within the context of Karn.āt.ik music, does not have any relevance. In fact, when asked to
render the Antara Gāndhāra (Ga3) of the rāga Kalyān.ı̄,
any student of Karn.āt.ik music would naturally sing it with
Kampita gamaka. Similarly, if asked to render Kākali Nis.āda
(Ni3) of the rāga Kalyān.ı̄, they would render it very close to
the position of Sa with another manifestation of Kampita
gamaka. We need to differentiate between svarasthānas,
which are technical semitonal positions within an octave
2 The mention of svarasthānas (eg :Ni1, Ga2), are only to indicate the
reference to the svarasthāna, but does not indicate the form of the svara
as explained in section 3.1

and svara, which represents a melodic atom within Karn.āt.ik
music. Therefore, the initial definition given in this paper for svara is redefined. Even svaras that are not articulated are not necessarily sung at the exact frequency of the
svarasthāna. Yet, to the cognitive ear, it still sounds as that
svara. Though the svaras Sa and Pa are referred to in general as svaras with no gamaka variability, in reality, within
the context of many melodic identities Sa and Pa are also
articulated within a range.
Another very important point to note with respect to gamakas
is that the articulated svaras are generally followed by a
svara which is less articulated or not articulated at all. These
svaras emphasize and highlight the articulated svaras. Thus,
the interrelation between these two forms the basis for a
melodic phrase.

4. RĀGA
A rāga is a collective melodic expression that consists of
phraseology which is part of the identifiable macro-melodic
movement. These phrases are collections of expressive
svaras. Therefore, it would be impossible to break down
the rāga into its various components. While various phrases
within a rāga can be studied and understood independently
for theoretical analysis, the rāga exists as a whole. A rāga
is not static. Every composition and every performance of
the rāga is part of its evolution.

4.1 Cognitively Inherited/Phrase-Based Rāgas
The concept of a rāga is not formulated by choosing the
svaras, placing them in the required order, retrofitting the
gamakas, formulating the phraseology, and defining it. A
rāga has multiple identifiers. It can be identified by a single svara, a single phrase or motif, or a collection of motifs, as every movement within a rāga is an expression of
the whole. Most of the older rāgas existed even before
the analysis of their components was attempted. This is
analogous with literature wherein it is said that the language came first, and the grammar came after. "Cognition
of phraseology" is what defines the older rāgas, and this
is passed on to us through the compositions in these rāgas.
These rāgas are based on the cognition of the phraseologies
and the recognition of the aesthetics that their forms and
structures give them through compositions and renditions.
These rāgas expand with newer phrases and interpretations
as long as their defining aesthetics is within the realm of
their identities. The aesthetics of these rāgas are largely
defined by the usage of the gamakas. In general parlance,
most karn.āt.ik musicians refer to certain rāgas as heavy
rāgas and certain rāgas as light rāgas. A study of rāgas that
are commonly classified into these two catagories reveals
that all rāgas referred to as heavy have a high usage of the
Kampita gamaka whereas the lighter rāgas have lesser usage of the Kampita gamaka. It is also found that most of
the rāgas referred to as heavy are traditional phrase based
rāgas.
15
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4.2 Classification of Rāgas: The Mel.a system and its
influence on perception of Rāga as we see it today
The efforts to classify rāgas in the Mel.a Era (16th to 19th
century) play a very important role in the perception of
rāgas as seen today. The idea of a mel.a can be traced to the
Svaramel.akalānidhi of Rāmāmātya- 1550 though Saṅgı̄ta
Sudhā by Govinda Dı̄ks.ita refers to a treatise called Saṅgı̄ta
Sārā by Vidyārann.ya having been the first treatise to refer to the idea of a mel.a. Mel.a refers to a collection of
seven svarasthānas. Rāgas that contain a specific set of
svaras are grouped in the mel.a that comprises that set of
svarasthānas. The mel.a was named after the most popular
rāga from the group. Even though the name of the mel.a
was that of the most popular rāga, it did not imply that the
other rāgas in that mel.a were a janya (derivative) of the
rāga that held the title of the mel.a. All the rāgas in a mel.a,
including the rāga after which the mel.a was named, were
janyas of the seven svarasthānas that the mel.a comprised
of. At this stage the rāga that held the title for the mel.a did
not need to possess all the seven svaras. The intention of
the mel.a system was to organise existing rāgas that were in
practice.
During the later stages of the Mel.a Era, scholars began
computing the maximum number of permutations and combinations possible with the svarasthānas. This is called
mel.a prastāra (mel.a expansion). Each scholar/author computed his own number of mel.as depending on the number
of svarasthānas they had theorized. One such mel.a system
was first formulated by Veṅkat.amakhin in his Caturdan.d.i
Prakāśikā- 1620 [8] in which he calculated the possibility
of 72 mel.as from 12 svarasthānas with 16 svara names 3 .
At this stage, only 19 mel.as were in existence out of which
18 already had rāgas. However, one rāga, Simhārava, was
the brainchild of Veṅkat.amakhin himself. Therefore, this
seems the first time that a mel.a was converted artificially
into a rāga. Veṅkat.amakhin left open the rest of the 53
mel.as since there were no rāgas in that period that possessed those collections of svarasthānas. The Rāgalaks.an.a
(early 18th century) [9] attributed to Muddu Veṅkat.amakhin
lists artificially created janya rāgas using the svarasthānas
available in each of the remaining 53 mel.as. It is here that
the concept of ārohan.a and avarohan.a was used as a defining aspect of a rāga. A mel.a was called a rāgāṅga [6]
rāga, and it was a rule that the rāga which held the title
for the mel.a must contain the seven svarasthānas of the
mel.a, irrespective of whether it appears completely in the
ārohan.a, avarohan.a, or both combined. The first treatise
that hints at this condition is Saṅgı̄ta Sudhā by Govinda
Dikshita- 1614. Muttusvāmi Dı̄ks.ita followed the rāgāṅga
rāga classification in his compositions. The later system
of mel.as which is in vogue today was described in the
Saṅgraha Cūd.āman.ı̄ [10] attributed to Govinda. No historical detail of this author is available. In this school, 72
mel.as were formulated with twelve svarasthānas and 16
names. Out of 72 mel.as, 6 mel.as were already functional
since there existed old janya rāgas in them. 66 mel.as were
made functional by synthetically creating rāgas that con3 There is a difference in nomenclature between the ones used in the
Caturdan.d.i and ones used today
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tained those svarasthānas. This mel.a system uses the term
mel.ādhikara (equivalent of rāgāṅga rāga) and states that
the mel.ādhikara, the rāga after which the mel.a is named,
must have all seven svaras in the ārohan.a and avarohan.a in
linear order. Tyāgarāja is said to have given form to many
of the rāgas in the mel.a system formulated by Govinda. 4

4.3 Scale-Based Rāgas
The mel.a system opens up avenues to an entirely different
type of rāgas which are defined solely by the scale which
was used to formulate them. Until about the 15th century,
the rāgas were mostly born out of phraseology. However,
the obvious existence of defined number of svarasthānas
and a defined number of names (these varied from treatise
to treatise based on how they were described) and the possibility of creating structures within an octave with the permutations and combinations of the above started being explored. This automatically led to each author formulating
many rāgas purely on the basis of svarasthānas and their
combinations. Such rāgas are referred to as scale-based
rāgas. The phraseology of these rāgas is also synthetically
formulated. As a result, many phrases among these rāgas
are the same, and therefore, no clear rāga cognition occurs because of phraseology. The rāga cognition occurs
because of the svaras that appear in the phraseology. In
contrast, in the phrase-based rāgas, the rāga cognition is
a result of the identity of the phrase. Even if two rāgas
share the same svaras, the distinctive phraseology is a distinguishing factor between the two rāgas. Another ramification of the later mel.a system and the evolution of synthetic rāgas is that the already existing phrase-based rāgas
were retrofitted into this scalular structure, thus redefining
their identity. This led to artificial changes in the existing rāgas of organic phraseology in the sense that some
of the phrases which were inherited were removed since
they did not fit in the new scale-based definition of the old
rāga. An example is that of the rāga Begad.a. This rāga was
retrofitted to the following scale:
Ārohan.a: Sa Ga3 Ri2 Ga3 Ma1 Pa Dha2 Pa Sa
Avarohan.a: Sa Ni3 Dha2 Pa Ma1 Ga3 Ri2 Sa
According to the rule stated above, the ārohan.a does not
allow for a Nis.āda. But there are inherited ascending phrases
of this rāga which contain the Nis.āda. They are today
considered wrong, as they do not fit into the ārohan.a and
avarohan.a of Begad.a.
An example of phrase containing N i2 in the ārohan.a:
Ni2 Sa Ri2 Ga3 Ri2 Sa Ni3 Dha2 Pa.
Another example is one that occurs in the Begad.a varna
Inta Calamu by Vı̄n.ā Kuppayyar in which the phrase
Dha2 Ni2 Sa Ri3 occurs even though it does not follow
the ārohan.a rule imposed on the rāga.
4 Tyāgarāja, Muttusvāmi Dı̄ksita and Śyāmā Śāstri were the musical
.
trinity who lived between the 18th and 19th century.
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5. RĀGA IDENTIFICATION: TONIC, SVARA,
GAMAKA, PHRASEOLOGY
5.1 Tonic and Rāga

has developed over time through different compositions
and performances of Śaṅkarābharan.am, emphasizing it.
5.3 Identification of a Rāga with a gamaka

It is important to note that a rāga cannot be identified without the tonic. Therefore, the fixed tonic S.ad.ja defines, at a
basic level, the rāga that is rendered. Many times, when a
line of music is sung without a referred tonic, two individuals would perceive it as two different rāgas based on the
svara in the melody which they consider the tonic. This
is completely cognitive. For example, in the phrase Ga2
Ri2 Ni2 in the rāga S.an.mukhapriya, if one identifies the Sa
(S.ad.ja/tonic) at Ni2 in that phrase, one will hear Ma1 Ga3
Sa instead of Ga2 Ri2 Ni2, and Ma1 Ga2 Sa in this context
is the rāga Nāt.akurañji.

A gamaka expression on a svara in different ways can be
used as a cue for identifying rāgas. This concept underlines the fact that the expression of the gamaka in the context of the rāga gives the rāga an identity. An example
is the Kampita gamaka which, when expressed in different ways with the Nis.āda, differentiates the rāgas Tod.i and
Dhanyāsi. Figure 6 shows the difference in the Kampita
gamakas of these rāgas. The Kampita gamaka also gives
Kampita on Ni3 in Raga Todi
260
250

5.2 Identification of a Rāga by a Svara

Sa

240
230

A svara which immediately gives away the identity of that
particular rāga and occurs a maximum number of times
in its exposition is called a jı̄va svara of that rāga (svara
that gives life to the rāga). In some rāgas, this jı̄va svara,
even when rendered without a gamaka, can bring out the
identity of a rāga in its entirety. An example of a rāga
being absolutely discernable by the rendition of a svara
alone is Śaṅkarābharan.am. The rāga Śaṅkarābharan.am
can be immediately identified by the elongated usage of
its Antara Gāndhāra (Ga3). The Figure 5 below shows
the emphasis on and the usage of its Antara Gāndhāra
(Ga3). This information is completely cognitive. Phrase-
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Figure 6. Illustration of the Kampita Gamaka in rāgas Tod.i
and Dhanyāsi
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Figure 5.
Illustration of the usage of Ga3 in
Śaṅkarābharan.am
ology which encompasses such a usage of the Gāndhāra

multiple identities to the same svara in the context of the
rāga in which it is sung. This depends on what comes before or after the phrase under consideration. The phrase
Pa Ni2 Sa in Madhyamāvatı̄ and Pa Dha2 Sa in Kāmbhoji
sound exactly the same, but the Nis.āda in Madhyamāvatı̄
gets its identity as a Nis.āda based on what comes before it,
in the context of the rāga. The Dhaivata in Kāmbhoji, gets
its identity in a similar way. Thus, in that context while
rendering the phrase Pa Dha2 Sa or Pa Ni2 Sa as svaras,
the utterance of the Dha or Ni gives away the identity of
the rāga Kāmbhoji or Madhyamāvatı̄ even though Dha2
and Ni2 are rendered exactly the same way.
This shows that identification of a rāga calls for some
amount of habituated listening or learning because of the
nature of the music. Thus, cognition is an unavoidable requirement for recognition of rāgas.
5.4 Identification of a Rāga with phraseology
A phrase is an interrelation between articulated and unarticulated svaras in a rāga. For organically inherited rāgas,
the phraseology has already existed as an intrinsic part and
has been passed on in the form of compositions. Many
17
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compositions in a single rāga by different composers contain common phrases which are characteristic of that particular rāga. These characteristic phrases are those which
have existed through the times. The identification of a rāga
using these phrases requires listening to the rāga at least
one time in a performance, either in the form of an improvisational piece or within a composition. It is very difficult
to break phrases, and the beginning and ending of phrases,
even the common ones, are based on the context of the
rāga they are sung in and the context of their usage within
the rāga. Every phrase is therefore closely knit with the
phrases that appear before and after it, creating a seamless
melodic movement.
There are many phrases which could be common between
two rāgas. However, the extension before and after these
phrases would define the rāga. Therefore, extrapolating
only the common part of these phrases to identify the rāga
would be erroneous. Also, a small change in the gamakas
of these phrases can reflect a different rāga. For example, the phrase Pa Dha1 Ni2 Dha1 Pa Ma1 with an elongated Nis.āda is common to rāgas Tod.i and Bhairavı̄, but
a gamaka on the svara Ma changes the aesthetic of the
phrase, making it sound like Bhairavı̄. The same Ma when
sung without gamaka makes the phrase sound like that of
Tod.i. These associations are entirely cognitive. Similarly,
when two rāgas share a common gamaka for the same svara,
the position of that svara and its importance within the context of the phrase and rāga determines the identity of the
rāga. For example, if a musician begins with the phrase
Ni2 Ni2 Ni2 ( Kaiśiki Nis.āda) with a minimal Kampita
gamaka, all cognitively aware listeners would associate it
with the rāga Surati, though the same phrase with exactly
the same gamaka can appear in the rāga Rı̄tigaul.a. Therefore the relative importance and context of the same phrase
in the two rāgas determines the cognitive association between the svara, phrase and the rāga.
It is also important to note that the same phrase may be
sung at a slower pace at one point in a performance and
at a faster pace at another point. However, some phrases
cannot be sung at all speeds. If the phrase is sung at a speed
beyond a certain cognitive range defined for the phrase, the
identity of the rāga is lost. The primary reason for this
is that an increase in speed constricts the inflection of the
svaras. For example, certain phrases of the rāga Nı̄lāmbarı̄
cannot be rendered at speeds faster than permitted by the
aesthetic of the rāga because the phrase, thus rendered, will
sound like that of an entirely different rāga.
6. CONCLUSION
It is very clear that the traditional concept of rāga did not
include a logical hierarchical sequence of its various components, rather that rāgas evolved more organically. The
rāga form is dependent on svara, gamaka, and phraseology
collectively. None of these components can exist in isolation within Karn.āt.ik music. Therefore, the usage of any
of these terms refers automatically to the collective sound
that they create. This is why a rāga is identifiable from as
little as a single svara, to the largest collection of phrases.
A very important component of the rāga identity is also
18

the role of cognition. This cognition is a result of serious
listening or training. For a musician, the rāga form is in
its entirety, and the phrases, gamakas, and svaras are not
understood in isolation. The later entry of the synthetic
rāga influenced the relationship between svara, gamaka,
and phraseology. Nevertheless, as seen above, the symbiotic relationship between these variables and the cultivated
cognition of rāga is what gives rāga in Karn.āt.ik music its
form and establishes its uniqueness.
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ABSTRACT
The beginning part of makam melodies are one of the
basic discriminating features of makams. The region on
the scale where the melody begins seems to be an important feature for discriminating makams using especially the
same intervallic order or scale. It appears that, to clarify
the distinction of such makams (which use the same scale)
within this context, a semiotics approach can contribute to
better understanding of such characteristics. It is proposed
here that performing an analytical study based on observation of melody initiation points and based on the concepts defined by C. S. Peirce [1] (1839-1914) can lead to
derivation of “makam indexes”. Via this approach, it could
be possible to derive some features to capture that characteristic and further use it for computer based analysis of
discriminating features of such makams.
In my research on makam indexes, two different makam
groups are chosen, which have two different interval configurations. The first one, “Hüseyni Group”, has “C C T
(T)” 1 intervals in a fourth or a fifth which consists with
an added tone to the fourth. The other is “Hicaz Group”
and it has “C T C (T)” intervals. In these groups, the
three makam or terkib (compound makam) was chosen for
the melodic analysis. These are Nevruz (today’s Neva),
Hüseyni and Muhayyer for Hüseyni Group, and Hicaz, Uzzal and Nühüft for Hicaz Group. The beginning parts of the
melodies in these makams or terkibs are specifically analyzed, since these main groups (Hüseyni and Hicaz groups)
have the same scale yet have different melodic progressions in the beginning. Therefore these are the best examples to understand the role of the beginning parts to make
distinction of makam or terkib.
According to Peirce, “semiosis” is the process by which
representations of objects function as signs [1]. Semiosis
is a process of cooperation between signs, their objects,
and their interpretants. Peirce identifies the “index” as a
semiotic element and explains that it has real connections
with their objects. For example dark clouds are index of

impending rain or cigarette smoke is an index of smoking. In my approach [2], I use the beginning parts of the
melodies as indexes of the makam or terkibs and I see those
useful and functional analytical data. Therefore as the interpreters of makam or terkibs, we use the beginning parts
of melodies as a criterion to make a distinction between the
makam or terkibs, which have the same intervallic order.
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ABSTRACT
In the context of the CompMusic project we are developing methods to automatically describe/annotate audio music recordings pertaining to various music cultures. As a
way to demonstrate the usefulness of the methods we are
also developing a system to browse and interact with specific audio collections. The system is an online web application that interfaces with all the data gathered (audio,
scores plus contextual information) and all the descriptions
that are automatically generated with the developed methods. In this paper we present the basic architecture of the
proposed system, the types of data sources that it includes,
and we mention some of the culture specific issues that we
are working on for its development. The system is in a
preliminary stage but it shows the potential that MIR technologies can have in browsing and interacting with music
collections of various cultures.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most music traditions around the world differ in the way
their music is produced, used, and understood. This is because each music tradition evolves together with the community that supports and enjoys that music, that is, their
music is influenced by their culture, language, geography,
and in general by their personality.
The development of computer-based tools for accessing
and listening to audio recordings has to consider the cultural context of both the music and the user. Most existing
commercial tools, normally referred as audio players, are
heavily biased towards Western commercial music. These
tools allow users to search and navigate through the music
catalogs efficiently by using basic metadata (such as title,
album name or artist name) but they lack tools for more
complex ways to filter, navigate, and especially to explore
the specific musical concepts that characterize a given type
of music.
Listening to an audio recording is a significant part of
our interaction with a musical work, but the social context,
the description of the works, musicians, and of the musical
concepts related to the music are relevant information that
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complement and enrich our musical experience. The developed application enriches the process of searching and
listening to music recordings by taking advantage of the results of the CompMusic project [1], thus demonstrating the
use of the technologies developed in a practical context.
Next we mention some of the related applications that
have been developed and in the followings sections we go
over the components of our proposed system.

2. BACKGROUND
Most audio players, such as iTunes 1 , are aimed at listening to music while providing users limited access to audio
metadata. Others, like Amarok 2 , also access additional
information sources related to the music from Wikipedia.
Online music streaming services such as Grooveshark 3
and Spotify 4 demonstrate a similar music experience while
hosting large-scale and easily accessible audio music sources with a social layer. An engaging example of social
interaction is the capability of posting timed commentaries
on the waveform visualization of a music recording in SoundCloud 5 .
An interesting web application that provides richer browsing capabilities is Freesound 6 . Freesound is an online
repository of free audio samples [2] that has been developed over the past few years within our research group,
which also provides contextual metadata such as geotags
and audio descriptors. This repository, though, is designed
for browsing through sounds samples, not for delivering a
music listening experience, which is the aim of our application here. A web application with a functionality and
research goals similar to our own is Songle [3]. Songle
is an online music service that promotes active listening
by computing and visualizing structure, beat, melody and
chord related descriptors. Songle also allows the users to
edit and correct any mistakes in the automatically extracted
features. However this system has been designed to be of
relevance for commercial pop music, thus the features extracted from the audio recordings may not be relevant to
every music culture (e.g., chords).
1

http://itunes.apple.com
http://amarok.kde.org
3 http://grooveshark.com
4 http://spotify.com
5 http://soundcloud.com
6 http://freesound.org
2
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Figure 1. Architecture diagram of the proposed system.
3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed system integrates many types of data and
information related to the audio tracks of a music collection and it has an interface that allows a user to navigate
through all the information in a musically meaningful way.
Figure 1 shows the components of the complete system as
we envision it, but only part of it is actually implemented
and described here.
3.1 Data sources
The system keeps some of the data sources in a database
and others are fetch from data repositories accessible through
web APIs. Here we briefly describe the different types of
data that are integrated and then used by the web application.
3.1.1 Audio recordings
The first task in building the system has been to gather a
representative audio collection of the various music cultures that we are studying (currently Hindustani, Carnatic
and Turkish makam). We made a selection from which we
could start carrying out research on several musically relevant problems. Experts advised us and we bought around
200 commercial CDs for each repertoire plus we got access to some personal CD collections, gathering more than
300 hours of audio recordings for each collection. The size
will grow in time and we aim at reaching 500 hours of audio per collection in the next few years. For the selection
of the CDs it was important to choose recordings by recognized and representative artists, with reliable editorial data.
The audio tracks that are actually accessible from the system interface are the ones whose metadata is available in
MusicBrainz 7 and thus have an identifier that can be used
7

to link the audio tracks with all the other available information. The web interface displays the audio data and it
has a simple player to interact with it.
3.1.2 Audio features
Various low to mid level audio features from the audio
recordings of the music collections are extracted and kept
together with the audio recordings. Given that we are currently focusing on melodic and rhythmic dimensions of the
music we have extracted low level audio features such as:
perceptual amplitude, onsets, and predominant pitch [4].
For the Indian music collections, the tonic pitch of the lead
performer is also extracted [5]. The Essentia library [6], an
audio analysis library developed by our research group that
includes most of the common low and mid level feature
analysis algorithms, is used to compute these descriptions.
We are currently doing research on various culture specific
descriptors that will be integrated into Essentia and used in
the system as they become available. For example we are
working on intonation analysis [7], motivic analysis [8] or
rag recognition [9]. The audio features are stored in the
system using the YAML format 8 .
The web application offers visualization of different audio features, aligned in time with the audio data. In the
current version we have adapted the RepoVizz visualization tool [10] and integrated it into the Web interface, as
shown in Figure 2. Visualizing the features while listening
to the audio adds another dimension to the musical experience.
3.1.3 Music scores
Each musical culture studied in the CompMusic project
uses some form of symbolic representations for their music. In Turkish makam music an extended version of West8

http://musicbrainz.org
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Figure 2. Dynamic and interactive visualization of audio features on the system’s web interface.
ern classical notation [11] is very much used. Hindustani
music uses Bhatkhande notation [12] and Carnatic music
uses Dikshitar’s notation [13], but these notations are not
used much by performers, being mainly used for archival
purposes.
To store the scores in machine readable format, we have
considered Humdrum [14] or MusicXML 9 . Currently we
have 1,700 scores from Turkish makam [15] and their integration into the system is in progress. The specific format to be used has not been decided but most probably
will be MusicXML. When not available in a public repository accesible through a web API, the machine readable
scores will be stored with the audio recordings and the audio features. The audio recordings and the scores of the
same compositions will be linked using MusicBrainz and
displayed in a synchronized way.
3.1.4 Editorial metadata
Every audio recording that we have gathered is accompanied by editorial metadata. Since most audio recordings
come from commercial CDs, the editorial metadata comes
from the cover or the booklet accompanying the CD. We
use MusicBrainz to store and access all this metadata, which
includes names of recordings, releases, compositions, composers, performers, and other culture-specific musical concepts. Most of the metadata of the audio recordings obtained was not yet in MusicBrainz, thus we have had to
add it ourselves.
MusicBrainz is an open repository of music metadata. It
supports all the metadata associated to CDs plus other detailed information about the music. It is designed in such
a way that it keeps information about the relations among
the previously mentioned musical concepts, thus providing
an ontology of music metadata. This metadata is accessible via a web service and it can be easily integrated in the
system. However MusicBrainz was designed to support
western popular music and it lacks the support for some
of our culture specific concepts. We are working closely
with the MusicBrainz community to help develop the MusicBrainz framework so that it can better support the the

Collection

CDs

Recordings

Performers

Carnatic
Hindustani
Turkish-makam

196
136
100

1001
495
1011

60
64
116

Table 1. Statistics of the CompMusic collection in MusicBrainz.
music repertoires we are working on. Table 1 shows the
statistics of the three main music collections we have uploaded to MusicBrainz, which is a subset of all the audio
recordings that we have gathered, thus we are still in the
process of completing them.
There are other information resources than can be used
to complement the editorial metadata obtained from MusicBrainz. One such resource is Wikipedia 10 , a dynamic
and evolving encyclopedia repository of universal knowledge. The complementary information that can be found
in Wikipedia, and automatically retrieved with its API, includes artist biographies, description of musical concepts
(such as raagas, taalas, makams, etc.) plus other editorial
information. All the editorial information is automatically
fetched and displayed in the Web interface of our system.
3.1.5 Semantic information
The previous data sources correspond to information that
is either obtained from music editors, communities of experts, or from the audio itself. Another way of obtaining
information about our music collections is through user
generated content, i.e., information provided by users in a
collaborative manner. This includes blogs, album reviews,
dedicated websites, social tags, or discussion forums. We
have started gathering semantic information from an online
dedicated forum of Carnatic music lovers, Rasikas.org 11 ,
in which users engage in many types of discussions, covering most relevant Carnatic music related topics. In our preliminary work [16] we have extracted and analyzed some
10

9

11

http://www.makemusic.com/musicxml
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Figure 3. A screenshot of the current user interface of the system.
semantic relations between Carnatic musical concepts. The
results of this research has not yet been incorporated into
the system.
3.2 Processing layer
In this layer we include the modules that process the data
sources gathered and obtain the higher level information
elements and the other representations that are needed for
the different functionalities of the system. This includes
the extraction of audio features and the algorithms that will
process all the different data sources, in order to get musically meaningful semantic concepts and the distance measures needed to navigate through the different information
objects. This is the part of the system that will evolve the
most during the course of the CompMusic project. Currently only part of the extraction of audio features is available.
The audio feature extraction algorithms are all integrated
into the Essentia library. We will further develop culture
specific algorithms to extract melodic and rhythmic characteristics of the different musical repertoires. We are working on the automatic segmentation of the pieces, on the
characterization of rhythmic patterns and on the characterization of melodic motives. From these descriptions we
should be able to describe the music pieces and their basic
music elements, which are very much related to the ragas
and talas for Indian music and to the makams and usuls for
Turkish music.
In order to go a step further in the description of a musical repertoire we need to elaborate domain specific ontologies. With them we can guide the extraction of the
proper semantic concepts and formally represent them together with their relationships. The system can use these
ontologies to give the user a musically meaningful interaction with all the available information entities of a given
music collection.
The basic mechanism with which we will be able to navigate through the information entities of a given collec-

tion is by musically meaningful similarity measures. Examples of these entities can be the actual pieces, a given
performer, or specific music elements such as a musical
phrase, a rhythmic patterns, or an expressive articulation.
Thus we will be able to explore all the musical elements of
a musical collection through similarity links.
3.3 Presentation layer
The presentation layer of the system includes the interface
with users or with other applications. Thus it has a web
interface and an API.
3.3.1 Web client
From the web browser interface the user can access and
interact with all the data and information available. In the
current version (Figure 3), the main functionality is to access the audio recordings filtered by music concepts which
are specific to each culture. These filters are conceived
from the near ontological representation of metadata in
Musicbrainz, but also from other sources like Wikipedia.
The web client uses Ajax 12 calls to retrieve the metadata.
Once an audio track is selected we can listen to it while
displaying the various audio features (e.g., pitch and onsets) and other musical concepts (e.g., motives) which are
extracted from the audio. Future versions of the web client
will allow more display and navigation capabilities, including user personalization, session capabilities, annotation
and edition of audio features.
3.3.2 Linking open data
All the information gathered and processed within the system will be published as Linked Data, structured data that
can be interlinked with other web resources, and integrated
into the Linking Open Data project [17]. The Linking
Open Data project is an initiative by the World Wide Web
12 http://www.adaptivepath.com/ideas/
ajax-new-approach-web-applications
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consortium (W3C 13 ) that encourages web applications to
publish their data in a structured way, so that it can be
shared and accessed by other web applications. Many of
the mentioned data sources in Sections 3.1.4
and 3.1.5 are also part of the Linking Open Data project.
This allows the proposed system to access up-to-date data
coming from these sources in a structured fashion.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a system for browsing and interacting with audio music collections that is aware of the
characteristics of the musical style. It uses knowledge of
specific music traditions in order to provide navigation tools
that make sense within that musical context. Its main goal
is to demonstrate the technologies developed in the CompMusic project in a practical application.
We have presented the basic architecture of the system,
the data sources used and we have mentioned some of the
research that we are currently doing within the CompMusic project. The system is under active development and it
will evolve as we obtain more research results. Specially
we should be able to automatically generate more types of
higher level semantic information from the available data
and we should have more musically meaningful browsing
mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this work is to investigate the challenges of
creating a tool to aid people of diverse profiles, from musicology experts and music information retrieval (MIR) specialists, to the interested non-technical users outside these
fields in understanding traditional makam music of Turkey.
We aim at providing a playground approach, with which
MIR specialists can easily validate algorithms for feature
extraction, clustering and visualization, and non-technical
users can navigate by easily varying parameters and triggering audiovisual previews. We adapted the MediaCycle
framework for organization of media files by similarity.
AudioCycle, its audio application, allows users to cluster a large number of audio files against a subset of extracted audio features, visualized in a 2D space through
positions, distances, colors. Transitions between parametric changes are animated, which helps the user create and
retain a mental model of the sounds and their relationships.
For our proof-of-concept, we defined our use case as detecting makamlar (plural) from makam music. We integrated the pitch histogram technique proposed by Bozkurt
et. al as a feature extraction plugin in AudioCycle to meet
this goal.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fitting both profiles of researchers in the field of audio signal processing and audio information retrieval, and passionate about Turkish music, we attempted to make both
ends meet: how can we better understand Turkish music
using the audio analysis tools we manipulate or create?
A fundamental question is “How can tools enhance the
process of understanding music?”. The expression “process of understanding music” encompasses all the stages
that are passed through to obtain a systematic understanding of a music genre by diverse profiles of musically-inclined people:
• (music theorists and musicologists) theorizing categories and rules that define music genres and practices
c 2012 Onur Babacan, Christian Frisson, Thierry Dutoit .
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• (MIR researchers) defining, refining, testing and validating algorithms to observe through computer-aided
analysis whether the theory matches the practice
• (non-technical users) navigating in music collections
with several pathways of understanding of the music
offered by verified computer analysis
Throughout this paper, we’ll use the term “music understanding tools” as a subset of music information retrieval
(MIR)-based tools that go beyond the stage of extracting
information out of music by also allowing the user to navigate a representative space based on this extracted information. Some examples include audio feature extraction
and classification toolkits, music recommendation engines,
score editors with score digitization, score following, score
reconstruction, score annotation.
This paper is divided into two sections: Section 2 discusses the requirements for building a “music understanding tool” and Section 3 provides feedback from a use case
tested while trying to create such a tool: analyzing makam
music of Turkey. More precisely, Section 2.1 gives an
overview of the necessary and existing components of a
“music understanding tool” and Section 2.2 presents a recent solution, the MediaCycle framework and the AudioCycle application. In the second part, Section 3.1 briefly
summarizes makam music and its definitions, Section 3.2
recalls the related existing MIR research on the topic, Section 3.3 describes the integration of these algorithms into
the MediaCycle framework. Section 4 discusses the results
of this work.
2. HOW TO BUILD A MUSIC UNDERSTANDING
TOOL?
How can music understanding tools efficiently assist MIR
researchers, music theorists and musically-avid people?
2.1 Brief Overview of Existing Components of a
Music Understanding Tool
Figure 1 groups some existing music understanding components by the expected profile(s) of users of these applications.
Stéphanie Weisser discusses in [1] (in French) the usability of such of these applications for ethnomusicologists:
the major drawback of most of these tools is the lack of
user-friendliness (learning to use Matlab is not straightforward for anybody but people with technical training);
and there’s no all-in-one integrated solution that fulfills all
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steps of the global analysis: from recording to manual annotation and analysis over multiple time scales (from the
measure if there is to the whole composition or compositions from the same genre).
As already pointed out by CompMusic contributors, music recommenders such as EchoNest and LastFM offer the
power to process and relate massive databases, but these
are mainly constituted of popular western music.
2.2 A Recent Solution in Progress: The MediaCycle
Framework
The MediaCycle framework, developed within the numediart Institute of the University of Mons since 2009, is less
mature than many of the aforementioned solutions, and not
yet released for distribution. It allows to organize media
files by content-based similarity, particularly audio files
using its AudioCycle application [2]. The framework attempts to be modular, supporting diverse media types (not
only audio, but images, videos, text), allowing different
clustering methods (k-means has been chosen as the default one) and visual representation algorithms.
Here follow highlights of the MediaCycle framework that
benefit the “music understanding” research cycle:
• MediaCycle proposes a plugin API (feature extraction, clustering, visualization) and a collection of
plugins, including a wrapper of the Yaafe (Yet Another Audio Feature Extractor) toolbox [3] 1 and
VAMP plugins 2 support through a wrapper of the
VAMP SDK initiated for Sonic Visualiser (from the
same authors of VAMP). For the work described in
this paper, we added a wrapper of the GNU Octave
environment 3 to allow feature extraction with Matlab/Octave algorithms
• Every time plugins are set or their parameters are
modified, changes in the view are animated, making sure the user maintains an understanding of the
representation of sounds in the representative space
• The user can choose to display a visual representation of each music piece (a waveform witth various
scales) and the metadata of piece, or open the related file directly into the standard operating system
file browser or the default application associated to
its file type.
We believe that such a setup allows to test algorithms and
improve them in a cyclic manner.
3. USE CASE: CLASSIFICATION OF MAKAM
MUSIC OF TURKEY
3.1 Makam Music of Turkey
As explained in [4], makam music of Turkey is primarily classified by makamlar (plural) and usul (rhythmic patterns). A makam provides a complex set of rules for composition and improvisation. These rules include both the

type of scale and melodic development. Another major
category for classification is form, which could be any one
of fixed forms (e.g. beste, peşrev) or improvisational forms
(e.g. taksim, gazel). Compositions are named by following
the makam name with the form name (e.g. hicaz taksim,
saba peşrev). An usul name, which defines the rhythmic
structure (e.g. aksak (9/8), semai (3/4)), is also added. Improvisational forms are considered to be free-rhythmic.
Although there is a definite consensus about the names
of makamlar at least in practice, the rules that define them
are both the primary and the most problematic issues in
theory and practice. Pitches do not correspond to fixed
frequencies in makam music as in western music. There
are several dimensions of this issue [4]:
• the concept ahenk (the tuning system)
• the performance of each pitch within a frequency
band rather than a fixed frequency and freedom of
musicians in performance of a specific makam by
varying the pitches especially for the certain pitches
of the scale.
• the small variations of pitches performed depending
on the direction of melodic progression being descending or ascending.
There is more than one school of thought in theorizing the
practice-based tradition of makam music. For the scope of
this work, we limit our understanding of makam music to
the Arel theory [5], as was the choice in [6].
3.2 Automatic Classification of Makamlar
Due to the issues discussed in section 3.1 existing westernoriented MIR techniques are not suitable for use on Turkish traditional art music. A new method was proposed
by Bozkurt [7] [4] for automatic classification of makamlar. In this method, classification is done by using template matching with the pitch distributions generated from
samples against previously-trained distributions for each
makam (makam templates). YIN [8] is used as a pitch
extractor combined with a novel post-filtering process [7]
designed to make corrections using information specific to
Turkish traditional art music. Then, in order to obtain consistent comparison, tonic of the sample is detected with a
novel tonic detection algorithm, and pitch frequencies are
converted to intervals with respect to the tonic in Holdrian
comma (Hc), as defined in Arel theory [5]. Distributions
are computed using the interval data, with the bin size chosen as 1/3 Hc, which is reported to provide a good sensitivity while avoiding erroneous peaks. The algorithm works
best on the taksim form, which is monophonic, and especially well on instruments without strong time-domain
transients due to attacks (e.g. plucking). This is caused
by the performance of pitch extraction being dependent on
auto-correlation. Further details of the algorithm is beyond
the scope of this work and we refer the reader to [7] and [6].
3.3 Implementation, integration into AudioCycle

1

http://yaafe.sourceforge.net
2 http://www.vamp-plugins.org
3 http://www.octave.org

Matlab is widely used in the MIR community. For integration into MediaCycle, we chose wrappers of an open
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Figure 1. Exisiting components of a music understanding tool grouped by types of user profile(s)
source alternative, Octave. This way, Matlab implementations of algorithms can be run without the expensive Matlab itself, nor the heavy Matlab runtimes.
For the most part, porting code from Matlab to Octave is
not difficult. Some problems that might be encountered are
missing functions, and minor syntax changes (for instance,
stricter requirements in Octave against the confusion between the logical comparison (e.g. &&) and the bitwise
operator (e.g. &) symbols). These are easily overcome, but
it may take some manual effort to verify that the ported
code works correctly.
We provide an interface for integrating Octave code into
AudioCycle and executing multiple feature extraction algorithms at run-time. Figure 2 shows an example of usage.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the AudioCycle application with
the makam histogram as feature, radial position plugin
with file duration as radius and expected makam as angle.

3.4 AudioCycle Experiments with Makamlar
One of our primary goals is to illustrate the similarity of
samples to each other in an intuitive way. AudioCycle accomplishes this goal by going through three stages: extraction of audio features, clustering based on extracted features and distance-to-position mapping. For each stage, a
variety of algorithm choices are provided, with the option
of using multiple features simultaneously in the first stage.
Using the discrete makam classifications as features would
not have provided a meaningful clustering, because this
method discards the fine-grained information required by
the mapping algorithms. We chose to use the pitch histograms directly as audio features instead. To establish
consistency in mapping, all the pitch histogram vectors are
pre-processed to be centered on their tonic, and normalized
so their sum is 1.
We have also provided the functionality to change the
weights of audio features to be used in clustering, letting
the user emphasize or de-emphasize certain features as desired.
We obtained recordings of taksimler from various albums.
For purposes of visualization, we narrowed the dataset down
to the six best classified makamlar as reported in [7] (hicaz, hüzzam, nihavend, rast, saba and segah), which resulted in 57 samples. A limiting factor in this process was
the unavailability of metadata regarding the makam of the
sample.
Initially, we tried using manually-segmented shorter phrases (30-45 seconds) from taksimler. To verify whether
this was a meaningful input for clustering, we ran these
samples through automatic makam classification. The recall rate was zero. Since taksimler are improvisational, it
seems plausible that the pitch histogram method, which relies on statistical accumulation, requires longer samples to
work as intended. We decided that pitch histograms gen27
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erated from shorter samples were not reliable as audio features. In empirical trials, we used only the pitch histogram
as a feature for clustering. We observed that the saba,
hüzzam and rast makamlar were clustered well together
distinctly, albeit with other makamlar mixed into the clusters they were dominant in as well.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We pushed the boundaries of an existing MIR tool by trying to use it for analyzing makam music. While the tool focuses on user-friendliness by providing a visual representation of the relations between the analyzed music pieces,
we adapted it so as to easily integrate algorithms created
by MIR researchers using an Octave wrapper, as part of
the family of the Matlab interpreted language.
We couldn’t reproduce results as satisfactorily as expected
from the algorithms we borrowed. However, we believe
AudioCycle integration is potentially valuable for researchers to reach insights that are harder with other tools.
We aim to add more clustering and visualization algorithms, as well as new audio features that are developed by
the MIR community in order to make AudioCycle a fullfledged research tool.
Since we wrapped the Octave interpreter into AudioCycle, the GPL license of GNU Octave currently doesn’t allow us to distribute AudioCycle whose release license is
not yet determined. We could solve this issue by replacing the Octave wrapper by a system that calls user-defined
scripts (themselves calling Octave or other environments)
expected to output a file for instance in the .mat (Matlab
binary) format (that we can open with the MAT File I/O
Library 4 available under a BSD license) or CSV formats.
We previously proposed an installation based on MediaCycle that allows visitors to create an instant music composition by moving on the floor to activate audio loops organized by similarity of timbre and synchronized by tempo:
LoopJam [9]. We believe that creating a database of short
sounds within the music genres analyzed by CompMusic
consortium, imported into LoopJam, could have an educational impact, especially towards children.
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ABSTRACT
There has been an absence of a theory, which establishes
the performance-theory unity, among Turkish music theories. The starting point of a study that aims to eliminate the
disparities between the theory and performance should be
a thorough analysis of performances.
This thorough analysis of performances enables the definition of a system that meshes the theory and the performance. In this work, we study çeşnis,the tetrachords
and the pentachords that are the basis of the Turkish music
maqams. We analyze the frequencies of the audio recording samples of the performers to identify the usage of çeşnis.
The recordings used are compiled from the recordings
of the performers that are passed away and the masters
who have quit their active musical practices. For each performer, we analyze how çeşnis are performed and for each
çeşni we provide the average values of all performers. For
each performer, we calculate the average value of a çeşni
using the values from all recordings that involve this çeşni.
For each çeşni, we calculate the average value from all
recordings by all performers that include the given çeşni.
The frequency analyses are conducted automatically.
The results of this study are shown as histograms, in Holder 1 commas, and in cents. At the end, all results are compared with the theoretical values.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although there are some studies [1,2] on the maqam theory
in Turkish Music, there is an absence of a system, which is
approved by all music authorities and establishes the unity
between the theory and the performance. There-fore, the
debates on these topics and the research attempts for such
a system have not been finalized. Within the frame of these
attempts, the starting point should be the thorough analysis
of performances to eliminate the dis-parities between the
theory and the performance. Accurate evaluation of the
results of this analysis leads to a theory that has roots from

Figure 1: Hicaz çeşni. The distances among the pitches of
the çeşni are shown in Holder coma (S: 5 comas, A12 : 12
comas, T: 9 comas).

the performance and enable us to describe a system that is
coherent with the performance.
Tetrachords and pentachords, also called as “çeşni”s are
the basis of maqams in Turkish Music. We can define
çeşnis as sound patterns in which the sounds between the
start and end are arranged in a diatonic fashion according
to an interval structure [3]. There are 15 çeşnis described
in Arel Theory, which is used today [4, 5]. Figure 1 exemplifies Hicaz çeşni on Dügah (La) note and shows the
distance between the pitches of the çeşni.
The main aim of this study is to identify how çeşnis are
used during performance and what kind of changes pitches
go through under different conditions. The results of this
study can be used to solve existing problems in Turkish
Music theory. Thus, we can propose solutions to the basic problems in a system, such as to how many pieces an
octave is divided, or if there is a need for additional signs
and symbols to represent change. We can describe maqams
thoroughly and preserve the traditional music and convey
it to the new generations easily as a result of presenting the
performance with accurate signs and symbols.
As of our best knowledge, the most comprehensive work
in measurement and analysis has been done under supervision of Barış Bozkurt [6]. In this project, novel techniques are proposed for automatic music transcription and
maqam detection. In both our work and this project, frequency analysis is done using Makam Toolbox developed
by Barış Bozkurt [7]. Makam Toolbox uses YIN to estimate the fundamental frequency [8]. In our work, we are
working in a different set of recordings.

1 Holder Coma(Hc): The value calculated by the division of an octave
to 53 pieces (1 Hc = 22,6415 cents).

Copyright: c 2012 Eren Özek. This is an open-access article distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, the frequency analysis of recordings from
various performers is conducted and the results are presented in comparison to the theoretical values. The recordings used are compiled from the recordings of the performers that are passed away and the masters who have quit
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their active musical practices. The used recordings are chosen from the commercial records and personal archives. In
total, 416 recordings are analyzed. Table 1 presents the
performers and the number of recordings analyzed from
each performer.

Buselik
Çargah
Ferahnak
Hicaz
Hüseyni
Hüzzam
Kürdi
Müstear
Nikriz
Nişabur
Pençgah
Rast
Saba
Segah
Uşşak
Total

B.S
Sezgin
6
10
1
37
10
32
1
2
3
4
1
15
8
12
30
172

İhsan
Özgen
13
6
*
16
2
*
4
*
2
1
*
17
2
11
16
90

M.N.
Selçuk
18
*
1
17
2
6
*
*
1
1
*
11
2
7
12
78

Necdet
Yaşar
4
1
*
4
3
6
4
*
2
*
1
3
2
3
2
35

Niyazi
Sayın
2
1
*
1
2
1
1
*
2
*
1
1
1
1
3
17

Cemil
Bey
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
24

Figure 2: Pitch histogram of Hüzzam Çeşni performed by
Bekir Sdk Sezgin.

YAEU
TK
53-TET
Performance

5
5
5
5

Holder coma
14
19
31
14 19.5
31
14
20
30
14 20.3 30.6

113.2
113.2
113.2
113.2

Cent
316.9 431.3
316.9 441.5
316.9 452.8
316.9 459.6

701.9
701.9
679.2
692.8

Table 2: Average Intervals in Hüzzam Çeşni Performed by
Bekir Sıdkı Sezgin

Table 1: Number of Çeşnis Per Performer
When choosing the recordings, we deliberately tried to
find the recordings that belong to the maqam, which has
the same name of the çeşni. Since the analysis is based
on çeşnis, the analysis results are limited to the first five
pitches to minimize the effects of the other features of the
maqam to the results. For there are a limited number of
recordings of the performers, we adopt two different methods for maqams for which there does not exist a recording:
1. Alternative maqams are used under the assumption
that they produce similar results (Buselik-Nihavend,
Çargah-Acemaşiran etc.).
2. Çeşnis, for which there does not exist a recording,
are searched in other recordings of the same performer. Found çeşni samples are cut as musical sentences and then analyzed.
Since the recording of Bekir Sıtkı Sezgin and Munir Nurettin Selçuk are not solo, sections that do not include the
performers are not included to the analysis. All results are
shown as histograms, in Holder commas, and in cents.
Analysis is done for each performer and for each çeşni.
The results are presented here are the results of the analysis
for each çeşni. The results of the analysis is presented in
comparison with the values from Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek Theory (AEU), Töre-Karadeniz (TK) [9], and 53-TET [10] in
histograms and tables (Section 3):
1. For each performer, the average values of each çeşni
performed by this particular performer are calculated.
(Figure 2, Table 2)
2. For each çeşni, the average values are calculated from
the sum of all values of this particular çeşni, performed by all performers. The results are compared
with the theoretical values and the values that differ
are marked. (Figure 3, Table 3)
30

Figure 3: Pitch histogram of Hüzzam Çeşni including all
performers.

3. RESULTS
The performance values collected from all recordings and
the theoretical values of the widely used Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek
Theory are compared in Table 4. When Table 4 is studied,
substantial differences between the theoretical and performance values are found for Hüseyni, Hüzzam, Saba, and
Uşşak çeşnis. The values that differ from each other are
underlined.
The distance between the first and the second pitches of
Hüseyni çeşni, Dügah and Segah, respectively, is measured
as 6.3 comas as opposed to the theoretical value of 8 comas. The distances between the second and the third pitches,
Segahandçargah, respectively, is measured as 6.4 comas as
opposed to 5 comas. The distances between the third and
the fourth pitches, çargah and Neva, respectively, is measured as 9.3 comas as opposed to 9 comas.
The distance between the third and the fourth pitches of
Hüzzam çeşni, Neva and Hisar, respectively, is measured
as 6.7 comas as opposed to the theoretical value of 5 comas. The distances between the fourth and the fifth pitches,
Hisar and Eviç, respectively, is measured as 10.3 comas as
opposed to 12 comas.
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YAEU
TK
53-TET
Performance

0 Hc
Interval

5
5
5
5
5

Holder coma
14
19
31
14 19.5
31
14
20
30
14 20.7
31
9
6.7 10.3

113.2
113.2
113.2
113.2
113.2

Cent
316.9 431.3
316.9 441.5
316.9 452.8
316.9 468.7
203.7 151.7

701.9
701.9
679.2
701.9
233.2

Table 3: Average Intervals in Hüzzam Çeşni Performed by
All Performers

The distance between the first and the second pitches of
Saba çeşni, Dügah and Segah, respectively, is measured as
7 comas as opposed to the theoretical value of 8 comas.
The distances between the second and the third pitches,
Segahandçargah, respectively, is measured as 5 comas as
opposed to 5.7 comas. The distances between the third
and the fourth pitches, çargah and Hicaz, respectively, is
measured as 6.6 comas as opposed to 5 comas.
The distance between the first and the second pitches of
Uşşak çesni, Dügah and Segah, respectively, is measured
as 6.7 comas as opposed to the theoretical value of 8 comas. The distances between the second and the third pitches, Segah and çargah, respectively is measured as 6.3 comas as opposed to 5 comas.

Çeşni
Buselik
Cargah
¸
Ferahnak
Hicaz
Hüseyni
Hüzzam
Kürdi
Müstear
Nikriz
Nişabur
Pençgah
Rast
Saba
Segah
Uşşak

Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.
Theory
Perf.

Intervals (in Holder comma)
01.Int. 02.Int. 03.Int. 04.Int.
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
5.0
9.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
9.3
8.4
8.3
5.0
12.0
5.0
9.0
4.7
12.6
4.7
9.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
9.0
6.3
6.4
9.3
9.0
5.0
9.0
5.0
12.0
5.0
9.0
6.3
10.7
4.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
9.3
9.0
5.0
8.0
9.0
9.0
4.7
9.3
7.7
9.0
5.0
12.0
5.0
9.0
5.0
12.0
4.7
8.0
5.0
9.0
4.0
8.3
4.7
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
8.7
8.3
5.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
6.0
6.7
5.0
9.0
8.0
9.0
5.0
9.0
8.3
8.0
8.0
5.0
9.0
7.0
6.0
9.0
-

4. CONCLUSION
When the comparison with the AEU system results are
concerned, we conclude that we need some intervals and
pitches that are not present in AEU system. This need
is obvious for Hüseyni, Hüzzam, Saba, and Uşşak çeşnis.
For the 53-TET system, since these pitches are present, the
difference between the theory and the performance is the
least. Even we round up the values to the next integer, its
inevitable that the AUE system lacks some of the pitches
and intervals.
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adım,” Online: http://www.musiki.org/53tetle makam
dizileri.pdf.

Table 4: Comparative Results.
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ABSTRACT

underlying modal structure has rarely been studied in a
computational framework; the absence of a clear metrical
pulsation complicate the rhythmic transcription1.

The CréMusCult project is dedicated to the study of
oral/aural creativity in Mediterranean traditional cultures,
and especially in Maqam music. Through a dialogue
between anthropological survey, musical analysis and
cognitive modeling, one main objective is to bring to
light the psychological processes and interactive levels of
cognitive processing underlying the perception of modal
structures in Maqam improvisations.
One current axis of research in this project is dedicated to
the design of a comprehensive modeling of the analysis
of maqam music founded on a complex interaction between progressive bottom-up processes of transcription,
modal analysis and motivic analysis and the impact of
top-down influence of higher-level information on lowerlevel inferences.
Another ongoing work attempts at formalizing the syntagmatic role of melodic ornamentation as a Retentional
Syntagmatic Network (RSN) that models the connectivity
between temporally closed notes. We propose a specification of those syntagmatic connections based on modal
context. A computational implementation allows an automation of motivic analysis that takes into account melodic transformations. The ethnomusicological impact of
this model is under consideration.
The model was first designed specifically for the analysis
of a particular Tunisian Maqam, with the view to progressively generalize to other maqamat and to other types
of maqam/makam music.

1. INTRODUCTION
This study is illustrated with a particular example of Tba’
(traditional Tunisian mode), using a two-minute long
Istikhbâr (a traditional instrumental improvisation), performed by the late Tunisian Nay flute master Mohamed
Saâda, who developed the fundamental elements of the
Tba’ Mhayyer Sîkâ D. This example is challenging for
several reasons: in particular, the vibrato of the flute does
not allow a straightforward detection of note onsets; the
Copyright: © 2012 Olivier Lartillot et al. This is an open-access article
dis- tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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The long-term aim of the project is to develop a computational model that is not focused on one single piece, or
one particular style of modal music, such as this Tunisian
traditional Istikhbar improvisation, but that is generalized
to the study of a large range of music, Arabo-Andalusian
maqam but also Turkish makam for instance.

2. BOTTOM-UP ANALYSIS
The aim of music transcription is to extract elementary
musical events (such as notes) from the raw audio signal,
and to characterize these events with respect to their
temporal locations and durations in the signal, their pitch
heights, dynamics, but also to organize these notes into
streams related to particular musical instruments and
registers in particular, to integrate the notes in an underlying metrical structure, to indicate salient motivic configurations, etc.
Computational techniques to detect these events are
based on three main strategies:
- A first strategy consists in detecting saliencies in
the temporal evolution of the energy of the signal.
This method does not work when single notes already feature significant temporal modulation in
energy (such as vibrato) or when series of notes are
threaded into global gestures where the transition
between notes is not articulated in terms of dynamics.
- An alternative consists in observing more in details
the spectral evolution, and in particular in detecting
significant dissimilarities between successive
frames with respect to their general spectral distributions. Yet still global comparisons frame by
frame cannot generally discriminate properly between spectral discontinuities that are intrinsic to
the dynamic of a single note and those that would
relate to transition between notes.
- Another alternative consists in analyzing the temporal evolution of the note pitch heights and to infer, from this continuous representation, periods of
1

The emergence of local pulsation in non-metric music is
an important question that we plan to study extensively in
forthcoming works.
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stability in pitch height corresponding to notes.
This method is particularly suited to instrument
featuring vibrato, such as flute.
This section details our proposed method that follows
this third pitch-based strategy.
and

spectrogram

combined

We propose a method for pitch extraction where two
strategies are carried out in parallel. The first strategy
based on autocorrelation function focuses on the fundamental component of harmonic sounds, and can track
multiple harmonic sources at the same time [8]. The audio signal is decomposed using a two-channels filterbank,
one for low frequencies below 1000 Hz, and one for high
frequencies over 1000 Hz. On the high-frequency channel
is performed an envelope extraction using a half-wave
rectification and the same low-pass filter used for the
low-frequency channel. The periodicity corresponding to
note pitch heights is estimated through the computation
of an autocorrelation function using a 46.4 ms-long sliding Hanning window moving every 10 ms. Side-border
distortion intrinsic to autocorrelation function is neutralized by dividing the autocorrelation with the autocorrelation of its window [6]. A magnitude compression of the
amplitude decreases the width of the peaks in the autocorrelation curve, suitable for multi-pitch extraction.
After summing back the two channels, the sub-harmonics
implicitly included in the autocorrelation function are
filtered out from the halfwave-rectified output by subtracting time-scaled versions of the output. A peak picking frame by frame of this representation results in a pitch
curve showing the temporal evolution of the fundamental
components of the successive notes played by the musical
instruments. One drawback of this method is that the
frequency is not clearly stabilized on each note, showing
fluctuation.
The second strategy for pitch extraction is simply based
on the computation of a spectrogram using the same
frame configuration as for the first method. In this representation, the curve of the fundamental component is
indicated with better accuracy and less fluctuation, but
harmonics are shown as well, so the fundamental curve
cannot be tracked robustly. The advantages of the two
methods are combined by multiplying point by point the
two matrix representations, so that the fundamental curve
is clearly shown and the harmonics are filtered out [7].

Figure 1c. Spectrogram computed for the same excerpt.

Figure 1e. Multiplication of the autocorrelation functions
(Figure 1a) and the spectrogram (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1f. Resulting pitch curve obtained from the combined method shown in Figure 1e.
2.2 Pitch curve
Global maxima are extracted from the combined pitch
curve for each successive frame. In the particular example dealing with nay flute, the frequency region is set
within the frequency region 400 Hz – 1500 Hz.
Peaks that do not exceed 3% of the highest autocorrelation value across all frames are discarded: the corresponding frames do not contain any pitch information,
and will be considered as silent frames. The actual frequency position of the peaks is obtained through quadratic interpolation.
The frequency axis of the pitch curve is represented in
logarithmic domain and the values are expressed in cents,
where octave corresponds to 1200 cents, so that 100 cents
correspond to the division of the octave into 12 equal
intervals, usually called “semi-tones” in music theory.
This 12-tone pitch system is the basis of western music,
but is also used in certain other traditions as well. The
maqam mode considered in this study is based also on
this 12-tone pitch system. More general pitch system can
be expressed using the same cent-based unit, by expressing intervals using variable number of cents.
2.3 Pitch curve segmentation

Figure 1a. Autocorrelation function of each successive
frame (each column) in an excerpt of the improvisation.

Pitch curves are decomposed into gestures delimited by
breaks provoked by any silent frame. Each gesture is
further decomposed into notes based on pitch gaps. We
need to detect changes in pitch despite the presence of
frequency fluctuation in each note, due to vibrato, which
can sometimes show very large amplitude. We propose a
method based on a single chronological scan of the pitch
33
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curve, where a new note is started after the termination of
each note. In this method, notes are terminated either by
silent frames, or when the pitch level of the next frame is
more than a certain interval-threshold away from the
mean pitch of the note currently forming.
When analyzing the traditional Istikhbar, we observe that
the use of an interval-threshold set to 65 cents leads to
satisfying results. In ongoing research, we attempt to
develop method enabling to obtain satisfying threshold
that adapt to the type of music and especially to the use of
microtones.
Very short notes are filtered out, when their length is
shorter than 3 frames, or, in the particular case where
there is silent frame before and after the note, when the
length of the note is shorter than 9 frames. These short
notes are fused to neighbor notes, if they have same pitch
(inferred following the strategies presented in the next
paragraph) and are not separated by silent frames.

separation between rhythmical values. This strategy has
evident limitations, since it does not consider possible
acceleration of pulsation. A more refined strategy, based
on motivic analysis, is evoked in section 4.3.

3. MODAL ANALYSIS
The impact of cultural knowledge on the segmentation
behaviour is modeled as a set of grammatical rules that
take into account the modal structure of the improvisation. Tba, is Tunisia as in Maghreb, is made up of the
juxtaposition of subscales (a group of 3, 4 or 5 successive
notes called jins or ‘iqd), as shown in Figure 2. Tba is
also defined by a hierarchical structure of degrees, such
that one (or two) of those degrees are considered as pivots, i.e., melodic lines tend to rest on such pivotal notes.

2.4 Pitch spelling
In this first study, the temperament and tuning is fixed in
advance, with the use of 12-tone equal temperament. A
given reference pitch level is assigned to a given degree
in the 12-tone scale. In the musical example considered in
this study, the degree D (ré) is associated with a specified
tuning frequency. The other degrees are separated in
pitch with a distance multiple of 100 cents, in the simple
case of the use of an equal temperament. Microtonal
scales could also be described as a series of frequencies
in Hz. To each note segmented in the pitch curve is assigned the degree on the scale that is closest to the mean
pitch measured for that note.
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Figure 2. Structure of Tba Mhayyer Sîkâ D. The ajnas
constituting the scales are: Mhayyer Sîkâ D (main jins),
Kurdi A (or Sayka), Bûsalik G, Mazmoum F, Isba’în A,
Râst Dhîl G, and Isba’în G. Pivotal notes are circled.
3.1. Computational analysis
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Figure 2. Segmentation of the pitch curve shown in Figure 1f. Above each segment is indicated the scale degree.
2.5 Rhythm quantizing
As output of the routines described in the previous section, we obtain a series of notes defined by scale degrees
(or chromatic pitch) and by temporal position and duration. This corresponds to the MIDI standard for symbolic
representation of music for the automated control of musical instruments using electronic or computer devices.
This cannot be considered however as a full transcription
in a musical sense, because of the absence of a symbolic
representation of the temporal axis. Hierarchical metrical
representation of music is not valid for music that is not
founded on a regular pulse, such as in our particular musical example.
A simple strategy consists in assigning rhythmical values
to each individual note based simply on its duration in
seconds compared to a list of thresholds defining the
34

This description of Arabic modes has been implemented
in the form of a set of general rules, with the purpose of
expressing this cultural knowledge in terms of general
mechanisms that could be applied, with some variations,
to the study of other cultures as well:
- Each jins is modelled as a musical concept, with
which is associated a numerical score, representing
more or less a degree of likelihood, or activation.
This allows in particular a comparison between
ajnas2: at a given moment of the improvisation, the
jins with highest score (provided that this highest
score is sufficiently high in absolute terms) is considered as the current predominant jins.
- Each successive note in the improvisation implies
an update of the score associated to each jins. This
leads to the detection of modulation from one jins
(previously with the highest score) to another jins
(with the new highest score), and to moments of
indetermination where no predominant jins is
found.
- When the pitch value of a note currently played belongs to a particular jins, the score of this jins is
slightly increased. When a long note currently
played corresponds to a pivotal note of a particular
jins, the score of this jins is significantly increased,
confirming the given jins as a possible candidate
2

Ajnas is the plural of jins.
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for the current context. When the pitch value of a
note currently played does not belong to a particular jins, the score of this jins is decreased.
These rules above found the first version of the computational modeling of modal analysis we initially developed
[1]. One major limitation of this model is that any note
not belonging to the predominant jins (the one with highest score), even a small note that could for instance play a
role of ornamentation, may provoke a sharp drop of that
score. The solution initially proposed was to filter out
these short notes in a first step, before the actual modal
analysis. Yet automating such filtering of secondary notes
arises further difficulties, and it was also found problematic to consider such question independently from modal
considerations.
A new model is being developed that answers those limitations. The strategy consists in automatically selecting
the notes that contribute to a given jins and in discarding
the other notes. For each jins is hence constructed a dedicated network of notes; in some cases, this network connects notes that are distant from each other in the actual
succession of notes of the monody, separated by notes
that do not belong to the jins but that are considered in
this respect as secondary, playing a role of ornamentation. Constrains are added that require within-jins notes
to be of sufficient duration, with respect to the duration of
the shorter out-of-jins notes, in order to allow the perception of connection between distant notes.
3.2. Extension of the Model
The computational model presented in the previous section is currently enriched by integrating not only the
modelling of individual ajnas, but also of a larger set of
maqamat. Similarly to the modelling of ajnas, with each
maqam is associated a numerical score that varies
throughout the improvisation under analysis. This value
represents a degree of likelihood, or activation, and allows a comparison between maqamat and the selection of
the most probable one. The score of each maqam is based
on two principles: scales and constituting ajnas.
A larger set of maqamat – including their possible transpositions – and their ajnas is progressively considered. In
this general case, the detection of maqamat and ajnas
cannot rely on absolute pitch values any more, but instead
on the observation of the configuration of pitch intervals,
in order to infer automatically the actual transposition of
each candidate jins and of the resulting candidate
maqamat.
3.3. Impact on Transcription
Sometimes the short notes that play a role of appoggiaturas or other ornamentations are not associated with a very
precise pitch information as a degree on the modal scale.
Although a precise scale degree can in many cases be
assigned based on the audio analysis, this particular pitch
information is not actually considered as such by expert
listeners if its actual value contradicts with the implicit
modal context. In such case, this pitch information is
understood rather as an event with random pitch [2]. Such

filtering of the transcription requires therefore a modal
analysis of the transcription.

4. MOTIVIC ANALYSIS
We stress the importance of considering the notion of
note succession – or syntagmatic connection – not only
between immediately successive notes of the superficial
syntagmatic chain, but also between more distant notes.
Transcending the hierarchical and reductionist approach
developed in Schenkerian analysis, a generalised construction of syntagmatic network, allowed by computational modelling, enables a connectionist vision of syntagmaticity.
4.1. Retentional Syntagmatic Network
We define a Retentional Syntagmatic Network (RSN) is a
graph whose edges are called syntagmatic connections,
connecting couple of notes perceived as successive.
Combination of horizontal lines, typical of contrapuntal
music in particular, are modeled as syntagmatic paths
throughout the RSN.
A syntagmatic connection between two notes of same
pitch, and more generally a syntagmatic chain made of
notes of same pitch, are also perceived as one single
``meta-note", called syntagmatic retention, related to that
particular pitch, such that each elementary note is considered as a repeat of the meta-note on a particular temporal
position. This corresponds to a basic principles ruling the
Schenkerian notion of pitch prolongation.
Since successive notes of same pitch are considered as
repeats of a single meta-note, any note n of different pitch
that comes after such succession does not need to syntagmatically connect to all of them, but can simply be
connected to the latest repeat preceding that note n. Similarly, a note does not need to be syntagmatically connected to all subsequent notes of a given pitch, but only to the
first one. The actual note to which a given note is syntagmatically connected will be called syntagmatic anchor.
This enables to significantly reduce the complexity of the
RSN: instead of potentially connecting each note with
each other note, notes only need to be connected in maximum to one note per pitch, the syntagmatic anchor, usually the latest – or the soon-to-be – played note on that
particular pitch. The RSN can therefore be simply represented as a matrix [3].
The definition of the RSN is highly dependent on the
specification of the temporal scope of syntagmatic retentions. In other words, once a note has been played, how
long will it remain active in memory so that it get connected to the subsequent notes? What can provoke an
interruption of the retention? Can it be reactivated afterwards?
One main factor controlling syntagmatic retention is
modality: the retention of a pitch remains active as long
as the pitch remains congruent within the modal framework that is developing underneath. We propose a formalized model where the saliency of each syntagmatic
connection is based on the modal configurations that
integrate both notes of the connection, and more precisely
35
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on the saliency of these modal configurations as perceived at both end of the connection (i.e., when each note
is played).
4.2. Motivic Pattern Mining
An ornamentation of a motif generally consists in the
addition of one or several notes -- the ornaments -- that
are inserted in between some of the notes of the initial
motif, modifying hence the composition of the syntagmatic surface. Yet, the ornamentation is built in such a
way that the initial -- hence reduced -- motif can still be
retrieved as a particular syntagmatic path in the RSN.
The challenge of motivic analysis in the presence of ornamentation is due to the fact that each repetition of a
given motif can be ornamented in its own way, differing
therefore in their syntagmatic surface. The motivic identity should be detected by retrieving the correct syntagmatic path that corresponds to the reduced motif. Motivic
analysis is hence modelled as a search for repeated patterns along all the paths of the syntagmatic network [5].
We proposed a method for comprehensive detection of
motivic patterns in strict monodies, based on a exhaustive
search for closed patterns, combined with a detection of
cyclicity [5]. That method was restricted to the strict
monody case, in the sense that all motifs are made of
consecutive notes. The closed pattern method relies on a
definition of specific/general relationships between motifs. In the strict monody case, a motif is more general
than another motif if it is a prefix, or a suffix, or a prefix
of suffix, of the other motif. The application of this comprehensive pattern mining framework to the analysis of
RSNs requires a generalization of this notion of specific/general relationships that includes the ornamentation/reduction dimension.
Figure 3 shows a theoretical analysis of a transcription of
the first part of the Nay flute improvisation. The lines
added in the score show occurrences of motivic patterns.
Two main patterns are induced, as shown in Figure 4:
-

The first line of Figure 4 shows the main pattern
that is played in most of the phrases in the improvisation, and based on an oscillations between two
states centered respectively around A (added with
Bb, and represented in green) and G (with optional
F, and represented in red), concluded by a descending line, in black, from A to D. This descending
line constitutes the emblematic patterns related to
the Mhayyer Sîkâ maqam, and can be played in
various degrees of reduction through a variety of
different possible traversals of the black and purple
syntagmatic network.

-

The second line shows a phrase that is repeated
twice in the improvisation – plus another more subtle occurrence – and based on an ascending (blue)
line followed by the same paradigmatic descending
line aforementioned.
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Figure 3. Motivic analysis of the first part of the improvisation. The lines added in the score show occurrences of
motivic patterns, described in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Motivic patterns inferred from the analysis of
the improvisation shown in Figure 3.
4.3. Impact of Motivic Analysis on Transcription
Motivic analysis plays a core role in rhythmic analysis,
not only for measured music, but also in order to take into
account the internal pulsation that develop throughout the
unmetered improvisation. Successive repetition of a same
rhythmic and/or melodic pattern are represented with
similar rhythmic values. In our case, for instance, motivic
repetitions help suggests a regularity of rhythmical sequences such as A C Bb C A / G Bb A Bb G in stave 2,
or D / E D E / F E F / G F G at the beginning of stave 3.
The motivic analysis enables in particular to track the
rhythmical similarities despite any accelerandi (which
often happens when such motives are repeated successively).
Another reason why pure bottom-up approaches for music transcription does not always work is due to the existence of particular short parts of the audio signal that cannot be analyzed thoroughly without the guidance of other
material developed throughout the music composition or
improvisation. For instance, a simple vibrato around one
note might sometimes, through a motivic analysis, be
understood as a transposed repetition of a recently played
motif [2].

5. COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
The MiningSuite is a new platform for the analysis of
music, audio and signal currently developed by Lartillot
in the Matlab environment [4]. One module of The Min-
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ingSuite, called MusiMinr, enables to load and represent
in Matlab symbolic representations of music such as
scores. It also integrates an implementation of the algorithm that automatically constructs the syntagmatic network out of the musical representation. Modes can also
be specified, in order to enable the modal analysis and the
specification of the RSN. Motivic analysis can also be
performed automatically.

[7] G. Peeters, “Music pitch representation by
periodicity measures based on combined temporal
and spectral representations,” Proc. ICASSP, 2006.
[8] M. Tolonen, M. Karjalainen, “A computationally
efficient multipitch analysis model,” IEEE Trans.
Speech and Audio Proc. 2000, 8, 708–716.

MusiMinr also integrates a module that performs transcription of audio recordings of pieces of music into
score representations. Actually, the whole musical analysis is progressively performed, including the syntagmatic,
modal and motivic analyses, in the same time as the transcription itself. In this way, higher-level musical
knowledge, such as the expectation of a given modal
degree or a motivic continuation, is used to guide the
transcription itself.
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ABSTRACT
Chordia proposed a new system for the analysis and representation of bandiṣes (bandishes) and gaṭs (gats) in Hindustani music using humdrum syntax (Frontiers of Research in
Speech and Music Conference, 2007). In this paper, we extend the capabilities of this system to encode Carnatic music and propose a unified system for Indian classical music.
It enables us to systematically encode Carnatic music compositions into a machine readable format. The **carnatic
representation builds on the **bhat representation, with additional changes to incorporate the elements from Carnatic
music such as gamakas, 16 śr̥ti, and a more complex tāla
system. The linear text-based intermediate representation
for data entry is also extended to encode additional metadata useful in Carnatic music. The representation system
will be useful for symbolic music research, generation of
synthetic melodies, and comparative analyses.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hindustani and Carnatic music traditions of India are predominantly oral traditions. Until 20th century, there was
very little effort to develop and study written music notation. A systematized notation is useful for mass education, pedagogic comparative musicology studies, preservation of compositions, and unification of several styles. Major efforts during 20th century in this direction can be attributed to several scholars such as V. N. Bhatkhande (Bhātakhaṇḍe) [1] in Hindustani Music and subbarāma dīkṣitar (Subbarama Dikshitar) [2] in Carnatic Music. We now
have a fairly consistent and uniform notation in both these
music styles.
With recent interest and advances in Music Information
Retrieval (MIR), there have been attempts to develop machine readable notation for use in MIR tasks. Humdrum
toolkit [3] is one such effort developed by David Huron
to systematically encode the long existing western music
notation into a machine readable format. We can then develop large repositories of symbolic music and use them in
several applications.
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Development of such a symbolic machine readable notation for Hindustani music is a recent effort. Parag Chordia [4] developed a system for the analysis and representation of bandiṣes and gaṭs in Hindustani music using humdrum syntax. In this paper, we extend this system to Carnatic music and present an unified encoding scheme for
both Hindustani and Carnatic music based on the **bhat
syntax.
Indian music notation that is presently used varies across
regions and is still evolving. Since Indian music traditions
are predominantly oral, written notations are limited in use.
They are to be interpreted by musicians and performers in
a performance context and supplemented accordingly. At
best, the notation can provide the most basic exposition of
a song. Further, notation cannot be completely comprehensive and capture all the subtle elements of a performance,
which mainly depends on the performer's virtuosity. However, even a limited notation can be useful for MIR research. The aim of this paper is to present a unified system for representing Hindustani and Carnatic music in a
machine readable format. The primary intended use is by
a computer and the notation is not necessarily intended to
be familiar to musicians. The purpose of such a notation
is for efficient encoding of compositions for use in MIR
tasks. Though there can be a lossless mapping between a
musician friendly and machine friendly notation, both these
notations are inherently non-comprehensive and and inadequate to model all the subtleties of a music performance.
A machine readable format of symbolic music is useful
in a variety of applications. Large symbolic music repositories can be built using this format. They serve the purpose of preserving compositions and pedagogy. From the
viewpoint of MIR research, they are primarily useful for
large scale statistical comparative studies. They can be
used for generating synthetic melodies and storing automatically generated transcriptions. Other MIR applications
where such a system of representation would be useful are
melodic transcription, melody prediction and continuation
through melodic sequence modeling.
Using a widely accepted music notation, we develop a
machine readable notation. We first describe the existing
system for Hindustani music. We then describe the chal-
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Carnatic
Name
Ṣaḍja
Śuddha R̥ṣabha
Catu:śr̥ti R̥ṣabha
Śuddha Gāndhāra
Ṣaṭśr̥ti R̥ṣabha
Sadharana Gāndhāra
Antara Gāndhāra
Śuddha Madhyama
Prati Madhyama
Pañcama
Śuddha Dhaivata
Catu:śr̥ti Dhaivata
Śuddha Niṣāda
Ṣaṭśr̥ti Dhaivata
Kaishiki Niṣāda
Kakali Niṣāda

Notation
S
R1
R2
G1
R3
G2
G3
M1
M2
P
D1
D2
N1
D3
N2
N3

Western Scale
Degree (Note)
C
Db
D
D
Eb
Eb
E
F
F#
G
Ab
A
A
Bb
Bb
B

Hindustani
Notation
Name
S
Ṣaḍj
r
Kōmal R̥ṣab
R
Shuddh R̥ṣab
R
g
g
Kōmal Gāndhār
G
Shuddh Gāndhār
M
Shudh Madhyam
m
Tīvr Madhyam
P
Pañcam
d
Kōmal Dhaivat
D
Śuddha Dhaivat
D
n
n
Kōmal Niṣād
N
Śuddha Niṣād

Humdrum: **kern,
**bhat, **carnatic

c
dd
d
eee
f
f#
g
aa
a
bbb

Table 1. Equivalence of Indian svaras and western notes, with the corresponding representation in **kern, **bhat, and
**carnatic representations (listed in the non-decreasing order of pitch)

lenges in extending the notation to Carnatic music. We propose a unified system of representation for Hindustani and
Carnatic music. We also present some example encoded
compositions and discuss the advantage and limitations of
such a system.
2. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing encoding scheme for bandiṣes and gaṭs is called
**bhat encoding, and is based on the **kern representation in humdrum syntax. Since most of the music notations of bandiṣes and gaṭs are not available electronically,
an intermediate ASCII based representation was also proposed. This intermediate representation is human readable
and provides a mid-way between musician readable and
machine readable notation. The composition would be manually encoded into this intermediate representation. It would
then be parsed by an encoder and encoded into **bhat notation. The encoding process is shown in Figure 1. A
complete description of the system and **bhat notation for
Hindustani music can be studied in [4]. A detailed description of Humdrum syntax and **kern representation
can be found in [7], [3]. An example composition encoded
in **bhat is shown in Figure 2.
3. **CARNATIC ENCODING
We describe a representation in humdrum syntax for Carnatic music **carnatic, extending the **bhat notation. There
are several challenges in extending the **bhat notation to
include Carnatic music. Primarily, we see that 16 śr̥ti system, encoding the tāla, and gamakas are the main challenges to be addressed. To supplement, an intermediate
notation for manual data entry is also described. The intermediate notation is intended to be a direct extension of

the well known musical notation but with an explicit representation of the svaras, tāla, gamakas, and other metadata. Hence, the **carnatic representation comprises of a
method for manual/automatic data entry in the form of an
intermediate representation, and a fully machine readable
representation in humdrum syntax.
In our transcription experiments, we use the notation and
compositions from Perfecting Carnatic Music vol. I and
II by Chitravina N. Ravikiran (Citravīṇā N. Ravikiraṇ) [6].
This is a book primarily intended for beginner students of
Carnatic music and provides clear and unambiguous notation. We use [6] to obtain the ASCII intermediate representation and then use our custom scripts to convert into
humdrum syntax.
3.1 Svaras in Carnatic music
The Carnatic music scale is based on just-intonation, with
16 svaras (scale degrees). The svaras in Carnatic music
are different from the twelve-note system of Western and
Hindustani music, but an equivalence between the svaras of
Carnatic music, svars of Hindustani music, and the notes of
Western music is shown in Table 1, assuming the tonic to
be at middle C. The table also shows the symbol for the
svaras used in **kern, **bhat, and **carnatic notations.
Even though the svarasthānas do not exactly correspond to
the equivalent notes listed in the table, within the context of
the present system, we adopt the notation from Humdrum
syntax to be used with **carnatic. An accurate generation
of synthetic melodies would need the exact svarasthānas,
but since the present mapping does not lead any ambiguity
or loss of information, we will continue to use the symbols
borrowed from **bhat. We ignore the lyrics for the present,
though the lyrics can be included on a separate spine in
humdrum syntax.
The intermediate representation explicitly encodes the dif39
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Figure 2. Sthāyī of the composition tū hain maṁmadśā in rāg sūhā and ēktāl encoded in **bhat notation. The music notation
in [5] (vol. II, pp. 11) (Top Left), Intermediate representation (Bottom Left), and **bhat machine readable Humdrum syntax
(showing only the first tāl cycle) (Right)

Figure 3. The pallavi of Jalajākṣa, a varṇaṁ in rāga Haṁsadhvani and Ādi tāla encoded in **carnatic notation. The music
notation in [6], vol. II, pp.24 (Top Left), Intermediate representation showing each cycle in two lines (Bottom Left), and
**carnatic machine readable Humdrum syntax (showing only the first three beats) (Right)
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ferent svaras in the composition. In most music notation,
such as in [6], the notation provided initially includes the
rāga and its structure explicitly mentioning the variant of
R, G, M, D, N svaras occurring in the rāga. Since only
one variant of each of the R, G, M, D, N occur in arohana
and avarohana of the rāga, the composition then implicitly
encodes the variant of the svara used, without actually labeling the variant. In other words, the variant of the svara
used in the composition needs to be inferred from the rāga
description provided before the composition. In the intermediate representation though, we provide a more explicit
mapping of svaras, for the ease of conversion to humdrum
syntax later. We explicitly encode the variant of the R,
G, M, D, N svaras using the notation in Table 1 (column2). The octave, rests and other encoding are similar to the
**bhat intermediate representation. From this intermediate
representation, the conversion to **carnatic representation
uses the mapping as shown in the last column of Table 1.
With the knowledge the rāga, the sequence of steps can be
retraced back, which implies that the mapping is lossless.
3.2 Encoding Rhythm
The tāla metadata along with the beat indicators form a part
of the rhythm encoding. In the intermediate representation,
one āvartanaṁ is encoded in each line. Each line begins
with a `//' to mark the beginning of the cycle and the beats
of the tāla are separated by a `/'. The note durations are not
explicitly encoded, but inferred from the number of notes
in a beat. Each group of notes in the beat are separated
by a space. The groups of notes occurring together without spaces are assumed to have the same duration. Further,
all the groups of notes within beat are assumed to have the
same duration. This way, a tiśra naḍe (triplet) can be indicated by three (or six, or twelve, depending on the tempo)
single note/groups of notes within each beat. This makes
the intermediate representation more intuitive. Though an
explicit tempo (kāla) metadata is provided, the tempo can
be inferred directly from the notation, e.g., a dhr̥ta tempo
in khaṇḍa naḍe, Ādi tāla can be encoded using five groups
of two notes per beat, with eight such beats. This notation
can also encode the eḍupu (the phase of a composition) by
starting the composition either before or after the start of
the cycle (indicated by `//'). The rest of the cycle can be
filled with `=' sign as in **bhat.
**carnatic notation uses the same encoding for durations
as **bhat. Durations are encoded as the inverse of the fraction of the beat that the note takes, multiplied by a scaling
factor (chosen as 4). The scaling factor is only for an equivalence to western music notation, and is of no other significance. In the case of a rest, the duration of the previous
note is extended to the duration of the rest. Hence the tāla
and naḍe information are implicitly encoded with the beat
markers and the note durations.

suitable notation for gamakas in the present **carnatic representation. However, it is to be noted that the gamaka information is necessary only for a synthesis of a melody, but
may not be completely necessary for other kinds of symbolic analyses on a computer. Further, certain rāgas have
characteristic gamakas which can be obtained from the rāga
metadata. In most of the cases, the music notation does not
include gamaka information, but is learnt by the student directly from the teacher. This makes it difficult to include
gamaka information in **carnatic notation.
**bhat provides a scheme for notating the mīṇḍs (glides),
kaṇ svars (grace notes), and khaṭkās (turns). However,
Carnatic music has many more gamakas which have been
described. Inclusion of all the gamakas would need an exhaustive analysis and is a part of future work with more
expert opinion. For the present, **carnatic includes the implicit gamakas indicated by the rāga's structure (rāgalakṣaṇa)
and does not make an attempt to explicitly encode all the
gamakas. This is a fair assumption given that the notation described here is for machine consumption, to be used
for analysis, archival and to create large music repositories. However, to synthesize melodies, a gamaka synthesis
block which uses the notation and adds the required gamaka
would be necessary.
3.4 Metadata
**carnatic includes metadata which can be used in further
analysis. The metadata is listed in no specific order at the
beginning of the composition in intermediate representation and as comments in the humdrum **carnatic notation.
Each composition has a unique ID to identify the composition. It also includes information about the location of
the composition. The ID and the location metadata can be
used to reach the exact composition. It includes the form
(e.g. a varṇaṁ, a kr̥ti, pallavi, caraṇaṁ) and the name of
the composition. The name begins with a capital letter and
can be long, and might even include the lyrics in case of
short compositions.The rāga, tāla, and the tempo are also
indicated. Other metadata such as the composer, and other
notes can also be indicated.
3.5 Example
An example composition encoded in **carnatic can be seen
in Figure 2. Jalajākṣa is a varṇaṁ in the rāga Haṁsadhvani, Ādi tāla (8 beat cycle) and a composition by Manambuchavadi Venkata Subbaiyer. Haṁsadhvani has an ārōhaṇaavarōhaṇa of S R2 G3 P N3 S' and S' N3 P G3 R2 S. We
can see that the intermediate representation encoding the
octave, variant of the R, G, N svaras, the beats of caturaśra
naḍe, and the Ādi tala cycle of 8 beats (shown in two lines
for better use of space here). The corresponding **carnatic
shows the notes and their duration in each beat, in a **kern
spine.

3.3 Encoding Gamakas
Gamakas form the most important features in Carnatic music. Gamakas are more essential than ornamental in a Carnatic performance. Hence it is necessary to incorporate a

4. DISCUSSION
The **carnatic notation is an extension of **bhat notation
to encode and represent Carnatic music. Both these notations use Humdrum syntax and hence can make use of
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the analysis tools provided by the Humdrum toolkit [3].
This also provides a unified system for representation and
analysis of symbolic music in the three traditions - Western, Hindustani, and Carnatic music. Though they share
similar symbols and syntax for representation, the encoding provides the required flexibility to encode the unique
attributes of each tradition. This allows for comparative
symbolic music studies, and development of a common
platform for MIR tasks which need symbolic music scores.
There are many Western music datasets archived as **kern
scores (http://humdrum.ccarh.org/). bandishDB [8]
in **bhat notation is being built using V. N. Bhatkhande's
Hindustāni sangīt-paddhati: kramik pustak mālikā [1] and
abhinav gītāñjali by Ramashray Jha (Rāmāśray Jhā) [5]. A
database using [6] is being built using the **carnatic notation for a preliminary symbolic music analysis for Carnatic music. However, music synthesis from these symbolic scores would require further culture specific approaches
but can start from the described representation.
With certain modifications, **carnatic can be extended to
encode rhythm. Chordia [9] proposed the **bol notation to
represent tablā bōls. **bol can also be used to encode the
konnakkōl syllables in Carnatic music. This can be useful for polyphonic transcription of Carnatic and Hindustani
music.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we extended the **bhat notation to Carnatic
music developing the **carnatic notation which uses the
humdrum syntax. This provides a unified symbolic notation and representation system for Indian classical music. The notation developed can efficiently represent the
svaras and the tāla. The gamakas are of prime importance
but the notation for gamakas in **carnatic is far from being comprehensive and complete. Further work in developing a better notation for gamakas is warranted. A sizeable
database in **bhat and **carnatic needs to be developed
for a thorough comparative analysis which would also lead
to further improvements that might be required in the notation.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic classification of makams from symbolic data
is a rarely studied topic. In this paper, first a review of an
n-gram based approach is presented using various representations of the symbolic data. While a high degree of
precision can be obtained, confusion happens mainly for
makams using (almost) the same scale and pitch hierarchy but differ in overall melodic progression, seyir. To
further improve the system, first n-gram based classification is tested for various sections of the piece to take into
account a feature of the seyir that melodic progression
starts in a certain region of the scale. In a second test, a
hierarchical classification structure is designed which
uses n-grams and seyir features in different levels to
further improve the system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic classification of makams is to some extend a
similar research topic as key or mode finding for Western
music. While this technology finds use in various information retrieval applications, such a study also provides
us an insight about the makam concept. As a concept in
oral tradition, makam is often defined with loose verbal
descriptions in makam music theory. Attempts in defining measurable features for classifying makams can potentially improve our understanding of makam music.
Computational studies on makam music can be very
broadly classified into two categories based on the type
of data being processed: symbolic or audio. While some
works such as [1, 2, 3, 4] propose systems for makam
recognition from audio data, works on symbolic data
appear to be much more limited, probably due to lack of
machine readable data.
The first study on n-grams for makam recognition was
presented in [5] (which is a shorter version of [6]) by
Alpkoçak and Gedik. In a recent work[7], Unal, Bozkurt
and Karaosmanoğlu proposed a new n-gram perplexity
based system and studied the effect of representing the
scores in 12TET (Tone Equal Temperament) which was
used in [5] and [6] and the Arel system [8] for perforCopyright: © 2012 E. Unal et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

mance comparison. It is observed that, using a large dataset, and challenging makam couple sets, the system
using Arel representation outperformed the system using
the 12-TET representation by %3.7 percent on average.
In that work, a recall performance of %88.2 was
achieved. As expected, the most confused makams were
reported to be the ones that use the same set of pitches,
the same set of tetrachord - pentachord formulation and
the same tonic.
This study is an extension of [7] to improve the system
by including new features of overall melodic direction in
the classifier.
The plan of the manuscript is as follows. In the second
section, we summarize the system presented in [7]. Later
in the third section, we present experimental results on
dividing the score into sections and performing classification. In the fourth section, we present a hierarchical classifier where a first level n-gram based classifier is followed by a classifier that uses melodic progression features.

2. THE TESTS USING THE PERPLEXITY
BASED SYSTEM
3.1

N-gram models

N-grams are widely used in computational linguistics,
probability, communication theory and computational
biology as well as music information retrieval [9, 10]. Ngrams predict Xi based on Xi-(n-1)....., Xi-1. In theory this is
the information calculated by P(Xi|Xi-(n-1),...,Xi-1). Given
sequences of a certain set, one can statistically model this
set by statistically counting the sequences that belong to
it. The main hypothesis to be tested here is that, the
short-time melodic contour and the frequency of makam
specific notes are selective features for defining makams.
This is why n-gram models are selected for training
makam models. Given a notation sequence, using perplexity, the system will define how well the input sequence can be generated by the makam models in the
database. The makam model that has the maximum similarity score is selected as the output of the system.
In practice, it is necessary to smooth the probability
distributions by assigning non-zero probabilities to unseen words or n-grams. Written-Bell smoothing technique
available
in
the
SRILM
toolkit
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(http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/) is used in
our experiments.

Due to the availability at the time of the experiments,
this study uses the following subset:

2.1 Perplexity
Perplexity is a metric that is widely used for comparing
probability distributions. The perplexity can be stated as
the perplexity of the distribution over its possible values
of x. Given a proposed probability model q (in our case: a
makam model), evaluating q by asking how well it predicts a separate test sequence or set x1, x2, ...,xN (in our
case: a microtonal note sequence) also drawn from p, can
be performed by using the perplexity of the model q,
defined by:
N

2

∑
i =1

1
log 2 q ( x i )
N

(1)

For the test events, we can see that better models will
assign better probability scores thus a lower perplexity
score which means it has a better potential to compress
that data set. The exponent is the cross entropy per definition:

H ( p, q) = −∑ p( x) log2 q( x)

Makam name

Total # of Songs

Total # of Notes

Beyati

42

17 347

Hicaz

117

39 301

Hicazkar

49

14 775

Hüseyni

71

23 787

Hüzzam

65

23 581

Kürdilihicazkar

51

18 332

Mahur

54

18 039

Muhayyer

50

16 774

Nihavent

86

28 724

Rast

88

29 103

Saba

45

16 486

Segah

74

21 744

Uşşak

85

26 379

877

294 372

TOTAL

Table 1. Makam coverage and note statistics for the test
database

(2)

x

The cross entropy thus the perplexity is the similarity
measure for the test instance and the makam models in
the search space. For each of the makam model defined,
the system calculates the similarity metric to evaluate
which makam is the most similar to the input sequence
given.
2.2 Data
The symbolic data used is a subset derived from the largest symbolic database of TMMT we recently announced
[11]. The makam selection is based on two criteria:
commonness and similarity. On purpose, makam couples
such as Hüseyni - Muhayyer and Beyati - Uşşak have
been included in the set. The scale for makam Hüseyni
and makam Muhayyer (top figure) and makam Uşşak and
makam Beyati (bottom figure) are the same as presented
in Figure 1. From makam music theory, we know that
pitch hierarchy, melodic direction, typical phrases and
typical makam transitions appear to be the discriminating
features for makams having the same set of pitches and
tonic.

Figure 1. Scale used for makam Hüseyni and makam
Muhayyer (top), makam Beyati and makam Uşşak
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An additional filtering has been applied to the data
compared to the data used in [7]. It has been observed on
some examples in [7] that interludes, consisting of repeated short melodic segments of some pieces do not
obey the melodic progression rules defined for the specific makam. Personal communication with masters on
this issue resulted in the decision that the interludes can
be filtered out. Therefore, the data has been preprocessed
and all interludes of pieces with lyrics are filtered out.
2.3 Experimental setup
For testing, the leave-one-out technique is used. For each
of the test trials, one song from the database was chosen
as the input. The rest of the pieces are used for modeling
the makam classes.

3. USING DIFFERENT SECTIONS OF
THE PIECE FOR CLASSIFICATION
In makam theory, seyir, the overall melodic progression
is described as a road map or an ordered sequence of
emphasized notes in a piece or improvisation. For
makams using the same scale and tonic, this progression
is the main discriminating feature.
In order to observe the general melodic progression of
the selected makams in our dataset, we down-sampled the
melodic contours of each piece so that they have the same
length (of 20 points) and plotted these as points in Figure
2. The solid line shown in the figures are obtained by
averaging all melodic contours. Figure 2 presents the
obtained average melodic progression for makam Muhayyer and Hüseyni. The highest differences of the two
progressions are observed during the first quarter. Similar
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observations are made for other very close makam couples. For this reason, an experiment is designed to study
n-gram based classification success using only the first
quarter of the piece.
Using only the first quarter reduces the data considerable
for modeling. For that reason, the following tests are
performed:
i) the whole input sequence tested against the models
derived from the whole music pieces
ii) the first quarter of the input sequence tested against the
models derived from the whole music pieces
iii) the first quarter of the input sequence tested against
the models derived from only the first quarter of the music pieces

4. HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION
As a result of close observation on the confusion matrices, a hierarchical classification is considered to be worth
testing. The first level classification groups makams Muhayyer, Hüseyni, Uşşak, Beyati and Rast in one group,
Segah and Hüzzam in one group. Then in higher levels
other features are used to further perform classification
within a group.
As observed in Figure 2, the starting region (the first
value of the down-sampled melodic contour) for progression is a potentially discriminating feature. In addition, in
[6], authors propose use of sum of deltas of consecutive
notes (i.e. summation of all melodic intervals of the
piece) showing the total overall progression of the piece
as a numerical value in commas. In Figure 3, we present
Hüseyni and Muhayyer data on this two dimensional
feature plane. It is obvious that these features (starting
point and sum of melodic intervals) are potentially useful
for discriminating such close makams.

Figure 3. Seyir features: starting region and sum of deltas
for makams Muhayyer and Hüseyni.
We are currently working on the development of the
hierarchical classifier and the results will be presented
during the workshop.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Figure 2. Melodic progression of makam Muhayyer and
Hüseyni.
The tests are repeated for increasing number of n and best
result is taken (it appears to be n=2 for all these cases). In
the Appendix, we present the confusion matrices for the
three tests. The second test, where the models are built
from the entire pieces and tested only against the first
quarter of the input provides the best result for average
makam detection accuracy. We observe that, compared to
classification using the entire piece, accuracy of the
makam detection can be slightly (%0.9) improved if
detection is performed on the first quarter of the piece.
Performing both modeling and testing on the first quarter
of the piece provides lower accuracy values. We think
this is due to the reduction in the size of the remaining
data for modeling.

The present study is a continuation of a very recent work
on n-gram based makam classification. In the first step,
we tested the effect of using only the first quarter of the
pieces to classification performance and observed that
minor improvement is achieved. As the second step, a
hierarchical classifier taking into account some melodic
progression features is being developed. Tests will be
performed and presented in the workshop.
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7. APPENDIX
2-gram RESULTS:
byati

hicaz

hczkr

hsyni

huzzm

krdhz

mahur

muhyr

nhvnt

rast

saba

segah

ussak

20

0

0

5

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

15

byati

47,6

0

117

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hicaz

100

0

0

48

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hczkr

98

4

1

0

45

0

0

0

14

0

1

1

0

5

hsyni

63,4

0

0

0

0

62

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

huzzm

95,4

0

0

0

0

0

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

krdhz

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

51

1

0

2

0

0

0

mahur

94,4

3

0

0

5

0

0

0

37

0

1

0

0

4

muhyr

74

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

85

0

0

0

0

nhvnt

98,8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

81

0

0

6

rast

92

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

44

0

0

saba

97,8

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

72

0

segah

97,3

9

0

0

9

0

0

0

5

0

3

0

1

58

ussak

68,2

55,6

99,2

100

70,3

98,4

96,2

100

60,7

100

91

97,8

94,7

65,9

TOTAL WEIGHTED ACC is: 87.9

TOTAL MAKAM ACC is : 86.7

Table 1. Results for the first test: model derived from the whole, test performed on the whole
2-gram RESULTS:
byati

hicaz

hczkr

hsyni

huzzm

krdhz

mahur

muhyr

nhvnt

rast

saba

segah

ussak

20

0

0

5

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

16

byati

47,6

0

116

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hicaz

99,1

0

0

47

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hczkr

95,9

5

1

0

47

0

0

0

12

0

1

1

0

4

hsyni

66,2

0

0

0

0

63

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

huzzm

96,9

0

0

0

0

0

51

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

krdhz

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

51

1

0

2

0

0

0

mahur

94,4

2

0

0

5

0

0

0

41

0

0

0

0

2

muhyr

82

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

85

0

0

0

0

nhvnt

98,8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

82

0

0

5

rast

93,2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

44

0

0

saba

97,8

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

71

0

segah

95,9

8

0

0

8

0

0

0

5

0

3

0

1

60

ussak

70,6

57,1

99,1

100

71,2

95,5

96,2

100

65,1

100

93,2

97,8

95,9

69

TOTAL WEIGHTED ACC is: 88.7

TOTAL MAKAM ACC is : 87.6

Table 2. Results for the second test: model derived from the whole, test performed on the first quarter
2-gram RESULTS:
byati

hicaz

hczkr

hsyni

huzzm

krdhz

mahur

muhyr

nhvnt

rast

saba

segah

ussak

23

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

15

byati

54,8

0

113

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

hicaz

96,6

0

0

41

0

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

hczkr

83,7

5

2

0

54

0

0

0

4

0

2

1

0

3

hsyni

76,1

0

0

1

0

61

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

huzzm

93,8

0

0

3

0

1

42

0

0

4

0

0

1

0

krdhz

82,4

0

0

0

1

0

0

51

2

0

0

0

0

0

mahur

94,4

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

45

0

0

0

0

0

muhyr

90

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

83

0

0

1

0

nhvnt

96,5

2

0

0

3

1

0

0

1

0

72

0

0

9

rast

81,8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44

0

1

saba

97,8

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

70

1

segah

94,6

14

0

0

10

0

1

0

0

0

5

0

0

55

ussak

64,7

52,3

98,3

89,1

68,4

87,1

91,3

100

83,3

95,4

91,1

97,8

90,9

65,5

TOTAL WEIGHTED ACC is: 86

TOTAL MAKAM ACC is : 85.2

Table 3. Results for the third test: model derived from the first quarter, test performed on the first quarter
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ABSTRACT
User generated content shared in online communities is
often described using collaborative tagging systems where
users assign labels to content resources. As a result, a folksonomy emerges that relates a number of tags with the resources they label and the users that have used them. In
this paper we analyze the folksonomy of Freesound, an online audio clip sharing site which contains more than two
million users and 150,000 user-contributed sound samples
covering a wide variety of sounds. By following methodologies taken from similar studies, we compute some metrics that characterize the folksonomy both at the global
level and at the tag level. In this manner, we are able to better understand the behavior of the folksonomy as a whole,
and also obtain some indicators that can be used as metadata for describing tags themselves. We expect that such a
methodology for characterizing folksonomies can be useful to support processes such as tag recommendation or
automatic annotation of online resources.
1. INTRODUCTION

Copyright: c 2012 Frederic Font et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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In this paper we analyze the folksonomy of Freesound
[1], an online audio clip sharing site which contains more
than two million users and 140,000 user-contributed sound
samples covering a wide variety of sounds, from field recordings and sound effects to drum loops and instrument
samples. By following methodologies taken from other
studies (specially from [2]), we analyze several general aspects that characterize the folksonomy as a whole. We also
propose the use of some descriptors for characterizing tags
themselves, including tag clustering in groups of domainspecific related concepts and semantic tag classification.
Although in this paper we do not perform any further work
than characterizing the folksonomy and its tags, our aim is
that with that characterization we will be able to “smarten”
the folksonomy and better support processes like tag recommendation, automatic tagging or cleaning the folksonomy of inherent tag inconsistencies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we review the related work. In Sec. 3 we analyze several
aspects of the Freesound folksonomy, both at the general
level and at the tag level. In Sec. 4 we conclude the paper
with a discussion about our findings and future work.

tag#1
tag#2
tag#3
tag#4
...

Web 2.0 has popularized the creation of online communities where users contribute huge amounts of content that is
shared across the members and other visitors of the platform supporting the community. The content contributed
by users can be of very different nature, from multimedia content such as music, sounds, photos and videos, to
user reviews, hyperlinks and any other type of metadata
in general. Many online communities have adopted the
use of collaborative tagging as a way to describe the information resources and be able to organize and retrieve the
content. These systems are of special importance in online
communities where users share multimedia content such
as sounds, music, photos or videos. In these cases, unless
information items are described with some metadata, they
can hardly be retrieved using standard text-based queries.
The idea behind collaborative tagging is that users freely
associate different labels (tags) with online resources. Generally, users are not constrained by the use of any specific vocabulary or classification system, thus there is no
explicit coordination between different users (no explicit

agreement on the words to use). The collection of all the
tags used by a community of users, along with all the assignments of these tags with the online resources, is called
a folksonomy, and can be seen as a representation of the
knowledge of the community. Figure 1 shows a general
diagram of the idea of collaborative tagging.

tag#5
Community
of users

Tags

Online
resources

Figure 1. Collaborative tagging scheme. Each line links
one user, one tag and one resource. That tripartite link is
normally referred as tag “assignment” or “application”.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2. RELATED WORK
There are some studies that characterize collaborative tagging systems [2–5]. These studies generally perform qualitative analysis of several collaborative tagging systems based
on statistics regarding tag usage and the tagging vocabulary. In the present paper, we take the most relevant measures proposed in [2] and apply them to the folksonomy of
Freesound.
Other studies look at the motivations that users have at the
moment of tagging, and propose automatic tag classification methods to organize types of tags according to these
motivations [6, 7]. We follow the methodology proposed
in [7] to perform this step with our data.
Although there aren’t many studies focused on the clusterization of tags of a folksonomy (aside from [8–10]), in
general any graph-based or similarity-matrix-based clusterization method can be applied for that purpose [11–14].
Actually, in the literature this process is normally referred
as “community detection” rather than clustering. However,
in this paper we use the term “cluster” to avoid confusion
with the concept of the community referring to a group of
users of an online platform.
Most of the work done in the analysis of collaborative
tagging systems takes as case studies well-known sites such
as Delicious (bookmark sharing), CiteULike (scientific reference sharing) and Flickr (photo sharing). This work is,
as far as we know, the first that uses tagging data coming
from a large-scale audio clip sharing site.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE FREESOUND
FOLKSONOMY
In Freesound users can upload sound samples and then describe them with as many tags as they feel appropriate.
Since a software upgrade released in September 2011, a
minimum of three tags was established for describing a
sound. However, the average number of tags per sound has
not significantly changed since then. For building the folksonomy we use in our experiments, we considered user annotations between April 2005 and May 2012. As opposite
to other well studied collaborative tagging systems such
as Delicious or CiteULike, Freesound has what is called a
narrow folksonomy [15], meaning that sound annotations
are shared among all users and therefore one single tag can
only be assigned once to a particular sound (e.g. the tag
field-recording cannot be added twice to the same
sound).
The data we analyze comprises a total of 971,561 tag applications performed by 6,802 users to 143,188 resources
(sounds), and involving 40,069 distinct tags. The average number of tags per resource is 6.79. Similar averages
have been observed in well studied folksonomies with subsets of data coming from Flickr, Bibsonomy and Delicious,
with 7.5, 3.66 and 5.63 tags per resource respectively [10].
Figure 2 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function of Freesound tag occurrences. Labels in the
low part of the curve correspond to the most used tags.
The curve (quite similar the one observed in the analysis
of other folksonomies [6]) denotes that a relatively small

Tag
field-recording
drum
multisample
noise
loop
voice
ambient
electronic
synth
percussion

Occ.
14954
11967
11008
9866
9015
8320
7707
6671
6633
5574

#
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Tag
velocity
bass
snare
drone
1-shot
processed
soundscape
metal
water
ambience

Occ.
5468
5369
5261
4915
4877
4687
4619
4546
4355
4240

Table 1. 20 most frequent tags in Freesound.

Figure 2. Complementary cumulative distribution function of Freesound tag occurrences.
group of the most used tags involves a big part of the total
number of applications. Table 1 shows a relation of the 20
most used tags in Freesound.
The average number of tag applications per user is 142.83.
Figure 3 shows a relation of the amount of users that have
generated a particular number of tag applications. As it can
be seen, the majority of tag applications have been performed by relatively few users. Again, this is a common
behavior in other studied folksonomies.
We have computed the correlation between the number of
uploaded sounds per user and the number of distinct tags
per user (that is to say, the number tag applications per
user involving distinct tags). The correlation is 0.51, indicating that the personal vocabulary of every user increases
as the number of sounds he has uploaded also increases.
This suggests that users feel with the need of using new
tags as they upload new samples. A general intuition navigating in Freesound is that users tend to upload sounds
of very different nature (except some users that are very
specialized), and this might explain that correlation as new
uploaded sounds require the use of distinct tags.
3.1 Tag growth
One important characteristic of a folksonomy is the growth
of the total number of distinct tags (or vocabulary) that are
being used. Figure 4 shows the number of new tags that are
introduced every month in Freesound. As it can be seen,
there is a slightly positive growing tendency and a sudden
increase (approximately doubling the average) starting in
September 2011. At that time, a major change in the soft49
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Figure 3. Number of users that have generated a particular
number of tag applications.

Figure 4. Number of new tags introduced every month.
45000

3.2 Tag Reuse
The reuse is an important indicator of the collaborative aspects in a tagging system. A big degree of tag reuse means
that users are sharing tags and therefore resource descriptions are coherent with respect to other resources. Just as a
simple metric, we calculate the percentage of tag applications that correspond to previously used tags as follows:
p = 100

M −N
,
M

where M is the total number of tag applications and N is
the total number of distinct tags. For the Freesound folksonomy we obtain a percentage of 95.88%, which means
that the vast majority of tag applications involve already
used tags.
50

New tags
New users
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1
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ware was released with a completely redesigned interface
that facilitates uploading and describing sounds. Therefore, this sudden increase in the number of new tags is
probably due to this interface update and the increasing
popularity that the site has gained since then. Figure 5
shows the cumulative number of new tags and new users
per month. As we can see, both increase similarly with
an almost perfect linear relationship (correlation is 0.99 if
normalizing the two curves by the total number of tags and
total number of users). This implies that as more new users
are uploading and tagging sounds, more distinct tags are
being created. Again, we can see that in September 2011
there is a sudden change in the growing rate of both users
and tags.
Such a linear growth of the size of the tag vocabulary
without any sign of stabilization or convergence suggests
that users are tagging in an isolated fashion, without being really aware of the tags that other people is using to
describe their sounds. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
there are a lot of tags in the vocabulary which refer to the
same concepts but use different string representations (synonymy). This has been observed to be a common problem
in folksonomies [3].

month

Figure 5. Cumulative number of new tags and new tagging
users per month.
Another measure to characterize tag reuse [2, 16] can be
computed as follows:
P
Ut
r=
,
T
where T is the total number of distinct tags (size of the
vocabulary) and Ut is the total number of distinct users
that have used tag t. In this way, a value of r = 1 indicates
that tags are not shared among users across the folksonomy
(there is no reuse across users). For the folksonomy we
are analyzing we obtained a value of 4.84, which is higher
that the values reported for CiteUlike and MovieLens in
[2, 16] (1.59 and 1.76 respectively), but still is a very low
value considering the upper limit of r which is U (the total
number of users).
Figure 6 shows the relation between amount of tags and
number of reuse occurrences per tag (that is to say, how
many tags have been reused a particular number of times).
It can be observed that only a few tags have been reused
many times, and the majority have been reused less than 10
times (∼80% of tags have been reused less than 10 times).
To get more insight in how are these tags reused, we
looked at the amount of tag reuse from the particular vo-
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Figure 6. Number of tags that have been reused a particular number of times.

Figure 7.
Evolution of tag discrimination for the
Freesound folksonomy.

cabulary collections of each user. We computed the following equation:
P
T ru
,
k=
U
where U is the total number of users and T ru is the number of tags from the vocabulary of user u that have been
reused (by u). This way we obtain an average of 11.41
tag reuse (more than twice than the average reported for
CiteUlike in [2]), indicating a certain tendency that users
have of reusing tags from their personal vocabulary.
Bringing all these results together suggests that although
almost all tag applications involve reused tags, these tags
that are being reused are only a small part of the whole
vocabulary (only the most popular ones, tending to be quite
generic as it can be seen in table 1). Although users tend
to reuse a bit of their tags, they do not take tags from other
users more than the few most popular. The less popular
tags are probably much more specific and bring detail to
the sound descriptions. Therefore, there is no vocabulary
sharing among users and no agreement in how to describe
the details. This might be expectable given that the tagging
interface in Freesound does not reinforce the use of any
particular tags nor the vocabulary sharing among users.

24.25 sounds from the rest. This is quite a low value considering that the folksonomy has a total of 143,188 distinct
resources. However, it might not be surprising if we look
at the tag occurrence distribution of Figure 2, where it is
shown that the vast majority of the tags has been used only
to label a few sounds.
In Figure 7 we have plotted the evolution of tag discrimination of the Freesound folksonomy. It is interesting to
see that after a relatively constant growth during the first
almost 6 years, it started getting lower since the previously
commented software upgrade done in September 2011. This
fact is probably due to the sudden raise in the creation of
new tags that we observed in Figures 4 and 5.
We can also calculate a tag discrimination value for a particular tag (dt ) as the fraction of the number of resources
tagged with a tag t with respect to the total number of resources. From an information theory point of view, the
optimal value would be dt = Rt /R = 0.5 (where R is
the total number of resources and Rt is the total number
of resources tagged with tag t). That would mean that a
tag is able to separate half of the resources from the rest of
the collection. If we have a close look to the five tags with
more occurrences (listed in Table 1), we can observe that
most discriminating tags are field-recording (0.103),
drum (0.083), multisample (0.076), noise (0.068)
and loop (0.062). These values are not too low considering the diversity of sounds present in the Freesound
database (the most discriminating tag reported in [2] for
CiteULike separates 0.0179 of the resources).
All these results suggest that although the majority of tags
are only used a few times and that turns into a low tag discrimination average (there is a lot of diversity in the long
tail of tags), the most used tags are quite useful to discriminate several regions of the database.

3.3 Tag discrimination
Tag discrimination can be understood as the ability of a tag
to separate groups of online resources. A simple measure
for tag discrimination can be calculated by averaging the
number of distinct resources that have been labeled with
each tag:
P
Rt
d=
,
T
where T is the total number of distinct tags and Rt is total
number of distinct resources that have been tagged with tag
t. In this way, a tag discrimination value of 1 indicates that
all resources have been tagged with different tags, while a
value of T means that all resources have been tagged with
exactly the same tags. Applying this equation to the folksonomy of Freesound gives an average of 24.25 sounds per
tag. That means that, in average, each tag discriminates

3.4 Tag semantic classification
In this section we follow the methodology proposed in [7]
to semantically categorize the tags of the Freesound folksonomy with four categories. These categories indicate the
type of information that tags tell us about resources, and
51
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Category
Content
Context
Subjective
Organizational
None

Num.
17,172
8,224
3,962
830
17,772

Examples
laugh, drum-beat, service-bell, folk-guitar, sitar, nice-music
playground, mid-night, patagonia, studio-recording, barcelona
oh-may-youre-so-beautiful, psychological, realistic, stressful
i-love-calculus, sound-of-string, open-air-party, sonsdebarcelona-esther
AKGC1000s, mouvement, 60bpm, pasillo, archestra, grabaciones-de-campo

Table 2. Semantic categorization of Freesound tags.
#
1

Size
777

2

539

3

433

4

372

5

348

6

341

7

330

8

324

9

305

10

274

11

265

12

299

13

288

Tags of the cluster
field-recording, noise, ambient, soundscape, ambience, sound, atmosphere, birds, nature,
ambiance, people, wind, talk, recording, car, city, street, engine, speak, woman
bass, guitar, techno, distortion, distorted, trance, drumloop, chord, bpm, free, delay,
multi-sample, synthesis, lead, rock, dubstep, synthesized, dub, clean, hop
door, footsteps, open, walking, squeak, paper, scratch, household, scrape, floor, steps,
walk, UPF-CS12, slide, creak, opening, closing, light, running, concrete
Synth, Water, Background, Effect, Soundscape, VST, Summer, Echo, Sub, Drum, Bass, Door, pull,
Metal, Noise, Field-recording, Field-Recording, Click, FX, Ambient
kitchen, pop, fire, natural, snap, crack, crunch, crackle, aip09, up, bounce, ding, warm, blow,
rubber, body, eating, mouth, bowl, balloon
train, announcement, station, heavy, bang, rumble, high, automated, road, clang, airport,
jingle, rotterdam, stop, thump, ride, subway, passing, railway, steam
drum, loop, percussion, velocity, snare, 1-shot, metal, water, beat, sample, drums, hit,
music, industrial, wood, hard, reverb, weird, dance, echo
synth, drone, fx, male, acoustic, effect, human, horror, electric, dark, sci-fi, bell, deep,
house, synthesizer, computer, metallic, game, cinematic, sound-design
voices, barcelona, poznan, poland, freesound, image, japan, applause, h4n, seoul, korea,
hall, clapping, performance, money, coin, ghent, japanese, desk, coins
electronic, electro, analog, digital, speech, english, radio, low, samples, beep, wave,
tone, circuit, static, fm, plane, pulse, military, army, clip
click, synthetic, foley, switch, button, effects, soundeffect, strange, granular, press,
abstract, dj, vintage, hi-tech, bleep, sounddesign, virus, sweep, ti, funk
multisample, pad, artificial, evolving, sax, strings, mezzoforte, violin, woodwind,
jazz, zoom-h2n, saxophone, 120bpm, divine, non-vibrato, vst, chordophone, ppg,
sampled-instruments, classical
buzz, animal, jungle, ice, south-spain, insects, snow, zoo, animals, tropical, france,
waterfall, insect, cricket, exotic, fly, farm, horse, donana, rainforest

Table 3. Most popular tags of the biggest clusters that emerge using the standard modularity optimization technique. “Size”
indicates the total number of tags of each cluster.
are: i) content (tags that describe the content of the sound
such as instruments or sound sources that appear), 2) context (tags that refer to the location of the recording or the
action that generated the sound), 3) subjective (related to
subjective opinions of the users that tagged the resource)
and 4) organizational (tags useful for users personal organization).
To perform this categorization, we first map tags to YAGO
[17] concepts. YAGO is an external semantic knowledge
base that integrates information from Wikipedia and WordNet, therefore it “knows” about word meanings and relations, and also about world locations and other “facts”. If
a match is found, YAGO provides the possibility to navigate within semantic concepts of broader sense in a treestructured fashion until a root category is reached. As proposed in [7], some of the concepts in the higher levels of
the hierarchy can be assigned to the content and context
categories (e.g. physical entity is assigned to content and location is assigned to context). To maximize
the possibility of a tag matching a YAGO concept, we perform a preprocessing step in which tags that are formed
by a number of words separated by an hyphen (such as
field-recording), are split apart and matched sepa52

rately. The categorization resulting of each part of the tag is
aggregated. Therefore, one single tag might be assigned to
more than one category. On the other hand, if there are no
matches found in the YAGO knowledge base, tags are analyzed using a natural language processing part of speech
tagger to assign lexical categories such as “noun”, “verb”
or “adjective”. These lexical categories are compared with
a number of pre-defined patterns and if a pattern is matched
the tag is assigned to the categories organizational or subjective (e.g. the pattern [<adjective>] corresponds to
the category subjective). For a detailed explanation of the
categorization process see [7].
Table 2 shows the number of tags that are categorized
in each category along with some examples. As we can
see, there are a lot more tags categorized under content or
context than in subjective or organizational, meaning that
they describe aspects of the sounds which are relevant for
all users and not only suited to personal classification purposes or opinions. Nevertheless, a lot of tags remain uncategorized (they do not match with any YAGO concept nor
with any lexical category pattern) and there are some errors
and ambiguities in the categorization (as it can be observed
looking at the examples). Some of these tags do not match
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#
1

Size
28

2

26

3

20

4

20

5

15

6

12

7

7

8

7

9
10

7
5

Tags of the cluster
overtones, tabla, iran, zarb, hindustani, tambura, carnatic, middle, emotion, sitar,
tanpura, bol, indian-classical, compmusic, tonic, raga, kanjira, harmonium, ganjira,
eastern [8 more]
communication, bip, ham, bips, tuner, navigation, radio-static, receiver,
telecommunication, interferences, vhf, ham-radio, sw, cb, fm-receiver, vhf-receiver,
uhf, uhf-receiver, tv-tuner, cable-tuner [6 more]
distorted-guitar, guitar-chords, rhythm-guitar, strummed, ukulele, strumming,
single-notes, 160bpm, power-chord, miscellaneous, lead-guitar, guitar-notes, uke,
extras, drop-d, les-paul, 96khz, ukelele, 01, room-mic
pipe-organ, carousel, efteling, funfair, wurlitzer, street-organ, live-music,
mechanical-music, 200a, e-piano, barrel-organ, parish-fair, annual, leisure,
carrousel, parish-fair-organ, hurdy-gurdy, funfair-organ, historic-organ,
merry-go-round
monk, tuva, yoga, undertone, mongolian, puja, tantric, umzie, tuvan, khumi, tantra, gyuto,
yogic, kargyraa, sygyt
threatening, frightening, terrifying, phantom, frightful, shady, grisly, macabre,
delusion, spectre, phantasm, imminent
deathmetal, guitar-riff, death-metal-riff, guitar-tapping, break-down, metal-riff,
finger-tapping
development, blackjack, game-programmers, aplication, tool-kit, sound-set,
game-developers
Step, Footstep, Run, Walk, Stairs, walkway, Hollow
percussion, bass, snare, beat, drums

Table 4. Most popular tags of the smallest clusters that emerge using the HGC technique.
due to typographical error, the use of words in other languages or for corresponding to too domain-specific concepts such as microphone models and brands. Therefore,
these results must only be taken as an estimation, and further work should be needed to produce more accurate semantic categorizations.
3.5 Tag clusterization
The goal of this section is to analyze the Freesound folksonomy and extract clusters of semantically-related tags.
For that purpose, we have used two different clustering
techniques. Both techniques are based on a graph representation of the tags of a folksonomy, where nodes are tags
and edges link similar tags. Similarity between tags is determined by comparing the number of times that two tags
are used to label the same sound with their total number
of occurrences. For computational complexity reasons, we
only consider tags that have been used more than 10 times
to build this graph (which are 7,628 of the total). Details on
how this graph is extracted can be found in previous work
of the authors of this paper [18].
The first clustering technique is a standard modularity optimization of the graph [12], which finds the node partitions that maximize local modularity (that is to say, groups
of nodes with dense connections inside the group and sparse
connections with nodes from other groups). This clustering technique does not allow node overlapping between
clusters, meaning that each particular node can only belong to one cluster. The second clustering technique that
we use (hybrid graph-based clusterization [10] or “HGC”
for short) allows node overlapping between clusters. It is
based on the selection of the most important nodes of the
graph that will be the cores of each cluster. In a second
step, these cores are expanded by adding similar nodes and,
again, maximizing the modularity of the resulting clusters.

Using the standard modularity optimization techniques
with the Freesound folksonomy results in the emergence
of 59 clusters with an average of 129.29 tags per cluster.
Table 3 shows an example of the most popular tags that
appear in the biggest of these clusters. As it can be observed, these clusters seem to represent different types of
sounds that can be found in the Freesound database at different levels of specificity, but tending to be quite general.
For example, clusters 2, 7 and 12 include tags related to
musical concepts, and clusters 1, 3, and 5 resemble ambient or field-recording concepts. At a more specific level,
cluster 6 includes concepts of recordings done in “traveling” situations and cluster 13 resembles animal sounds.
When using the HGC clustering technique we obtain 561
clusters with an average of 158.44 tags per cluster. Although the average number of tags is quite similar to the
standard modularity technique, HGC tends to produce much
more smaller clusters (actually, 50% of the output clusters
have less than 30 tags). We have seen that the degree of
overlap between these clusters is very high, meaning that
almost all tags belong to more than one cluster and some
of them appear in many clusters. Actually, the biggest
clusters tend to emerge more than one time with almost
the same tags, meaning that similar tags might have been
detected as important nodes and after the expansion step
the resulting cluster is almost identical. We have observed
that big clusters tend to be similar to the big clusters obtained with standard modularity technique (although a bit
more generic). On the other side we find more interesting
the emergence of the high number of small clusters, which
seem to clearly reflect very specific groups of tags. Table
4 shows some examples of the emergence of small clusters
obtained with HGC.
It is not in the scope of this paper to perform any formal evaluation of the clusters that emerge (we leave that to
future work), but at first sight it is interesting to see how
53
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bigger clusters detected with the standard modularity optimization technique might be useful to form an idea of the
different types of sounds that are uploaded in Freesound
(at a very general level), and small clusters detected with
HGC can, up to some extent, reveal groups of related tags
belonging to several particular contexts.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The folksonomy analysis we have described in the previous sections can be useful to better understand how do
users tag in Freesound and propose ways to improve the
tagging system and thus the sound descriptions. We have
observed that the folksonomy of Freesound is continuously
growing and there are no signs of stabilization. One of the
reasons for this continuous growth might be that new kinds
of content are being uploaded that require new concepts to
describe them. However, a probably more important reason is that the system does not promote tag reuse nor has
any kind of “preferred” vocabulary to push forward. As
a result, we find that the folksonomy is quite noisy, and
reflects the typical problems also reported in other studies
such as synonymy, polysemy and other kinds of inconsistencies. The noisiness of the folksonomy hardens the task
of extracting structured information from the folksonomy
like semantic classification or tag clusterization. However,
we have shown that some techniques already produce interesting results.
A possible solution to help reduce the noisiness of the
folksonomy of Freesound would be the inclusion of a tag
recommendation system to aid users in the tagging process.
Such a system has already been described in previous work
of the authors [18], but could be enhanced by taking advantage of the analysis of the present paper. For example,
candidate tags for a particular recommendation could be
weighed by the tag discrimination values or the popularity
of the tag according to the number of different users that
use it. Furthermore, recommendations could be aware of
the semantic category of the tags being recommended (e.g.
recommending tags that belong to different semantic categories) and also take into account related tags according to
automatically detected clusters.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a method for extracting semantic information from online music discussion forums is proposed. The
semantic relations are inferred from the co-occurrence of
musical concepts in forum posts, using network analysis.
The method starts by defining a dictionary of common music terms in an art music tradition. Then, it creates a complex network representation of the online forum by matching such dictionary against the forum posts. Once the complex network is built we can study different network measures, including node relevance, node co-occurrence and
term relations via semantically connecting words. Moreover, we can detect communities of concepts inside the forum posts. The rationale is that some music terms are more
related to each other than to other terms. All in all, this
methodology allows us to obtain meaningful and relevant
information from forum discussions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding music requires an understanding of how listeners perceive music, how they consume it or enjoy it, and
how they share their tastes among other people. The online
interaction among users results in the emergence of online
communities. These interactions generate digital content
that is very valuable for the study of many topics, in our
case for the study of music. According to [1], an online
community can be defined as a persistent group of users of
an online social media platform with shared goals, a specific organizational structure, community rituals, strong interactions and a common vocabulary.
In this paper we propose a method for extracting semantic information from online art-music discussion forums.
The method starts by defining a dictionary of standard and
culture-specific music terms, and then creates a complex
network representation of the online forum by matching
such dictionary against the forum posts. The resulting network can then be analyzed using different network measures, including link structure, node relevance, node cooccurrence and term relations via semantically connecting
words. This allows us to obtain meaningful information
from the forum’s discussions.
Copyright: c 2012 Mohamed Sordo et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief overview on the state of the art in both information extraction (from on-line discussion forums), and
graph based algorithms for Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing. The methodology for creating a
complex network representation of a forum text content is
described in Section 3. In Section 4 we present several network measures and discuss their application in extracting
relevant information from forum posts. Finally, we draw
some conclusions and point out future work in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND
A considerable number of approaches devoted to mining
user-generated text content (such as blogs, reviews, social
tags) have been proposed in the music information retrieval
(MIR) community (e.g. [2–5]). Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, none of these highlighted approaches has
exploited the inner structure of online discussion forums.
Unlike other types of user-generated text content, on-line
discussion forums capture the interaction between different users in a more explicit way. Different opinions and
point of views over a topic can be provided/established,
and reaching a consensus among all users is not always
guaranteed. Hence, extracting information from an online
discussion forum could help to reveal relevant aspects of
the forum related to user opinions, topic novelties, current
tendencies in the field (in this case, art music traditions),
etc.
2.1 Information extraction from discussion forums
Extracting semantic information from online forums has
become an important area of research (mainly in other fields
that take benefit from text processing) in the last few years.
For instance, Yang et al. [6] proposed a method to extract
structured data from all types of online forums. Weimer et
al. [7] and Chen et al. [8] proposed models to identify high
quality posts and topics, respectively. Zhu et al. [9], on the
other hand, generated relation networks for topic detection
and opinion-leader detection.
2.2 Graph-based algorithms for IR and Natural
Language Processing
Oftentimes treated as separated research areas, in the last
decade there has been a growing interest in using techniques from graph theory and complex networks for information retrieval (IR), and natural language processing
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(NLP) [10]. The main idea is to represent textual content,
notably web content (such as blogs, news, reviews, forums,
etc.) as a graph or network, where the nodes represent single words or a set of words with a particular sense (usually
referred to as n-grams) and the edges represent relations
between these terms. The resulting network is then analyzed with state of the art complex network measures [11]
in order to study its characteristics, or to extract relevant information from it. Research using such graph-based techniques spans a wide range of text processing subjects, including semantic similarity [12, 13], clustering [14], machine learning [15, 16], opinion mining [17], summarization [18, 19], word sense disambiguation [20, 21] or information retrieval [22–25], among others.
3. METHODOLOGY
The proposed method for extracting information from online discussion forums starts by defining a dictionary of
culture-specific musical terms (Section 3.1). The content
of this culture-specific dictionary can be obtained from existing ontologies and additional resources covering most
of the aspects of the studied musical cultures. Once the
dictionary is built, the method proceeds by matching such
dictionary against the forum posts (Section 3.2). Depending on the posterior analysis of the network, the proposed
method can be extended to match additional contextual
terms in the forum, such as nouns, adjectives or adverbs.
The matched terms are then used to generate a network
representation of the forum posts, by assigning a node to
each matched term and connecting the nodes with edges if
two matched terms are sufficiently close in the text (Section 3.3). Figure 1 shows an example of the network representation of a forum. Once the network is generated, it
might be required to filter it, in order to remove irrelevant
and noisy information (Section 3.4).

other encyclopedias of general knowledge. A well known
community encyclopedia is Wikipedia. Besides the articles
discussing different aspects of a music culture, the community of Wikipedia also provides additional information
about categories, which group articles referring to the same
subject in a hierarchical form. Following [26], one can obtain a list of culture-specific music terms from dbpedia.org,
a machine-readable representation of Wikipedia. We start
from a seed category that defines the name of the music
culture (e.g., “Carnatic music”, “Hindustani music”) and
explore the inherent structure of the dbpedia categorization in order to get all the terms related to the seed. The
final dictionary is then created by merging MusicBrainz
metadata and Wikipedia categories, and stored as a flat taxonomy of category terms (e.g. raaga–bhairavi, instrument–
bağlama, etc.).
The main problem of such a dictionary of terms from art
music tradition is that it suffers from noise and spelling errors, mainly due to the diverse transliterations to English
of foreign languages terms. For instance, the name Tyagaraja (a legendary composer of Carnatic music) can also
be written as Thayagaraja, Thiagaraja, Tyagayya, Thiyagaraja, Thagraja, etc. In order to clean the dictionary, a
string matching method based on a linear combination of
the longest common sub-sequence and Levenshtein algorithms [27] can be applied to find all duplicate terms, which
are further filtered manually in order to maintain a single
common description for each of them.
3.2 Text processing

Before building complex network representation of the forum, we apply some text processing techniques to match
the generated music dictionary against the forum posts. We
iterate over the posts of all the topics of the forum. For each
post, the text is tokenized by using any existing tokenizing
technique [28] (in our case we use Penn Treebank). The
words are then tagged using a part-of-speech (POS) tagger
3.1 Dictionary creation
(Maxent Treebank in our case) [28].
A dictionary of terms is first built to help in identifying
Once the text is tokenized and tagged, the method proand extracting culture-specific music terms from a text.
ceeds to match the dictionary of culture-specific music terms
For that purpose, editorial metadata from a music collecagainst the list of tagged tokens. Given that some terms
tion, that can be considered as representative of a music
in the dictionary are word n-grams (i.e. terms with more
repertoire, should be gathered. The metadata could include
than one word), the dictionary is sorted in descending order
standard information about music items, such as names of
by the number of words, matching the longest terms first.
recordings, releases, works (compositions), composers/lyricists This is done to avoid matching long dictionary n-grams as
and performers, but also information about culture-specific
shorter n-grams or simple unigrams.
concepts, such as raagas 1 and taalas 2 for Carnatic and
In order to capture semantic relationships among musical
Hindustani music 3 , or makam and üsul for Makam muterms, it might be relevant to add contextual words from
sic in Turkey. This metadata can be extracted easily, for
the forum posts. Such words can include adjectives, nouns,
instance, from websites such as MusicBrainz.org, an open
adverbs, etc. The presence of these words in the forum
music encyclopedia wich aims at storing and providing inposts is provided by the POS tagging. Thus, these contexformation related to artists, their works and the relations
tual words are also matched in the forum posts, except for
between them.
stop words and very short words (i.e., words with fewer
The editorial metadata can be extended with additional
than 3 characters).
sources of information, coming from dedicated websites or
The unmatched words are not removed from the list of to1 Raaga is a fundamental melodic framework for composition and imkens, but rather marked as non-eligible. For example, the
provisation in Indian classical music.
sentence “the difference between AbhEri and dEvagAnd2 Taala is a rhythmic framework for composition and improvisation.
hAram” is converted to “** difference ** AbhEri ** dEva3 The concepts of raaga and taala are the same in Carnatic and Hindustani music but they normally have different spellings.
gAndhAram”, where ** denotes a non-eligible word. Al56
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gorithm 1 summarizes this text processing and dictionary
matching step.
Data: Dict, a dictionary of music terms ordered by
number of words; P ost, a forum post;
Result: T erms, a sequence of terms;
T erms ← ∅;
tokens ← tokenize(P ost);
pos tags ← part of speech(tokens);
matched tokens ← match dict(tokens, Dict);
foreach token ∈ matched tokens do
if (token ∈ Dict) ∨ (token isNoun | pos tags ) ∨
(token isAdjective | pos tags) then
T erms ← T erms ∪ token;
else
T erms ← T erms ∪ ∗∗;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the text processing of a forum post. The symbol ∗∗ represents a non-eligible word.

3.3 Network creation
An undirected weighted network is created by iterating
over the processed posts. Algorithm 2 describes how a
network representation of the forum posts is created. Each
matched term is assigned to a node in the network, and an
edge/link 4 between two nodes is added if the two terms
are close in the text. The link weight accounts then for
the number of times two matched terms appear close in the
text.
Data: T erms, a sequence of terms; L, a link threshold;
Result: N = (V, E), an undirected weighted network
with a set of nodes V and a set of edges E ;

V ←∅
N
;
E←∅
foreach t ∈ T erms do
V ← V ∪ t;
close terms ← terms close to t at dist(L);
foreach close t ∈ close terms do
V ← V ∪ close t;
if ((t, close t) ∈
/ E) then
E ← E ∪ (t, close t, weight = 0);
else
Increment weight of (t, close t) by 1;
end
end
end
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for the network creation.

important for calculating this distance. Using the example
from Step 1, AbhEri and dEvagAndhAram are considered
to be at a distance of L = 2. Our assumption here is that
words that are closer in text are more likely to be related.
3.4 Network cleaning
Depending on the characteristics of the resulting network
from step 2, this step 3 can be followed or skipped. A high
ratio of links to nodes — commonly referred to as high
average degree — will produce a very dense network, and
extracting relevant information from this network will be
highly difficult. For instance, networks obtained in previous work [29] contained 24, 420 nodes and 1, 564, 893
links, which means an average degree of 128.16, a very
high value for such a small network. In addition, we found
that the network contained a lot of noise. Many words
(especially rare words or misspellings) appear very few
times. We therefore introduce another filter, called frequency threshold F , which filters out the nouns and adjectives that appear fewer than F times.
Thresholds L and F yield a more sparse network. However, it could still be possible that some non-statistically
significant term relations were reflected in the network links.
Thus, the next step consists of applying a sensible filter to
the network topology, the disparity filter [30]. The disparity filter is a local filter that compares the weights of all
links attached to a given node against a null model, keeping
only the links that cannot be explained by the null model
under a certain confidence level 5 α. This confidence level
α can be thought of as a p-value (p = 1 − α) assessing the
statistical significance of a link.
4. NETWORK ANALYSIS
The resulting network from the methodology described in
Section 3 can be analyzed by using various complex network measures. The aim of these measures is to describe
some relevant aspects that are inherent in the structure of
the network.
4.1 Node related measures
4.1.1 Degree
The degree of a node in the network is computed as the
number of edges incident to that node. With this simple
measure we can obtain the most popular nodes in the network. In our art music tradition case, for instance, we
are interested in finding out which are the most popular
or most discussed musical terms.
4.1.2 Centrality

Text closeness is defined as the number of intermediate
words between two terms. Thus, we introduce a distance
parameter (or link threshold) L that will determine which
terms are associated with each other. Keeping the unmatched
words in the posts (although they are not finally eligible) is

A measure of centrality attempts to infer the importance
of a node in the network. In our case, it can be used to
discover the most influential musical terms in the network,
and consequently in the discussion forums. For instance, in
the particular case of Carnatic music, we are interested in
knowing which are the most important raagas and taalas, or

4 In this paper, we use both edge and link indistinctly to refer to the
same concept.

5 The null model assumes that the strength of a given node is homogeneously distributed among all its links.
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Figure 1. A plot of a subnetwork containing Carnatic music terms with the highest degree. The thickness of the edges
represents their weight.
the most influential composers and performers. The same
can be applied to other art music traditions.

4.3 Network related measures

4.2 Edge related measures

An interesting characteristic that can be measured in complex networks is the discovery of communities. A community in this case can be defined as a set of nodes such
that each node is more densely connected to the nodes in
that same set than the rest of the network. Although it
is hard to extract separable communities, nowadays there
exist several methods and approaches that attempt to detect community structure in a network. One such approach
is to treat the community structure problem as a clustering problem. Each node is represented as a point in an
N-dimensional space, and a similarity distance (e.g., euclidean distance) is computed in order to cluster these points.
In our particular case, community structure can help us,
for instance, to discover a strong tie between a certain group
of composers and performers, or if a group of composers
is more prone to use a particular set of melodic structures
more than others. It is interesting to note though that, independent of the method used to extract community structure, the main problem is to interpret these communities,
especially when the nodes in the network refer to multiple
aspects.

In the proposed network, an edge indicates if two terms cooccur 6 in the same forum post. Thus, an analysis of cooccurrences can reveal the importance of the ties between
pairs of terms in the network. There are two possible ways
to measure co-occurrence of terms in a network. We distinguish between frequent and relevant co-occurrences.
4.2.1 Frequent co-occurrences
By assuming that terms that co-occur most frequently have
a strong relation we can obtain much knowledge from the
network. For instance, in [29] we showed how co-occurrent
terms allow for correctly guessing the instrument of a performer. In this particular scenario, we rank order the list
of instrument neighbors for each performer, based on the
weight of the edges, and assume that the highest ordered
instrument is more likely to be the instrument of the performer.
4.2.2 Relevant co-occurrences
Although edge frequency already reveals term
co-occurrences, it might happen that the weight of some of
these edges is not very significant within the network. In
that sense, we can also compute a relevance score for the
co-occurrence. In the network, this means that we compute
a relevance weight for the edge between a pair of nodes.
The relevance score Ri,j for a link between nodes i and j
is obtained by
Ri,j =

wi,j
,
+ dj )

1
2 (di

(1)

where wi,j is the weight of the link and dx is the degree of
node x. This score is giving more relevance to the nodes
that are more probable to have some relationship [11, 30].
This relevance measure of co-occurrence can be then applied to combinations of the music term aspects. In [29]
we discussed the relation between relevant raaga-raaga and
raaga-composer pairs in the case of Carnatic music.
6 Recall that, in this setup, two terms co-occur if they are at a distance
less than L words.
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4.3.1 Community structure

4.3.2 Network structure
The quality and completeness of a network can be evaluated by comparing the network to networks built from
other sources of information. For instance, the proposed
network can be compared to a network built from the categorization of Wikipedia articles, or from the music items’
relations in MusicBrainz. The evaluation can include some
of the previously mentioned network measures (node degree, centrality, etc.) in order to detect similarity or dissimilarity between networks.
4.3.3 Semantic relations
Apart from classical network measures, we are especially
interested in extracting semantically meaningful relationships between pairs of music terms. From the network perspective, given a pair of nodes, we want to find a third node
that is connected to both nodes, and that corresponds to a
semantically meaningful relationship concept. We call this
node a connecting word. Examples of connecting words
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(to identify the relationship between pairs of composers
and/or performers) include concepts of lineage or family
(mother, father, husband, uncle, etc.), musical influence
(guru or disciple), similarity (similar, different), etc.
A straightforward approach is to use the same network as
before and match the list of predefined connecting words
in the common neighbors of a pair of nodes. However, the
global nature of the network does not allow us to capture
the connecting words correctly, since a connecting word
can be related to any of the two compared terms separately. Thus, another approach has to be considered. A
possible solution is to apply the proposed methodology locally. That is, instead of creating a single, global network,
the method described in Sec. 3 can be applied for each post
text individually. For each generated small network, we
identify all the common neighbors of a pair of composers
and/or performers that are related to the concepts of lineage and musical influence.

that, the metadata that can be found in MusicBrainz and
Wikipedia can be extended with information coming from
scientific publications (papers, books) or from dedicated
expert websites.
Finally, in order to evaluate the generality of the proposed
method (i.e., representing a discussion forum as a network
of terms and relations using a specific dictionary of terms),
we are planning to apply this method in online discussion
forums related to different topics, such as films, cars or
cooking, among others.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a method for extracting
musically-meaningful semantic information from online art
music discussion forums. The method defines a dictionary
of culture-specific music terms, and creates an undirected
weighted network by matching such dictionary against the
forum posts. A post-processing step is applied to clean the
network from irrelevant and noisy information. We then
discuss the application of some complex network measures
to extract meaningful information from the forum posts in
a structured fashion.
There are many avenues for future work. First and foremost, we are interested in improving the structure of the
network, so that the posterior network analysis can reveal
more accurate information. One of the limitations of the
current network representation is the lack of more descriptive relations among musical terms. These relations are
built upon the fact that two terms that are close in the text
are more likely to be related in some way. Assuming that
there actually exists a relation between a pair of terms, the
network provides no information about what kind of relation this is. For example, a relation between two performers could refer to a collaboration, a family relation
or a discussion between two different performance styles.
The current network can reveal which are the most relevant or the most influential nodes (i.e., terms) and edges
(i.e., relations, co-occurencess), but it does not have the
knowledge that the co-occurrences are in fact discussions
or other types of relations. Therefore, a more thorough
analysis of the textual content in the forum posts is needed.
We plan on using more sophisticated NLP techniques, including word sense disambiguation, semantic similarity or
summarization. The latter technique can help to reduce
noisy and irrelevant information from the forum posts, prior
to building the network. Regarding the forum structure, not
all the posts or topics are relevant enough to be added to
the network. Therefore, we want to find techniques to impose a confidence value per post, depending on the users’
relevance to the forum. Another relevant issue to be tackled is the use of a more complete music vocabulary. For
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ABSTRACT
For computational studies of makam music, it is essential
to gather a list of characteristics that constitute a makam
and explore corresponding quantitative features for automatic analysis. This study is such an attempt where we
address the characteristics for makams as defined in theory books and deduce a list of quantitative features. The
target here is to evoke discussions on some measurable
features other than providing complete analysis on the
discriminative potentials of each proposed feature which
could be the subject of a few larger studies.

we provide pitch histogram templates obtained by averaging pitch histograms of multiple files after aligning the
tonics (as explained in [2]), for three makams; Neva,
Hüseyni and Muhayyer which use the same scale.
We can observe from the pitch histogram templates
that note Neva is emphasized in makam Neva (i.e. the
frequency of occurrence of this note is higher comparatively), note Hüseyni is emphasized in makam Hüseyni
and note Muhayyer is emphasized in makam Muhayyer.
It appears that one of the many strategies in naming
makams is to name the makam with the name of the note
emphasized (usually at the beginning of the progression).

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of makam/maqam/mugam/muqam/… appears in music traditions of a very large geographical
region and has been defined in many sources with more
or less similar statements such as “...a maqam generally
implies a miscellany of rules for melodic composition
and improvisation that exhibits diverse characteristics
from one geography to another. These rules comprise the
tonal/modal compass, direction (ascent/descent) of the
melodic line, functions of the degrees of the scale(s) and
(tri-, tetra-, penta-chordal) genera that are used to construct the scale(s), microtonal inflexions, nuances (vibrato, portamento, etc.) and ornamentations, and possible
modulations to or borrowings from other maqams.” [1].
Instead of contrasting those definitions, here we gather a
list of features that is used to describe/teach a makam and
investigate means of defining measurable features for
computational studies.
In Turkey, most of such definitions state the two main
components of a makam as a scale and an overall melodic
progression. While the scale descriptions include more or
less complicated formulations of a microtonal tuning
system and intervals, melodic progression is explained as
a path from one emphasis note to another until the ‘karar’
is reached.
In our previous work, pitch histograms have been
used as an acoustic feature that reflects information about
scale by peak locations. In addition, relative occurrence
frequency of pitches (values of these peaks) provide information about which notes are emphasized. In Figure 1,
Copyright: © 2012 Baris Bozkurt. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

Figure 1. Pitch histogram templates of three makams:
Neva, Hüseyni and Muhayyer. Names written close to the
peaks correspond to note (perde) names.

Figure 2. Scale of the three makams: Neva, Hüseyni and
Muhayyer. Note (perde) names in ascending order:
Dügah (A), Segah, Çargah (C), Neva (D), Hüseyni (E),
Eviç, Gerdaniye(G), Muhayyer(A).
Since pitch histograms carry some information about
the scale and the emphasis levels, it appears as a very
useful feature and has been used in computation studies
effectively in the past [1, 3, 4, 5].
However in histograms, we get very little information
about the melodic progression (maybe only the relative
emphasis levels of notes). A common statement in music
circles of makam music is: “scale is only a skeleton and
seyir, the melodic progression, gives it a life”. As
makams Neva, Hüseyni and Muhayyer in Figure 1 and 2,
via applying different progression strategies, three different makams are formed using the same scale and tonic.
That is an important the characteristic of makam that
distinguishes it from the concept of mode in Western
music.
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Our task here is to continue our quest for new features
that would help us study makam music. In the following
sections we review characteristics specified in makam
music theory and propose new quantitative features. Due
to unavailability of robust melodic phrase analysis tools
for makam music, that important dimension will not be
covered in this work. Due to space limitations, data will
not be provided for all features and when data is presented, the source is preliminary investigations rather
than complete tests. Where we present data, we will use
makams for which pitch histogram matching based classification is problematic (due to similarity of the makam
scales), with the aim of defining features that would be
complementary to pitch histograms.

perform a more accurate makam classification for these 2
classes.
Another feature that can be deduced from the pitch
histogram is the octave relation of notes. It appears that
for some makams like Saba, all notes do not have an
octave equivalent, even the tonic. We leave the definition
of a feature for octave equivalence degree to our future
work.

2. A FEATURE LIST FOR STUDYING
MAKAMS
2.1 Scale, intervals and intonation of specific notes in
the scale: sub-features that can derived from the pitch
histogram
In makam music theory, it is a common practice to specify the scale of a makam as an ordered list of intervals
(distance from the tonic, or the previous note). Intervals
can be specified as frequency ratios, such as the fifth
having a ratio of 3/2 in Pythagorean tuning. Equivalently,
intervals can be specified in a logarithmic scale so that
multiplication/division
is
replaced
by
addition/subtraction. In Western music theory, specifying
intervals in whole tones or cents are such formulations. In
makam music, Holderian commas (obtained by equal
(logarithmic) division of an octave into 53 partitions) is
the most common basic unit to specify intervals. As a
minor scale in equal tempered Western music can be
defined as [1 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1]*{whole tone}, the scale of
makam Beyati in Arel Theory [6] is defined as [8 5 9 9 4
9 9]*{Holderian commas} which could also be formulated as [0.9057 0.5660 1.0189 1.0189 0.4528 1.0189
1.0189]*{whole tones}.
Using interval vectors as a feature to detect makams
has been used in [7, 8]. In such an application, the choice
of the distance metric is critical and defining a perceptually meaningful distance metric is one potential direction
of research.
As presented in Figure 1, the relative emphasis of
notes is also important for makam classification and
hence can be used as a feature that can be automatically
deduced from the histogram. In Figure 3, we present
samples from Hüseyni and Muhayyer makams on a three
dimensional feature space: relative frequencies of notes
Neva, Hüseyni and Muhayyer.
A makam classification based on comparison of pitch
histograms often leads to low accuracy for separating
Hüseyni and Muhayyer makams since they use the same
scale. It appears that these two makams can be more
successfully separated on a three dimensional feature
space of relative occurrence frequencies. Compared to the
pitch histogram used in [9] with 159 frequency bins in an
octave (hence a min. of 159 sized vector), this representation uses only a feature vector of size 3 to potentially
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Figure 3. Samples from Hüseyni and Muhayyer classes
for the three dimensional feature space: relative frequencies of notes Neva, Hüseyni and Muhayyer.
2.2 Melodic range
A recent study of repertory of Turkish music [10] has
shown that the melodic range of a 1700 piece set is about
2.5 octaves (most of the pieces not extending a range of 2
octaves). Melodic range of a makam does not only refer
to the size of the dynamic range but also where within the
2.5 octave this range is located. In makam music theory,
for some makams, it is common practice to state a limit to
the extension of the makam scale outside the main octave. An example is the description of makam Rast in
[11]: “The makam Rast has an ascending character and is
performed mainly within the low register of the scale.
The scale extends below the tonic and descents as far as
Yegah (D), using the Rast tetrachord ”.
Two simple ways to define quantitative features for
such characteristics is to use [‘minimum relative frequency’ ‘maximum relative frequency’] or [‘relative
frequency of the melograph mean’ ‘melodic range’]. In
the figures below, we present samples from makam Rast
and Mahur (which are again confused in pitch histogram
matching based classification) for these features. This
time, symbolic data (from [10]) will be used where notes
are specified in Holderian commas with respect to note
C1.
It appears that the second set of features is potentially
useful for discriminating these two makams. However,
we should state here that in the existence of instruments
playing at two different octaves, reliable estimation of
melodic range related features from audio would be problematic.
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Figure 4.Samples from Rast and Mahur classes for the
two dimensional feature spaces: top) [‘minimum relative
frequency’ ‘maximum relative frequency’], bottom)
[‘relative frequency of the melograph mean’ ‘melodic
range’].
Figure 6. Melographs from three makams: Uşşak (taksim
of Yorgo Bacanos), Hüseyni (taksim of Fahrettin
Çimenli), Muhayyer (taksim of İhsan Özgen).

Figure 5. Scales of makam Rast and Mahur
2.3 Overall melodic progression, seyir
The overall melodic progression is often stated to be the
most important makam specific characteristics. In the
teaching process, the overall progression is explained as a
road map and practiced by solo improvisations, namely
taksim. An example is the seyir of makam Rast as explained in [11]: ”The melodic progression begins with the
Rast flavor on Rast (G) due to the makam’s ascending
character. Following the half cadence played on the
dominant Neva (D), suspended cadences are played with
the Segah flavor on Segah and the Dügah flavor on
Dügah (A). The extended section is presented and the
final cadence is played with the Rast with Acem (F) flavor on the tonic Rast (G)”.
There are typically three types of progressions stated
almost all theory books: ascending, ascending – descending (or alternatively “seyir in the mid-register”) and descending. For an observation, we can refer to melographs
of improvisations. In the examples below (Figure 6), we
have chosen one example for each type of progression. In
theory, makam Uşşak is considered to have an ascending
seyir, makam Hüseyni, ascending – descending and
makam Muhayyer descending. For each example, straight
lines are indicated by the author to facilitate the observation and his choice is based on observation of shapes in
several examples in those makams.

In an attempt to obtain the seyir curves automatically
from audio, we present histograms computed for windowed sections of the melograph (short-time histogram
view) and the center of gravity of each histogram is connected with a bold line in Figure 7. Although some similarity is achieved between Figure 7 and Figure 6, this
stays as an early demonstration. One important direction
of research here would be the development of melodic
analysis methods that can detect emphasized notes or
‘central tones’ of melodic phrases. Such a study would be
very beneficial for development of an automatic method
to derive features for the overall progression.
A similar attempt has been made using the symbolic
data. In order to observe the general melodic progression,
we down-sampled the melodic contours of pieces from
the same makam (so that they have the same length (of
20 points)) and plotted these as points in Figure 8. The
solid line shown in the figures are obtained by averaging
all melodic contours. Figure 8 presents the obtained average melodic progression for makam Muhayyer and
Hüseyni. The highest differences of the two progressions
are observed during the first quarter. Similar observations
are made for other very close makam couples which use
the same scale but have different seyirs.
As observed in Figure 8, the starting region (the first
value of the down-sampled melodic contour) for progression is a potentially discriminating feature for comparing
two seyirs. As an additional feature of seyir, the sum of
deltas of consecutive notes (i.e. summation of all melodic
intervals of the piece) can be used as in [13]. In Figure 9,
we present Hüseyni and Muhayyer data on this two dimensional feature plane. It is obvious that these seyir
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features (starting point and sum of melodic intervals) are
potentially useful for discriminating such close makams
and studying seyir computationally.

matic melodic analysis literature for makam music is at
its very early stage. This will be part of our future research.

Figure 8. Melodic progression of makam Muhayyer and
Hüseyni (from symbolic data).

Figure 7. Short-time histogram view of the examples in
Figure 6. Bold-line connects the center of gravity of each
histogram.
2.4 Typical phrases, “melodic codes” [12]
Even though overall melodic progression is emphasized
very often as the most important element in defining a
makam, one observes that musicians recognize the
makam of an improvisation without having to listen more
than 10-15 seconds of the improvisation. In addition, the
author observed in various occasions that the intermediate level musicians or listeners perform makam recognition by matching short segments of melody to the melodies they already know. This suggests that typical phrases
used to emphasize specific notes are critical in makam
recognition.
Apart from typical phrases, it appears that the beginning, ending and central tones of phrases are critical [12].
Bayraktarkatal and Öztürk’s study [12] of historical texts
on makam descriptions, show that “melodic codes” and
“central tones” play high importance in the perception/definition of a makam. We agree that their “melody
centric” approach is an important contribution to understanding/studying makam music. However, we are not
equipped with the melodic analysis tools to carry a computational work based on such descriptions. The auto64

Figure 9. Seyir features: starting region and sum of deltas
for makams Muhayyer and Hüseyni.
2.5 Typical transitions and/or flavors
An improvisation or composition in a certain makam
rarely contains melodies only from that specific makam.
Transitions to other flavors (çeşni) is a common way of
creating variations in music. Although there is to some
level freedom of the composer to make a transition from
one flavor to another, there exists general rules for each
makam on which flavors to use. “Improper” uses may be
considered to “destroy” the makam feeling.
For computational studies of makam music, analysis
of flavors is one of the important topics of research. Due
to unavailability of automatic segmentation strategies (for
transitions to different flavors), no automatic analysis is
reported in literature. It is among our future goals to develop the tools for automatic analysis in this domain.
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2.6 Tetra-chords, penta-chords constituting the scale
and notes defined as tonic, dominant, leading tone
One last characteristics to list from those defined in theory books is the formulation of scales being composed of
tetra-chords and penta-chords. Most of the theory books
would start introducing a makam by defining the scale in
this manner and also specify the leading note, the tonic
and the dominant.

encyclopedia
for
(http://www.musiki.org/).

Turkish

music
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3. CONCLUSIONS
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histograms for makam classification tasks. An important
lack in this study is the melodic phrase analysis dimension which is probably the most critical feature to be
studied for makam music [12]. This is among our highest
priority goals for future.
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ABSTRACT
A Carnatic music concert is made up of a sequence of
pieces, where each piece corresponds to a particular genre
and raāga (melody). Unlike a western music concert, the
artist
may
be
applauded
intra-performance,
inter-performance. Most Carnatic music that is archived
today correspond to a single audio recordings of entire
concerts.
The purpose of this paper is to segment single audio
recordings into a sequence of pieces using the
characteristic features of applause and music. Spectral
flux, spectral entropy change quite significantly from
music to applause and vice-versa. The characteristics of
these features for a subset of concerts was studied. A
threshold based approach was used to segment the pieces
into music fragments and applauses. Preliminary results
on recordings 19 concerts from matched microphones
show that the EER is about 17% for a resolution of 0.25
seconds. Further, a parameter called CUSUM is estimated
for the applause regions. The CUSUM values determine
the strength of the applause. The CUSUM is used to
characterise the highlights of a concert.
1. INTRODUCTION
“APPLAUSE (Lat. applaudere, to strike upon, clap) is
primarily the expression of approval by clapping of
hands,” according to the Encyclopedia Brittanica.
Applause is indicative of the collective approval of a
group of people for a performance. Although, initially the
applause can be asynchronous, the applause becomes
rhythmic within a few seconds. Identifying applauses in a
football video can be used to determine the highlights of
the play. Similarly, in an audio recording of a concert,
identifying the location of applauses, duration of
applauses can be used to archive the highlights of a
concert. In Western Music a performer is applauded at the
end of a concert, or at most at the end of a piece. In
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Classical Indian Music too, the audience applauds a
performer inter-piece, and at the end of a concert. In
addition to this, the musician is also applauded when there
is an “aesthetic moment” within a piece. The purpose of
this paper is manifold; find the location of applauses in a
single continuous recording of a concert. The location and
duration of the applause can then be used to characterise
the approvals. Further, the concert can be segmented into
individual pieces. Applauses can also occur intra-piece.
These locations provide the highlights of a given concert.
The appropriate choice of audio features is crucial for
classification or segmentation of an audio signal. For most
audio signals, in particular music, the spectral properties
change slowly with respect to time. This has led to a wide
variety of short-time processing methods. In [1], a GMM
based classifier is used to segment the singer’s voice in an
audio. Four different features are used, namely, short-term
energy, zero cross rate, spectral flux and harmonic
coefficient. In [2], a music piece is segmented into
different structural components.
The paper uses a
combination of N-grams to model the sequential
dependencies in a musical piece, and acoustic properties
to segment a western music performance using the
transcription and acoustic waveform. In [3] different
features are compared for separating music and speech.
The features include amplitude, delta-amplitude, pitch,
delta-pitch, cepstra, delta-cepstra, zero-crossing rate and
delta-zero crossing rate. Gaussian Mixture models are
built using each of the features.
In [4] has used
evolutionary programming based on genetic algorithms
and simulated annealing to determine the discriminative
features for music and applause. A manually labeled data
set is used for this purpose. The discriminative features
are then used to classify the labeled segments into
applauses and otherwise.
In this paper, the focus is to determine the location of an
applause by processing the audio signal using appropriate
features. Unlike speech and music, the characteristics of
applause and music have distinct spectral characteristics.
This is primarily required for processing Carnatic Music
concerts.
Carnatic Music is based on the oral tradition. At a gross
level, Carnatic music consists of two components, namely,
kalpita sangita and kalpana sangita [5]. kalpita sangita in
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Amplitude

have a similar structure. Although this is not discernible
in the time-domain waveform, it is evident in the
spectrum. Figures 3 and 4 show the typical power
spectrum of a sequence of applause segments,
respectively. From Figures 3 and 4, observe that the
spectra of music and applause are quite different, For
applauses, it is observed that the spectra are quite flat,
while for that of music, the spectra shows structure.
Although, there are differences in the time domain signal
too, since a rāga continuously changes, it is difficult to
characterise music in the time domain. Whereas, while
the spectra of music also changes, it is observed that the
spectra of applause is more or less stationary. Further, the
spectra dynamic range of an applause is small owing to its
unpredictability. Music being predictable (based on the
past) has a large dynamic range. An attempt is made in
this paper to characterise the predictability of music
vis-a-vis the unpredictability of applauses. An attempt is
also made to quantify an applause.
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Figure 1. Typical sequence music segments (time domain)
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2. FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this Section, an attempt is made to derive features that
can distinguish between music and applause in a Carnatic
music concert. Figures 1 and 2 show the time-domain
characteristic of a typical sequence music segment and
applause segment.
Clearly, the time-domain signal
corresponding to music is more structured, while that
corresponding to that applause is rhythmic but not very
structured. Although, music has structure, owing to its
quasistationarity, the characteristics change with time,
albeit slowly. On the other hand, applauses across pieces

30000.0

-30000.0

Amplitude

a concert corresponds to fixed compositions, to be
performed as composed or taught, while kalpana sangita
corresponds to improvisational parts of a concert.
Kalpana sangita is also called manodharma sangita, a
musical aspect where the creativity of the musician plays
a role. In a concert, the performer, generally illustrates the
various nuances of a rāga by means of the following:
Ālāpana, tānam, kalpana svaras, and a kīrtana (song
composed by a composer). The Ālāpana, tānam and
kalpana svaras are the improvisational aspects of the
concert, whereas the kīrtana is the fixed composition. In a
concert (kutcheri), applauses can be heard after each of
the improvisational aspects and the kīrtana. The audience
occasionally applauds the artist in-between an
improvisational piece or even a kīrtana, when some
aspect of the music appeals to them. The purpose of the
work reported in this paper is to mar kthe locations of
these applauses in a concert and use them as landmarks
for archival purposes. The applauses can be also be used
as a cue for segmenting a single concert recording into its
constituent pieces. Applause is a mark of appreciation by
the audience to the music. The location of the applause
can be used as an index to perform search.
Earlier work on identifying applauses uses energy and
zero crossing rate as criteria [6]. Although the energy
during an applause is small compared to that of music,
and the zero crossing rate is high for an applause, these
features are very noisy.
In this paper, spectral
characteristics of music and applause are used to segment
an individual recording into individual pieces. Liu et
al [7] show that spectral flux can be used efficiently to
distinguish between music, speech and environment
noises. It is observed that spectral flux and spectral
entropy are useful measures to distinguish between
applauses and music. As these measures are quite noisy, a
technique call CUSUM [8] is used to smooth out the noise
and highlight the applauses.
In Section 2, we discuss briefly the different features that
are used to identify music and applause. In Section 2.3,
we discuss the technique based on [8] to highlight the
applauses. Section 3 gives a brief detail of the database
that was used in the study. In this Section, the results are
tabulated in terms of misses and false-alarms. In Section
4, an analysis of CUSUM is performed to categorise
applauses. A possible approach to applause classification
using the CUSUM triangles is suggested. Finally in
Section 5, the concluding remarks are presented.
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Figure 2. Typical sequence of applause segments (time
domain)

Given that the spectral properties of music and applause
are different, in this section, we describe two different
feature extraction techniques that have been successful in
detection of applauses and music. The general framework
is adapted from [9]:
Qn̂ = T [Xn̂ (ejω )]
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(1)
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2. Power spectral density normalisation:
approach XN ormn (ω) is defined:
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Figure 3. Typical spectra of a sequence of music segments
(spectral domain)
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Figure 4. Typical spectra of a sequence of applause
segments (spectral domain)

where X n̂(ejω ), is given by
∞
X

Xn̂ (ejω ) =

(4)

2.2 Spectral Entropy (SE)

0.0
0

Xn (ω)
maxω Xn (ω)

XN ormn (ω) =

In music signals, certain spectral components and their
harmonics are emphasised in a melody, while others
components are not present. Again, we argue that since
applause has a flat spectrum, all frequency components
after normalisation will be close to 1.0, while that for
music will show a significant variation.
Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c) shows SF as function of time,
using all of the three approaches. It can be observed that
both “no normalisation” and “peak normalisation” seem
to show significant change at the boundary between music
and applause. But the dynamic range of “no normalisation”
is very high. We therefore use peak normalisation in our
analyses.

0.0
0

80.0

(3)

3. Peak normalisation: In this approach XN ormn (ω)
is defined as:

8000

Frequency in Hz

80.0

Xn (ω)
Xn (ω)dω
ω

This normalisation gives the relative contribution of
different spectral components. Given that spectrum
of applause Figure 4 is relatively flat, while that of
the signal is relatively peaky, the spectral flux could
be significantly different.

0.0
0

In this

Entropy is a measure of randomness of a system.
Shannons entropy of a discrete stochastic variable
X = {X1 , X2 , ..., XN } with probability mass function
p(X) = {p1 , p2 , ..., pN } is given by
H(X) = −

N
X

p(xi )log2 [p(xi )]

(5)

i=1

w[n̂ − m]x[m]e−jω(n̂−m)

m=−∞

where w[n̂ − m] is a sliding analysis window and T [.] is a
particular transformation. Typically the analysis windows
overlap by more than 50%.

Given that power spectrum can be thought of a power
spectral density, the power spectral can be thought of as
a probability density function. The entropy of the power
spectral density function is then computed:
P SDn (ω)

2.1 Spectral Flux (SF)

=

| Xn (ω) |

2
2

R

| Xn (ω) | dω
Z
− P SDn (ω) log P SDn (ω)dω (6)
ω

Spectral Flux SF is also called Spectral Variation. Spectral
flux characterises the change in spectrum between adjacent
two frames of speech. It measures how quickly the power
spectrum changes. Spectral flux can be used to determine
the timbre of an audio signal.
Z
SF [n] = (| Xn (ω) | − | Xn+1 (ω) |)2 dω
(2)
ω

where Xn (ω) is the normalised power spectrum of the
nth frame of an audio signal.
Three different
normalisations, were experimented with:
68

SE[n]

=

ω

The continuous frequency ω becomes discrete, as the
signal is sampled and the discrete short-time Fourier
transform is computed for every frame:
2

P SDn [k]

=

SE[n]

=

| Xn [k] |
P
2
k | Xn [k] |
X
−
P SDn [k] log P SDn [k]
k

(7)
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where k is the index of a DFT bin.
Figure 5(d) shows SE as a function of time. Observe that
the spectral entropy is also distinctly different for applause
and music.
SE and SF are complementary features, in that SF is
measured across frames, while SE is measured within
every frame. Both SF and SE are not smooth functions
of time, and therefore a simple threshold based approach
will not detect boundaries accurately. The functions
SE[n] and SF [n] are first smoothed using a moving
average filter. Then, to get the exact boundaries of
applause, a technique called Cumulative Sum in the next
Section, which can be used to emphasise and characterise
applauses.
Spectral flux

1.6e+09
1.2e+09

If Cusum[n] > Θ, then it suggests that there is a
significant structural shift in the series. The values of a
and Θ have to be estimated empirically and may vary
across different data sets. The method works on the
assumption that the underlying process is stationary, and
has been successful in detecting certain kinds of
anomalies in network data [10, 11].

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we first describe that the database that was
used in the study. Next, we evaluate the performance of
features extracted in the previous section, at the frame level.
The manually marked applauses by a musician at the frame
level are used as the ground truth.
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Nineteen concerts were taken for study. All the concerts
are live recordings of complete concerts. All were
recorded using a Sony PCM-D50 recorder, The recorder
was placed in the audience, and the recordings include
environmental noise, conversations between people in the
audience, etc. All the concerts are vocal concerts, in that
the lead musician is a singer. Each concert has about
15-20 applauses resulting in a total of 343 applauses.
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Figure 5. Different measures of spectral analyses for
determining applause positions. The solid line corresponds
to a boundary. The signal before the solid line corresponds
to an applause and the signal after the solid line
corresponds to that of music.

2.3 Cumulative Sum(CUSUM)
From Figures 5 it is clear that both parameters do show
significant change at a boundary. But a simple threshold
may not be sufficient to determine the duration and
strength of the applauses. To Compute CUSUM, SE[n]
and SF [n] are thought of as time series. At the boundary
between music and applause, the time series becomes
statistically inhomongeneous. A non-parametric approach
discussed in [8], can be used to identify the statistical
inhomogeneity.
This is achieved by sequentially
estimating a Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) on the time
series of the feature in question. CUSUM is estimated as
follows:
Let X[n] be the value of time series at time n,
Y [n]

=

Cusum[n]

=

X[n] − a

Cusum[n − 1] + Y [n],
0

Y [n] > 0
Otherwise

The features SF [n] and SE[n] are smoothed using a
rectangular moving average filter. The moving average
filter of length 15 is applied three times. This sort of
approximates a Gaussian window. As SF [n] and SE[n]
are unidimensional features, a simple threshold is
employed to determine whether a given frame
corresponds to that of an applause or music. Figure 6
shows the Detection Error Tradeoff curves [12] obtained
for different thresholds on the raw SE[n] and SF [n]. As
onsets of any event in music [1], are at least 0.5 seconds
long, a leeway of 0.25 seconds is permitted in the
detection of the applause. The Equal error rates (EER) are
given in Table 1

Table 1. EER for applause detection
Method
EER
Spectral Flux (no norm)
44.55 %
Spectral Flux (peak norm) 23.33%
Spectral Entropy
17.33%

From the Table, we observe that both spectral flux (peak
norm) and spectral entropy are quite effective in detecting
the applauses, while spectral flux (no norm) is not very
effective. Although in Figure 5, there is a significant
change in spectral flux, when the signal changes from an
applause to music, clearly a threshold based method is
inadequate.
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CUSUM can also be used to determine the strength of the
an applause. The height of the triangle is a measure of the
strength of an applause. The CUSUM measure of
applauses can be used to characterise applauses.
Figure 8 consists of a sequence of CUSUM triangles (for
a carefully chosen value of a) for the entire piece 1 Eight
of the applauses in this piece are indicated by the location
of peaks. There are nine applauses in this concert. The
height and base of the triangle more or less characterise
the applause 2 .

Applause Classification Performance
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Figure 6. Detection Error Tradeoff curves for applause
detection using different methods
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Figure 9 shows the applauses and CUSUM triangles at
≈ 1045 seconds and ≈ 2095 seconds of Figure 8. The
first applause is short and not loud, while the second is
long and loud. From the Figure it is clear, that the
CUSUM triangle captures both duration and strength of
an applause. Notice that the scale on both X-axis and
Y -axis are different for CUSUM of the applauses.
Observe that the CUSUM for the second applause is about
3 times that of the first applause. The first applause
corresponds to an aesthetic moment at the beginning of
the Ālāpana, while the second applause corresponds to
that of the end of the tānam.
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Figure 8. CUSUM for a rāgam, tānam, pallavi
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The CUSUM was computed for both spectral flux (peak
norm) and spectral entropy. Figure 7 shows the spectral
flux (peak norm) and entropy at the specific boundary
between music and applause. Clearly the location of the
applause that is marked by the solid black line in SE[n],
and SF [n] of Figure 5 are clearly visible in Cusum[n] of
SF and Cusum[n] of SE.
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4.1 Applause detection
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As mentioned in the previous Section, the CUSUM is
computed on the SE[n] and SF [n]. The average of the
CUSUM values were computed for the entire concert.
After experimenting with a number of concerts, the
parameter
a
was
chosen
as
1.5 × the average SF [n](SE[n]). Θ is chosen as 0. In
Figure 7, the region where the CUSUM crosses the zero
axis corresponds to the beginning of an applause. The
CUSUM continuously increases and drops back to zero.
This location marks the end of the applause. CUSUM is
quite effective in estimating the duration of the applause.
70
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Figure 9. Types of applauses and the corresponding
CUSUM of Entropy

The CUSUM can be used further to categorise applauses
by the size and shape of the triangle. Although this
technique has to be verified on a large database,
1 A rāgam, tānam, pallavi is a particular kind of piece in Carnatic
music concert that is replete with improvisation.
2 Since the duration is about 6000 seconds, the triangles appear as
peaks.
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Artist Name
Abhishek Raghuram
& Jayatirth Mevundi
Bombay Jayashree
Sanjay Subramanian

highlight 1

highlight 2

highlight 3

tānam
vocal Ālāpana
mridangam+violin

RTP
violin Ālāpana
kriti

jugalbandi
RTP/tānam
tānam

Table 2. Highlights of concerts using CUSUM
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preliminary analysis do show that the CUSUM
characteristics seldom change across concerts. The major
drawback of the CUSUM based approach is the choice of
a.
The choice of this parameter depends up the
stationarity of the signal.
As music signals are
quasistationary an adaptive choice of threshold would be
appropriate. The appropriate technique for automatic
choice of threshold needs to be explored.
Alternatively, it is observed that thresholds are easy to
determine for the features of interest. Therefore, one
could use the thresholds on spectral flux and entropy to
determine the location of the applauses. The CUSUM can
be computed for these regions alone. The area of the
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed a technique for applause
identification in musical performances. The spectral
characteristics of music and applause are significantly
different. Two different techniques based on processing
the spectra are explored. Spectral flux of peak normalised
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a beat tracking and beat similarity
based approach to rhythm description in Indian Classical
Music. We present an algorithm that uses a beat similarity
matrix and inter onset interval histogram to automatically
extract the sub-beat structure and the long-term periodicity of a musical piece. From this information, we can then
obtain a rank ordered set of candidates for the tāla cycle
period and the naḍe (sub-beat structure). The tempo, beat
locations along with the tāla and naḍe candidates provide a
better overall rhythm description of the musical piece. The
algorithm is tested on a manually annotated Carnatic music dataset (CMDB) and Indian light classical music dataset
(ILCMDB). The allowed metrical levels recognition accuracy of the algorithm on ILCMDB is 79.3% and 72.4%
for the sub-beat structure and the tāla, respectively. The
accuracy on the difficult CMDB was poorer with 68.6%
and 51.1% for naḍe and tāla, respectively. The analysis of
the algorithm's performance motivates us to explore knowledge based approaches to tāla recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Indian classical music has an advanced rhythmic framework which revolves around the concept of tāla, where the
rhythmic structure is hierarchically described at multiple
time-scales. A complete description of rhythm in Indian
Classical music traditions - both Hindustani and Carnatic,
would need a rhythm model which can analyze music at
these different time-scales and provide a musically relevant
description. In this paper, we propose a beat tracking approach to rhythm description in Indian music. In specific,
we discuss an algorithm to extract short-term and long-term
rhythmic structure of a music piece. This information can
further be used to extract global rhythm descriptors of Indian classical music.
In western music, a complete rhythm description involves
the estimation of tempo, beats, time signature, meter and
other rhythmic characteristics. The basic units of rhythm,
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called "beats" - correspond to the "foot tapping" time locations in the musical piece. The period between beats describes the tempo period. Describing the structure within
the beats (most often called the tatum level periodicity)
and the longer rhythmic cycles (which most often correspond to phrase boundaries) provide information about the
higher level rhythm information such as the time signature
and meter. In Indian classical music, rhythm description
invariably involves describing the tāla and associated parameters. In this paper, we extend the state of the art beat
tracking algorithms to Indian classical music and explore
its applicability to Indian music.
We motivate the problem of rhythm description and provide an introduction to rhythm in Indian classical music.
We then describe the algorithm and discuss the results.

1.1 Motivation
The notion of rhythmic periodicity refers to a sequence of
progressive cycles with distinct rhythmic patterns occurring repeatedly through time. Distinction of these cyclical
themes is easily perceived by humans as our ear is able to
very efficiently process subtle variations in rhythm, melody
and timbre. However while we rely on our intuition to detect and react to musical periodicity, automatic tracking of
these cyclical events is a relatively intricate task for an artificially intelligent system.
A rhythm description system has a wide range of applications. The system can be used for music segmentation and
automatic rhythm metadata tagging of music. A causal estimation of rhythm would be an advantage for automatic
accompaniment systems and for interactive music applications. Multi-scale rhythmic structure estimation would be
useful in music transcription. The system described in the
paper could be used as a "reverse metronome", which gives
out the metronome click times, given a song.
Indian classical music, with its intricate and sophisticated
rhythmic framework presents a challenge to the state of the
art beat tracking algorithms. Identifying these challenges is
important to further develop culture specific or more robust
rhythm models. The performance of the current rhythm
description systems can also be improved using the ideas
from rhythm modeling of non-western traditions.
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(a)
tāla
Ādi
Rūpaka-1
Rūpaka-2
Miśra Chāpu
Khaṇḍa Chāpu

1.2 Rhythm in Indian Classical Music
The concept of tāla forms the central theme in rhythm modeling of Indian music. The main rhythmic accompaniment
in Hindustani music is the Tablā, while its Carnatic counterpart is the Mr̥daṅgaṁ. Several other instruments such
as the Khañjira (the Indian Tambourine), ghaṭaṁ, mōrsiṅg
(the jaw harp) are often found accompanying the Mr̥daṅgaṁ in Carnatic music. We first provide an introduction to
rhythm in these two music traditions.

P
8
3
6
7
5

N
32
12
24
14
10

(b)
naḍe
Tiśra (Triple)
Caturaśra (Quadruple)
Khaṇḍa (Pentuple)
Miśra (Septuple)
Saṅkīrṇa (Nonuple)

n
3
4
5
7
9

Table 1. (a) Popular tālas in Carnatic music and their structure (explained in detail in text); (b) Different naḍe in Carnatic music

1.2.1 Tāla in Carnatic Music
A tāla is an expression of inherent rhythm in a musical performance through fixed time cycles. Tāla could be loosely
defined as the rhythmic framework for a music composition. A tāla defines a broad structure for repetition of music phrases, motifs and improvisations. It consists of fixed
time cycles called āvartanaṁs, which can be referred to as
the tāla cycle period. An āvartanaṁ of a tāla is a rhythmic
cycle, with phrase refrains, melodic and rhythmic changes
occurring at the end of the cycle. The first beat of each āvartanaṁ (called the Sama) is accented, with notable melodic
and percussive events.
Each tāla has a distinct division of the cycle period into
parts called the aṅgas. The aṅgas serve to indicate the current position in the āvartanaṁ and aid the musician to keep
track of the movement through the tāla cycle. A movement
through a tāla cycle is explicitly shown by the musician using hand gestures, which include accented beats and unaccented finger counts or a wave of the hand, based on the
aṅgas of the tāla.
An āvartanaṁ of a tāla is divided into beats, which are
sub-divided into micro-beat time periods, generally called
akṣaras (similar to notes/strokes). The sub-beat structure
of a composition is called the naḍe, which can be of different kinds (Table 1(b)). The third dimension of rhythm
in Carnatic music is the kāla, which loosely defines the
tempo of the song. Kāla could be viḷaṁbita (slow), madhyama (medium) and dhr̥ta (fast). The kāla is equivalent
to a tempo multiplying factor and decides the number of
akṣaras played in each beat of the tāla. Another rhythm
descriptor is the eḍupu, the "phase" or offset of the composition. With a non-zero eḍupu, the composition does not
start on the sama, but before (atīta) or after (anāgata) the
beginning of the tāla cycle. This offset is predominantly
for the convenience of the musician for a better exposition
of the tāla in certain compositions. However, eḍupu is also
used for ornamentation in many cases. We focus on the tāla
cycle period and the naḍe in this paper.
The rhythmic structure of a musical piece can thus be
completely described using the tāla's āvartanaṁ period (P),
which indicates the number of beats per cycle, the naḍe (n),
which defines the micro-beat structure, and the kāla (k).
The total number of akṣaras in a tāla cycle (N) is computed
using N = nkP . As an example, in an āvartanaṁ period
of P = 8 beats (Ādi tāla) with tiśra naḍe (n = 3), in dhr̥ta
kāla (k = 4), has 3 × 4 = 12 akṣaras played in a beat, with
a total of N = 12 × 8 = 96 akṣaras in the one āvartanaṁ.
Carnatic music has a sophisticated tāla system which incorporates the concepts described above. There are 7 ba-

sic tālas defined with different aṅgas, each with 5 variants
(jāti) leading to the popular 35 tāla system [1]. Each of
these 35 talas can be set in five different naḍe, leading to
175 different combinations. Most of these tālas are extremely rare and Table 1(a) shows the most common tālas
with their total akṣaras for a caturaśra naḍe (n=4) and madhyama kāla.
The Mr̥daṅgaṁ follows the tāla closely. It strives to follow the lead melody, improvising within the framework of
the tāla. The other rhythmic accompaniments follow the
Mr̥daṅgaṁ. The Mr̥daṅgaṁ has characteristic phrases for
each tāla, called as Ṭhēkās and Jatis. Though these characteristic phrases are loosely defined unlike Tablā bols (described next), they serve as valuable indicators for the identification of the tāla and the naḍe.
Percussion solo performance, called a tani āvartanaṁ includes the Mr̥daṅgaṁ and other optional accompanying percussion instruments. It is an elaborate rhythmic improvisation within the framework of the tāla. Different naḍe in
multiple kālas are played in a duel between the percussionists, taking turns. In this solo, the focus is primarily on
the exposition of the tāla and the lead musician helps the
ensemble with the visual tāla hand gestures. The patterns
played can last longer than one āvartanaṁ, but stay within
the framework of the tāla.
1.2.2 Tāl in Hindustani Music
Hindustani music also has a very similar definition of tāl
(the ending vowel of a word is truncated in most Hindi
words). A tāl has a fixed time cycle of beats, which is split
into different vibhāgs, which are indicated through the hand
gestures of a thāli (clap) and a khāli (wave). The complete
cycle is called an āvart and the beginning of a new cycle
is called the sam [2]. Each tāl has an associated pattern
called the ṭhēkā. Ṭhēkās for commonly used tāls and a detailed discussion of tāl in Hindustani music can be found
in [2], [3], [4], and [5].
Unlike Carnatic music, the tāl is not displayed with visual
cues or hand gestures by the lead musician. The Tablā acts
as the time-keeper, with the characteristic ṭhēkās defining
the āvart cycles. The lead musician improvises based on
the tāl cue provided by the Tablā, returning to sam at every
phrase. This time-keeping responsibility of Tablā limits the
improvisation of Tablā during a composition. However, a
Tablā solo performance focuses on the tāl and its exposition, while the lead musician keeps the tāl cycle through
repetitive patterns. Since there are no visual tāl cues, the
lead musician and the Tablā player take turns to indicate
73
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of the system

tāl for the other performer. A Tablā solo aims to expose
the variety of rhythms which can be played in the specific
tāl, and can be pre-composed or improvised during the performance.
As we see, the complete description of the tāla depends
both on the sub-beat structure and the long-term periodicity in the song. The problem of tāla recognition is not well
defined since multiple tāla cycle periods, naḍe, and kāla
values can lead to the same rhythm for the musical piece.
However, even if the tāla label is ambiguous, we can estimate the structure and then find the most probable tāla
which corresponds to the rhythmic structure of the song.
This needs a knowledge based approach. In the present
case, we focus only on estimating the rhythmic structure
of the song, without an emphasis on the actual musically
familiar label.
1.3 Prior Art
A survey of rhythm description algorithms is provided in
[6]. There are several current state of the art tempo estimation and beat tracking algorithms [7], [8], [9]. The problem of estimating the meter of a musical piece has been
addressed in [10] and [11]. A beat spectrum based rhythm
analysis is described in [12]. The algorithm in this paper
is based on [10]. However, these algorithms are not robust
to metrical level ambiguity. There has been a few recent
attempts of tāla and meter detection for Indian music [2],
[13]. There is no current research work that performs an
automatic recognition of tāla in Carnatic Music [14].
1.4 Proposed Model
The proposed model aims to estimate musically relevant
similarity measures at multiple time scales. It is based on
the premise that the beats of a song are similar at the rhythmic cycle period and that given the tempo period of the
song, the sub-beat structure is indicated by the onsets detected at the sub-beat level in the song. It uses a beat tracker
to obtain the tempo and the beat locations. A beat similarity matrix is computed using the beat synchronous frames
of the song to obtain the long-term periodicity. A comb
filter is then used to rank order the long-term periodicity
candidates to estimate the rhythmic cycle period. An inter74

Figure 2. The onsets detected and the IOI Histogram

onset interval histogram is computed from the onsets obtained from the audio signal. Using the tempo estimated
from the beat tracker, this IOI histogram is filtered through
a comb filterbank to estimate the sub-beat structure. In Carnatic music, coupled with the tempo information, this can
be used to obtain the tāla and the naḍe of the musical piece.
In Hindustani music, this can used to obtain the tāl. Most
often, the tempo, naḍe, and kāla can vary through a composition. But, we focus only on the extraction of global
rhythm descriptors of the song in this paper. The algorithm
is presented in detail in Section 2.
2. APPROACH
This section describes an algorithm for estimating the subbeat structure and long-term periodicity of a musical piece.
In all our analyses, we use mono audio pieces sampled at
44.1kHz. The block diagram of the entire system is shown
in Figure 1.
2.1 Pre-processing
A Detection Function (DF) [8] is first computed from the
audio signal s[n], and is a more compact and efficient representation for onset detection and beat tracking. We use a
detection function based on spectral flux [7]. The detection
function is derived at a fixed time resolution at tDF = 11.6
ms and computed on audio signal frames which are 22.64
ms long with 50% overlap between the frames. For each
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Figure 3. The tempo map over the analysis frames

frame m, the detection function Γ(m) is first smoothed
to obtain Γ̄(m) and then half wave rectified, as described
in [8] to obtain the processed detection function Γ̃(m).
Figure 4. Beat Similarity matrix of the example song Aṁbiga

2.2 Onset detection, IOI Histogram and Beat
Tracking
The onset detector finds the peaks of the processed detection function Γ̃(m), based on the criteria in [7]. As an additional criterion to ensure only salient onsets are retained,
the detected onsets which are less than 5% of the maximum
value of Γ̃(m) are ignored. Once the onsets are detected,
we compute the inter-onset-interval (IOI) histogram shown
in Figure 2. The IOI Histogram H(m) for each m ∈ N is
a histogram of the number of pairs of onsets detected over
the entire song for the given IOI of m DF samples. A peak
in the IOI histogram at m = m′ indicates a periodicity of
detected onsets at that IOI value of m′ . This histogram will
be used for estimating the sub-beat structure. The detection
function Γ̃(m) is used to estimate the tempo of the song
using the General State beat period induction algorithm described in [8]. The tempo is estimated over 6 second frames
(corresponding to 512 DF samples with a hop size of 128
DF samples). However, instead of a single tempo period
for the entire song, we obtain a tempo map over the entire
song as shown in Figure 3. The most likely tempo is then
obtained by a vote over all the frames. The tempo period
thus obtained is τp DF samples. The tempo of the song can
be estimated from the Tempo period τp as in Equation 1.
Tempo(bpm) =

60
τp tDF

(1)

It is to be noted that the Rayleigh weighting used in [8]
peaks at 120 bpm. This has an influence on the choice of
the metrical level at which the sub-beat and the long-term
structure is estimated.
A dynamic programming approach proposed by Ellis [9]
is used for beat tracking. The inducted tempo period τp
and the smoothed and normalized (to have unit variance)
detection function Γ̄(m) are used to track beats at ti with
1 ≤ i ≤ NB , where NB is the total number of beats detected in the song.
2.3 Beat Similarity Matrix Diagonal Processing
The spectrogram of the audio s[n] for frame m at frequency
bin k is computed as S(k, m) with the same frame size of
22.6 ms and 50% overlap, using a 2048 point DFT. From

the beat locations ti , spectrogram is chopped into beat synchronous frames Bi = {Si (k, m)}, where for the ith beat
Bi , ti ≤ m < ti+1 and t0 = 1. The beat similarity matrix
(BSM) [10] aims to compute the similarity between each
pair of beats Bi and Bj and represent them in a matrix
at the index (i, j). The similarity between two beats can
be measured in a multiple variety of ways. For simplicity
we choose the cross correlation based similarity measure.
Since beats can be of unequal length, we first truncate the
longer beat to the length of the shorter beat. Also, since
the beats could be misaligned, we compute the cross correlation over 10 spectrogram frames and select the maximum. If the length of a beat Bi is τi DF samples, with
τmin = min(τi , τj ) and for 0 ≤ l ≤ 10, the BSM is computed as,
BSM (i, j) = max [Rl (Bi , Bj )]
l

τmin −l
∑
(
)
Rl Bi , Bj =
p=1


1
|τmin − l|



K
∑

(2)


S(k, ti−1 + p + l) S(k, tj−1 + p)

k=1

(3)

Since spectrogram of a signal is non-negative, the crosscorrelation function is estimated as an unbiased estimate of
cross-correlation by dividing with |τmin − l|. BSM is symmetric and hence only half of the matrix is computed. To
improve computational efficiency, the BSM is computed
over only the first 100 beats of the song. The BSM of an
example song Aṁbiga, a carnatic composition by Sri Purandaradasa is shown in Figure 4.
The diagonals of the BSM indicate the similarity between
the beats of the song. A large value on the k th sub-(or
supra-) diagonal indicates the similarity of every k beats
in the song. Thus we compute the mean over diagonal as,
d(l) = mean [diag(BSMl )]

(4)

for 1 ≤ l ≤ Lmax = min(NB , 100), where BSMl refers to
the lth sub-diagonal of the BSM. For this computation, l =
0 which corresponds to the main diagonal, is ignored. Figure 5 shows a distinct peak at the 16th diagonal for Aṁbiga,
which is an indicator of rhythmic cycle period.
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periodicity of the IOI histogram at the sub-integral multiples of the tempo period. We use the tempo period τp
and compute the score for each of the sub-beat candidates
q = 2, 3, · · · , 15 using the comb template Dq (m) as,
Dq (m) =

⌊ ⌋ )
qK1 (
1 ∑
τp
δ m−
l
qK1
q

(8)

l=1

S(q) =

∑
H(m)Dq (m)

(9)

m

where K1 is the beat periods over which the comb template is computed. In the present work, we set K1 = 3.
The score is the normalized to obtain a distribution over
the candidates as,
Figure 5. d(l) - The diagonal mean function

S(q)
S(q) = ∑
S(k)

(10)

k

The periodicity candidates are rank ordered based on the
values of S(q).
3. EVALUATION
The algorithm is tested on approximately 30 second long
audio clips reflective of the perceived periodicity of the
song. The evaluation of the algorithm is done over two
manually annotated collections of songs Figure 6. The score of each sub-beat and long-term periodicity candidates

2.4 Estimating long-term rhythmic cycle period
The rhythmic cycle period candidates are tested on the function d(l) using a set of comb filters Cp (l) to obtain a score
for each candidate. We test the long-term rhythmic cycle
period for the candidates p = 2, 3, · · · , 18. The score
R(p) for each p is obtained as in Equations 5 and 6.
Cp (l) = ⌊

1
Lmax
p

R(p) =

⌋

max
⌊ L∑
⌋
p

δ(l − kp)

(5)

k=1

L∑
max

Cp (l)d(l)

(6)

l=1

Here, we define δ(n − m) = 1 if n = m and δ(n − m) = 0
if n ̸= m. The score is the normalized to obtain a mass
distribution over the candidates as in Equation 7 and shown
in Figure 6.
R(p)
R(p) = ∑
(7)
R(k)
k

The periodicity candidates are rank ordered based on the
values of R(p).
2.5 Estimating Sub-beat structure
To estimate the sub-beat structure, we use the IOI count
histogram H(m). A comb template is used to estimate the
76

1. Carnatic music dataset (CMDB): Collection of 86
carnatic compositions with a wide set of examples
in different tālas with cycle period of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and
different naḍe - doubles, triples, and pentuples.
2. Indian light classical music dataset (ILCMDB): A
collection consisting of 58 semi-classical songs based
on popular Hindustani rāgs, mainly accompanied by
Tablā.
3.1 Evaluation methodology
The scores assigned by the algorithm to each periodicity
candidate for a particular song are indicative of the strength
of that perceived periodicity. To gauge how well these assigned scores reflect the rhythmic structure of the song, we
assign a confidence measure to each possible candidate to
indicate the confidence level with which the algorithm predicts that candidate. This allows for a measurable accuracy
metric over a range of candidates, all of which are allowable with a certain probability. The confidence measure is
defined as,
R(pc ) − Rmin
Apc =
(11)
Rmax − Rmin
where Rmax is the mode of the R(p) distribution and the
Rmin is the minimum probability mass of the distribution.
The period pc corresponds to the annotated period. We define a similar measure Aqc for sub-beat structure candidates
using S(q).
Another consideration is the metrical level at which accuracy is computed. If accuracy is calculated solely by comparing to the annotated periodicity, it is then a reflection of
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Dataset

Examples

CMDB

86

ILCMDB

60

Accuracy
Confidence Measure
naḍe
tāla cycle period
Sub-beat structure
Long-term cycle period

CML Accuracy(%)
=1
>0.9 >0.7
30.23 33.72 36.04
9.30 12.79 22.09
29.31 31.03 46.55
25.86 31.03 53.45

AML Accuracy(%)
=1
>0.9 >0.7
68.60 69.77 74.42
51.16 55.81 66.28
79.31 81.03 86.21
72.41 77.59 84.48

Table 2. Performance of the algorithm on the datasets

how accurately the algorithm detects a single periodicity in
the musical structure. Considering that different listeners
often perceive rhythm at different metrical levels, and that
in many cases, periodicity could be defined as a combination of multiple periods - we define two metrical levels at
which we calculate accuracy:
• Correct Metrical Level (CML)
• Allowed Metrical Levels (AML)
CML refers to the periodicity/time signature annotated for
each clip by the authors and is hence interpreted as the
annotated metrical level. It is also the musically familiar
metrical level. In AML, the periodicity could be a factor/multiple of the annotated periodicity to account for metrical level ambiguity. E.g. a periodicity measure of 4 could
also be perceived as 8 depending on the rate of counting (i.e
chosen metrical level)
At both AML and CML, we compute three accuracy measures at 100% confidence, 90% confidence and 70% confidence over which the algorithm predicts the annotated periodicity. They indicate the number of clips (divided by the
total number of clips) with a confidence score equal to 1,
>0.9 and >0.7 respectively at the given metrical level.
3.2 Results and Discussion
The performance of the algorithm on the two collections is
shown in Table 2. The AML recognition accuracy of the
algorithm on ILCMDB is 79.3% and 72.4% for the subbeat structure and the tāla, respectively. The accuracy on
the difficult CMDB was poorer with 68.6% and 51.1% for
naḍe and tāla, respectively. As expected, the performance
of the algorithm at AML is better than at CML. Further, we
see that the sub-beat structure is better estimated than the
tāla cycle period.
The poorer performance on CMDB can be attributed to
changes in kāla (metrical level) through the song and the
lack of distinct beat-level similarity in the songs of the dataset.
This is quite typical in Carnatic music where the percussion
accompaniment is completely free to improvise within the
framework of the tāla. The performance is also poor on the
songs in odd beat tālas such as Miśra Chāpu and Khaṇḍa
Chāpu. ILCMDB has more stable rhythms with more reliable beat tracking and tempo estimation, leading to better
performance.
The sub-beat structure and the long-term periodicity, along
with the tempo and the beat locations provide a more complete rhythm description of the song. The presented approach overcomes two main limitations of the beat tracking algorithms. Firstly, the beat tracking algorithms suf-

fer from metrical level ambiguity. The beats tracked might
correspond to a different metrical level when compared to
the expected metrical level by the listeners. This ambiguity causes the beats to be tracked at a multiple or an integral factor of the required tempo period. Since we estimate
at both sub-beat and long-term level, the error in metrical
level would correspond to a integer multiple increase (or
decrease) of the sub-beat (or long-term) candidate and an
integer multiple decrease (or increase) of the long-term (or
sub-beat) candidate. This makes the algorithm robust to
beat tracking errors. Secondly, the beats locations tracked
by the beat tracking algorithm might be offset by a constant
value. More specific is the case when the beat tracking
algorithm tracks the off-beats. However, since we cross
correlate the beats over 10 frames, the effect of tracking
off-beats is mitigated.
Further, though metrical level ambiguity due to beat tracking is largely mitigated, the estimated naḍe and tāla cycle
periods may not correspond to musically relevant metrical
levels as expected by listeners. The perception of metrical
levels is largely a subjective phenomenon. There is no absolute metrical level for a music piece in Indian music due
to the lack of an absolute tempo. Hence, the expected metrical level varies largely over the listeners. Further the metrical levels can change in a song, making it further difficult
to track at the annotated metrical level. Hence knowledge
based approaches would be essential to obtain an estimate
at the correct metrical level.
The algorithm is based on the implicit assumption that
there is a similarity between the beats at the rhythmic cycle
period. For certain music pieces where there are no inherent rhythmic patterns or the patterns vary unpredictably,
the algorithm gives a poorer performance. The algorithm
is non-causal and cannot track any rhythmic period cycle
changes in the pieces, though it provides indicators of both
rhythmic cycle periods in the tracked tempo.
In this paper, we aimed at estimating the rhythmic structure without assigning any tāla or naḍe label to the songs.
This level of transcription and labeling is sufficient for further computer aided processing which need rhythm metadata. However, to use this information as metadata along
with a song in applications such as a music browser or a
recommendation engine, labels which are more musically
familiar and listener friendly need to be generated.
The listeners perceive the tāla and the naḍe through the
ṭhēkās and other characteristic phrases played on the Tablā
and the Mr̥daṅgaṁ. The audio regions with these constant
ṭhēkās can be estimated using locally computed onset interval histograms. These regions might be more suitable for
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tempo and beat tracking and might provide better estimates
of sub-beat structure. We focused only on global rhythm
descriptors. Since these parameters can change through a
song, local analysis to track the changes in these descriptors
is necessary. Further work in this direction is warranted.
The choice of the weighting function used for tempo tracking plays an important role in the tempo estimated by the
algorithm. Presently, the Rayleigh weighting function is
set to peak at 120 bpm. However, a further analysis for
both Carnatic and Hindustani music for a suitable tempo
weighting function would help in tracking the tempo at the
expected metrical level. A semi-supervised approach by
providing the expected metrical level to the beat tracking
algorithm might also lead to better beat tracking performance. Given an estimate of global tempo, we can then
obtain a map of local tempo changes which might be useful for rhythm based segmentation. Further, local analysis
of tempo changes using onset information would be a logical extension of the algorithm to choose suitable regions
for tāla recognition.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a beat tracking based approach
for rhythm description of Indian classical music. In particular, we described an algorithm which can be used for
tāla and naḍe recognition using the sub-beat and long-term
similarity information. The algorithm is quite robust to ambiguity of beat-tracking at the correct metrical level and
tracking of the off-beat. The performance of the algorithm
is poorer at the correct metrical level as compared to the allowed metrical level. Choice of a suitable tempo weighting
function and suitable regions for analysis are to be explored
as a part of future work.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate how note onsets in Turkish
Makam music compositions are distributed, and in how far
this distribution supports or contradicts the metrical structure of the pieces, the usul. We use MIDI data to derive the
distributions in the form of onset histograms, and compare
them with metrical weights that are applied to describe the
usul in theory. We compute correlation and syncopation
values to estimate the degrees of support and contradiction,
respectively. While the concept of syncopation is rarely
mentioned in the context of this music, we can gain interesting insight into the structure of a piece using such a measure. We show that metrical contradiction is systematically
applied in some metrical structures. We will compare the
differences between Western music and Turkish Makam
music regarding metrical support and contradiction. Such
a study can help avoiding pitfalls in later attempts to perform audio processing tasks such as beat tracking or rhythmic similarity measurements.
1. INTRODUCTION
The term rhythm is related to a grouping of unaccented
events in relation to accented events in time [1]. As soon
as we encounter a sound in which such events have a high
regularity we are able to perceive one or more pulses at
different periods. If those pulses are regular, and we are
able to establish some relations between their periods, the
encountered sound can be considered to have a metrical
structure. In research both in the fields of musicology and
Music Information Retrieval (MIR), the focus lied mostly
on the analysis of music having a metrical structure. In
Western music, this structure is assumed to be hierarchical, with regular pulses on each level and simple frequency
relations between the levels, which was summed up by
Lerdahl and Jackendoff [2] using well-formedness rules.
There have been several studies which examined how compositions follow or contradict such structure, see e.g. [3,4].
In Makam music of Turkey, just as in other related Makam
traditions, the metrical description of a piece is traditionally given by a verbal sequence that defines a series of
Copyright: c 2012 Andre Holzapfel et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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strong and weaker intonations in time. In this paper, we
will show some of these descriptions, which are referred to
as usul in Turkish music tradition. It is apparent that many
of these descriptions cannot be mapped into a well-formed
hierarchical structure. Nevertheless, they form the metrical fundament for music in a huge cultural space, which
contains apart from Turkey also e.g. Iran, Arabic countries and Northern Africa. We are going to examine how
compositions following an usul support or contradict this
underlying meter. While the findings show some consistencies with Western music, we find some important deviations. In particular we examine in how far note locations
and note durations correlate with the meter, and if syncopation is systematically encountered in Makam music of
Turkey.
Measuring note locations and durations is a straight forward task on the symbolic data of Turkish music we use
in this paper. However the notion of syncopation should
be clarified at this point. In the New Harvard Dictionary
of Music it is defined as a temporary contradiction of the
prevailing meter, and some computational approaches for
measuring it on note sequences were proposed, see [5] for a
summary. In this paper, we will apply an approach that was
presented in [6] that is able to reliably detect syncopated
events in symbolic data. This algorithm detects pauses on
strong metrical units that are surrounded by note events on
weaker metrical units, a combination which causes a temporary contradiction of the meter. While the notion of syncopation does usually not appear in literature on Makam
music, we want to find out if it can be encountered and
what the nature of this contradiction is.
Our motivation for the present study is twofold. First,
the metrical properties of Makam compositions have never
been systematically examined, and we want to contribute
to a discussion about the nature of metrical structure in this
music. We want to pose the question, if metrical descriptions that do not fit into a Western motivated hierarchical
model still can be examined using methodology of Western musicology. And, secondly, by investigating the relation between compositions and meter, we want to give first
guidelines which characteristics computational analysis of
meter can rely on in Makam music. The author showed in a
previous study that songs can be classified to a specific usul
given only the knowledge of the contained periodicities in
a sound [7]. In this paper, we will examine if a detailed
knowledge of the alignment between a melody and its me79
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ter can provide us with additional information, namely the
note positions, durations and contradictions in relation to
the underlying meter.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows; In
Section 2 we provide the reader with some details about
the usul in Makam music of Turkey, and describe the song
collections used in this paper. Section 3 investigates the
characteristics of note onsets and durations in relation to
the meter. Section 4 measures syncopation to examine if
we encounter metrical contradiction in a systematic way.
Section 5 poses the question if note onset positions can be
used to discriminate between usul, and Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2. BACKGROUND
In Makam music of Turkey the meter of a composition is
described by an usul, which is a rhythmic pattern of certain
length that defines a sequence of intonations with varying
weights. An example is shown in Figure 1: the usul Aksak
has a length of nine beats. The notes on the upper line labeled düm have the strongest intonation while the notes on
the low line denote weak intonations. While the weights
of these intonations have never been evaluated experimentally, in available learning software [8] certain weights are
applied such as weight 3 for the düm beats and 1 for the
weakest beats.

9
8 DUM TE KE DUM TEK TEK

CLASS
AKSAK
CURCUNA
DÜYEK
SEMAI
SOFYAN
TÜRK AKSAĞI

Figure 1: Symbolic description of the usul Aksak
Metrical structure in music is usually assumed to be hierarchical, with the strong beats on top of the hierarchy. A
common representation for this hierarchy is given in Figure 2, showing the example of a 4/4 meter; the strongest
beat, referred to as the downbeat, is at the beginning of the
depicted pattern. The next strongest beat is the half note
level, and this results in an amplitude of 3 in the middle of
the pattern. The amplitudes keep decreasing in steps of one
until the level is reached which was chosen to be the fastest
metrical level that we want to examine. As in many studies related to syncopation and meter [3,4], in this paper the
fastest level is chosen to be the 16th note, which results in a
histogram-like representation with 16 bins for the 4/4 meter. We will refer to this representation as weight pattern in
4
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this paper. The regularity of the structure depicted in Figure 2 is caused by the fact that each pulse can be obtained
from its ancestor in the hierarchy by doubling its tempo.
The picture is different for the usul in general, as can be
observed from the weight pattern for Aksak depicted in
Figure 3a. This can partly attributed to the fact that the
pattern of length 18 for a 9/8 cannot be evenly subdivided
into a hierarchy as a 4/4. However, the weight patterns of
the usul examined in this paper (Figure 3) are in general
not as regular as for a 4/4 meter in Western music.
In this paper we are going to examine the properties of
a dataset of Turkish compositions, available in MIDI format. All compositions are vocal pieces of either şarkı or
türkü form. These songs can be classified into six classes,
which denote the type of usul they are composed in. The
distribution of songs among the six usul classes and the
number of notes in each class are depicted in the second
and third columns of Table 1. The columns denoted as
Beats and Mertebe define the time signature, in which the
usul is usually notated, e.g. 4/4 for Sofyan. The underlying weight patterns are given in Figure 3 using the weights
as applied in Mus2Okur [8]. Using the miditoolbox [9] the
onset times in beats of the notes contained in the melody
are derived. The MIDI does not stem from real performances but has been generated from a score using mus2okur
[8]. Therefor, the velocities contain no valuable information and could not be used to explore their importance in
this study.

16

Figure 2: Metrical weight pattern for Western 4/4

NN otes
28440
23363
17093
8376
32139
12972

Beats
9
10
8
3
4
5

Mertebe
8
8
8
4
4
8

Table 1: Data set
We are going to investigate in how far the Turkish compositions support their meter, and where they contradict
it, and compare these properties with what is usually encountered in Western popular music. To this end, we will
either use already published results from literature, or we
examine a dataset of Western music. The subset of the
RWC dataset 1 used in [6] is selected for that purpose. The
RWC subset contains 32 songs in MIDI format, separated
in channels containing onsets of the individual instruments
of the composition (refer to [6] for a more detailed description).
A direct comparison of the Western popular music contained in these songs with the Turkish compositions might
appear out of place. However, the forms contained in the
RWC subset are partly known for their extensive usage of
syncopation. By showing up the differences we can gain
insight into how syncopation is applied in the two cultural
contexts.
1
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Figure 3: Weight patterns according to theory for the six usul in the dataset
3. NOTE LOCATION AND DURATION
In order to determine how much the note onsets in a composition support the underlying meter we follow the experimental setup proposed by Palmer and Krumhansl [3]. We
count the frequency of note onsets in each location of a
weight pattern. We attribute each note to the temporal bin
where it starts, and neglect annotated durations of the notes
and rests in our analysis.

Normalized Count

3
2.5
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according to theory obtain more weight in the count histograms than would be expected from theory. This can be
seen e.g. for Sofyan in Figure 4c, where the peaks at 9
and 13 are higher than the theoretical ones, while the peak
at 1 is even lower. Furthermore, many note onsets appear
where there is no weight defined by theory. This should not
surprise as the usul are more sparse than e.g. the metrical
weights assumed for a Western 4/4 meter. The sparseness
of the theoretical description, however, does not imply that
note onsets cannot appear in the absence of a theoretical
weight. It appears more reasonable to interpret the theoretical descriptions as guidelines to which metrical positions
high stress should be given.
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients between patterns and onset frequency counts (ro ), and between patterns and durations (rd )
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(c) Sofyan

Figure 4: Frequency count histograms for three usul in the
dataset

In Figures 4a to 4c we show the frequency count histograms for three usul. The frequency counts were normalized so that the highest value takes the maximum weight
of the related weight pattern. We can observe that at those
bins where the weight patterns are non-zero, high peaks in
the frequency count histograms of the usul appear. However, their magnitudes are not as strongly related as observed in [3] for Western music. We observed that in most
cases the metrical positions different from the strongest

The varying amount of correlation between theory and
onset frequency is reflected by the correlation coefficients,
ro , given in Table 2. All shown correlations are significant
at 95% confidence, with the very low correlation value for
Sofyan being at the border with a p-value of 0.02. The related frequency count histogram shown in Figure 4c shows
indeed the smallest amount of similarity for all six examined usul. It is worth to point out that the observed correlations for Western music are much higher, with a correlation coefficient of 0.96 for 4/4 meter [3]. It might be
assumed that the cause of this is the sparseness of the theoretical description. In order to evaluate for the effect of
having a more detailed description, we used an alternative
usul description which is referred to as velveleli. This description, which could be translated to English as raucous,
contains more dense rhythmic patterns than the simple usul
patterns. However, no consistent increase in the correlation
81
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As explained in [12] it is an open question to which position to assign a syncopation as it is always constituted by
two note events and one intermediate pause which overlaps
with a metrical weight that is higher than the weights of
the adjacent notes. We decided to assign the syncopation
to the pause with the highest metrical weight that occurs
between the initial and the closing note of the syncopation.
This way we can examine in which metrical positions notes
are missing and a metrical contradiction is caused by this
absence of a note onset. Furthermore, we depict the length
distributions of the syncopations as the time span in 1/16
notes from the initial to the closing note.
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Figure 5: Duration histograms for the three usul depicted
in Figure 4

(a) Aksak

4. SYNCOPATION
For the detection of syncopated events we use the NLHLp method [6]. It will not be attempted to draw conclusions about the strength of the syncopation in the detected
events, but we rather concentrate our analysis to the positions in the meter where they occur. This way we want to
gain some insight into if and in which way pieces contradict the underlying meter, and if there is anything systematic in the way this contradiction appears.
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coefficients was observed.
The weight histograms obtained from onset frequencies
completely disregard the importance of note durations. As
has been observed e.g. in [10], in Western music long note
durations tend to occur more often at high metrical levels.
Indeed this phenomenon is very strong in Turkish songs as
well, as can be seen by comparing the duration histograms
in Figure 5 with the related weight patterns in Figure 3.
The depicted duration histograms show the mean note duration encountered at every location of the underlying usulpattern. In fact, the correlation coefficients, rd , between
these duration histograms and the weight patterns are even
larger in most cases than the coefficients ro obtained for
the onset frequency counts, as it is depicted in Table 2.
This emphasizes the importance of note position and duration information for determining an usul in future music
information retrieval tasks. As shown by Temperley [11]
these information can be combined by using a probabilistic
model of note combinations. However, it should be pointed
out that the estimation of such models poses significant
problems for audio signals where the note onsets are not
given.

400
200
0

(b) Düyek

Figure 6: Syncopation localizations and lengths for usul
Aksak and Düyek
In Figure 6 we show the locations and lengths of syncopations for two usul. The depicted metrical contradiction is
exemplary also for the usul Curcuna and Sofyan for which
we do not include Figures. This behavior is characterized
by a stronger appearance of syncopated events in the first
half of the rhythmic cycle, and by durations with a maximum at quarter notes.
In Table 3, the percentages of two-note combinations forming a syncopation is given for all usul. The usul with the
most sparse occurrence of metrical contradiction are Semai and Türk Aksaği. These are also the only usul which
to some extent contradict the above cited behavior of metrical contradiction. On the other hand, the Düyek usul
makes a stronger use of metrical contradiction than the others, which is interesting as this specific usul is known as
Tsifteteli in Greek music and is known in Western cultures
as belly dance rhythm. This can be seen as another evidence that metrical contradiction in Turkish music does
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USUL
AKSAK
CURCUNA
DÜYEK
SEMAI
SOFYAN
TÜRK AKSAĞI
RWC subset

Perc. of Syncopated Events
2.01
2.59
7.98
0.53
2.33
1.21
15.33

5. DISCRIMINATION

Table 3: Percentage of syncopated note couples in short
usul

not appear randomly, but follows certain rules related to
the metrical structure.
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Figure 7: Syncopation localizations and lengths for the
RWC subset
In Figure 7 we depict syncopation locations and durations
encountered in the RWC subset. It is apparent that syncopations in these compositions follow a different scheme.
While here the syncopations follow the metrical weights
very strongly, also the durations of the encountered syncopations tend to be shorter. The durations go down to the
minimum possible length of a note-pause-note combination at the resolution of 16-th notes, which is the eighth
note (2/16 in Figure 7). This indicates that syncopation in
Western music might to some extent be captured by calculating the off-beatness of a signal, while this might not
be the case for Turkish music with its metrical contradictions having larger durations. It is not astonishing that the
measured percentage of syncopated note-pause-note combinations is much higher for the RWC subset than for all
usul, with 15.33% as depicted in the last line of Table 3. Finally, syncopation is a term that is mainly used in the context of Western popular music, and the compositions in the
RWC subset contain genres of popular music that make a
frequent use of syncopation, such as Jazz and Funk. However, while being less frequent in Turkish music, metrical
contradiction seems to be systematically applied to strong
beats in the first half of the metrical pattern, and is not as
rare as should be assumed keeping in mind that the term
syncopation is usually not applied in the context of this
music.

In the previous sections we showed that there is a strong
correlation between note onsets and the theoretical weights
of the meter in an usul. In this Section we conduct a preliminary study if this factor can also be used to discriminate between usul. Discrimination using syncopation will
not be attempted, because it was observed in Section 4 that
metrical contradiction appears systematically only in four
of the six usul. Furthermore, it is our final goal to propose
methods to differentiate between usul when using audio
signals, and the accurate calculation of syncopation on audio is a highly complex task [6].
In order to recognize the usul of a song, we calculate its
frequency count histogram and measure its correlation factor with the usul pattern of each usul. As the usul have
varying length we determine the least common multiple of
two different usul lengths, and repeat both histogram and
pattern accordingly. If e.g. an Semai histogram (length
12) is to be compared with the Sofyan pattern (length 16),
we will repeat the Semai histogram 4 times and the Sofyan pattern 3 times, in order to obtain a common length of
48. Then we determine the correlation coefficient for each
pattern and assign a song to the class with the maximum
correlation coefficient.
As a descriptor for a class, we apply the theoretical weight
patterns shown in Figure 3 as well as metrical weights
learned from data. When trying to classify a song we learn
the reference histogram from all samples of the same usul
except of the sample to be classified, i.e. we do not use the
test songs for training the model.
5.1 Results
In Tables 4 and 5 we depict the results from the classification experiments using theoretical weight patterns and
measured frequency count histograms, respectively. While
the accuracy is quite high (74, 7%) when using the theoretical patterns, there is a high confusion for Sofyan. When
using the frequency count histograms as a metrical description, this particular confusion is much lower and almost
only with the only other usul of same length, Düyek. This
indicates that while the theoretical patterns serve as a basis for composition and study of rhythm in Makam music, they do not describe fully the probabilities of note onsets in each metrical position. The obtained accuracies
show that correlation between observed onsets in a song
and the metrical weights obtained by accumulating histograms from a larger dataset represent a promising starting point for a later usul classification system. The accuracy obtained when using measured histograms (85.4%)
is slightly higher than the best reported accuracy in [7]
(82.3%), which indicates that descriptors that incorporate
the metrical structure are more discriminative than those
based only on periodicities contained in the signal.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we addressed the question of how songs of
Turkish Makam music support or contradict their metrical
structure. While high correlations between the theoretical
83
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Aks.
Cur.
Düy.
Sem.
Sof.
Tür.

Aks.
63
0
0
0
6
1

Cur.
0
51
4
0
6
1

Düy.
0
0
37
0
26
0

Sem.
1
0
1
22
16
0

Sof.
0
0
5
0
6
0

Tür.
0
6
0
0
0
36

ered a complementary system to the one presented by the
author in [7] for the case when an underlying pulse can be
reliably estimated using some beat tracking algorithm.
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weights and note frequency count histograms exist, they
are lower than the correlations reported for Western music. This can be attributed to the fact that onsets tend to
appear more often on the weaker weights than implied by
the theoretical model. As this model was never evaluated
in experiments, it can be concluded that the weights should
be adjusted accordingly. Furthermore, the weaker correlation can be also attributed to the fact that the usul pattern
are more sparse than the metrical description applied for
Western music. This is caused by the fact that they only
define some degree of emphasis at positions that are important to learn the usul as a sequential description in musical practice. We were also able to show that durations
play an important role in supporting the meter in Turkish
Makam music, with correlations even higher than for the
note onset positions.
Apart from supporting the meter, also contradicting it
seems to play an important role for some usul. Syncopations were found to be located more frequently in the first
half of those usul, which is quite different from Western
popular music where syncopation was shown to tightly follow the metrical weights. The strong appearance of metrical contradiction in the usul Düyek might indicate the existence of a relation between syncopation and groove, as this
usul is the pattern that has the strongest relation to dance
movements.
In a preliminary usul classification experiment we evaluated note onset positions for their discriminative power.
Results are promising especially when using onset count
histograms learnt from data instead of the theoretical patterns. Summing up the findings we can state that the discriminative power of a system for usul recognition that
works on audio can profit from using information regarding note onsets, note durations and the location of pauses
on strong metrical pulses. Such a system can be consid84
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ABSTRACT
Chordophones of the contemporary classical Hindustani
tradition are characterized by the presence of one or both
of these two specific devices: the sympathetic strings taraf
(from about 10 to over 30) and the curved wide bridge
jawari (sometimes reinforced by a cotton thread). The influence of the taraf and jawari devices has been scarcely
investigated, even though players consider both the taraf’s
response and the jawari effect as fundamental to the instruments sound. Based on field recordings and interviews,
this study aims to quantify the contribution of taraf strings
and wide curved bridge jawari to the global sound of the
different instruments and settings. Acoustical analyses are
correlated with ethnomusicological analyses, in order to
evaluate the tarafs and jawaris aesthetic, musical and perceptual role.
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical Hindustani music is characterized by its highly
complex and theorized nature as a musical system, in which
four main aspects have to be taken into consideration [1,2]:
(1) the main melodic line, (2) the drone, (3) the accompanying melody line and (4) the percussive line. The melody
is related to the concept of rag, encompassing the idea of a
scale (a selection of musical degrees), an ethos (emotional
content), typical motives and ornaments as well as the classical performance altogether. The drone is one of the most
prominent feature in Indian (both Hindustani and Carnatic)
music and is built on the ground-note (the Sa) and usually, but not always, on the fifth (Pa). The accompanying
melody line is only performed in a vocal performance, although the paradigmatic nature of the singing voices characteristics in instrumental performances allows to generalize its importance as a general concept of Hindustani music. Finally, the percussive line is based on a cyclical concept of time, the tal, comprising a metrical pattern, defined
by an internal organization in subgroups of stressed and
unstressed beats.
A classical musical performance is traditionally led by the
melodic instrument (or vocalist) and comprises four parts:
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alap (slow, unmeasured introductory part), jor (portion with
a little faster tempo than the alap, meter starts to be perceptible), jhala (fast portion, in which constant repetition of
pitches including drones creates a driving rhythm) and gat
(instrumental composition, usually brief but played with
extensive metered improvised developments). As noted by
Jairazbhoy [2], ”the successive cycles generally increase
in intensity, thereby creating the effect of an upward spiral.
This is accomplished by the development of melodic ideas,
the increasing complexity of both melodic and rhythmic
variation, and the accelerating tempo which frequently culminates in a powerful climax”.
Regarding musical instruments, two specific devices are
present in most of Hindustani chordophones: taraf, sympathetic strings responsible for a haze of harmonic resonances, and jawari, wide, slightly curved bridges that produce a buzzing, spectrally rich sound. The sounding features resulting from these devices would be linked to a general ideal of ”aesthetic saturation” and participate to the realization of three essential aesthetic ideas of Indian music :
”continuity of line, ornaments and a ’sonic depth’ or textural richness that must be achieved without compromising
the dominance and subtlety of melody” [3].
Preliminary studies [4, 5] have focused on isolated notes,
showing how taraf strings influence the spectral content of
the sound, the attack duration, or variations of partials’ amplitude over time, for example. In contrast, this paper will
analyze the effect of these devices in a melodic, (quasi)
musical context. It aims to quantify the contribution of
tarafs and jawari for the achievement of the performance
aesthetic and musical ideals described before, i.e. achieving a sense of continuity and spectral richness while preserving the clarity of the melodic line.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Sect. 2 will
briefly describe the use of timbre-shapers in the two instruments discussed in the following of the text. Taking
the example of the sarangi and the effect of taraf strings,
we will present the experiments, the analysis, and discuss
computational and performance issues resulting from the
nature of this instrument for this specific example (Sect.
3), and from a more general point of view (Sect. 4).
2. TIMBRE SHAPERS IN INDIAN INSTRUMENTS
Most classical Indian string instruments contain one or both
of the devices shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d: sympathetic strings (called taraf), or wide curved bridges (called
jawari). Jawari are responsible for the buzzy spectrally rich
85
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Material
Bridge
Taraf

Tuning
Number
Location
Number

Jawari

Strings concerned

Sitar
Metal
Independent bridge
According to the rag,
c. 280-750 Hz
From 11 to 13,
grouped in a single set
In the closed handle,
below the playing strings
Two
All
(playing and taraf)

Sarangi
Metal
Shared with playing strings
According to the rag and
chromatically, c. 150-630 Hz
Up to over 35,
grouped in four sets
Partly in the open unfretted handle,
partly next to the playing strings
Two
Only 11
(Two sets of the taraf)

Table 1. Taraf and jawari settings and characteristics for two hindustani chordophones: the sitar and the sarangi.
sound of the sitar, and taraf produce the highly harmonic
reverberation characterizing the sarangi, for example.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1. (a) Sarangi player Sarwar Hussein during
recording. (b) Sitar player Supratik Sengupta in concert.
(c) Two sets of sympathetic strings taraf of the sarangi,
equipped with bridge jawari. (d) Jawari of the playing and
sympathetic strings of the sitar. Photos by S. Weisser except for (b): c L. Bonner, MIM.
Table 1 summarizes some building characteristics of the
two instruments that will be discussed in the paper. The
sitar (Fig. 1b) is a plucked lute comprising relatively few
taraf strings (11 to 13) and six or seven playing strings.
Three or four of the playing strings are intermittently plucked together to provide a drone (cikari strings). Both playing and taraf strings are equipped with a jawari bridge. In
contrast, the sarangi (Fig. 1a) is a bowed fiddle with numerous taraf strings (up to 35) and three or four playing
strings, generally made of gut except for the lowest one.
The bridge of the main strings is not curved, and only two
sets of taraf strings are equipped with a jawari bridge. Another important difference between the two instruments is
86

that the sarangi is not fretted, which obviously results in
very different fingering and playing techniques.
When a note is played on these instruments, part of the vibration is transmitted to the taraf strings whose mode frequencies (fundamental frequency or higher partials) correspond to harmonics of the played note. This has two
major consequences on the sound. First, it creates strong
modulations of partials’ amplitude during the decay of the
notes (plucked strings) and the sustained part of the sound
(bowed strings). In musicians’ words [4], they bring ”beauty
and richness to the sounds”, which would otherwise be
”dry and lifeless”. Second, because the taraf strings vibrate freely, the release of their energy will be little influenced by subsequent changes in the vibration of the main
playing string (changing the note or stopping the vibration,
for example), extending the life time of specific notes and
frequencies beyond the raw melodic progression.
The latter aspect is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing the spectrograms of a short melody played on the sarangi, without and with taraf (top and bottom, respectively). While
the spectrogram without taraf shows only spectral components in harmonic relation evolving in parallel, the same
piece played with taraf reveals a more complex structure,
with lingering energy contributions corresponding to the
slow release of sympathetic resonances excited along the
melody. These remaining spectral components create the
haze of harmonic resonances so characteristic of instruments with sympathetic strings. More importantly, they
contribute to a certain continuity in the musical flux and
are partly responsible for the characteristic spectral richness of these instruments.
Jawari bridges also contribute to this spectral richness but
in another way. Raman [6] showed that the jawari transforms the vibrating behaviour of the plucked string into a
quasi-Helmoltz motion, causing a global increase of spectral richness and the ”buzzing” nature of sounds produced
with jawari. On sitar strings and most strikingly on tampura strings, it makes the attack slightly softer, provokes
a slowly increasing amplitude at the beginning of the note,
reinforces high frequencies of the sound and prolongs their
decay. The reinforcement of some harmonics can often
be heard as another note sounding above the main played
note, or secondary melodies showing through the main me-
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Figure 2. Spectrograms of a short musical composition
(gat) played without taraf (top) and with taraf (bottom).
The spectrogram with taraf strings reveals lingering spectral components corresponding to the slow release of sympathetic strings.

lody. For the sarangi, in which only two sets of taraf strings
are equipped with jawari, mainly the latter aspect is noticeable, with high frequency harmonics ”shining” in the
course of the melody.
These specific organological settings of Indian chordophones have consequences for both the performer and the
researcher developing performance analysis tools. These
consequences can be well illustrated with the example shown
in Fig. 3. The figure shows the spectrogram of an usual ornament performed on the sitar: the meend, consisting in
pulling the string to change the pitch of the note in the resonant part (decreasing in intensity) of the sound. In this example, the string is first plucked, then, after two seconds,
the vibration of the main string is shifted to a lower frequency by lowering the string’s tension controlled by the
index or middle finger of the left-hand. However, energy
at the initial frequency is still released by a corresponding
taraf string, splitting the initial spectral components into
two. A too-slow decay of the taraf string, compared to the
main string, may be ”in the way” of the ornament and hide
the subtlety of the melodic line. Musicians are aware of
the consequence, and evoke the need to control (and sometimes limit) the tarafs response. Alternatively, these issues
may force the players to adapt their playing to some sounding aspects on which they don’t have an absolute control.
For the researcher developing computational tools for performance analysis, the example shows an ambiguous situation as well: with a strong decay of the taraf strings, an
algorithm for melody tracking may fail to detect the pitch
shift corresponding to the main string and may follow the
release of the taraf instead. From a more general point
of view, the efficiency of most performance analysis tools
developed for western music and western classical instruments (including pitch tracking or detection of note onset
/ offset) may be challenged by the specificities of indian

Figure 3. Spectrogram of a sitar ornament (meend) played
by changing the pitch during the decay of the note pluckd
on the main string. The spectral energy is split into two
components corresponding to the pitch shift and the release
of sympathetic strings.
chordophones. Indeed, highly harmonic reverberant sound
or strong harmonic resonances arising from the melody are
very rarely encountered in classical western instruments
for which these tools have been developed.
In the next section, both consequences (for the performer
and for the researcher) will be illustrated through the analysis of taraf strings’ contribution to the overall sound of the
sarangi in some short musical excerpts.
3. ANALYSIS OF TARAF RESPONSE IN SARANGI
PLAYING
In this section, we will first introduce the experiments that
were carried out and give a qualitative illustration of taraf’s
effects. Then, we will describe the analysis procedure with
the measurement of the taraf’s tuning, issues related to
pitch tracking with this instrument and finally, a measure of
the spectral enrichment related to the sympathetic strings.
3.1 Experimental procedure and illustration
Experiments with sitar and sarangi were carried out in ITC
Sangeet Research Academy (Kolkata, India) and Brussels,
Belgium. They consisted of recording of players performing isolated notes and musical examples, with and without
taraf, complemented by interviews with the players about
the influence of the jawari and taraf on their performance.
In this section, we focus on the recording of a virtuoso
sarangi player who was asked to play a short musical composition (gat) with various tempi (laya).
One of these musical compositions was shown in Fig. 2,
revealing spectral components due to the excitation and
the release of taraf strings along the melody. The consequences can be better observed in Fig. 4, middle. The
spectrum of one note of the melody played with taraf shows
clearly that strong spectral peaks are present beside the har87
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Magnitude [dB]

monic components of the main note, when compared with
the same note played without taraf (Fig. 4, top), increasing the spectral complexity of the sound. The purpose of
the following procedure will then be to quantify the contribution of the additional spectral components, discuss consequences for musical performance and underline issues
related to performance analysis.

(20

Without taraf

(40
(60

With taraf

(40

Taraf set

(60

spectral peaks observed in the spectrum corresponded well
with the frequency response of the taraf.
As for the decay of partials, the magnitude variation over
time showed very strong modulations due to the coupling
of taraf strings with mode frequencies close to each other.
However, the overall magnitude decrease could be well fitted with an exponential decay. The exponential time constants were found to vary between 1 and 2 s for the first two
harmonics and to drop well under 0.5 above the sixth harmonic, in average, decreasing with increasing pitch. This
result suggested that, when taraf strings are excited by a
note played close to their fundamental frequency, only the
first few harmonics would contribute to the remaining reverberant sound. Therefore, we limited the subsequent
analysis to a range of frequency between 200 and 2000
Hz, the upper limit corresponding roughly to the 10th and
3rd harmonic of the lowest and highest taraf string, respectively.
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3.3 Melody tracking
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Figure 4. Spectrums corresponding to the spectrogram of
Fig. 2 around t = 2.3 s, without taraf (top) and with taraf
(middle). The panel at the bottom indicates the frequencies
of the different sets of taraf strings (fundamental mode indicated with circles, upper modes with stars). The medium
tonic Sa (f0 = 329 Hz) is played in both cases, but the
spectrum with taraf is more complex, with the presence of
high peaks corresponding to taraf’s modes previously excited.
3.2 Tuning of taraf and decay of individual notes
The tuning and the number of sarangi taraf strings are set
according to players’ personal taste, but the famous player
Narayam [7] gave general rules, recommending to tune the
15 side tarafs on a chromatic scale, the 9 other side tarafs to
the notes of the rag, and the upper tarafs (equipped with a
jawari bridge) at the players whim, but preferably to important notes of the rag. It is therefore important to examine
the specific tuning configuration used by the player before
undertaking any analysis.
During the experiment, the player was first asked to tune
the instrument, then taraf strings were plucked one by one
until complete extinction of the sound. Each individual
taraf was analyzed subsequently in order to determine the
mean fundamental frequency during the first -30 dB drop,
as well as the frequencies and decay rates of the first 10
partials of the sound.
The results of the fundamental frequency analysis showed
that the player followed approximately Narayam’s recommendations. The side tarafs contained all the chromatic
scale, the side-left set containing predominantly notes of
the rag, while the two up sets of taraf strings were tuned
to the rag. In Fig. 4, bottom, the position of the taraf fundamental frequencies and four first harmonics are represented for the four sets of taraf, showing that the additional
88

The effect of taraf can be measured by separating the respective contribution of taraf strings and played strings in
the global sound. This requires to first track the pitch of the
melodic line in order to identify all corresponding harmonics in the spectrum. However, pitch tracking of instrument
with strong resonances, such as the sarangi, raises various
issues that will be addressed in this section.
The presence of many, slowly decaying, resonances with
frequencies in harmonic relation can be very confusing for
pitch trackers. Pitch tracking algorithms may have troubles
deciding which harmonic structure is effectively played
by the instrumentalist, and we observed that they often
switched from one pitch candidate to another one, according to their relative magnitude. The use of spectral models
of the bowed string could theoretically help in deciding
which harmonic structure corresponds to the played note,
but sympathetic resonances produce also interferences with
some harmonics of the played pitch, resulting in strong amplitude variations of the partials over time [5].
To make the tracking more efficient, it can be useful to
introduce knowledge about the music played and specific
properties of the instrument whose fundamental frequency
is being tracked. For example, one of the essential features
of Indian music (according to Napier [3]) is the ”continuity of line”. Therefore, sharp discontinuities, or huge intervals, in the pitch evolution should be watched suspiciously.
Concerning properties of the instrument, the sound of the
sarangi is characterized by the presence of multiple harmonic structures at the same time, as seen before, due to
the slow decay of sympathetic resonances in the trajectory
of the melody. However, these harmonic structures can be
separated in two sets with different properties: the notes
played on the main strings are bowed and show continuous excitation, while the string resonances show free decay
similar to the one of a plucked string, for example. From a
spectral point of view, it means that the sound corresponding to the bowed pitch is characterized by a series of peaks
with quite high amplitudes (even for high partials), in a
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Figure 5. Melodic analysis of a brief musical motive of a composition (gat) played madhya (medium tempo), without taraf
(left) and with taraf (right). From the top: spectrogram around the fundamental frequency, harmonic product spectrum, and
pitch before and after applying continuity rules.
strictly harmonic relation with the fundamental. In contrast, sounds corresponding to sympathetic resonances are
expected to be less strictly harmonic, and to have peaks
quickly disappearing for high partials (over the fifth partial, as seen in section 3.2).
The pitch tracking procedure that we used take into account this knowledge in an indirect way. First, we computed the harmonic product spectrum [8] for each frame t
and frequency f , giving the total contribution of the N first
harmonics
H(f, t) = 10 log10 (

N
Y
k=1

P (kf, t)) =

N
X

PdB (kf, t) (1)

k=1

where P (f, t) is the magnitude interpolated in the spectrogram at frequency f and frame t. The summation over
the harmonics is computed every 1 Hz for frequencies between the minimum and maximum frequencies expected
for the fundamental frequency. The result of this operation is shown in Fig. 5. The panel at the top shows the
initial spectrogram computed every 128 samples with windows of 2048 points, STFT over 4096 points. The panel
in the middle shows the summation over the 10 first harmonics, for fundamental frequencies between 250 and 600
Hz. Because harmonics above 5 tend to disappear quickly
in the decay of sympathetic resonances, this operates some
kind of filtering on the spectrogram, clearly revealing the
melodic line played with the bow.
At each frame, the five strongest pitch candidates were
selected and a tracking algorithm based on dynamic programming [9] was applied in order to compute the most
probable melodic contour. The trajectory cost among the
selected pitches took into account the magnitude of the

candidates and the frequency difference between candidates from one frame to the other. Maximum continuity
of the melodic line was encouraged by employing costs
exponentially increasing with increasing frequency difference. The result of the procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5,
bottom, showing the contour with maximum magnitude
(gray line) and the melodic contour selected by the algorithm with continuity rules (black line). Note that, in some
situations (for example, during alternations between two
notes), the continuity rule may favour pitches corresponding to the release of the taraf strings (with no frequency discontinuity). Consequently, a right balance had to be found
between the cost parameters in order to track the melodic
line corresponding to the played string. Alternatively, additional costs related to novelty may correct this side effect
of the continuity rule.
3.4 Spectral peak density
A rough measure of the spectral enrichment of the sound
can be given by the number of spectral peaks located within
a given frequency range. The detection of significative
peaks in the spectrum is performed as following. At each
frame, the spectrum (in dB) is first fitted with a second order polynomial in order to obtain a baseline for the evolution of the spectral magnitude with frequency. The threshold is a curve situated 30 dB below the magnitude of the
most prominent peak, and varies over frequency with same
quadratic and linear coefficients as the polynomial fit. Peaks
lying within the frequency range of interest and situated
above this empirical threshold are counted in the measure
of spectral enrichment. This procedure ensures that only
peaks with a magnitude sufficiently higher than the noise
89
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Figure 6. Analysis of the spectral peaks for a brief musical motive of a composition (gat) played in madhya (medium
tempo), without taraf (left) and with taraf (right). From the top: spectrogram between 250 and 2000 Hz, number of peaks
fund in the frequency range, and ratio between the energy of the harmonics corresponding to the note played and the energy
of all peaks found in the spectrum.
are detected.
The measurement of spectral enrichment on a musical example is illustrated in Fig. 6. The top panel shows the
spectrogram of the gat described in Sect. 3.2 in the frequency range of the peak detection (250 - 2000 Hz). The
middle panel shows the number of peaks computed with
the detection procedure described above. In this figure, the
thick black line represents the number of harmonics of the
main pitch located below 2000 Hz, providing a reference
for comparison with the total number of peaks detected.
Without taraf (Fig. 6, left), the number of peaks stays
very close to the reference line, except at bow changes,
where the excitation of a wide spectral range produces a
sudden increase of detected peaks. In contrast, the number
of peaks with taraf (Fig. 6, right) is relatively high, compared to the harmonic peaks corresponding to the pitch.
The number of peaks Np found in a given frequency range
gives a first indication of the spectral richness of the sound.
However, a second measure could be useful in order to
compare the relative magnitude of the overall energy related to the peaks and the harmonic part corresponding to
the note played on the main string. The energy related to
the peaks is given by
Ep =

Np
X

Pp (fp (i)))

with

fp (i) ∈ Frange

(2)

i=1

The peaks corresponding to the harmonics of the fundamental frequency are detected and their magnitude is summed up with Eq. 2 in order to obtain an energy Eh where
only peaks related to the melodic pitch are considered.
The ratio Eh /Ep provides then a measure of the impor90

tance, in energetic terms, of the reverberant part of the
sound, compared to melodic part. If the ratio is close to
1, the melodic part predominates, and the lower the ratio,
the more the taraf strings resonate. This is shown in Fig. 6,
bottom. On the left, without taraf, the ratio stays very close
to 1, except at the bow changes, which means that the haze
of harmonic sound is almost non existent. In contrast, Fig.
6, left, shows that the taraf strings resonate greatly, with
ratios reaching 0.5 (i.e. half of the peaks energy contained
in the resonating part). The decay of sympathetic vibration can also be observed, for example around 2 s or 3.5 s,
with peaks getting exponentially closer to 1 on sustained
notes. It should also be noted that this measure depends on
the evolution of dynamic level in the melody. For a note
played loudly followed by a note played softer, the ratio
will shows a sudden drop toward zero at the second note,
which could explain some drops in the measure, such as
between 2.1 and 2.7 s in Fig. 6, right.
3.5 Excitation of taraf and adjustment
Choosing specific playing techniques can be made in order
to change tarafs contribution to the sound: for the sarangi,
the amount of notes, their repetitions, the bow direction
and the bow pressure are examples of playing parameters
having consequences on taraf’s responses. For example,
the position on the bow at the start of the bow stroke (close
to the frog or the tip) may help giving more strength or
presence to the resonance of a note, ”overshadowing” (in
the player’s own words) the emergence of the next note.
As for the sitar, players note fewer possibilities for controlling the taraf: the direction of plucking (upwards da or
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downwards ra), the choice of the plucking techniques and
the strength of the plucking may influence the reverberant
sound.
Both sarangi and sitar players (and makers) face an intricate situation: the tarafs response must be balanced in very
different musical situations, from the soft, slow alap (characterized by a low-density of sonorous events) to the loud,
fast and virtuoso jhala played at maximum speed. They
must produce a haze, a halo of (secondary) sounds but not
interfere with the melodic line. Their contribution must be
relatively moderate, but they must also distinctly and individually shine when properly excited. Instruments are then
set in a thin edge between two almost opposite sonorous
necessities, according to players’ aesthetic choices. In order to fine-tune this response, a sarangi player can, for example, remove some of the taraf strings, or try to find a
bridge position giving the best compromise between taraf’s
response and loudness of the playing strings.
In this respect, it would be interesting to analyze how different settings or configurations influence the ratio between
the reverberant part and the melodic part. For example,
settings in which taraf’s response are considered too strong
by the player may allow us to investigate optimal ratios between the reverberant and melodic parts of the sound. Similarly, the analysis of different parts of a musical performance (alap vs. faster portions, for example) could allow
to better understand the use of taraf’s resonance along the
performance and specific aesthetic ideals that are looked
for.

3.6 Improvement and adaptation to other instruments
The main issue of the analysis process presented in this
section lays in the adequate tracking of the melodic contour. The method gave accurate results in most of the cases,
but it could be improved by considering two possible supports: novelty (no new pitch can appear if it is not played
by the main strings) and past (in case of ambiguous cases,
frequencies corresponding to taraf’s tuning and note played
in a short time window before should be watched suspiciously). The analysis process could be used to investigate the contribution of taraf strings in other instruments as
well. They may however require us to slightly adapt methods, in particular pitch tracking methods, to the problem
at hand. Indeed, the pitch tracking used here relies on two
properties very specific to the sarangi: a sound sustained
through bowing and rather continuous melodic movements
from one pitch to the other. In contrast, the strings of the
sitar are plucked, and the playing technique mixes discontinuous melodic displacement - from one fret to another,
sometimes quite far away from each other - with continuous pitch variations performed by pulling the string. However, considering that the plucking provides a clear attack
on the melodic part, and taking into account the maximum
pitch variation reachable on one fret with the meend technique (usually up to more than a sixth), it should be possible to provide knowledge facilitating the melody tracking
as well.

4. DISCUSSION
Hindustani music relies on aesthetic ideas that could be described as an ideal of aesthetic saturation realized through
various means including textural richness and continuity of
line. Timbre shapers like sympathetic strings and curved
bridges conform to this aesthetic ideal by providing specific sound properties to the instrument, namely a highly
harmonic reverberant sound and a spectrally rich sound
changing over time. In addition, other musical means in
Hindustani music also conform to this aesthetic ideal. For
instance, the drone performed by the tampura contributes
to fill the sound space and provide a textural ground on
which the melodic line emerges. Another example is given
by the intermittent plucking of the drone open strings cikari
in sitar playing. Cikari are played in all parts of the performance, but are used the most frequently and with the
fastest tempo in jhala (climatic part), in which one ’melodic’
note can be followed by several repeated pluckings of the
cikari, providing a drone and a rythmical accompaniment.
Cikari fulfill an important, although slightly different, musical function in the other parts of performance, such as
alap and gat. They contribute to the ”filling of the void”
evoked by Napier [3], symptomatic of the ideal of aesthetic
saturation. In all cases however, the cikaris part in musical
structure seem to be close to the production of a ’ground’
(in Gestalt sense), the melody line being the ’figure’. It is
however probable that ambiguity in this ground-figure relationship is looked for, as the ground and the figure tends
to overlap.
These aesthetic ideas are quite far from the ideals of western classical music, for example, and may challenge the
computational processes used to analyze musical performances. Researchers in music information retrieval or music performance analysis have developed powerful methods to extract musically relevant information from recorded
music. However, it should be emphasized that most of
these methodological tools and procedures were created
to investigate a very specific style of musical expression,
ruled by the organization structure of the western tonal
musical system and its specific sound ideal. Usual performance features like pitch, tempo or dynamic are well
adapted to the description of western music, but other aspects of the performance may be relevant to analyze in the
case of non-western music like Hindustani classical music.
This factor has a major conceptual impact on any potential
use of these tools for music developed in any other social
and musical context. Pertinence of the tools and results
obtained with these tools must therefore be systematically
questioned, as even perception is a culturally-modeled act,
and should be considered as such.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we aimed to provide qualitative information
about the function of timbre-shapers in Hindustani chordophones and, more specifically, to quantify the contribution of taraf strings to the overall sound in a musical context. The basic idea was that an optimal setting of the taraf
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would rely on a compromise between two somehow antagonistic principles of Indian music: continuity and textural richness on one hand, and melodic clarity on the other
hand. For that purpose, we analyzed recordings in which
a sarangi player was asked to play a musical example with
and without taraf strings. The analysis was based on the
computation of the ratio between the spectral energy representing the melodic part of the sound and the spectral energy in the reverberant part, and showed that, in the studied
example, the latter could contribute to up to half of the total energy of the sound.
A second aim of this study was to illustrate some problems
arising through the computation. Indeed, most computational tools have been developed for the analysis of western
music, while musical systems are numerous, varied, and
based on very different rules of organization, expressed in
extremely different musical characteristics. In our specific
case, strong sympathetic resonances in Hindustani chordophones hindered some basic processes of musical performance analysis, such as pitch following, and it was necessary to adapt algorithms to the problem at hand. We
therefore aimed to show that the introduction of some basic, musically pertinent, knowledge in the algorithms, as
well as knowledge about the instrument behaviour, player
techniques and even performance context can undoubtedly
help improving these computations.
Performance analysis of non-western systems may question, challenge our usual computational processes, and provide new insights. Some performance features may appear
irrelevant in other musical traditions, and other descriptive
features may be necessary. In any case, differences between musical systems lay in the cultural concept underlying the music, and is vital to its understanding - and to
a proper, pertinent computing of its characteristics. Ethnomusicology is not just some musicology applied to ’exotic’ music. It requires specific paradigms, methodological
approaches and analytical tools. In the same way, Ethnomusicological Information Retrieval (EIR) should also develop its own tools and frameworks, or facing the risk of
irrelevance regarding both its object and its objectives.
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ABSTRACT
Ney is an end-blown flute which is mainly used for Makam
music. Although from the beginning of 20th century a
score representation based on extending the Western music is used, because of its rich articulation repertoire, actual
Ney music can not be totally represented by written score.
Ney is still taught and transmitted orally in Turkey. Because of that the performance has a distinct and important
role in Ney music. Therefore signal analysis of ney performances is crucial for understanding the actual music.
Another important aspect which is also a part of the performance is the articulations that performers apply. In Makam
music in Turkey none of the articulations are taught even
named by teachers. Articulations in Ney are valuable for
understanding the real performance. Since articulations are
not taught and their places are not marked in the score, the
choice and character of the articulation is unique for each
performer which also makes each performance unique.
Our method analyzes audio files of well known Turkish
Ney players. In order to obtain our analysis data, we analyzed audio files of 8 different performers vary from 1920
to 2000.
1. INTRODUCTION
Makam music in Turkey has specific characteristics that
require specific analysis approaches [1] and there has been
very few computational studies that focus on it.
Makam music in Turkey is mainly an oral tradition and
thus the audio recordings become a fundamental source of
information for its study [2]. For this research approach
we need well annotated large data sets, and we need to
extract the appropiate audio features from which to then
perform musically meaningful computational studies. Another important characteristics of makam music are the expressive articulations, they are more than simple expressive
resources, in fact they are essentials of the music [3].
2. NEY
Ney is one of the oldest and most characteristic blown instrument of makam music in Turkey. It is an end-blown
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flute and made of reed which is mainly used for makam
music From the beginning of the 20th century a score representation which was developed by extending the Western
music is used. However the written scores are far from the
music that is actually performed. Therefore we made a
signal analysis approach in order to understand the actual
performances.
Ney has a real importance and solid place in Turkish classical and religious music. The Turkish ney has six fingerholes in front and a thumb-hole in back. Although it is
highly dependent on the talent and experience of the performer, a ney can produce any pitch over a two-and-ahalf octave range or more. Nearly all Turkish neys have
a mouthpiece made of water buffalo horn, or sometimes
ivory, ebony, plastic, or a similar durable material. Also
there are different sizes of neys’, ranging from the Davud
ney (95 cm long), to the highest, Bolahenk Nısfiye ney
(52.5 cm long).
Ney tradition is transmitted via master-pupil relationship
in Turkey. The only way to learn how to play is from
listening the masters, which makes it very hard. Written
scores only represent the border lines of the pieces. One
of the important aspect of ney performance is the expressive articulations that ney players apply. These expressive
articulations are never marked or even explicitely taught.
Moreover as Tura stated in his book one of the most expressive articulation of makam music is vibrato and without vibrato, makam music is considered dry, monotonous
and not deemed as acceptable [3]. This is specially so in
ney music. Although we have not found any documents
describing the techniques used, our study shows the existance of clear patterns in the performance of these embellishments.
Therefore for our study we made interviews with well
known ney players of Turkey. From our interviews we realized that the naming of ney embellishments is a problem in
Makam music. The Ney players we interviewed agreed on
naming frequency and amplitude modulation as Vibrato.
However they all had difficulty naming the expressive articulation that is widely used for connecting two consecutive notes and that in some Makam literature is called
Kaydırma 1 .
From our initial quantitative studies we found that vibrato
and kaydırma are the most used expressive articulation.

Copyright: c 2012 Tan H. Özaslan et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1 The literal translation can be sliding, however the purpose of this behavior is to give the feeling of non-edge connections all through the piece
rather than sliding between notes. Possible the most similar expressive
articulation in western music is the portamento.
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7600

For our analysis we annotated 8 different performers from
different eras. Our set contains recordings starting from
1930’s to now. Our concern was to apply state of the art
signal analysis techniques to audio recordings of ney performances. Our data set includes 8 different performer, 58
minutes of audio, and 15 different makams, summarized in
Table 1.

7400

Performer
Hayri Tümer
Ulvi Ergüner
Niyazi Sayın
Aka Gündüz Kutbay
Salih Bilgin
Sadrettin Özçimi
Ömer Bildik
Burcu Sönmez

Birth Date
1905
1924
1927
1934
1960
1964
1976
1981

Time (Min.)
7.75
7.33
7.66
7.12
8.50
11.20
2.33
5.50

Cents

3. DATA

7200

7000

6800

6600
0

Makams
Rast, Saba, Dügah
Hicaz, Saba
Buselik, Hicazkar, Hüseyni, Rast
Hüseyni, Nihavend
Beyati, Sultaniyegah
Hicazkar, Pençgah
Evcara, Acem
Ferahnak, Uşşak

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Seconds

Figure 1. Fundamental frequency of a example portion of
a ney recording.

Table 1. Performers with their test data.
We are covering some of the most acknowledged ney
players. According to our oral discussions with professional Turkish ney players, Niyazi Sayın and Aka Gündüz
Kutbay are considered as one of the most influential ney
players of today. However because of the sudden death of
Aka Gündüz Kutbay at the age of 45, most of the recent
players are influenced by Niyazi Sayın. Through the oral
discussions with Ali Tan 2 , he stated that even in Turkish
Conservatories teachers follow the way of Niyazi Sayın.
Moreover, most of the ney players (both amateur and professional), who even did not have a chance to study with
Niyazi Sayın, they consider themselves as students of his
by listening and studying his recordings . In our test set
Salih Bilgin and Sadrettin Özçimi are one of the most famous students of Niyazi Sayın. Burcu Sönmez is a student
of both Salih Bilgin and Niyazi Sayın. Ömer Bildik is a
student of Sadrettin Özçimi. All these ney players have the
influence of Niyazi Sayın.
In our analysis set, in order to avoid lineage bias we also
include some old ney players recordings like Hayri Tümer,
Aka Gündüz Kutbay and Ulvi Ergüner, who are also wellknown and highly respected ney players with distinct styles.
For the statistical significance, all pieces vary in tempo
and also chosen from different Makams.
4. SIGNAL ANALYSIS
We extract the fundamental pitch(F0) from audio files. In
Figure 1, a ten second excerpt can be seen. Each recording
is measured in the 1/3 Holderian Comma (HC) resolution.
We choose this resolution because it is considered as the
highest precision we could find in theoretical pitch scale
studies [2].
To obtain a f0 estimation of each solo ney recording,
Makam Toolbox was used [2]. Makam Toolbox uses an
implementation of Yin [4] with hop size of 10ms for fundamental frequency estimation. On the top of the f0 implementation Makam Toolbox makes a post-processing for
octave correction.
2 Ali Tan is a full-time research assistant in Istanbul Technical
University Turkish Conservatory in the Ney performance department.
http://www.neyzenalitan.com/.
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As seen in the figure, the only part that has a possible
constant note value is between 2nd and 4th seconds. Except this part player applied different kinds of expressive
articulations. For instance between 5th and 7th there is
obvious vibrato. However the rate and the extend values
of vibrato is not constant. According to our analysis [5],
vibrato is the most common expressive articulation, however its characteristic is much more different than Western
examples.
5. REFERENCES
[1] X. Serra, “A multicultural approach in music information research,” in Int. Soc. for Music Information Retrieval Conf. (ISMIR), Miami, Florida (USA), 24/10/11
2011. [Online]. Available: system/files/publications/
Serra-Xavier-CompMusic-ISMIR-2011.pdf
[2] B. Bozkurt, “An automatic pitch analysis method for
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ABSTRACT
The main information sources to study a particular piece
of music are symbolic scores and audio recordings. These
are complementary representations of the piece and it is
very useful to have a proper linking between the two of
the musically meaningful events. For the case of makam
music of Turkey, linking the available scores with the corresponding audio recordings requires taking the specificities of this music into account, such as the particular tunings, the extensive usage of non-notated expressive elements, and the way in which the performer repeats fragments of the score. Moreover, for most of the pieces of the
classical repertoire, there is no score written by the original composer. In this paper, we propose a methodology
to pair sections of a score to the corresponding fragments
of audio recording performances. The pitch information
obtained from both sources is used as the common representation to be paired. From an audio recording, fundamental frequency estimation and tuning analysis is done to
compute a pitch contour. From the corresponding score,
symbolic note names and durations are converted to a synthetic pitch contour. Then, a linking operation is performed
between these pitch contours in order to find the best correspondences. The method is tested on a dataset of 11 compositions spanning 44 audio recordings, which are mostly
monophonic. An F3 -score of 82% and 89% are obtained
with automatic and semi-automatic karar detection respectively, showing that the methodology may give us a needed
tool for further computational tasks such as form analysis,
audio-score alignment and makam recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION
In analyzing a music piece, the score, when available, is
a highly valuable source to study since it provides an easily accessible symbolic description of many relevant musical components. The audio recordings of a performance
of the same piece are another powerful source of information, since they can provide information about the characteristics of the interpretation e.g. in terms of dynamics or
timing. If these information sources can be connected together by time-aligning fragments from each source (or in
Copyright: c 2012 Sertan Şentürk et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

other words linking the score excerpts with the corresponding regions in the audio recordings), we can take profit of
their complementary aspects to study the music piece. Parallel information extracted from the scores and audio recordings will facilitate computational tasks such as version
detection, makam recognition [1], tuning analysis [2], intonation analysis, form analysis, melodic modeling [3], musical similarity [4], and expressive performance modeling.
Furthermore, in previous work [3], it was discussed that
parallel to information retrieval from scores, audio analysis is integral to study the unique characteristics of makam
music of Turkey.
The current state of the art in music information retrieval
involving scores and audio recordings is mainly aimed at
Western musics (Section 2.3). In these cases, typically the
scores and audio are both polyphonic. However, all makam
music scores are monophonic and the performances done
from them (esp. ensemble performances) are typically heterophonic (Section 2.1). Thus, the methodologies used
for Western musics cannot be applied to makam music of
Turkey and we have to develop approaches aware of the
properties of makam music (Section 3.2).
To match fragments of symbolic data to fragments of
audio recordings, we can link the melodic score excerpts
(or motifs) with the pitch information obtained from audio
recording or match metric templates of the scores with the
onset values extracted from audio recordings. In this paper,
we focus on linking score sections with the corresponding
fragments in the audio recordings, i.e. finding the time
interval in the audio recording of a piece, where a particular section indicated in the score of the same piece is performed. From this linking, computational operations such
as makam recognition, usul detection or audio-score alignment can be done at the section level, providing a deeper
insight on structural, melodic or metric properties of the
music.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to makam music of Turkey,
properties of makam music notation and related computational research. Section 3 explains the proposed methodology. Section 4 presents the experiments carried to evaluate
the method and the results obtained from the experiments.
Section 5 gives a discussion on the results, and Section 6
ends the paper with a brief conclusion.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Makam Music of Turkey
The melodic structure of most classical and folk repertoires
of Turkey is explainable by makams. Makams are modal
structures, where the melodies typically revolve around a
başlangıç (starting, initial) tone and a karar (ending, final)
tone [5]. The octave is divided into at least 17 intervals
[5], the intervals are not equally tampered, and there is no
single fixed tuning. There are a number of different tunings
(ahenk) any of which might be favored over others due to
instrument and/or vocal range or aesthetic concerns [5].
The metric structure of makam music is explained by
usul. The term usul can be roughly translated to cyclic
meter. Nevertheless, usul is a wider concept, which is not
limited to metric implications, since a change in usul can
disrupt the melodic progressions (seyir) and even change
the perception of the makam [6].
For centuries, makam music has predominantly been an
oral tradition. In the early 20th century, a score representation based on extending Western music notation started to
be used, and it has become a fundamental complement to
the oral tradition [7]. The music written in scores are typically monophonic; nevertheless performances (esp. ensemble performances) involve various heterophonic peculiarities.
Currently Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek theory is the mainstream theory used to explain makam music [8]. Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek
theory argues that there are 24 intervals in an octave, a subset of the steps obtained by dividing each tempered whole
tone into 9 equidistant intervals [8] 1 . The extended Western notation typically follows the constraints of Arel-EzgiUzdilek theory. Nevertheless, the theory is controversial
due to some critical differences with the practice [5, 6].
In the experiments (Section 4), we focused on the two
most common instrumental forms in classical makam tradition, namely the saz semaisi and peşrev forms. These
two forms commonly consists of four distinct hanes and
a teslim section between the hanes. These sections can be
roughly considered as analogous to verse and chorus. Nevertheless, there are peşrevs, which has no teslim, yet the
second half of each hane strongly resembles each other [9].
The fourth hane is typically longer and have a change in
the makam and usul. Also, the last measures of each teslim
may differ with respect to the hane it is being connected.

positions (esp. the ones composed before 20th century)
are actually transcriptions of performances. The performers not only deviate considerably from the score, but they
normally play differently every time; showing their musicality and virtuosity by using expressive timings, adding
note repetitions and non-notated embellishments. Moreover, the intonation of some intervals might change, or
even a neighboring tone might be played instead of the one
written in the score [12]. As a last remark, the complex heterophonic interactions in the ensemble performances are
not indicated in the scores. Therefore, the scores of makam
music can be considered both prescriptive and descriptive.
2.3 Related Computational Research

The intent of musical notations can be either (1) prescriptive notations, used as a means to explain the performers
how to perform a musical piece, or (2) descriptive notations, which narrate how the music is performed by musicians [10]. In this context, the majority of compositions in
Western classical music would use prescriptive notations
and the transcriptions done from a performance would be
considered descriptive.
The available makam music scores are guidelines for the
performers [11], even tough a considerable number of com-

There is very little work done on the automatic segmentation of makam musics. The only published experiment
was conducted by Lartillot and Ayari [13]. They used computational models with low-level and high-level heuristics
to make structural segmentations of modal ney improvisations in Tunisian maqam music. They compare their automatic results with segmentations performed by human
subjects with different cultural and musical backgrounds.
The current state-of-the-art systems on section analysis
are mostly aimed at dividing audio recordings of Western
popular music into repeated and mutually exclusive sections. For these segmentations, typically self-similarity
analysis [14, 15] is employed 2 , in which a similarity matrix is computed by taking the distance of temporal features
obtained from the audio recording by itself. Since the resultant matrix is square, the repetitions may only occur in
the direction of the diagonal (±45 degrees, depending on
the orientation). This directional constraint makes it possible to identify repetitions, 2D sub-patterns inside the matrix. However, as explained in Section 2.1, there are some
special cases in makam music, where there are no repeated
sections. In such cases self-similarity may not only be useless but it may also give false results.
Due to inherent characteristics of the oral tradition and
the practice of makam music of Turkey, performances of
the same piece may be substantially different from each
other. A similar situation occurs in cover song identification [17, 18] for which a similarity matrix is computed
from the temporal descriptors obtained from a cover song
candidate and the original recording. If the similarity matrix is found to have some strong regularities (i.e. several
prominent paths with minimal costs), they are deemed as
two different versions of the same piece of music. In this
case, the similarity matrix is non-square unless the audio
recordings have exactly the same duration. A proposed
solution is to “squarize” the similarity matrix is by computing some hypothesis about the tempo difference [17].
However, usul analysis in makam musics is not a straightforward task [19]. The sections may also be found by
traversing the similarity matrices using dynamic programming [18]. On the other hand, dynamic programming is
a computationally demanding task, and the approach may
only link a single section at a time, i.e. the algorithm needs

1 An interval equal to 1/9th of a whole tone is also termed as Holderian Comma (Hc) and they divide an octave into 53 equal intervals.

2 For an overview of section analysis (and structural analysis in general) tasks and relevant approaches, the readers can refer to [16].

2.2 Presciptive vs. Descriptive Notation
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the section linking methodology between a score of a piece and an audio recording of the same
piece.
to run multiple times to locate any repeated sections in an
audio recording.
When the score is available, incorporating information
extracted from it might be more insightful for structural
analysis than solely relying on the audio recordings. Martin et al. have proposed a methodology to structurally align
symbolic structural queries and audio recordings by making 2D comparisons of self-similarity matrices calculated
from the symbolic queries and self-similarity matrices calculated from the recordings [20]. However, the method
heavily relies on the timings of the annotated queries and
it is not impervious to changes at the excerpt boundaries.
Nevertheless, the system is better aimed at retrieving a
previously annotated audio recording inside a large audio
database than at locating the sections in an arbitrary audio
recording of a music piece.
Structure analysis is related to some research in image
processing, since the similarity matrices computed may be
interpreted as topology maps, and the problem may be regarded as finding regularities inside these maps. To find
these regularities, structure analysis may utilize image processing solutions such as morphological operations [21],
Hough transform [22] or geodesics [23].
3. METHODOLOGY
Here, we explain the proposed methodology for linking selected score sections of a music composition with the corresponding audio recordings of performances. The method
uses a machine readable version of the score of a composition and an audio recording as the inputs along with some
complementary metadata about these information sources
and some concepts from makam music theory (Section 3.1).
From the audio recording, the fundamental frequency, f0,
is estimated and processed to obtain an audio pitch contour. The f0 estimation is also used to calculate a pitch
histogram in order to identify the tuning and the note intervals (Section 3.2.1). From the score information, we read
the note symbols, the sections and the makam of the piece,
and generate a synthetic pitch contour (Section 3.2.2). In
order to estimate the candidate locations of the sections in
the audio, the method compares these relevant pitch representations (Section 3.3). In the final step, the candidates
are hierarchically checked to link the sections of the score
to the corresponding parts in the audio (Section 3.4). The

block diagram of the methodology is given in Figure 1.
3.1 Information Sources
To link the identified score sections with their performances we use machine-readable scores and audio recordings.
These information sources are already associated with each
other through complementary metadata available, so that
there is no need to apply version detection prior to section linking operations. The scores are encoded as symbTr
files [24], a Humdrum-like machine readable format. The
starting and ending of the sections are explicitly marked
in the scores. We also use some theoretical knowledge,
namely the letter symbols of the notes, the letter symbol
of the karar note of the makam of the piece and melodic
intervals, to process the audio recordings and the symbolic
scores, which will be explained in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
3.2 Descriptor Extraction
Since the scores are not strictly followed by a performer,
conversion to a more flexible representation is needed. The
data should make it possible to make one-to-one mappings
in subsequences where both sources could fit relatively well
into each other; however they should also provide a level of
fuzziness to avoid confusions in substantially dissimilar regions. To achieve a robustness in linking the score and the
audio, we use post-processed pitch tracks extracted from
the audio recordings and score, which we name “pitch contours.”
3.2.1 Pitch Tracking and Tuning Analysis on the Audio
To obtain the audio pitch contour, f0 estimations from the
audio recordings are extracted using the Makam Toolbox
[25]. Makam Toolbox uses YIN [26], which has been shown
to be highly reliable to estimate the fundamental frequency
over time in monophonic music 3 . The hop size is 10ms
for pitch tracks. Makam Toolbox also post-processes the
YIN output to fix the octave errors. Additionally, it has
an additional option to quantize the pitch tracks into stable
notes. The advantage of the quantized f0 estimation is that
3 Makam Toolbox can also process f0 estimations from other pitch
tracking algorithms. However we started the initial experiments with
monophonic ney recordings (Section 4.1) and empirically observed reliable estimations. Adaptation of other melodic descriptors is discussed
in Section 5.
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it takes out minor pitch variations such as vibratos. Afterwards, we further apply a median filter with a window
length of 41 frames (410ms) to fix short drops in the f0
estimation.
Together with to the pitch contour calculation, an histogram analysis is done on the raw f0 estimations using
the Makam Toolbox to identify the karar tone and the intervals played [1]. The bin width of the histogram is taken
as 1/3 Holderian commas (Hc) 4 . The intervals played
in the performance are obtained by picking the peak values in the histogram. To neutralize the differences in pitch
height due to different ahenks, the values of pitch contours
are converted to Hc and normalized by subtracting the Hc
value of the karar tone from each. In other words, the pitch
contour shows the floating scale degree of the progression
in the audio in Hc, where the karar note is assigned 0 Hc.
Then, all pitch values are folded to the pitch range given in
the score with a tolerance of 14 Hc (approx. 1.5 semitones
below and above the theoretical frequencies of the lowest
and highest pitched notes given in the score). This threshold allows some space for embellishments in the highest
and lowest registers.
In order to find the rests in the audio recording, the audio
file is divided into 50% overlapping frames with 100ms
length. The average power in each frame is calculated,
and normalized with respect to the overall average power
of the audio recording. A dynamic threshold is computed
by applying a median filter with a length of 100 frames
(10 seconds) to the logarithm of the average power values per frame. The silent regions in the audio are detected
by picking the frames which have a lower average power
than the dynamic threshold. Then, a pseudo-value is assigned as the pitch value of the rest (34 Hc below the lowest register) to avoid immense penalties in case a rest is not
present in the score and vice versa. These the pitch contour is downsampled by 10 (i.e. 10 samples per second)
to emphasize the structural changes and for computational
concerns. The peaks detected in the histogram and the rest
value are also noted to be used later in the synthetic pitch
contour generation (Section 3.2.2).
3.2.2 Score Data Extraction and Synthetic Pitch Contour
Generation
From the score, we read the makam of the piece, the starting event numbers of the sections, the note names and their
durations. If the teslims have different endings, only the
note sequence of the first teslim is considered. The symbolic format is mapped to theoretical pitches with respect
to the theoretical information given, such that the karar
note is assigned to 0 Hc and all note symbols are converted
to their respective theoretical scale degree values (i.e. the
symbol B4♭2 is converted to 7Hc, where the karar note
of a piece is A4 = 0Hc). Then each value obtained from
the theoretical intervals is interchanged with the scale degrees in the performance obtained through histogram analysis (Section 3.2.1), provided that there is a single prominent peak observed in the pitch histogram in the vicinity
4 Holderian commas are picked due to their common usage in scholarly articles about makam music of Turkey.
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Table 1: Structural element defined for the dilation operation
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Table 2: Structural element defined for the erosion and
opening operations
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of the theoretical value (a maximum distance of 1 Hc).
The rests in the score are assigned the same pseudo-value,
which was noted in audio pitch contour generation (Section 3.2.1). Then, the note and time sequences are divided
into sections by using the event number of the start of each
section. Finally a synthetic pitch contour of each section
is generated from the durations and the Hc values of the
note sequences in the segments with a sampling period of
10ms to match the hop size of the pitch contour. Like for
the audio pitch contour (Section 3.2.1), the synthetic pitch
contours are downsampled by 10.
3.3 Candidate Estimation
After computing the pitch contours the method tries the estimate candidate time locations that can form the links between each section of the score and the audio recordings.
Similarity matrices are calculated by taking the City Block
(L1) distance [27] between each point of the synthetic pitch
contour associated with the section and the audio pitch
contour. The similarity matrices are normalized so that the
distances stay between 0 and 1.
In the normalized similarity matrices long, diagonal “valleys” are observed, which identify the regions where a section in the score might have been performed and are present
in the audio recording. In order to detect these diagonal shapes, we first emphasize them by utilizing a number
of structural morphological operations [21, 22]. To properly apply morphological operations, the similarity matrix is first subtracted from 1 such that the “valleys” become “hills.” Then, the image is dilated. The structural
element is picked as a binary diagonal beam lying in the
2nd and 4th quadrants with the focus at the origin (Table 1).
Next, the similarity matrix is eroded twice. The structural
element is a similar beam to the beam defined for dilation,
but smaller (Table 2). Later, to remove noises, the similarity matrix is opened with the same structuring element
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Figure 2: Section candidates shown on top of the processed similarity matrices, estimated for an audio recording of
Muhayyer Saz Semâi (recording #29 in Table 3) and groups connected prior to hierarchical linking. Horizontal blue lines
show the group borders, red lines indicate connections of preceding and following groups and pink links mark overlapping
regions.
used in the erosions. Next, the similarity matrices are converted into binary images by applying thresholding, such
that all values higher than 0.96 are given the value one and
all other values are assigned to zero. Structural component
analysis is done on the binary image to find the blobs. All
blobs that are not in the desired diagonal orientation (i.e.
lying between 0 and -90 degrees) are removed. From the
remaining blobs only the biggest 20% are picked. As a
last step in pre-processing the similarity matrix, the image
is dilated by a 3x3 square structuring element to slightly
widen the diagonals.
After pre-processing the similarity matrices, Hough transform [22] is applied on each similarity matrix to detect
the prominent lines. The peaks between -25 and -65 degrees are detected in the transformation matrix, and the
peaks which have accumulated a value higher than .3 are
picked. The detected peaks are then used to extract line
segments: in this process only the lines which are longer
than 150 pixels are selected. Since the diagonals are actually blobs, there are a number of lines in the same region
with minimal variances in locations and angles: all of these
lines are removed except the longest one. Moreover, some
prominent diagonals might have discontinuities resulting
in more than one line segment on different parts of a diagonal. These lines are connected with each other provided
their combined projection to the score (i.e. the range in the
corresponding y axis) covers more than 60% of the score.
Finally, all line segments covering more than 70% of the
score are extrapolated to the edges and all other lines are
removed. By combining the parallel results, candidate locations for all sections are obtained.
3.4 Hierarchical Linking
Through inspecting the candidates obtained from the estimations of each section, most of the sections may be linked

with their corresponding regions in the audio recording.
Nevertheless, there might be some erroneous candidates
in several locations apart from the true location. Since
the candidate estimations for each section are temporally
independent from each other, such erroneous links might
overlap or enclose other candidates, and produce conceptually problematic outcomes. Moreover, there might also
be some unsure regions where no candidate was estimated.
Nevertheless, since the sequence of the sections in the
score is known, an additional step making use of the sequence of the sections given in the composition might be
introduced. This step would be hierarchically able to eliminate any erroneous candidates and guess unsure regions,
and therefore increase the overall accuracy of the method.
First, the candidates are gathered such that when the borders of a candidate is inside the borders of another (i.e.
one candidate is enclosing another), they are grouped together. Since there is always a chance for the shorter candidate to be exceeding a border of the longer candidate by
a very small duration, an expansion outside the border of
the longer candidate by less than 10% of the duration of
the longest candidate is tolerated. Next, regions, where
candidate estimation did not predict any candidates, are labeled as “unsure.” Afterwards, these groups are connected
together so that any preceding, following and overlapping
groups may be traversed (Figure 2).
After the enclosing groups are formed, linking is commenced iteratively. First, any non-overlapping groups having a single candidate are temporarily linked. Next, each
hane candidate is checked whether its location is impossible with respect to already linked candidates. For example,
if a 2nd hane is linked and there are other 2nd hane candidates occurring later in the audio recording, which are
not directly connected to the link (i.e. a sequence of {2nd
hane, 2nd hane} is not observed) or through an unsure re99
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Table 3: The dataset used in the experimentation. hn , t and u stand for the nth hane, teslim and unrelated region respectively. t* indicates ends of the
teslims vary in the composition.

Rec. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Composition
Acemaşiran Peşrev

Composer
Neyzen Salih Dede

Instrumentation
Ney
Ney
Ney
Ney
Ney
Ney
Ney
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ney
Ney
Ensemble
Ensemble
Tanbur, Kemençe

Dur.
4:19
4:22
4:22
4:00
4:00
5:21
5:22
5:17
5:15
4:48
4:48
3:01
5:38
3:21

Annotations
h1 , h2 , h3 , h4
h1 , h2 , h3 , h4
h1 , h2 , h3 , h4
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , h2 , h3 , h4
h1 , h2 , h3 , h4
h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u
h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , h3 , t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , h2 , t, t, h3 , h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, h3 , h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u

Hicaz Saz Semâı̂

Muhittin Erev

Hüseyni Peşrev

Kul Mehmet

Hüseyni Peşrev

Lavtacı Andon

Hüseyni Saz Semâı̂

Lavtacı Andon

Hüseyni Saz Semâı̂

Tatyos Efendi

Ud

7:31

u, h1 , h1 , t, t, h2 , h2 , t, t, h3 , h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u

Ensemble
Ensemble
Tanbur

1:10
1:11
4:05

h1 , t*
h1 , t*
h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u

19

Tanbur

4:07

h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Ud
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ud
Ud
Ud
Ensemble
Ney
Ney
Ensemble
Ney
Ney
Ensemble
Violin
Ney, Percussion
Cello, Viola

4:19
5:48
2:07
6:32
4:08
4:16
5:33
4:20
4:20
3:22
4:10
4:09
2:36
7:35
3:27
14:03

h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u
h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u
h1 , t*, h2 , t*
u, h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t*
u, h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u
h1 , t*, h2 , t*
h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*, u

Ney, Kanun
Tanbur
Tanbur, Kemençe
Ud
Tanbur
Kemençe

6:39
6:45
4:16
5:53
5:44
5:20

h1 , t*, h2 , t*, h3 , t*, h4 , t*
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , h4 , t, t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t, u
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t, u
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, t, h4 , u, h4 , t, t, u

Ney
Ney
Ney

5:56
5:56
7:16

h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, h2 , t, h3 , t, h4 , t
h1 , t, t, h2 , t, t, h3 , t, t, h4 , t, t

15
16
17
18

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Kürdilihicazkar Peşrev

Vasilaki

Muhayyer Saz Semâı̂

Tanburi Cemil Bey

Rast Peşrev

Osman Bey

Segah Saz Semâı̂

Yusuf Paşa

Uşşak Saz Semâı̂

Salih Dede

100

Remarks on the Recording
Kız Ahenk
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Repetitions in Hane 4 Omitted
Silence in the End
Speech and Taksim in the Start
Taksim and Silence in the End
Partial Performance
Partial Performance
Denoised Recording of Below
Silence in the End
Noisy Recording
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Partial Performance
Silence in the Start and the End
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Silence in the End
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Partial Performance
Silence in the Start and the End
Percussion is Recorded Loud
Group Taksim, Suzidil Saz Semaisi and Silence in the End

Silence in the End
Silence in the End
Taksim in the Middle
Silence in the End
Kız Ahenk
Mansur Ahenk
Müstahsen Ahenk
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gion (i.e. a sequence of {2nd hane, unsure, 2nd hane} is
not observed), these future candidates are removed even if
they are already linked. Moreover any earlier candidates
which should not occur before a hane link (i.e. 3rd hane
and 4th hane candidates occurring before a 2nd hane link)
or should not occur after a hane link (i.e. 1st hane candidates occurring after a 2nd hane link) are removed. This
way, most of the false positives occurring before and after
the true hane link may be taken care of, while linking hane
repetitions and expressive elements not related to the composition (i.e. taksim etc.) between two hanes of the same
label are still allowed.
After this step, the indices of links (i.e. order of the section given in the score) are noted, where possible. Since
each hane has an unique index in the score, our starting
point is to note the indices of the linked hanes. For example, if the score is in the form {1st hane, teslim, 2nd hane,
. . . , 4th hane, teslim}, the index of a 2nd hane link will
be 3. If a teslim or a teslim repetition is found, the index
will be the index of the previous neighboring hane plus one
or the index of the next neighboring hane minus one, provided either one is known. If the indices of both the previous and the next neighboring hane link is known, they must
be consecutive (i.e. {1st hane, teslim(s), 2nd hane}), or
the indices for the teslim will be left indeterminate. The
indices of the links are used to estimate the unsure groups
and groups with mulitple candidates, which will be explained later.
Through inspecting the enclosing groups, it was seen that
if a group is overlapping with at least two other groups,
the candidates inside the group are almost never true positives. All such overlapping groups are removed to increase
precision in exchange with a minimal-to-zero decrease in
recall.
After each step, if all the candidates of an enclosing group
is removed, the group is assigned “unsure.” Moreover, if
an unsure group is followed by another, both groups are
merged into one. Unsure groups are also not allowed to
overlap with other groups. If such a case occurs the interval overlapping with the other groups is trimmed from the
unsure group.
The final confusion arises when a group does not have
any candidates (unsure group) or there are at least two candidates that are both linkable. To guess an unsure group,
both of the immediate neighbor groups must be already
linked 5 . If the neighbors are consecutive hanes, the algorithm predicts a teslim for the unsure group. If both
of the neighbors are teslims, the algorithm predicts a hane
in between, provided that at least one of the composition
index of the (teslim) neighbors are previously noted. If
both indices are known, they must be even consecutive 6
so that there can only be a single hane nominee. If these
conditions are not met and only one of the neighbors is a
teslim, the algorithm predicts a teslim repetition. Otherwise, the group is left as unsure. For groups, which mul5 With the exception of the first and the last groups since they are in
the start and end of the recording respectively. For the first and the last
groups respectively, only the next and previous groups are needed to be
linked before.
6 Since both saz semaisi and peşrev forms start with 1st hane , teslims
always occupy even indices.

tiple candidate are possible, the same operation is done.
Nevertheless, a multiple-candidate group only requires a
single neighbor to be linked before. Moreover, if the unlinked neighbor has more than one candidate (i.e. it is
also a multi-candidate group), all candidates in this neighboring group are considered one-by-one to link the multicandidate group.
The iterative process is finished if no border changes or
linking is done in a cycle. Afterwards the gaps between
each neighboring link are closed provided there is one. The
first and the final links are also widened to the start and
the end of the audio recording provided the are not further from the start/end more than 10% of the duration of
the longest candidate. Finally, all of the remaining unsure
regions are converted to links indicating regions which indicate unrelated parts in the performance with respect to
the given composition.
4. EXPERIMENTS
To test the methodology, we have gathered scores of instrumental pieces and the corresponding audio recordings
(Section 4.1). The method is applied to each audio recording, linking the sections marked in the score with the corresponding audio fragments. The links found between the
audio recordings and scores are then compared with manually linked regions (Section 4.2).
4.1 Data
For the experiments we have used a set of 44 audio recordings associated with 11 scores of different compositions
(Table 3) 7 . The scores and parallel audio recordings come
from the CompMusic database, the SymbTr database [24]
and the Instrumental Pieces Played with the Ney collection 8 .
All the scores follow the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek theory. In
the experiments, we are using a single score per composition, which is either obtained from the SymbTr database or
obtained by encoding the scores as the symbTr files [24]
by referring to the version given in the Instrumental Pieces
Played with the Ney. As score fragments, we use the actual sections of the pieces, a total of 53 fragments. All of
the audio recordings are in wav format and either publicdomain or commercially available. The recordings encompass a wide variety of instrumentation (Table 3) such as
solo ney recordings, which are monophonic; solo stringed
instruments, which involve heterophonic peculiarities; duo,
trio and ensembles, which are heterophonic. The recordings also cover a substantial amount of expressive decisions such as changes in performance speed, different density of embellishments, note suspension and repetitions,
melodic excerpts played in different octaves and various
ahenks. Some of the recordings include some material that
is not related to the scores such as taksims (non-metered
improvisations), applauses, introductory speeches, silences
and even other pieces of music. These audio materials are
not manually removed.
7
8
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The data will be available in http://compmusic.upf.edu/
http://neyzen.com/ney_den_saz_eserleri.htm
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Table 5: The results of the section linking experiment including all audio recordings. K-, K+, H- and H+ indicate results obtained from fully-automatic karar recognition, semi-automatic karar recognition, candidate estimation and hierarchical linking respectively.

Accuracy
Specificity
Recall
Precision
F1 score
F3 score

K-H65.17%
0%
72.38%
86.75%
78.92%
73.60%

K+H69.83%
0%
79.28%
85.42%
82.23%
79.86%

K-H+
73.45%
13.33%
81.01%
88.15%
84.43%
81.67%

K+H+
80.45%
13.04%
89.11%
88.86%
88.98%
89.08%

Almost all the pieces in the Instrumental Pieces Played
with the Ney collection include both the audio recording
and the score used by the musician to play from. The procedure of adding a piece to the collection is as follows:
1. The musician looks a few scores of the same composition, picks the one she/he prefers; 2. The musician makes
corrections to the score if necessary; 3. The musician performs the piece while referring to the score.
4.2 Results and Evaluation
To evaluate the method, we built the ground truth by manually identifying the particular fragment of the score section
by labeling the time boundaries in the audio recordings. A
composition-related link is deemed as true positive, if and
only if it is coinciding with an annotation of the same section, and the average distance between the borders of the
annotation and the link does not exceed 10% of the duration of the annotation. Links, which do not meet these
constraints are treated as false positives. If a composition
related annotation does not coincide with any link with the
distance constraint given above, it is labeled as a false negative.
Since the system is not meant to identify what a nonrelated region actually is, the boundaries of the links labeled as “unrelated” do not have to coincide with the borders of an unrelated annotation. Therefore, any consecutive unrelated regions (i.e. introductory speech followed
by a taksim) are combined into a single one, and evaluation is done on the links which are enclosed by a noncompositional region. Links enclosed by a non-compositional region are obtained by the enclosing operation explained in Section 3.4. All links labeled as “unrelated”
enclosed by a non-compositional annotation are labeled as
true negative. All other enclosed links are treated as false
positives. Any unguessed parts in these annotations are
neither awarded or penalized.
We have computed accuracy, specificity, recall, precision,
F1 -score and F3 -score from the true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives. These results
are reported for both candidate estimation and hierarchical linking. The automatic karar recognition obtained via
Makam Toolbox has failed in 7 pieces (recordings #1, #2,
#3, #6, #7, #8 and #22, indicated as bold in Table 4), which
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are corrected via the graphical interface of the Makam Toolbox. The true positive, true negative, false positive, false
negative scores calculated per experiment is given in Table 4. The global accuracy, specificity, recall, precision,
F1 score and F3 score obtained from the candidate estimation and hierarchical linking with automatic and semiautomatic karar recognition are given in Table 5.
In order to assess the effectiveness of pitch contours proposed, it is necessary to check the results obtained from the
candidate estimation with respect to the density of heterophonic and expressive elements. However, it is not straightforward to directly measure the level of heterophony and
expressivity of an audio recording. On the other hand,
since these elements are related to instrumentation, the results obtained from candidate estimation are grouped and
compared with respect to different types instrumentation
(Table 6).
The time elapsed per experiment are also recorded. The
timings are then normalized with respect to the duration of
the audio recordings with the given formula:
Pn
ti
i duri
tN i =
∗
(1)
duri
n
where ti is the time elapsed during the section linking,
duri is the duration of the ith audio recording and n is the
number of the recordings (Table 5). It takes an average of
42 seconds with a standard deviation of 15 seconds to link
the sections of a audio recording approximately 275 seconds long (i.e. the average duration of an audio recording
in the dataset), when the implementation is run on computer with a 4GB RAM and 2.26 GHz processor.
5. DISCUSSION
The results in Table 5 points that the methodology is quite
successful in linking sections given in the scores with the
corresponding audio recordings. The method is able to
deal with a wide number of situations such as compositions without any section repetitions, various ahenks, partial performances, hane or teslim repetitions and recordings with unrelated parts. Table 5 also shows that hierarchical linking has a clear success over candidate estimation, even when failed karar detections are not altered.
The advantage of the hierarchical linking is more evident,
when results per piece (Table 4) are inspected. Except
the 14th experiment, where candidate estimation produced
one erroneous link enclosing a true link and hierarchical
linking preferred the erroneous one, hierarchical linking
emits more true positives and less false negatives. Moreover, there is no increase in the number of false positives
obtained through all experiments, thus hierarchical linking presents much better precision, recall and f-scores over
evaluation on raw links provided by the section estimation.
The results also show that the pitch contours successfully
allow a flexible means of section linking specific to makam
music of Turkey. Nevertheless, in Table 6, it can be seen
that as the instrumentation of a recording gets more complex, i.e. the tendency of observing heterophonic and expressive elements in an audio recording increases, the accuracy and the F1 -score decreases almost monotonically.
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Table 4: The results per piece. t and tN indicate the time and normalized time elapsed per experiment with semi-automatic karar recognition. K-, K+, Hand H+ indicate results obtained from fully-automatic karar recognition, semi-automatic karar recognition, candidate estimation and hierarchical linking
respectively.

Rec. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
Total

#Sections /
#Unrelated
4
4
4
8
8
4
4
8/1
8/1
8
8
10 / 1
14 / 1
12 / 1
15 / 2
2
2
8/1
8/1
8/1
8/1
4
12 / 2
12 / 1
12 / 1
12 / 1
8
8
9/1
8
8
2
8/2
4
8/1
8
13
8/1
12
12 / 1
11 / 2
8
8
12
364 / 24

t / tN
(sec)
32 / 34
26 / 27
26 / 28
28 / 32
33 / 37
39 / 33
39 / 33
30 / 26
32 / 28
27 / 32
27 / 32
28 / 42
67 / 66
46 / 62
126 / 89
13 / 53
14 / 52
30 / 34
28 / 31
29 / 30
32 / 30
17 / 37
40 / 33
32 / 36
59 / 63
50 / 50
28 / 29
31 / 33
40 / 54
33 / 36
36 / 39
15 / 44
45 / 32
23 / 31
101 / 33
44 / 36
76 / 61
32 / 34
61 / 57
93 / 90
63 / 54
39 / 37
41 / 38
69 / 44
1817 / 1831
( Av: 41 / 42 )

K-H0
0
0
7
7
0
0
0
7
7
8
4
10
11
13
2
1
7
5
5
4
0
5
4
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
2
7
4
5
8
12
7
11
10
9
8
8
12
262

True Positive
K+H- K-H+
4
0
4
0
4
0
7
8
7
8
4
0
4
0
3
0
7
8
7
8
8
8
4
5
10
12
11
10
13
14
2
2
1
2
7
7
5
6
5
6
4
8
2
0
5
7
4
7
7
8
7
10
7
8
7
7
8
9
8
8
8
8
2
2
7
8
4
4
5
5
8
8
12
12
7
7
11
12
10
10
9
10
8
8
8
8
12
12
287
290

K+H+
4
4
4
8
8
4
4
5
8
8
8
5
12
10
14
2
2
7
6
6
8
4
7
7
8
10
8
7
9
8
8
2
8
4
5
8
12
7
12
10
10
8
8
12
319

K-H0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

True Negative
K+H- K-H+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

K+H+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6

K-H4
4
4
1
1
4
4
8
1
1
0
6
4
1
2
0
1
1
3
3
4
4
7
8
5
5
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
1
1
1
2
2
0
0
0
100

False Negative
K+H- K-H+ K+H+
0
4
0
0
4
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
0
0
4
0
5
8
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
5
5
4
2
2
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
3
2
2
3
2
2
4
0
0
2
4
0
7
5
5
8
5
5
5
3
3
5
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75
68
39

K-H0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
3
5
1
4
0
2
3
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
3
40

False Positive
K+H- K-H+
2
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
1
2
0
2
2
2
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
5
0
2
0
0
1
2
2
1
3
0
5
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
2
4
3
1
0
2
2
1
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
1
2
1
3
1
49
39

K+H+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
2
2
3
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
5
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
40

Table 6: The results obtained from the candidate estimation with semi-automatic karar detection. The results are grouped
per instrumentation. #Rec., #Sec., #Un., tp, fn, fp, Accur., Precis., F1 , F3 stand for number of recordings, number of
sections, number of unrelated regions, number of true positives, number of false negatives, number of false positives,
accuracy, precision, F1 -score and F3 -score respectively.

Solo Ney
Solo Stringed
Duo / Trio
Ensemble
All

#Rec.
17
12
4
11
44

#Sec.
116
131
36
79
362

#Un.
0
14
3
7
24

tp
111
95
31
50
287

fn
5
36
5
29
75

fp
28
8
9
4
49
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Accur.
77.08%
68.35%
68.89%
60.24%
69.83%

Recall
95.69%
72.52%
86.11%
63.29%
79.28%

Precis.
79.86%
92.23%
77.50%
92.59%
85.42%

F1
87.06%
81.20%
81.58%
75.19%
82.23%

F3
93.83%
74.10%
85.16%
65.36%
79.86%
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This suggests that an improvement in the extraction of audio pitch contour is necessary. Through inspecting errors
in the audio recording level, it is seen that the current bottleneck of the system is the pitch estimation. Since YIN is
designed for monophonic sounds, lots of confusions arise
in the fundamental frequency estimations due to the heterophonic nature of makam music, especially in ensemble
performances. Moreover, YIN is found to lose its robustness, where there are substantial usage of expressive elements such as legatos, slides and tremolos. This problem should be tackled by using multi-pitch extraction and
prominent melody detection [28].
A second problem occurs when the performers substantially deviate from the score i.e. a performer suspends
the note while the rest of the performers continue playing, some notes in an melodic excerpt is played an octave
up/down. In these situations, Hough transformation detects either a short, single line segment or several line segments in the region, where a section is being performed.
However, as explained in (Section 3.3), the synthetic pitch
contour do not link to its corresponding location in the performance under these circumstances, unless 70% of the
section is covered by the line segments. To handle these
problems, a metric, which compensates for octave differences might be devised, analogous to octave-resilient methods used for Western music [29]. Moreover, arithmetic
geometry operations might be made more flexible by removing the 70% coverage constraint and using the ratio of
the coverage as a confidence measure for hierarchical linking. This way, the method will be allowed to link partial
similarity between the pitch contours.
It is also observed that hierarchical linking predicts a considerable amount of regions which candidate estimate do
not (100 vs. 68 false negatives with automatic karar recognition and 75 vs. 39 false negatives with semi-automatic
karar recognition). Most of the remaining false negatives
(30 false negatives out of 39, and 11 related false positives
out of 40 with semi-automatic karar detection) after hierarchical linking are due to Hough transformation not able
to yield any links for regions encompassing at least two
consequent composition related annotations in the previous step. These regions might be linked to multiple sections by allowing hierarchical linking make multiple decisions based on the duration of the particular region with
respect to the previously linked sections. Nevertheless, the
core reason of this type of confusion is due to the partial
differences in the pitch contours explained above. We predict that by implementing the relevant measures proposed
above, this type of confusions will diminish without rendering the hierarchical linking step much more complex.
Another drawback of the method is the detection of the
unrelated regions in hierarchical linking 9 . In this step,
unrelated links are currently found indirectly by locating
related sections. Even if there are no estimations given
for a unrelated region after candidate estimation, hierarchical linking typically predicts an erroneous link in these
regions (16 false positives out of 40 with semi-automatic
9 Note that candidate estimation does not currently produce any unrelated links since it conceptually only tries to link patterns it is provided,
and leaves the time-related decisions to the hierarchical linking step.
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karar detection), resulting in a low specificity. To increase
the detection of true negatives, some direct means of linking the audio signal with some types of unrelated events,
i.e. through silence and speech detection, may be useful.
Currently hierarchical linking does not have any restrictions on the duration of a candidate link. By adding some
constraints in the duration of links (i.e. comparison of the
performance speed of a candidate in the audio recording by
the speed of its synthetic pitch contour and the speeds of
the pitch contours of other sections already linked), an ample amount of erroneous links to silent regions and regions
spanning to multiple annotations may also be avoided. Moreover, since the current approach for hierarchical linking
is completely rule-based, every single special case should
be considered explicitly, which makes the implementation
hard to maintain and prone to errors. This type of situation is highly suitable for applying principles of fuzzy
logic [30]. Fuzzy logic might also lower the complexity
of the code and increase human readability.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a method to link sections of a musical
score of a composition with the corresponding regions in
an audio recording of the performance of the same composition. We have tested the method with 11 instrumental
compositions of makam music of Turkey associated with
44 audio recordings, obtaining remarkable performance in
a fast operation time.
Since a score section is basically a sequence of note events, the candidate estimation step might be generalized
to link any type of melodic fragments with an audio recording. A generalized fragment linking methodology might be
helpful in computational tasks such as audio-score alignment, embellishment detection, tonic analysis, tuning detection, intonation analysis and version detection. Conversely, the candidate estimation methodology might require specific adjustments for each task. Comparative candidate estimation experiments should be carried using other
techniques such as general Hough transform [22], SAX
[31], dynamic programming [18], minimal geodesics [23].
Currently, candidate estimation uses similarity matrices
computed from descriptors which are specifically designed
for makam music. Similarly, the method can be adapted to
other musical cultures by computing descriptors, which are
musically relevant to the culture being studied. As an example, semi-improvised jazz music performances, where
musicians build variations of predefined melodies through
improvisation, share a similar basis with makam music. Instead of generation of a monophonic pitch contour from
the score based on the properties of makam music, generation of a harmonic contour from the initial melody based
on jazz harmony might be useful to traverse the variations
through out a performance. Also, candidate estimation and
hierarchical linking might be adapted to structure analysis in Western music by replacing the pitch contours with
some harmonic descriptors and using a multi-dimensional
distance metric to calculate a similarity matrix.
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GENERATING COMPUTER MUSIC FROM SKELETAL
NOTATION FOR CARNATIC MUSIC COMPOSITIONS
M.Subramanian
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ABSTRACT
Although a high degree of improvisation is the hall mark
of Carnatic music, it still revolves around compositions
mostly written in the past 250 years. The music is carried
down the generations by oral tradition. A composition
may be preceded by or interspersed with improvisations.
Carnatic music notation uses the sol-fa (sa ri ga ma pa da
ni for the 7 notes) which is written on one line and the
lyric on the next line. Books containing notation for
Carnatic music compositions were printed in the 19th
century and continue to be printed. The notation available
in books is only skeletal and does not represent the music
completely though many musicians can fill up the
nuances intuitively. The objective of the present work is
to generate acceptable music from the notation with the
computer filling up for the gamakaṁs and other requirements. This paper describes the work done and under
development. The notation player Gaayaka uses the traditional notation transliterated into English with slight
modifications and can play acceptable music if the
nuances are also notated but cannot automatically add
nuances for which a separate program has been written.

1. INTRODUCTION
Carnatic music has many types of compositions such as
kr̥ tis, varṇaṁs, svarajatis, padaṁs and jāvaḷis which are
presented in the concerts. The kr̥ tis are the major ingredients of a concert. A kr̥ ti may run into many lines or
rhythmic cycles, certain lines being repeated with progressive embellishments (sangatis). The basic music for
the compositions is predefined by the composer, though
there is scope for improvisation extending the composer’s
ideas. Thus, in a Carnatic music concert, a considerable
part will be devoted to predefined music which can be
written down with notation.
Carnatic music notation uses the sol-fa (sa ri ga ma
pa da ni for the 7 notes) which is written on one line and
the lyric on the next line. Notation for Carnatic music
compositions is available in books (some more than a
century old) and manuscripts. As the notation available
in books is skeletal, musicians have to fill up the nuances
intuitively.
Any system meant to generate music from Carnatic
music notation, has to provide for continuity between
notes within a phrase and control of transit duration
Copyright: © 2012 M.Subramanian. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

between notes and possibly minute adjustment of the
pitches of notes. Gaayaka [1] is such a program which
accepts notation in the traditional format and plays the
notation as entered. Since the notation available in books
is skeletal the music will in most cases not be acceptable.
Crucially, generating computer music from notation
in Carnatic music requires sophisticated handling of
gamakaṁs essential for bringing out the correct mood of
the rāgaṁ, and the composer’s ideas. The term gamakaṁ
used in Carnatic music is different from the term gamak
used in Hindustani music. In Carnatic music it covers all
types of continuous movements of pitch including jāru
(mīnḍ of Hindustani music). Generating computer music
with appropriate gamakaṁs, however, faces a formidable
challenge since the notation available is tantamount to a
“lossy compression” of the music as originally conceived,
with many possibilities for “filling the gaps”. Further the
appropriate gamakaṁ at a certain point may vary
considerably depending upon the rāgaṁ, and the context
- whether the movement at that point is up or down,
whether the pitch movement turns at the note, to name
just a few.
This paper presents a technique for synthesizing
Carnatic music from skeletal notation, complete with
gamakaṁs. The technique has been implemented in a
separate program AddGamakaṁ in which the user can
enter skeletal notation (transcribed from texts containing
notations for a kr̥ ti, for instance), and the program automatically adds appropriate notes (called anusvaraṁs) and
produces notation incorporating gamakaṁs. The output
of this program can then be played in Gaayaka which can
be invoked from within AddGamakaṁ. Eventually the
two programs will be integrated. The acceptability of the
gamakaṁ rendering has been validated by informed
listeners though improvements were suggested. Generation of computer music with gamakaṁs from bare notation is useful for kr̥ tis available in books for which no
renderings, either transmitted by oral tradition or as
recordings are available and the user has no access to a
well trained musician who can sing from bare notation.
This paper also describes issues other than gamakaṁ
which are required to be taken care of when transcribing
music from books and the work in progress.

2. BACKGROUND
2.2 Carnatic Music Notation
The Carnatic music sol-fa (sa rig a ma pa da ni) is used
both at the learning phase and in concerts (svarakalpana)
The same sol-fa is used to write down notation. The
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notation system has evolved during the 19th and early 20th
centuries and has adapted some symbols of the staff
notation [2]. A sample of the notation (in Tamizh and
English transliteration) with explanations is at [3].
2.2 Gamakaṁ
It is an accepted fact that appropriate gamakaṁs (graces,
ornamentation or nuances) are essential to bring out the
correct mood of a Carnatic rāgaṁ. Sangīta Ratnākara, a
13th century Sanskrit work on music describes gamakaṁ
as the ‘shaking of a note imparting pleasure to hearing
and mind’ [4]. Sangīta Sampradāya Pradarśini [5]
describes 15 varieties. In current practice gamakaṁ could
be described as oscillations of a note or smooth transition
between notes and sometimes usage of crushed notes
imparting stress. Phrases of identical sets of bare notes
can lead to different rāgaṁs based on the gamakaṁs (and
a few other features). Gamakaṁs are not simple periodic
up and down movements of the pitch as may be seen
from the pitch graphs of live music (Figures 1 to 4). The
voice may remain at a lower note for considerable period
and move up in spurts (Figures 1 and 2) or it may be
anchored on an upper note (Figure 3) or the spacing and
duration of the oscillations may change if the note is
prolonged (Figure 4). There is often overshooting of the
peak (with reference to theoretical values) especially in
voice renderings. A more detailed analysis of the ranges
and shapes of gamakms is given by M.Subramanian [7,
8].

Figure 1. Māyāmāḷavagaula ri (1)

Figure 4. Prolonged ri of Māyāmāḷavagaula
A.Krishnaswamy [9] has also given pitch graphs of many
gamakaṁs. An intuitive understanding of the required
gamakaṁs is presumed and usage of different types of
gamakaṁs is not always mentioned in description of
rāgaṁs and rarely while teaching.
2.3 Notation and Gamakaṁ
The notation available in most of the books is simple and
generally has no indication for the gamakaṁs except an
occasional wavy line over a note to indicate that it is to be
shaken. Detailed symbols for the gamakaṁs have been
used in Sangīta Sampradāya Pradarśini [5] and more
recently Sangīta Svararāga Sudhā [10], but the practice
has not caught up. The symbols are qualitative whereas
quantitative parameters (such as ranges and durations) are
required for accurate description.
In spite of this and other shortcomings described later,
a good musician can sing or play from the notation filling
up the gaps by his expertise on the rāgaṁ's characteristics. Because of this no significant changes have been
made in the notation format. It is however true that the
same notation could lead to different renderings.
When attempting to generate computer music from
notation many gaps have to be filled in. Of these, adding
appropriate gamakaṁs is the most challenging for the
computer music programmer and is considered first.
(The other gaps may be filled by suitable algorithms and
in case of ambiguity applying heuristic techniques and
are considered later)

3. CARNATIC MUSIC NOTATION
PLYAER
To generate music from notation, a program is
required. The program Gaayaka[1] provides for
continuity between notes within a phrase and control of
transit duration between notes and minute adjustment of
the pitches of notes. Traditional sol-fa notation is entered
as input with slight modifications and many enhancements. Lyrics and comments can be entered within square
brackets which are ignored while playing. Scales, tempo
and pitch of tonic can be defined. It plays the music in the
tones of Vīṇa (Indian Lute) or Flute. As the input is
unformatted text notation available on the internet in
English can be copied and pasted into Gaayaka screen
after some processing. Another program for playing
notation from the Carnatic sol-fa is at [11]. It plays using
MIDI and does not connect the notes and cannot play

Figure 2. Māyāmāḷavagaula ri (2)

Figure 3. Māyāmāḷavagaula ga
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gamakaṁs. No further development of this program
appears to have been undertaken.
Adding gamakaṁs to standard notation poses considerable challenge since the notation is often more symbolic than representing the actual pitch of the note. The
voice may not stop at all at the note shown in the notation. For instance the note 'ni' in Bhairavi rāgaṁ is oscillated from 'da' to 'Sa' not stopping at 'ni' at all but is
notated as 'ni'. The note is played by deflecting the string
on the ‘da’ fret of the Vīṇa. Figure 5 shows a vocal
rendering of the note in Bhairavi varṇaṁ.

Figure 5. Ni of Bhairavi
The note ‘ma’ of Śankarābharaṇaṁ rāgaṁ (in ‘ga
maa paa’) is played similarly from the ‘ga’ fret deflecting
it all the way almost reaching the pitch of ‘pa’

4. ADDING GAMAKAMS
AUTOMATICALLY
The AddGamakaṁ program described in [12] generates
notation replacing, where required, a simple straight note
by a set of notes representing the movement of the pitch
as in the required gamakaṁ. Gaayaka can be invoked
from within the program with the output loaded and
music played with gamakaṁ. The program requires
gamakaṁ definition files for each rāgaṁ. The program is
available for downloading at [13] but requires Gaayaka
for playing the converted notation. The help file available
at [13] describes how the rāgaṁ definition files are
developed so that a user can write his own file. Some
audio files showing the results of conversion are available
at [13]. Due to the variability in interpretation, in some
cases the program gives two alternatives which can be
easily exchanged in the newer version of Gaayaka. Only
a limited number of rāgaṁ definition files have been
made available so far as the process is manual and based
on the personal knowledge of the developer as a
musician. (Both Gaayaka and AddGamakaṁ programs
work in Microsoft Windows1)
4.1 The approach used
Briefly the approach used is based on (a) the rāgaṁ, (b)
the context in which the note occurs and (c) its duration.
In the program 8 main types of contexts are used (in an
upward movement, in downward movement, turning at
the note from below, turning from above, following or
preceding the same note in up or down movements). In
addition 2 contexts of silence preceding or coming after
1

Trademark acknowledged

the note have also been used. Though in most cases the
direction of movement of the pitch is adequate to get the
gamakaṁ notation there may be exceptions (for instance
for the note ‘da’ in the rāgaṁ Kāmbōdi in the phrases 'pa
da Sa' and 'pa da ni' da). Where required the actual note
following or preceding the note can also be used to
generate a different gamakaṁ notation.
The duration is very important since when the music
is faster the number of oscillation of the gamakaṁs or the
duration of the lower steady note is reduced rather than
speeding up the whole phrase (Figures 1 to 4). However
there is no prescriptive correlation between the duration
and the number of oscillations as seen from these figures.
For the same duration Figure 1 shows two oscillations
and Figure 2 three. The mean time per oscillation varies
from 250 ms (Figure 3) to 500 ms (Figure 4).
In the program 6 duration ranges have been provided
with facility to alter the range boundaries. The input of
plain notation is read and ‘context strings’ are generated
for each note. The first 4 characters of the string show the
note name, duration range and the context. Other information like the actual preceding and succeeding notes,
position of the note in the phrase, duration of the note etc.
follow. Using the context string the program chooses the
required gamakaṁ replacement notation from the
rāgaṁ’s gamakaṁ definition file, brings it to the correct
note duration as in the original file and replaces the
original note. A detailed description of the context string
is available in the help file of the AddGamakaṁ program
(available at [13]).
Instead of generating music keeping the conversions
in the background, replacement notations were used so
that any other notation playing program can also use the
system (if need be converting the notations into the
format required by it).
Nevertheless the system cannot be considered anywhere near perfect. Being an art form there are many
imponderables which lead to the final creation. The
program can to a good extent fulfill the objective
mentioned at the outset.
4.2 Modeling Gamakaṁs
Gamakaṁs could be modeled in different ways. The ideal
would be to analyse large number of live recordings and
extract common features for each note of the rāgaṁ. This
implies a reliable program to identify note boundaries and
transcribe live music into the current simple notation
format. The transcription cannot be in great detail with
detailed notation for the gamakaṁs since the purpose
would be to identify movements associated with a single
note in the traditional notation.
The other alternative is to use the available knowledge (in writings or with the musicians). The simplest
model is to consider gamakaṁ as a continuous variation
in pitch with some constant pitch regions. A set of 3*n -1
numbers can represent a gamakaṁ where n is the number
of pitch positions touched, the first number being the
starting frequency followed by its duration and duration
of transit to the next frequency and so on (the last frequency not having transit) as described in [14] This
method was used in Rasika program [6]. Writing these
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numbers requires musical training to interpret movements
of pitch as numbers and repeated testing.
For transcription, the individual oscillations of a
gamakaṁ have been conceived as 'atoms' by A.
Krishnaswamy [9] and it is suggested that any type of
gamakaṁ can be assembled from the ‘atoms’. Graphic
symbols used by A. Mallikarjuna Sharma [10] shows
how the pitch moves. However, any modeling would
eventually require knowledge of which gamakaṁ (or
group of entities) is to be used for a note in a particular
place in a rāgaṁ and how the entities are to be linked. It
is for this reason that the context was considered as the
starting point for the insertion of gamakaṁ notations.
[12].
4.3 Results
Being an art form providing for different styles and
extemporisation, judgement of the results is difficult and
is likely to be subjective.
Results have been good for varṇaṁs (which are composed with notation as the basis) and acceptable for
krithis in most cases. In some cases the present day
version of a kr̥ ti or the version with which the listener is
familiar with is different from the notated version in old
books. This is one of the reasons for some results not
being acceptable. In some cases changes in the note
duration before conversion improved the music generated
from the converted notation.
Synthetic music lacks ‘expressiveness’. In the case of
gamakaṁ, modulations of voice in volume and quality
often add to the expression. This is also possible in the
case of instruments like violin. Lack of these effects is
also a reason for ‘not good’ quality of the output in some
cases. However, for the limited objective mentioned
earlier the output can be considered satisfactory.

notes long in compositions. When copying notation from
books and testing their conversion, it was found that if
these points are not correctly marked (Gaayaka uses a
hyphen “-” for this) the song is often unrecognisable in
the synthetic music. This segregation of notes based on
the lyric was found to be a time consuming process when
done manually. Automating this process has been
attempted, taking into account the fact that writing lyrics
in Indian languages using English alphabets is itself not a
fully satisfactory process as no standards have been
adopted. After laying down certain rules it is found that
this process can be automated for simpler medium paced
or fast paced songs. The algorithm breaks the lyric part
into syllables and assigns them duration units and marks
the notation such that the phrase durations synchronise
with the syllable durations. Durations of syllables
depend upon the vowel (long or short) and in the case of
short vowels whether a single or multiple consonants
follow the vowel. For instance, in the Sanskrit word
'putra' the vowel 'u' is 2 units while in 'pura' it is one unit.
There are exceptions such as 'bh' in 'subha' which is only
short and one unit. The algorithm developed so far works
well for songs which do not have unduly prolonged
vowels beyond the 2 units.
The real difficulty is that, unlike the notation itself,
there is no standard practice for indicating prolonged
vowels beyond 2 units in the lyric. Some leave spaces,
others put dots or hyphens and mostly attempt is made to
align vertically the notation and corresponding words of
the lyric which could get disturbed in printing. A sample
scanned from a 1956 publication is at Figure 6.

5. OTHER REQUIREMENTS
5.1 Grouping of notes

Figure 6. Prolonged vowels in lyric

As compositions are central to Carnatic music concerts,
even instrumentalists try to play with a view creating the
feeling of hearing the lyric, which requires separation of
the music into phrases. In the currently used notation
system, apart from the absence of indication for
gamakaṁs, there is no standard for marking groups of
notes with reference to the lyric or points of accent. In
the lyrics there is also no standard system to show the
alignment of the notation with lyric when vowels are
prolonged over many notes except for physical alignment
on the printed page which often gets disturbed during
printing.
Gaayaka allows up to 20 notes to be linked without
break. In practice for singing or playing compositions the
notation is intuitively grouped into phrases – for faster
songs the consonants in the lyric and for slower ones at
the consonants and other appropriate places. A new
phrase is played with a plucking on the Vīṇa or reversing
the bow on the violin or momentarily stopping the
blowing in the flute. It is very rare to find a phrase 20

In the second line dots are used while blanks are left in
the first line.
A standard may have to be prescribed for typing the
lyric when it is copied. Old publications are being studied
and this part is yet to be developed.
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5.2 Silences
There are 2 types of silences. One is due to the lyric
starting after the beginning of the rhythm cycle (āvartaṁ)
or ending at the middle of a cycle. The first poses no
problem. Figure 7 shows the second type of

Figure 7. Prolonged note requiring split
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prolonged note often in the middle or end of rhythm
cycle. The note does not extend all the way and has to be
split up into note itself and silence. Some rule of thumb
has to be applied, such as the note being sounded only for
a fourth or a third of the period of the gap depending on
the gap duration and the rest converted into silence.
Figure 8 illustrates the other type of very short silence
which occurs when a vowel is followed by a double
consonant (other than a sibilant). The word 'bhakti' in the
lyric is pronounced with a short gap before 'ta'. The Vīṇa
player damps the string for a very short moment. This has
to be correctly reflected in instrumental music for proper
feel of the lyric and the notation altered to show the
silence. If the alignment of the lyric to the notation
mentioned earlier is correctly done, then the insertion of
silence can be implemented automatically for selected
consonant combinations.

Figure 8. Silences in Consonant combinations
5. 3 Using notation available on the Internet
Carnatic music notation is found in many web sites in
English. While transcribing from the native sol-fa (sa,ri
ga ma pa da ni) which includes vowels, the practice that
has come to stay uses only the letters S R G M P D N.
(This is not the system in Gaayaka which uses the vowel
part to indicate the octave and also to show notes of 2
units).
Two different standards are being used in writing
notation in English. In one system only upper case
characters are used for the notes and prolonged notes are
indicated by adding commas (Figure 9).
P , ,- P, M R - G R
Sa - - mi - - ni S , , ,, ,Ri - - - - -

|S N,-P N S R N
| nne - - ko - - - - |

N S | R G R S R M P N ||
yu - | - - - - nna - nu ||

Figure 9. Notation in English (1)
The other standard uses lower case for notes of 1 unit
duration and upper case for 2 units.

Figure 10. Notation in English (2)

Longer notes are indicated by commas or semicolons
(Figure 10).
In either case there is no indication for the octaves
which have to be guessed.
Underlines are used for
halving the note duration and it is not possible to show a
quarter- note.
Such notations can be processed for automatic
conversion it into Gaayaka (or other notation player)
format using heuristics to guess the octave. Parts underlined in the notation (to mark half notes) have to be
manually indicated by brackets in Gaayaka. A program
has been written for conversion into Gaayaka format.
It would be simpler if Gaayaka type of notation is
used in English, as the notation is unambiguous, covers
all aspects (and more) and uses only ordinary characters
(Ascii 32 to 127) and easily portable.

6. FROM THE BOOK TO THE SOUND
The steps in the process of generating music from the
notation in books or manuscripts or available on the
internet would be:
For notation in books and manuscripts type manually
into a text file, marking Lyrics in square brackets.
For notation available on the internet, copy as unformatted text and use a program to convert to Gaayaka
notation with manual editing for octave jumps and half
note markings.
Use a program to mark phrase boundaries with
hyphen in the text of Gaayaka notation based on the
syllables of the lyric.
Paste this notation into AddGamakaṁ screen. Enter
mēḷam (scale). Guess and enter note duration (tempo).
Check tempo, correctness of note durations and bracket
balance
by
invoking
Gaayaka
from
within
AddGamakaṁ..
Convert into notation with gamakaṁs.
Play the notation by invoking Gaayaka from within
AddGamakaṁ program.

10. FUTURE WORK
In the present AddGamakaṁ program the replacement
notation is based on duration ranges and when the duration of a note is not the middle of the range it has to be
'stretched' or 'shrunk' which sometimes leads to unacceptable results especially when 'stretched'. The algorithm now used can be refined to avoid this. One
approach to handling the problem of durations is suggested by S. Subramanian et al in [15]. Basically the
notation system has adopted progressive halving of note
durations for faster phrases. Extending the same to
smooth movements of gamakaṁ is not the best possible
way to represent gamakaṁs but it has the advantage of
easy readability and editing.
The alternative is to define parameters for the
gamakaṁ with duration as one of the parameters. The
other parameters could be the context as mentioned
above, the anchoring point, transit durations and range of
oscillations and their shapes. The algorithm has to fit the
gamakaṁ’s oscillations within the duration without
111
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significantly shrinking or stretching the oscillations themselves. The algorithm has also to decide the number of
oscillations, constant pitch areas and their durations.
While the traditional rāgaṁs require full-fledged
definition files, for newer rāgaṁs which came into vogue
after 72 scale system was proposed in the 17th century by
Venkatamakhi, it may be possible to define ‘generic’
gamakaṁ notations for many of the notes requiring separate definition only for one or two notes.
The existence of different styles would also suggest
that the system could even provide for them, inserting
gamakaṁ notations differing in (say) the oscillation range
or oscillation durations.
These and the points mentioned in Sec. 5 would be
the scope of future work.

9. CONCLUSIONS
Generating acceptable computer music from bare skeletal
notation of Carnatic music compositions available in
books requires filling up many gaps in the notation. One
of them is gamakaṁ (nuances). A system for automatically inserting notation containing gamakaṁ into the
skeletal notation based on the rāgaṁ and the context in
which the note occurs is described. Possible other
approaches are discussed. There is scope for future work
based on the results. The other aspects such as phrase
segregation in the notation, alignment with lyric, marking
silences are also discussed. For some of these programs
have been developed or under development.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe several techniques for detecting
tonic pitch value in Indian classical music. In Indian music, the rāga is the basic melodic framework and it is built
on the tonic. Tonic detection is therefore fundamental for
any melodic analysis in Indian classical music. This work
explores detection of tonic by processing the pitch histograms of Indian classic music. Processing of pitch histograms using group delay functions and its ability to amplify certain traits of Indian music in the pitch histogram, is
discussed. Three different strategies to detect tonic, namely,
the concert method, the template matching and segmented
histogram method are proposed. The concert method exploits the fact that the tonic is constant over a piece/concert.
template matching method and segmented histogram methods use the properties: (i) the tonic is always present in the
background, (ii) some notes are less inflected and dominant, to detect the tonic of individual pieces. All the three
methods yield good results for Carnatic music (90 − 100%
accuracy), while for Hindustani music, the template method
works best, provided the vādi samvādi notes for a given
piece are known (85%).
1. INTRODUCTION
Melody is a fundamental element in most music traditions.
Although melody is a common term that is used to categorize certain musical elements, each tradition has specific
differences. Indian classical music is an example of a tradition with specific melodic traits, especially when compared
to that of western classical music.
In western classical music, a melody is normally defined
as a succession of discrete tones, tones that belong to a
given scale and tonality context. Most melodic studies
Copyright: c 2012 Ashwin Bellur et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
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use the symbolic representation of the music and use concepts like notes, scales, octaves, tonality and key signatures. Also, given that western classical music uses equal
temperament tuning, melodic analysis of a western piece
of music is normally based on a quantized representation
of pitches and durations within a well defined framework
of possible relationships.
Melody in Indian classical music relates to the concept
of rāga. This has little to do with the western concepts of
tones and scales. A rāga also prescribes the way a set of
notes are to be inflected and ordered. Most Indian instruments do not have a specific tuning, and if any, it is more
related to just intonation than to equal temperament [1].
This music tradition has been preserved and has evolved as
an oral tradition in which notation plays a very little role.
A fundamental concept in Indian Classical music is the
one of tonic. The tonic is the base pitch chosen by a performer, used as a reference throughout a performance.
Melodies are defined relative to the tonic. All the instruments accompanying a lead performer tune to that tonic
and all the rāgas performed use that tonic as the base note
of the rāga. The reference note is the note Sa (also called
s.ad.ja) 1 . A simplified view of the difference with western classical music would be that Indian music uses a fixed
tonic while western classical music uses a movable tonic,
since for each key a different reference tonic is used. On
the other hand, in western music, a fixed frequency is used
as reference for tuning, normally A4 (440 Hz), while in
Indian music there is no reference tuning frequency, the
reference is the tonic of the lead performer. The frequency
of the tonic of male vocalists is normally in the range of
100 to 180 Hz, while that female singers is in the range of
160 to 280 Hz. The tonic of lead instruments varies from
140 Hz to 200 Hz.
The tonic is ubiquitously present in Indian Classical music. The drone is played by either the Tanpura, an electronic Śhruti box, or by the sympathetic strings of an instrument like the Sitār or Vīn.ā. The sound of the drone
consists of the tonic plus other related tones ( 43 ×tonic, 1.5×
1

the original author and source are credited.
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tonic, 15
8 × tonic, 2 × tonic) This drone is the reference
sound that establishes the harmonic and melodic relationships during a given performance.
As the tonic is chosen by the performer, the pitch (or note)
histogram of the same rāga can occupy different pitch ranges
(Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the histogram on the cent scale,
evaluated after normalizing the pitch extracted with respect
to the tonic 2 .
f2
c = 1200(log2 ( ))
(1)
f1
where c is the cent value of frequency f2 with respect the
s.ad.ja/tonic f1 . Given that the pieces are of the same rāga,
similarities across histograms are evident in Figure 2 when
compared to Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Pitch Histogram of three performances of rāga
kāmbōji by three different artists. The solid red line denotes the s.ad.ja
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manually identified. Serra et al. [1] use an interval histogram of the notes to remove the effect of tonic variation across pieces. Ranjani et al. [7] have attempted automatic tonic detection for Carnatic music by modeling
pitch histograms using semi-continuous Gaussian Mixture
Models (SC-GMM). Ranjani et al. exploit the presence
of gamakas to detect tonic. The term gamaka, refers to
meandering around a note rather than playing/singing the
absolute note. The fact that note s.ad.ja and the note panchama at 1.5× s.ad.ja, and their corresponding lower and
higher octave equivalents, are less inflected compared to
the other notes, is used to detect tonic. Assuming that any
musician can utmost span three octaves, and that there are
12 semitones per octave, 36 mixture GMMs are used. A set
of rules involving the variance and responsibility measures
of each of the mixtures is attempted to detect tonic. The
work [7] reports results rāga Ālāpanas alone on a small
data set 3 .
In this paper, an attempt is made to perform tonic identification on an entire piece (including lead vocal, instrument
and, accompanying instruments). Signal processing techniques are employed to determine the tonic. These techniques for detecting tonic are attempted on a large, varied
dataset to test the robustness of the methods. In Section
2, we discuss the process of obtaining pitch histograms
which form the basic representation of a music piece. The
pitch histograms are further processed using group delay
functions. The need for post processing of histograms and
motivation to use group delay histograms is also explained
in this Section. In Section 3, three different methods for
automatic tonic identification from an entire piece are discussed, each exploiting some underlying characteristic that
enables tonic detection in Indian music. A variation of the
methods is proposed for detecting tonic in Hindustani music. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 4.

1
0.5
0

2. PITCH EXTRACTION AND GROUP DELAY
HISTOGRAMS

1
0.5
0

500
Frequency Cents

Figure 2. Pitch Histogram of the three performances on
the cent scale, after normalizing with respect to the tonic.
s.ad.ja can be seen at -1200, 0 and 1200 cents.
There have been various efforts to apply computational
methods to analyze different aspects of Indian music using
pitch [2] as the basic feature. In [3, 4], pitch class distribution and pitch dyads are employed for automatic rāga
recognition. [5] employs a form of Hidden Markov Models with pitch as the basic feature to do the same. In [6] an
attempt is made to study inflections/gamakas using pitch
contours. [1] address the tuning issue in Indian music using pitch histograms.
Any melody based analysis of Indian music requires the
identity of the tonic pitch value. In [3] and [4], tonic is

In this work, Yin [8] has been used to extract pitch information. In [7], the authors have dealt with pitch extracted
on the rāga ālāpana alone. Though it is indeed difficult
to work with percussion due to discontinuities arising in
the single pitch extracted using Yin, nevertheless, since
percussion is also tuned to the same tonic, retaining segments with percussion does aid in tonic detection. Figure
3, shows a histogram evaluated on the pitch extracted from
a piece with just mr.daṅgaṁ 4 . Two clear peaks at the s.ad.ja
of the middle and lower octave can be seen, indicating that
percussion can aid in the detection of the tonic.
In this work. pitch histograms are processed using group
delay functions to aid tonic detection. Group delay based
features have been used extensively in the area of speech
processing [9]. The group delay function is defined as:
τ (ω) = −
3

2

cent is an unit of measure used for musical intervals on the logarithmic scale.
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dφ(ω)
dω

(2)

Ālāpana is a melodic improvisation without percussion.
Percussion in a Carnatic music (Hindustani music) concert is provided by the instrument called mr.daṅgaṁ (tablā).
4
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Figure 3. Percussion Histogram
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where φ(ω) is the phase of the Fourier Transform of a
signal. The deviation of the group delay function from a
constant corresponds to the nonlinearity of the phase as
a function of frequency. When the group delay function
is used as a model to represent the vocal tract, the peaks
correspond to the poles of the transfer function, while the
valleys correspond to the zeros of the transfer function.
The peaks in the group delay function are inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the group delay function. Further, non-model based minimum phase group delay functions are very useful in resolving closely placed formants
in speech, owing to their additive and high resolution properties. In this work, the histogram is treated as a power
spectrum, with closely spaced peaks of histogram analogous to the closely spaced formants. Each peak in the histogram can be thought of as the impulse response of a pair
of complex conjugate poles:
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Figure 4. Illustration of the resolving power of group delay functions

(3)

is that, for values of the parameter γ < 1, even small peaks
in the histogram can be resolved. The heights of the peaks
are inversely proportional to the bandwidth, thus emphasizing the less inflected s.ad.ja. Figure 4 shows the effect of
group delay processing on a synthetic histogram. Observe
that the third and fourth peak are resolved very well in
the group delay processed histogram. Also the first peak
with a narrower bandwidth gets accentuated. We shall refer to the group delay processed histogram as Group Delay
histogram (GD histogram). It is important to note that in
computing the group delay histogram no effort is made to
model the number of peaks in the pitch histogram.

where n corresponds to the number of peaks in the histogram. The group delay function of H(z) is given by:

3. TONIC IDENTIFICATION USING PROPERTIES
OF THE ENTIRE WAVEFORM

H(z) =

n
Y

1
−1 )(1 − z ∗ z −1 )
(1
−
z
z
i
i
i=1

τh (ω) =

n
X

τzi (ω) + τz∗i (ω)

(4)

i=1

Modeling H(z) using the allpole model as in Equation 3,
requires that the order of the model be known.
Alternatively, for minimum phase signals, the group delay function can be computed as the Fourier transform of
the weighted real cepstrum c[n] [9]:
τh (ω) =

∞
X

nc[n]cosωn

(5)

n=1

In Equation 5, the cepstrum can be obtained from the
power spectrum or rather in the current context, the pitch
histogram as:
c[n] = IDF T (log PH (ω))

(6)

where PH (ω) corresponds to that of the pitch histogram
(treated as a power spectrum) and IDFT corresponds to the
Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
We replace the log operation by |.|γ as in [9],i.e:
cr [n] = IDF T (|PH (ω)|γ )

(7)

The advantage of this form of the cepstrum (Equation 7)
over that of Equation 6 in the context of pitch histograms

In this section, three methods of tonic detection are explored. Features are extracted from the raw waveform to
detect tonic. No effort is made to remove silences, applauses, noise, etc. In each method a specific property of
Indian music is exploited to detect the tonic. The techniques are based on processing the pitch histograms using
the relevant domain knowledge. In the following sections,
we discuss different methods for identifying tonic for Carnatic music. These techniques are then applied to Hindustani music. Owing to the differences between Carnatic and
Hindustani music, appropriate changes to the algorithms
are suggested.
3.1 Method 1 - Concert based method
The database for Indian music, is generally in the form of
audio CDs or recordings of concerts. A concert or an audio
CD can be considered as a unit by itself. A Carnatic music concert or an audio CD, consists of a number of pieces
in different rāgas. The rāgas are seldom repeated. Although the rāgas are different, the tonic in which they are
rendered is kept constant. In addition to this, every rāga,
contains the s.ad.ja, along with a subset of the 12 semitones
that make up the rāga.
The basic idea of the approach for tonic identification
proposed in this Section, is to identify the tonic for every
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concert. To detect the tonic of the concert the following
algorithm is used:

• Let fi , i ∈ [1, N ], correspond to the frequencies of
the N peaks of the histogram.

1. Compute the GD histograms of all individual pieces,
namely, GDPi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n in a concert, where n
corresponds to the number of pieces in a concert.
Qn
2. Compute i=1 GDPi .

• Let L be a vector such that:
L[k] = vi for k ∈ [fi ...fN ], vi is the height of the
peak at fi and L[k] = 0, elsewhere

Since the rāgas of different pieces are different, with s.ad.ja
being present across all pieces, the peak corresponding to
that of the tonic must dominate in Step 2. Figure 5 shows
the GD histograms for four pieces taken from the same
concert. The fifth row in Figure 5 is the product of the
four GDPi s evaluated on the four pieces performed in the
concert. The dominant peak is the tonic used in the concert. It must be noted, that for a given individual song,
the most dominant peak might not be the tonic, (first row
in Figure 5) other notes may dominate the individual histograms. But with the s.ad.ja present in the percussion and
drone, and with every rāga having the s.ad.ja, a prominent
peak for the s.ad.ja in the histogram and GD histogram is
guaranteed. Tonic identification thus reduces to determining the frequency of the peak that has the maximum value.

• Each peak location is a candidate s.ad.ja. Now let
fj be the frequency of a candidate s.ad.ja, say Sj .
j ∈ [1, N ].
• Given the frequency of Sj , the expected frequencies
of s.ad.ja and panchama across the 3 octaves under
consideration are
i
h 0.5(f ) 0.75(f ) f 1.5(f )
2(f )
3(f )
j

Sj

lower

j

Pj

lower

j

Sj

j

Pj

j

Sj

j

higher

Pj

higher

E = [0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 3]fj

• Let Tj be the template vector for a test piece such
that: Tj [k + δ : k − δ] = 1 for k ∈ E; δ allows
for a leeway of δ around the expected peak, Tj [k] =
0, elsewhere
• C j = LT T j
• tonic = argmax Cj , j ∈ [1, N ]
j
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This is a template matching procedure, where different templates are used for different candidate s.ad.jas. GD histograms work well for template matching, when compared
to histograms. It can be seen in Figure 6, even though GD
histogram flattens the histogram, local peaks at the panchama get accentuated (property of the note and group delay functions), thus leading to trivial peak picking and template matching.
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3.2 Method 2 - Template matching
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Although the previous method can be used for normalizing
pitch values for large number of pieces in a concert, it will
not work, when only individual pieces are available. The
objective is to perform tonic identification when provided
with individual pieces.
In this method, less inflected nature and the fixed ratio between s.ad.ja and panchama are exploited (panchama =
1.5 × s.ad.ja). This method is comparable to that [7], where
they attempt to exploit the same characteristics using SCGMM. While in [7] five different rules are explored, in
this work, s.ad.ja-panchama templates are used on the histogram and GD histograms. The procedure to detect tonic
is as follows:
• Compute histograms and GD histograms.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the template matching procedure.
plot 1 shows the local peaks in Gd histograms. Plot 2 and
3 show the template matching procedure for two different
cases. The black strip represents the local peak assumed
as the tonic and the blue strip represents the corresponding
template. Plot 2 being the correct estimate of the s.ad.ja, a
better template match is obtained.
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3.3 Method 3 - Segmented histograms

1

In the method illustrated in the previous section, there are
a few issues. The assumption is that the peak at which the
template fits best is the s.ad.ja. There are a few drawbacks
of this method. Since the template is basically using the
fact that the panchama is 1.5× s.ad.ja with respect to the
s.ad.ja, there might be a perfect template fit for another set
of notes with the same template. It is also evident that this
method might fail for rāgas without the panchama, since
the background drone (tuned to s.ad.ja, panchama) is seldom picked up by any single pitch extraction algorithm,
when the lead musician dominates. To address these issues, another method for tonic identification was devised
using piecewise histograms.
Figure 7, shows the histogram and GD histogram of a
single four minute Carnatic piece. The note marked “*”
on the X axis is most frequented, whereas “+” is the s.ad.ja.
Global peak picking would have resulted in wrong estimation of s.ad.ja. As an attempt to detect s.ad.ja inspite of it not
being the most dominant note even in the GD histogram,
a given music piece is segmented into units of duration of
≈ one minute. The histograms and GD histograms are calculated on the pitch extracted from the segmented pieces.
As mentioned before, the presence of the drone and the
mr.daṅgaṁ ensure that the segmented histograms will always show a local peak at the s.ad.ja. In Figure 8, plots
1-4 show the histograms and GD histograms computed on
the segmented pieces. It can be seen that a local peak at
the s.ad.ja is always present. Figure 8 also illustrates the
ability of group delay function to accentuate peaks with
narrow bandwidth. The s.ad.ja peak becomes prominent in
each of the segment GD histograms. Similar to the method
employed in the concert based method, the product of the
segmented GD histograms is obtained. This is followed by
picking the global peak to determine the tonic.
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For Carnatic music, a set of 78 concerts (44 male and 13
female artists, 21 instrumental leads) were randomly chosen from a personal collection. The 78 concerts selected
comprised of 722 pieces. Tonic was then estimated for
the concerts and the individual pieces manually (by a professional musician) against which the performance of the
three methods were tested. All the three methods described
are used to detect the tonic for Carnatic music.
• Method 1 - In Concert/recording based tonic identification, considers a recording/concert as a unit. Tonic
identification is performed using both histograms and
GD histogram.
• Method 2: Tonic identification of individual pieces
using templates. Two different templates were used
(Template 2 is the same as Template 1, except that
Sm is not used). 5 : T emplate1[2] = [Sm ] Pm S P
S t Pt

0.2
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3.4.1 Carnatic Music
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+
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Figure 8. Plots 1-4 show segment wise histogram and GD
histogram. Plot 5 is the product of GD histograms in plot
1-4, with s.ad.ja as the global peak
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• Method 3 – Tonic identification of individual pieces
using segmented histograms.
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Frequency Hz

Figure 7. Histogram and GD histogram of a single four
minute Carnatic piece. The histogram bin marked with a
“*” on the X axis is the most frequented note, whereas the
bin marked “+” is the s.ad.ja

Method 2 and 3, use the Male/Female/Instrumental information to restrict the range within which tonic is estimated.
Table 1 summarizes the results for Carnatic music. The
concert-based method was 100% successful, while for the
piece based methods, the segmented GD histograms give
the best performance.

3.4 Experiments and Results

3.4.2 Hindustani Music

The above mentioned methods were tested on a fairly heterogeneous data set. The dataset contains a mix of:

The performance of Method 1 used for Carnatic music,
when attempted for Hindustani music was rather poor. This
is because in most Hindustani music concerts, the number of pieces performed is two or three. The melodies (or
rāgas) chosen are based on the time of the day. It often

• Studio recordings released as audio compact discs.
• Professionally recorded concerts released as compact discs.
• A private collection of live concert recordings.
• Cassette recordings converted to digital audio.

5 m corresponds to that mandara stāyi (lower octave), t corresponds
to that tāra stāyi (upper octave).
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Method
Method 1
Method 2 (T1 )
Method 2 (T2 )
Method 3 (U S)
Method 3 (S)

GD Histogram
100%
95 %
92.37 %
90.69 %
95.28 %

Histogram
100%
92.17%
91.66%
87.67%
87.67%

Table 1. Accuracy of tonic recognition methods for Carnatic music. T1 = Template 1, T2 = Template 2, U S =
Unsegmented, S = Segmented

histograms as primary form of representation. Group delay
processing of pitch histograms, necessitated by the presence of inflected notes are shown to improve the performance of tonic detection. The results estimated on a large
varied dataset, indicate that the proposed methods are highly
accurate for detecting tonic/s.ad.ja for Carnatic music. In
Hindustani music,the notes being relatively less inflected
compared to that of Carnatic music, the use of the dominant vādi and samvādi note information is shown to be
vital in detecting the s.ad.ja.
5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a new approach for tonic identification in Indian art music and present a proposal for a
complete iterative system for the same. Our method splits
the task of tonic pitch identification into two stages. In the
first stage, which is applicable to both vocal and instrumental music, we perform a multi-pitch analysis of the audio
signal to identify the tonic pitch-class. Multi-pitch analysis
allows us to take advantage of the drone sound, which constantly reinforces the tonic. In the second stage we estimate
the octave in which the tonic of the singer lies and is thus
needed only for the vocal performances. We analyse the
predominant melody sung by the lead performer in order
to establish the tonic octave. Both stages are individually
evaluated on a sizable music collection and are shown to
obtain a good accuracy. We also discuss the types of errors
made by the method.
Further, we present a proposal for a system that aims to
incrementally utilize all the available data, both audio and
metadata in order to identify the tonic pitch. It produces
a tonic estimate and a confidence value, and is iterative in
nature. At each iteration, more data is fed into the system
until the confidence value for the identified tonic is above a
defined threshold. Rather than obtain high overall accuracy
for our complete database, ultimately our goal is to develop
a system which obtains very high accuracy on a subset of
the database with maximum confidence.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tonic is the foundation of melodic structures in both Hindustani and Carnatic music [1, 2]. It is the base pitch of
a performer, carefully chosen in order to explore the full
pitch range effectively in a given rāg 1 rendition. The tonic
acts a reference and the foundation for the melodic integration throughout the performance [3]. That is, all the tones in
the musical progression are constantly referred and related
to the tonic pitch. All the accompanying instruments such
as tablā 2 , violin and tānpūrā 3 are tuned using the tonic of
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raga
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabla
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tambura
2

the lead performer.
In any performance of Indian art music (in both Hindustani and Carnatic), the tonic is the Sa (also referred as Ṣaḍja)
svar 4 around which the whole rāg is built upon 5 [2, 4].
Other set of svaras used in the performance derive their
meaning and purpose in relation to this reference and to
the specific tonal context established by the given rāg [3].
Since, the entire performance is relative to the tonic, both
the lead artist and the audience need to hear the tonic pitch
throughout the concert. A constantly sounding drones instrument at the background of the performance reinforces
the tonic pitch. In addition to the tonic pitch (Sa), the drone
also produces other pitches like the fifth (Pa), the fourth
(Ma) and sometimes the seventh (Nī) with respect to the
tonic pitch, depending upon the chosen rāg. Typically the
drone is produced by either the tānpūrā, electronic tānpūrā 6
or śruti box 7 for the case of vocal music and by the sympathetic strings of instruments such as sitār 8 , sārangī 9 and
vīṇā 10 for the case of instrumental performances. The drone acts as a reference of the music to a tonal background,
reinforcing all the harmonic and melodic relationships.
The importance of the tonic in Indian art music means
identifying the tonic pitch is crucial for many other types
of computational tonal analyses such as such as intonation
analysis [5, 6], melodic motivic analysis [7] and rāg recognition [8--10]. However, despite its importance in the computational analysis of Indian art music, the problem of automatic tonic identification is not correctly posed and has
received very less attention from the research community.
Most of the previous approaches for tonic identification
in Indian art music focus on the tonic pitch-class (Sa) identification and discard the octave information which might
be useful for many analyses such as intonation analysis
[11, 12]. They utilize only the predominant melody information present in the recording. Moreover, the melody
extraction is performed using monophonic pitch trackers,
even though the music material under consideration is heterophonic in nature. The databases used to evaluate these
approaches are quite restricted: in [12] only the ālāp sections of solo vocal recordings are considered, and in [11]
only sampūrṇ rāg recordings are considered. In [13], we
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swara
with an exception of the madhyaṁ-śruti songs
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_tanpura
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shruti_box
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sitar
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarangi
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saraswati_veena
5
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under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
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proposed an approach that performs a multi-pitch analysis
of the audio data in order to utilize the drone sound present
in the background of the performance for identifying the
tonic pitch. We advanced on some of the issues mentioned
above such as identifying the tonic in correct octave and
evaluating approach on a sizable database. However, this
method works for the vocal performances, as it requires the
tonic octave information for training, which is not available
for instrumental excerpts.
In this paper, we propose a new method for tonic pitch
identification in Indian art music, which divides this task
into two stages; first, the tonic pitch-class identification,
performed using a multi-pitch analysis and second, the tonic
octave identification using the predominant melody information. This enables the method to be used for both vocal
and instrumental performances, where the second stage is
performed only for the vocal excerpts. The advantage of
performing a multi-pitch analysis of the audio to identify
the tonic pitch in Indian art music was shown in [13]. It is
evident that accompanying instruments, especially tānpūrā
provide an important cue for the identification of the tonic
pitch. We use the same multi-pitch analysis which was used
in [13] to identify the tonic pitch-class. While annotating
the excerpts with the tonic pitch it was observed that the
decision of the tonic octave is primarily based on the pitch
range of the sung melody. This motivates us to analyse the
predominant melody present in the vocal performances to
identify the tonic octave. As the tonic octave for the instrumental music is not clearly defined as it is for the vocal
excerpts, we aim at identifying only the tonic pitch-class
for instrumental music [14].
In addition to the specific method, we also present a proposal for a complete system for labelling large databases
of Hindustani and Carnatic music with the tonic pitch. The
system aims to incrementally utilize all the available data,
both audio and metadata to identify the tonic and also estimate a confidence measure for each output.
In Section 2 we describe both the stages of the proposed
tonic identification method and Section 3 presents the proposal for a complete system for tonic identification in Hindustani and Carnatic music. In Section 4, we describe the
evaluation strategy employed in this work, which includes
the database used for the evaluation and annotation procedure followed to generate the ground truth. Subsequently
in Section 5 we present and discuss the results of the evaluation. Finally, in Section 6 we provide conclusions and
present possible direction for future work.

2. TONIC IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The proposed method divides the task of tonic pitch identification into two stages; tonic pitch-class (Sa) identification and tonic octave estimation as shown in Figure 1. For
the instrumental performances only the first stage (S1) is
used, whereas for the vocal performances both the stages
(S1 and S2) are applied. Subsequent paragraphs describe
the method in detail.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed method. First
stage (S1) performs tonic pitch-class identification and second stage (S2) performs tonic octave estimation.
2.1 Tonic Pitch Class Identification
The methodology used for tonic pitch-class identification
in this paper is similar to the one used for tonic pitch identification in [13]. Both these methods differ at the candidate selection step, where in the current method we aim at
identifying the tonic pitch-class candidate. The proposed
method uses a multi-pitch representation of the audio signal to compute the pitch histograms, using which the tonic
pitch-class is identified. Following a classification based
approach the system automatically learns the best set of
rules to select the peak of the histogram that represents the
tonic pitch-class.
This stage is comprised of four main processing blocks;
sinusoid extraction, pitch salience computation, candidate
generation and candidate selection. The first two blocks
used in this method, namely, sinusoid extraction and salience function computation (see S1 in Figure 1) are taken
from the predominant melody extraction algorithm proposed by Salamon and Gómez in [15].
2.1.1 Sinusoid Extraction
In the first block of the method (S1 in Figure 1), we extract
the sinusoidal components of the audio signal. This process
is divided into three parts; spectral transform, spectral peak
picking and sinusoid frequency and amplitude correction.
We use Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) to transform the audio signal from a time domain to a time-frequency domain representation. STFT is given by:

Xl (k) =

M
−1
∑

2π

w(n) · x(n + lH)e−j N kn ,

(1)

n=0

l = 0, 1, . . . and k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
where x(n) is the time domain signal, w(n) the windowing
function, l the frame number, M the window length, N
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the FFT length and H the hop size. We use the Hamming
windowing function with a window size of 46.4 ms, a hop
size of 11.6 ms and a ×4 zero padding factor, which for data
sampled at fS = 44.1 kHz gives M = 2048, N = 8192
and H = 512 [15].
Given the FFT of a single frame Xl (k), spectral peaks pi
are selected by finding all the local maxima ki of the magnitude spectrum |Xl (k)|. We also apply an energy threshold
to discard the low-energy spurious spectral peaks (due to
the side-lobes of the window). The energy threshold (Ts )
is the calculated as follows:

500

Frequency (Hz)

450
400
350
300

Upper Pa (5th)

250
200
150
1

Ts = max(Tr , α),
Tr = E m + β

(2)

where Tr is the relative threshold w.r.t the maximum spectral peak (Em ) for each frame, α is the an absolute threshold and β is a relative threshold parameter. We use α =
−70 dB and β = −40 dB.
The frequency resolution in STFT is limited by the spectral resolution (number of FFT points), which for a low frequency sinusoid might result in a relatively large error in
the estimation of the frequency. To improve the frequency
and amplitude resolution of the sinusoids we apply a threepoint parabolic interpolation, given by following equation:
α−γ
,
2(α − 2β + γ)
1
y = β − (α − γ)f
4

3

4
5
time (s)

6

7

8

where fr is the reference frequency, η is the bin resolution
in cents. We use fr = 55 Hz and η = 10, which is sufficient for our analysis.
At each frame, the salience of a pitch S(j) (at j th bin)
is computed using Np number of extracted sinusoids with
frequencies fˆi and magnitudes aˆi . The computation is done
as follows:
S(j) =

(3)

Np
Nh ∑
∑

g(j, h, fˆi ) · (aˆi )β

(5)

h=1 i=1

where f and y are the interpolated frequency and amplitude values of the sinusoid, α, β and γ are the amplitudes
(in logarithmic domain, dB) of the three highest samples
around the spectral peak (β).
2.1.2 Pitch Salience Computation
The extracted sinusoids are used to compute a salience function, a time-frequency representation indicating the salience
of different pitches over time. We use a salience function
proposed by Salamon and Gómez in [16], which is based on
harmonic summation similar to [17]. In short, the salience
of a given frequency is computed as a weighted summation of energy found at all the integer multiples (harmonics)
of that frequency. The peaks of the salience function at a
given time instance represent the prominent pitches present
in that frame. Note that though the two concepts, pitch
(which is perceptual) and fundamental frequency (which
is a physical measurement) are not identical, for simplicity
we use these two terms interchangeably.
The constructed salience function spans a pitch range of
5 octaves, starting from 55 Hz to 1.76 kHz. The frequency
values are quantized into a total of 600 bins on a cent scale,
where each bin spans 10 cents. The mapping between a
given frequency value fi in Hz to its corresponding bin index b(fi ) is given by:
log2 (fi /fr )
+1
η

2

Figure 2. Peaks of the salience function computed for an
excerpt in our database. Magnitude of a peak is in logarithmic scale (dB)

f=

b(fi ) = 1200

Lead voice

Tonic (Sa)

(4)

where Nh is the number of harmonics considered (a crucial parameter), β is a magnitude compression factor and
g(j, h, fˆi ) is the function that defines the weighting scheme. We use Nh = 20 and β = 1 in the current implementation.
Another critical component of the harmonic summation
is the weighting function (g(j, h, fˆi )), which defines the
weight given to a sinusoid when it is considered as the hth
harmonic of the bin j. We use the weighting scheme as
follows:
g(j, h, fˆi ) =

{

cos2 (δ · π2 ) · αh−1
0

if|δ| ≤ 1
if|δ| > 1

(6)

where δ = |b(fˆi /h) − j|/10 is the distance in semitone between the folded frequency fˆi /h and the center frequency
of the bin j, and α is the harmonic weighting parameter
(we use α = 0.8). The non zero values for |δ| < 1 means
that each sinusoid not just contributes to a single bin of the
salience function (i.e. b(fˆi /h)) but also to the neighboring
bins with a cos2 weighting. Performing this smoothened
weighting avoids potential problems that may arise due to
the quantization of salience function into bins and inharmonicities present in the audio.
In Figure 2, we show the time evolution of the peaks of the
salience function computed from an audio excerpt in our
database. We notice that the tonic pitch-class (Sa) and fifth
(Pa) played by the tānpūrā are clearly visible along with the
peaks corresponding to the voice. However, the salience of
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the pitch values corresponding to the voice is much higher
than those corresponding to the tānpūrā sound.
2.1.3 Tonic Candidate Generation
The process of generating the tonic candidates includes three sub-tasks; detecting peaks of the salience function, computing a pitch histogram using these peaks and extracting
candidates as the peaks of the pitch histogram.
We select the peaks of the salience function at each frame
to compute a multi-pitch histogram. The peaks of the salience function represent the prominent pitches of the lead instrument, voice and other predominant accompanying instruments present in the audio recording at every point in
time. Thus, a histogram computed using these pitch values
represents the cumulative occurrences of different pitches
at the level of the whole audio excerpt. Though the pitch
histograms have been used previously for tonic identification [11], they were constructed using only the predominant
melody. Therefore, in many cases the tonal information
provided by the drone instrument is not taken into consideration.
We chose a lenient frequency range of 110-370 Hz to select the peaks from the salience function [13]. The selected peaks are used to construct a multi-pitch histogram.
We notice that generally the lead voice/instrument is much
louder than the drone sound (Figure 2). To normalize this
bias towards the dominant source, we drop the saliences of
the peaks and consider only their frequency of occurrence.
This way a peak that corresponds to the voice has equal
weight in the histogram compared to the peak corresponding to the drone.
The tonic pitch-class will not always be the highest peak
of the pitch histogram. We therefore consider top 10 peaks
of the histogram pi (i = 1 . . . 10), one of which corresponds
to the tonic pitch-class. We call them tonic pitch-class candidates and store both frequency and amplitude of each of
these candidates for every audio excerpt.
2.1.4 Candidate Selection
The candidate which represents the tonic pitch-class is selected based on a template which is learned automatically
using a classification based approach. We hypothesize that
by learning the interrelationships between the salient candidates, the candidate representing the tonic pitch-class can
be selected. This is motivated by the fact that the pitches
used in a performance are in relation with the tonic pitchclass and the tānpūrā plays the tonic pitch-class in two octaves. For example, if the two most salient peaks of the
pitch histogram are an octave apart, it is highly probable
that they correspond to the tonic pitch-class as the drone
plays the Sa in two different octaves (lower Sa and Higher
Sa).
We compute the distance between every tonic candidate
(pi ) and the most salient candidate in the histogram (p1 ).
This gives us a set of features fi (i = 1 . . . 10) (pitch-interval
features), where fi is distance in semitone between pi and
p1 . Another set of features ai (i = 1 . . . 10) (amplitude features) include the amplitude ratios of all the candidates with
respect to the highest candidate.
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We annotate each audio excerpt with a class label (as explained below) and use 20 features (fi , ai ) to train a classifier in order to predict the class label. In this way the system
automatically learns the best set of rules that maximise the
class prediction. The strategy for labelling an instance with
a class should be such that it allows us to uniquely associate
the tonic pitch-class with it, given all the 10 candidates.
The class labels assigned to each instance in this method
is the best rank of the tonic pitch-class amongst all the candidates. Note that we use the term `best' to highlight that
we select the highest rank of all the candidates corresponding to the tonic pitch-class and since we considered a frequency range of more than one octave, we may have multiple peaks, representing the same pitch class but at different
octaves. Theoretically it is a 10 class problem, as the allowed tonic pitch-class rank can go as low as tenth. But
after analysing the training data we found that the lowest
tonic pitch-class rank was fifth and hence only 5 classes are
used in the experiment. Moreover, 98.7% of the instances
are labelled with one of the top three classes (first, second,
third).
Next, we proceed to select the relevant features for the
task at hand. We use the WEKA data-mining software for
all the classification related steps [18]. We perform attribute selection using the CfsSubsetEval attribute evaluator and BestFirst search method [19] with a 10-fold cross
validation option set. We select the features which are used
in at least 80% of the folds.
Subsequently, a C4.5 (J48) decision tree is trained using
WEKA to learn best set of rules to reliably identify the correct tonic pitch-class candidate [20]. Note that we also tried
other classifiers, namely, support vector machine (Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) with polynomial kernel)
and an instance based classifier K* [21]. However the accuracy obtained by the J48 decision tree was considerably
higher and so for the rest of the paper we present our results based on this classifier. Additionally, the advantage
of using a decision tree is that the resulting classification
rules can be easily interpreted and visualized.
We noticed that the number of instances belonging to each
class in our training dataset was highly uneven, which might
result into a biased learning, favoring the majority class.
To mitigate this effect we also perform instance normalization by repeating the number of instances in minority
class. We used the `supervised.instance.Resample' filter in
WEKA with `biastoUniformClass' option set to 1 to normalize the number of instances per class [21].
The obtained decision tree is easily interpretable and has
musically meaningful rules. For a detailed analysis of the
decision tree, we refer to [13, 14].
2.2 Tonic Octave Estimation
In addition to identify the tonic pitch-class we also aim to
estimate the octave in which the tonic of the lead performer
lies. As the concept of the tonic octave is clearly defined
for the vocal artists, we use this stage only for the vocal
music performances. The pitch range for the majority of
singers lies within three octaves, where the tonic chosen
by them is the middle register Sa. The tonic is thus the
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lowest Sa svar sung by the vocalist (with an exception of
the madhyaṁ-śruti case, which is rarely witnessed). This
motivates us to analyze the predominant melody contour in
order to automatically estimate the tonic octave.
The process of estimating the tonic octave is divided into three steps (see S2 in Figure 1), namely, predominant
melody extraction, melody histogram computation and finally octave estimation using the constructed histogram.
The predominant melody extraction is performed using
the algorithm proposed by Salamon and Gómez [15], who
kindly provided us with an implementation. Their system
is specifically designed to extract the pitch contour of the
dominant melodic source (lead performer in our case) in a
situation where multiple pitched components exist simultaneously in the audio signal. A Vamp plugin to use this
method in the SonicVisualizer 11 can be obtained from one
of the authors website 12 .
The extracted pitch contour is used to construct the melody histogram. Before computing the histogram the pitch
values are converted into a cent scale and quantized into
600 bins with a resolution of 10 cents per bin (Equation 4).
An example of a melody histogram is shown in Figure 3.
The red lines mark the pitch values (in bins) corresponding to tonic pitch-class (Sa) in different octaves. As can
be seen, the tonic pitch corresponds to bin 166 which is
the lowest Sa that has non-zero salience in the histogram.
We propose two different approaches to estimate the tonic
octave using the melody histogram; a rule-based approach
(RB) and classification-based approach (CB).
2.2.1 Rule-based Approach
In this approach the tonic octave is estimated by applying
a simple rule on the melody histogram. As mentioned earlier, the tonic pitch is the lowest tonic pitch-class used in
the melody. Therefore, it would be sufficient to select the
lowest tonic pitch-class in the melody histogram, which
has a non-zero value. However, in some rare cases the
melody extraction algorithm makes octave errors and estimates pitches which are sub-multiples of the true pitch values. This results into a non-zero value in melody histogram
11

h(ji )
,
h(ji−1 ) + ϵ
ji = mod(η, 120) + 120 · (i − 1),
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

R(i) =

50
100
150
200
250
300
Frequency (bins), 1bin=10 cents, Ref=55 Hz

Figure 3. An example of the predominant melody histogram extracted from a song in our database. The red lines
mark the tonic pitch-class locations

12

at a sub-multiple of the bin corresponding to the tonic pitch,
which eventually leads to an error. A solution to this would
be to take ratios of histogram values at tonic pitch-class locations in adjacent octaves. As the octave errors are very
rare, this ratio would still be maximum at the tonic octave.
We calculate the ratio R(i) at every bin corresponding to
the tonic pitch-class in different octaves (i = 1, 2, ..N ) as
shown below:

http://www.sonicvisualiser.org
http://www.justinsalamon.com/melody-extraction.html

(7)

where i is the octave index, h is the histogram value, ji is
the bin index of the tonic pitch-class in the octave i, η is the
bin index of the tonic pitch-class (input given by previous
stage), ϵ is a very small number(minimum floating point
value) to avoid division by zero.
The correct tonic octave is given by the index i = I at
which the Ratio R(i) is maximum.
I = arg max R(i)
i

(8)

2.2.2 Classification Based Approach
There are rare cases where the rule-based method is bound
to produce erroneous results [14]. Two such interesting
scenarios are; the madhyaṁ-śruti case, where the singer
may not sing the tonic pitch at all, as the natural fourth (Ma)
with respect to the tonic pitch is considered as the Sa svar
of the rāg, and the case where the low frequency pitches
(mainly for male singers) are not tracked by the melody
extraction algorithm. In both these cases the melody histogram values at the bins corresponding to the tonic pitches
are very low, which leads to errors.
We handle these cases by adapting a classification based
approach and not relying on only the tonic pitch-class locations in the melody histogram. We parametrize the whole
histogram and model the lowest octave of the sung melody.
The system automatically learns the best set of rules and
pitch classes in the melody histogram which are crucial for
identifying the tonic octave.
For every tonic pitch-class in different octaves we extract
a set of 25 features. These features are the values of melody
histogram at 25 equidistant locations spanning two octaves,
centered around itself. This gives us a set of 25 features
hi (i = 1 . . . 25). An example is shown in Figure 3 for
a tonic pitch-class at bin number 166. The sampled histogram at 25 equidistant locations centered around 166th
bin is marked by blue stars.
Next, we assign a class label to each tonic pitch-class instance in our dataset. We assign a class 'TonicOctave' if
the instance is in the tonic octave, else 'NonTonicOctave'.
The ground-truth tonic annotations are used for labelling
the classes. Thus, by predicting the class ('TonicOctave'
or 'NonTonicOctave') of every possible tonic pitch-class in
different octaves, we can identify the correct tonic octave.
We use the WEKA data-mining software for this classification task too. We perform the attribute selection in the
same way as did before, using the CfsSubsetEval attribute
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evaluator and BestFirst search method with a 10-fold cross
validation option set [19, 21]. We select the features which
are used in at least 80% of the folds. Subsequently, a C4.5
(J48) decision tree is trained using WEKA to learn the best
set of rules to predict the class labels.
Note that for computing the melody histogram we used
the whole audio file. This is justified, because to find out
the lowest tonic pitch-class used in the melody we need to
listen to all of it. Otherwise, we have to incorporate the
knowledge regarding the tonic pitch range for male and female singers. We also conduct experiments to see the effect
of including the information regarding the possible tonic
pitch range (110-260 Hz) in the system.
For the practical purposes the tonic pitch-class candidates
for which there exists only one possibility of the tonic octave, this second stage of the proposed method can be omitted. For example, if the tonic pitch range for the singers is
110-260 Hz, then for the tonic pitch-class candidates which
fall between 130-220 Hz range, there is no need for applying tonic octave estimation, as there is only one possibility.
Note that we still perform it as a proof-of-concept.
3. TONIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
This section presents an overview of the proposed practical system for tonic identification which aims at recursively
utilizing all the available data (audio and relevant metadata)
and obtaining results with maximum confidence. The motivations behind such a system are:
1. Prevalent methodologies in MIR primarily focus on
using only a single type of data source [22]. Most
of the approaches either use the available audio data,
music scores or the contextual metadata to accomplish certain tasks. Recent efforts towards semantic music discovery combine audio content analysis
with social contextual data and metadata [22]. However, there should be more attempts specifically in
the area of automatic music description to explore
the potential of combining the complementary type
of data, to achieve practical solutions with better accuracies.
2. The concept of a confidence measure is rarely seen
in the existing systems. This issue particularly becomes important in situations where a method is used
as a building block in another system. In such situations, we might want to compromise the overall
accuracy of the method in exchange for a high confidence value, to avoid error propagation. One might
argue that the overall accuracy of a method reflects
its statistical confidence value, but at the same time
we should consider that the method could have been
developed for achieving an overall high accuracy,
rather than obtaining results with a high reliability.
Moreover the concept of confidence measure can allow us to iteratively utilize the available data, as will
be described while explaining the proposed system.
3.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the iterative tonic identification system
Motivated by the aforementioned ideas, the proposed system combines the audio data and the available metadata for
the identification of the tonic. Based on the derived confidence measure, the system tries to combine these two data
sources to maximise the accuracy in an iterative manner.
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the complete iterative
system.
As we notice in the figure, all the available data is fed
to a data selection module, which decides what fraction of
the data and which type of data is to be supplied to the automatic tonic identification module in each iteration. The
data selection module has a predefined preferential order
of the data to be fed into the system. The order is such
that the audio data is utilized fully before using the metadata (as for Indian art music metadata in an organised and
machine readable form is harder to obtain than the audio).
The system can be started with a fraction of a minute of
the audio data (the duration which is enough for a human
listener to identify tonic). Based on the derived confidence
measure more and more audio data would be pumped into
the system. The iterative process will be terminated when
the confidence reaches a threshold for it to be safely considered as 100% accurate estimation. In case we couldn't
reach the desired confidence value even after utilizing the
full audio data, metadata regarding the rāg, artist, gender
of the singer will be fed to the system; such that using the
minimum amount of extra information we achieve the desired confidence value while maximising the accuracy at
the same time.
4. EVALUATION
The music collection used to evaluate the proposed method is a subset of the musical material compiled as part of
CompMusic project [23]. The core database used in this
work is comprised of 352 full length audio songs, containing both vocal (237) and instrumental (115) musical pieces.
We evaluate both the stages individually on the datasets
S1 and S2 derived from the core database (Table 1). The
Tonic pitch-class identification stage is evaluated using the
dataset S2 containing 540 excerpts and the tonic octave estimation is evaluated using the dataset S1 containing 237
performances. Excerpts in the dataset S2 are 3 minutes long
and are extracted from the the start, middle and the end of
the full length recording when it is longer than 12 minutes.
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Dataset
S1
S2

Size
237
540

Len.
full
3 min

Hind.(%)
27.4
36

Carn.(%)
72.6
64

Male(%)
75.2
NA

Female(%)
24.8
NA

#Usong
237
352

#Uartists
34
54

Table 1. Database description; summary in terms of different constituting components; Hindustani (Hind.), Carnatic (Carn.),
male, female, number of unique songs (Usong), number of unique artists (Uartists)
Filter
Full
Vocal
Inst.
Hind.
Carn.

Acc.(%)
76.67
76.53
76.96
84.69
72.1

Pa Err.(%)
10.37
10.933
9.09
6.63
12.5

Ma. Err(%)
6.29
5.6
7.88
2.55
8.43

Others
6.67
6.93
6.06
6.12
6.97

Table 2. Performance accuracy of tonic pitch-class identification on dataset S2 with instance normalization.
Filter
Full
Vocal
Inst.
Hind.
Carn.

Acc.(%)
92.96
94.13
90.3
94.39
92.15

Pa Err.(%)
2.59
2.67
2.42
1.53
3.2

Ma. Err(%)
2.96
1.87
5.45
2.04
3.49

Others
1.48
1.33
1.82
2
1.16

Filter
Full
Male
Female
Hind.
Carn.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance accuracies for the tonic pitch-class identification stage on the dataset S2 for both with and without normalization are provided in Table 2 and 3. These
tables show the performance accuracy (Acc.) on the whole
dataset ('full'), as well as the obtained accuracies as a function of different attributes such as Hindustani (Hind.), Carnatic (Carn.), vocal and instrumental (Inst.) music. They
also show a breakdown of the total errors made by the system in terms of different types of errors, the octave errors
(Oct.Err), the 'Pa' or fifth type errors (Pa Err.), the 'Ma' or
fourth type errors (Ma Err.). All other kinds of errors belong to the 'Others' category.
The obtained results for the tonic octave estimation stage

Acc.(limit)(%)
96.2
95.5
98.3
98.46
95.35

Table 4. Performance accuracy of tonic octave estimation
stage on the dataset S1 for the rule-based approach. Results
shown for both the cases; without imposing any limit on
allowed tonic pitch range and constraining it to a limit of
110-260 Hz
Filter
Full
Male
Female
Hind.
Carn.

Table 3. Performance accuracy of tonic pitch-class identification on dataset S2 without instance normalization.
Otherwise, only a single excerpt is extracted from the beginning. Table 1 provides statistics of both the datasets (S1
and S2) in terms of different attributes such as number of
songs belonging to Hindustani, Carnatic, male and female
singers.
The tonic annotations were done by the authors, and later
verified by a professional musician. For a detailed description of the procedure followed for annotating music pieces
with the tonic pitch, we refer to [14]. We evaluate the first
stage of our method in terms of the percentage of the excerpts for which the tonic pitch-class is correctly identified.
An output is considered as correct if it is within a bracket
of 25 cents from the ground-truth value. For the second
stage also the results are reported in terms of the percentage of the excerpts for which the tonic octave is correctly
estimated.

Acc.(no limit)(%)
89.5
89.32
89.83
96.92
86.62

Acc.(no limit)(%)
96.62
98.88
89.83
92.31
98.26

Acc.(limit)(%)
98.73
100
94.91
95.38
100

Table 5. Performance accuracy of tonic octave estimation stage on the dataset S1 for the classification based approach.
for both the approaches (rule-based and classification based) are shown in Table 4 and 5. The evaluation is done
both with and without imposing a constraint on the tonic
pitch range. In the former case, the allowed frequency range
for the tonic pitch was restricted to 110-260 Hz. Note that
the results shown are only for the tonic octave estimation
stage, evaluated individually using the ground-truth tonic
pitch-class information.
The performance of the proposed method is good, with
an accuracy of 92.96% for tonic pitch-class identification,
without instance normalization. More importantly, the performance is good for not only the vocal excerpts but also
for the instrumental excerpts. We see that the performance
(76.67%) is inferior when the number of instances are normalized while training the classifier. This can be attributed
to the fact that some classes contain a very small number
of instances. The increased accuracy for predicting the minority classes does not improve the overall accuracy because a slight decrease in prediction accuracy of the majority classes (because of normalization) causes a greater drop
in the overall performance. This hint that for the problem
at hand it is better to ignore the specific rare cases than try
to learn rules for them.
We also analyse the performance accuracy as a function
of different attributes such as for vocal, instrumental, Hindustani and Carnatic excerpts. Table 3 shows the obtained
accuracy for the whole database (92.96%), vocal excerpts
(94.13%), instrumental pieces (90.3%), excerpts belonging
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to Hindustani music (94.39%) and Carnatic music (92.15%).
We notice that the performance on the vocal excerpts is better compared to the instrument excerpts. A plausible reason
for this difference in performance could be the presence
of an accompanying drone instrument. For vocal music,
there is always a drone instrument accompanying the lead
performer, whereas for the instrumental songs a dedicated
drone instrument is absent in some performances.
Further analysing the erroneous cases, we observed that
the most frequent error types were selecting the fifth (Pa)
or the fourth (Ma) as the tonic or identifying the tonic in
another octave. These type of errors are understandable, as
Pa or Ma is the secondary pitch-class that is often produced
by the drone instrument in addition to the tonic. Moreover,
for the male singers the errors were selecting the higher Pa
or Ma as tonic, whilst for female singers it was selecting the
lower Pa or Ma. This can be attributed jointly to the differences in typical tonic frequencies for male and female
singers, together with the frequency range chosen for constructing the pitch histograms.
The accuracy obtained for tonic octave identification is
also good, with the classification based approach (96.62%)
performing better than the rule-based approach (89.5%) without restricting the tonic pitch range. It is justified as the
rule-based approach only considers the melody histogram
values at different tonic pitch-class locations, whereas in
the classification based approach we densely sample (25
points for two octaves) the histogram to model the lowest
octave. We also evaluate both these approaches after incorporating the knowledge of tonic pitch range (110-260 Hz).
This considerably improves the performance of the rulebased approach which now achieves an accuracy of 96.2%.
The accuracy for the classification based approach also increases to 98.73% but not as significantly as for the former
case. We observe that the performance of the classification based approach does not depend a lot on the selected
frequency range.
Evaluating the performance of the rule-based approach
exposed several interesting cases. It falls short of estimating the correct tonic octave when the song is sung in madhyaṁ-śruti [14], or when the melody extraction algorithm fails
to track the low frequency pitches. For a detailed analysis
of erroneous cases we refer to [14]. Another interesting observation is that the rule-based approach performs equally
well for the performances of male and female singers, and
better for Hindustani music compared to Carnatic music.
However, the classification based approach performs better
for the performances of male singers compared to female
singers and for Carnatic music than the Hindustani music.
This can be attributed to the predominance of male singers
and Carnatic music cases in our database (Table 1).
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a new approach for tonic identification in Indian art music. Our method divides the task
into two stages, where the first stage performs tonic pitchclass identification. In this way, in addition to vocal music
the method is also suitable for instrumental music where
the concept of tonic octave is not clearly defined. The tonic
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pitch-class identification is based on a multi-pitch analysis
of the audio signal, in which the predominant pitches are
used to construct a pitch histogram. The pitch histogram
represents the most frequently used pitches in the whole
excerpt. We thus utilize the presence of the drone in the
background of the recording, which constantly reinforces
the tonic pitch. Using a classification based approach the
system automatically learns the best set of rules to select the
peak of the histogram representing the tonic pitch-class.
We presented two approaches for the second stage of the
method, which estimates the tonic octave; a rule-based approach and a classification based approach. In both the approaches we analyze the predominant melody contour to
establish the tonic octave. Both the stages are individually
evaluated on a sizable database containing a wide variety
of music material such as Hindustani and Carnatic music,
male and female singers, vocal and instrumental music performances. The method obtains a good accuracy in both the
stages. This supports our hypothesis that the drone sound
is an important cue to tonic pitch-class identification and
tonic octave can be established based on the predominant
melody. While performing tonic octave estimation many
interesting cases such as madhyaṁ-śruti songs came into
light. Along with the results, we also discussed the types
of errors most commonly made by the method and plausible reasons for them.
In addition to the the proposed approach we also presented
a proposal for a complete iterative system for tonic identification in Indian art music. We briefly discussed the issues
which need to be addressed in future in order to incrementally utilize the available metadata in conjunction with the
audio data. Specifically, the data selection and the confidence estimation modules are the two important blocks on
which we intend to concentrate our efforts on in our future
work.
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ABSTRACT
Intonation is a fﬀndamental mﬀsic concept that has a special releﬁance in Indian art mﬀsic. It is characteristic of
the rāga and intrinsic to the mﬀsical expression of the performer. Describing intonation is of importance to seﬁeral
information retrieﬁal tasks like the deﬁelopment of rāga
and artist similarity measﬀres. In oﬀr preﬁioﬀs ﬂork, ﬂe
proposed a compact representation of intonation based
on the parametrization of the pitch histogram of a performance and demonstrated the ﬀsefﬀlness of this representation throﬀgh an exploratiﬁe rāga recognition task in
ﬂhich ﬂe classi ed 42 ﬁocal performances belonging to 3
rāgas ﬀsing parameters of a single sﬁara. In this paper,
ﬂe extend this representation to employ context-based
sﬁara distribﬀtions, ﬂhich are obtained ﬂith a di erent
approach to nd the pitches belonging to each sﬁara. We
qﬀantitatiﬁely compare this method to oﬀr preﬁioﬀs one,
discﬀss the adﬁantages, and the necessary melodic analysis to be carried oﬀt in fﬀtﬀre.
1. INTRODUCTION
Indian art mﬀsic has tﬂo main branches: Karṇāṭaka and
Hindﬀstānī mﬀsic, the former more preﬁalent in the Indian
peninsﬀlar, the laer more preﬁalent in northern regions
of the Indian sﬀbcontinent. Rāga is the melodic frameﬂork on ﬂhich Indian art mﬀsic relies. A giﬁen rāga is described by a set of properties: A set of sﬁaras 1 , their progressions (ārohaṇa/aﬁarōhaṇa), their intonation inﬁolﬁing
ﬁarioﬀs moﬁements (gamakas), and their strength, dﬀration, and positions relatiﬁe to each other (fﬀnctionality of
sﬁaras) [1].
In the literatﬀre, it is shoﬂn that the intonation of a giﬁen
sﬁara can ﬁary signi cantly depending on the artist and
the rāga [2–4]. erefore, obtaining a representation of
intonation for compﬀtational pﬀrposes is a necessary step
to characterize rāgas and artists. In oﬀr preﬁioﬀs ﬂork
[4], ﬂe obtained a compact representation of intonation
by parametrizing pitch histograms, of ﬂhich in this paper
1 A sﬁara-sthana is a freqﬀency region ﬂhich indicates the note and
its alloﬂed intonation in di erent melodic contexts.
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ﬂe present an extension. In the folloﬂing sections, ﬂe
brie y sﬀmmerize oﬀr preﬁioﬀs ﬂork, present the changes
to that approach and compare the performance of both the
methods in a rāga classi cation task.
2. HISTOGRAM PARAMETRIZATION
We hypothesize that the intonation of a sﬁara is manifest
in a pitch histogram, speci cally in the shape of the distribﬀtion of pitches aroﬀnd the sﬁara positions. erefore,
the goal of oﬀr intonation description approach is to obtain the parameters that describe the shape of the distribﬀtion aroﬀnd each sﬁara in a giﬁen histogram. We detailed
this parametrization, denoted as Mh , in [4].
e parametrization of the sﬁaras can be broadly diﬁided
into six steps. In the rst step, the prominently ﬁocal segments of each performance are extracted ﬀsing a trained
sﬀpport ﬁector machine (SVM) model. In the second step,
the pitch corresponding to the ﬁoice is extracted ﬀsing
mﬀltipitch analysis [5]. In the third step, ﬀsing all the
performances of each rāga, an aﬁerage pitch histogram
for eﬁery rāga is compﬀted and its prominent peaks detected. In the foﬀrth step, ﬂe compﬀte the pitch histogram
for each single performance, detecting the releﬁant peaks
and ﬁalleys ﬀsing information from the oﬁerall histogram
of the corresponding rāga. In the h step, each peak is
characterized by ﬀsing the ﬁalley points and an empirical
threshold. Finally, in the sixth step, the parameters that
characterize each of the peak distribﬀtions are extracted:
mean, ﬁariance, position, amplitﬀde, skeﬂ and kﬀrtosis.
In [4], ﬂe eﬁalﬀated Mh ﬀsing an exploratiﬁe rāga classication task in ﬂhich three rāgas ﬂere classi ed based on
the parameters of jﬀst a single sﬁara. e resﬀlts shoﬂed
the ﬀsefﬀlness of the approach as it oﬀtperformed the baseline approach ﬂhich consists of jﬀst the position and amplitﬀde parameters. Hoﬂeﬁer, this approach completely
discards the contextﬀal information of pitches: mainly the
melodic & temporal contexts. e melodic context of a
pitch instance refers to the larger melodic moﬁement of
ﬂhich a giﬁen pitch is part of. e temporal context refers
to the properties of the modﬀlation: a fast intra-sﬁara moﬁement, a sloﬂer inter-sﬁara moﬁement, a striding glide from
one sﬁara to another, etc. e histogram analysis is an
aggregation-based approach and it is thﬀs not feasible to
employ sﬀch contextﬀal information.
In Mh , a pitch ﬁalﬀe gets the same treatment irrespectiﬁe
of ﬂhere it occﬀrs in pitch contoﬀr. Consider the folloﬂing tﬂo scenarios: (i) a giﬁen sﬁara being sﬀng steadily for
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Figure 1: e moﬁement of ﬂindoﬂs shoﬂn for a giﬁen segment Sk , ﬂhich spans th milliseconds. In this case, tﬂ = th *4.

Figure 2: e pitch contoﬀr (ﬂhite) is shoﬂn on top of the spectrogram of a short segment from a Karṇāṭaka ﬁocal
recording. e red (tﬂ = 150ms, th = 30ms), black (tﬂ = 100ms, th = 20ms) and blﬀe (tﬂ = 90ms, th = 10ms) contoﬀrs shoﬂ
the sﬁara to ﬂhich the corresponding pitches are binned to. e red and blﬀe contoﬀrs are shied feﬂ cents ﬀp the y-axis
for legibility.
some time dﬀration, and (ii) the same sﬁara appearing in a
qﬀick transition betﬂeen tﬂo neighboring sﬁaras. In Mh ,
it is not possible to handle them di erently. Bﬀt in reality, the rst occﬀrrence shoﬀld be part of the giﬁen sﬁara’s
distribﬀtion, and the second occﬀrrence shoﬀld belong to
either of the neighboring sﬁaras depending on ﬂhich is
more emphasized. e objectiﬁe of the neﬂ method ﬂe
propose, Mc , is to handle sﬀch cases by incorporating the
local melodic and temporal context of the giﬁen pitch ﬁalﬀe.

is nearest to the median of the mean ﬁalﬀes.
To achieﬁe this, ﬂe de ne a moﬁing ﬂindoﬂ ﬂith ﬂindoﬂ size set to tﬂ milliseconds and hop size set to th milliseconds. For a k-th hop on pitch contoﬀr P, k=0,1,… tN ,
h
ﬂhere N is the total nﬀmber of samples of the pitch contoﬀr, ﬂe de ne segment (Sk ), mean (µk ), nﬀmber of ﬂindoﬂs (ϵ) and median (m̄k ) as:
Sk = P[tﬂ + (k − 1)th : tﬂ + kth ]
tﬂ +kth

µk =

i=kth

3. CONTEXT-BASED SVARA DISTRIBUTIONS
In the context-based parametrization ﬂe propose, Mc , the
pitches corresponding to each sﬁara distribﬀtion are foﬀnd
from the pitch contoﬀr itself, taking into accoﬀnt the modﬀlations in the pitch contoﬀr sﬀrroﬀnding a giﬁen pitch instance. e pitch contoﬀr is ﬁieﬂed as a collection of small
segments. For each segment, ﬂe consider the mean ﬁalﬀes
of a feﬂ ﬂindoﬂs containing the segment. e ﬂindoﬂs
are positioned in time sﬀch that the segment moﬁes from
the end of the rst ﬂindoﬂ to the beginning of the last
ﬂindoﬂ. e mean ﬁalﬀes proﬁide ﬀs ﬂith the necessary
contextﬀal information. Figﬀre. 1 shoﬂs the moﬁement
of ﬂindoﬂs for a giﬁen segment Sk . e f0 samples of
the segment belong then to the sﬁara distribﬀtion ﬂhich

1 ∑
P[i]
tﬂ
ϵ=

m̄k = median(µk , µk+1 , µk+2

tﬂ

th
. . . µk+ϵ−1 )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sk therefore, is a sﬀbset of pitch ﬁalﬀes of P as giﬁen by
Eq. 1. µk is the mean of the giﬁen ﬂindoﬂ (ﬂhich contains
Sk ). ϵ is the total nﬀmber of ﬂindoﬂs a giﬁen segment Sk
can be part of, and is constrained by tﬂ and th . m̄k is the
median of the set of µk ﬁalﬀes of the ϵ ﬂindoﬂs.
Giﬁen the Eqs. 1-4, a pitch-distribﬀtion of a sﬁara I in Γ, a
prede ned array of jﬀst-intonation interﬁals corresponding to foﬀr octaﬁes, is obtained as:
DI = {Sk | argmini δ(Γi , m̄k ) = I}
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Rāga
Bēgaḍa
Bhairaﬁi
Hindōlaṁ
Kāṁbhōji
Mﬀkhāri
Tōḍi
Total

Recordings
8
16
7
11
8
19
69

Duration (minutes)
60
332
107
254
81
652
1487

Performers
8
14
5
10
8
15
29

Table 1: Karṇāṭaka mﬀsic dataset ﬀsed for the eﬁalﬀation of the tﬂo methods.
Method/Classiﬁer
Mh
Mc

3-Nearest Neigh.
0.37
0.50

Naive Bayes
0.54
0.51

Multilayer Perceptron
0.43
0.54

SVM
0.48
0.55

Table 2: F-measﬀres shoﬂn for the tﬂo methods in a rāga classi cation task. e baseline calcﬀlated ﬀsing zeroR classi er
lies at 0.15.
ﬂhere δ is a fﬀnction that giﬁes di erence betﬂeen the
argﬀments.
e crﬀcial step in this method is to determine the ﬂindoﬂ and hop sizes. A large ﬂindoﬂ has an adﬁantage
that it incorporates larger temporal context, bﬀt it is bad
for inter-sﬁara modﬀlations as they ﬂill be aﬁeraged to a
mean. On the other hand a small ﬂindoﬂ might defeat
the ﬂhole pﬀrpose, by inclﬀding no meaningfﬀl context
at all. Eqs. 1 and 3 reqﬀire the hop size to be reasonably
smaller than the ﬂindoﬂ size. is is crﬀcial since for any
segment Sk , a larger nﬀmber of µk ﬁalﬀes carry a larger
temporal context. is helps to take a beer decision in
determining the sﬁara distribﬀtion to ﬂhich Sk belongs to.
Also keeping in mind the compﬀtational limitations, ﬂe
foﬀnd empirically that tﬂ = 100ms and th = 20ms perform
considerably good for most performances. Figﬀre 2 shoﬂs
the resﬀlts for (tﬂ = 150ms, th = 30ms), (tﬂ = 100ms, th =
20ms) and (tﬂ = 90ms, th = 10ms).
In the gﬀre, the intra-sﬁara moﬁements tend to be associated ﬂith the corresponding sﬁara ﬂhereas the intersﬁara moﬁements are segmented and distribﬀted appropriately. In e ect, this method alleﬁiates the need for peak
detection and nding the distribﬀtion boﬀnds as ﬂe obtain
each sﬁara distribﬀtion independently. ese tﬂo steps
ﬂhich are part of Mh haﬁe their oﬂn limitations. e peak
detection algorithm is prone to pick erroneoﬀs peaks and
leaﬁe oﬀt feﬂ releﬁant ones. e laer is common phenomena ﬂhen the peak at a sﬁara appears as a bﬀmp on
the peak of neighboring sﬁara. On the other hand, in order to estimate the parameters it is necessary to determine
the bandﬂidth of peaks from the histogram. In the cases
ﬂhere the ﬁalley points of a peak are not so eﬁident and
the peak distribﬀtion oﬁerlapped ﬂith that of a neighboring sﬁara, ﬂe chose a hard boﬀnd of 50 cents on either side
of the peak. is a ects the parameters compﬀted for the
distribﬀtion. Sﬀch issﬀes does not arise ﬂith Mc as it does
not reqﬀire these tﬂo steps.
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4. EVALUATION & RESULTS
We eﬁalﬀated both methods ﬀsing a rāga classi cation task.
For this, ﬂe ﬀsed a Karṇāṭaka mﬀsic dataset of 69 recordings in six rāgas. Table 1 shoﬂs the details of the dataset.
e same sﬁara parameters for all the recordings are obtained ﬀsing both methods: position, amplitﬀde, mean,
ﬁariance, skeﬂ and kﬀrtosis. e position and amplitﬀde
parameters are deliberately remoﬁed as their ﬁalﬀes obtained ﬀsing the tﬂo methods are more or less the same.
From among the remaining parameters, ﬂe got 192 featﬀres (4 parameters x 12 sﬁaras x 4 octaﬁes). To redﬀce
this nﬀmber for classi cation, ﬂe ﬀsed information-gain
featﬀre selection algorithm [6, 7] to select the 10 best parameters for rāga classi cation. To ensﬀre fairness the
dataset is sﬀbsampled 10 times ﬂith 7 recordings per rāga.
Each sﬀbsample is split ﬂith 2:1 train/test ratio. is is
done 10 times randomizing the order of recordings in the
sample (10 sﬀbsampled datasets x 10 randomizations = 100
times). We chose k-nearest neighboﬀr, naiﬁe bayes, mﬀltilayer perceptron and SVM classi ers for the experiment 2 .
is ﬂay, by testing consistent di erences in accﬀracy
across seﬁeral classi ers ﬂe can be more con dent of the
improﬁements of oﬀr neﬂly proposed approach. Table 2
shoﬂs the resﬀlts aﬁeraged oﬁer each classi er.
e resﬀlts are indicatiﬁe of the slightly beer performance of Mc oﬁer Mh . e only exception occﬀrs ﬂith
naiﬁe bayes, ﬂhere the di erence betﬂeen their performances is not large.
ere is plenty of scope to fﬀrther improﬁe Mc . At the
moment, the oﬁerall distribﬀtion parameters are the only
soﬀrce of information ﬂhich ﬂe haﬁe taken into accoﬀnt.
Consider the distribﬀtions obtained by Mc shoﬂn in Figﬀre 3. oﬀgh each of them has one dominant peak, it
is also characterized by one or more other minor peaks.
ese peaks as sﬀch may or may not correspond to another sﬁara, bﬀt they do signify a melodic context in ﬂhich
2
e implementations proﬁided ﬂith Weka ﬂere ﬀsed ﬂith the defaﬀlt parameters.
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Figure 3: Varioﬀs sﬁara distribﬀtions from a Karṇāṭaka ﬁocal recording. Y-axis is in cents. Besides the dominant peak,
sﬀch distribﬀtions are also characterized by the presence of other minor peaks, ﬂhich can be important in characterizing
the intonation of the sﬁara.
the sﬁara occﬀrs: a freqﬀently co-occﬀring sﬁara, a melodic
moﬁement oﬁer this sﬁara ﬂhich inﬁolﬁes another sﬁara
or ﬁiceﬁersa, etc. oﬀgh this information is partly contained by a feﬂ of the existing parameters sﬀch as skeﬂ
and kﬀrtosis, it might help greatly to consider it as an additional parameter.

that particﬀlar rāga (see [8] for more details and an example). is is boﬀnd to impact the ﬂay sﬁaras are sﬀng:
ﬂith or ﬂithoﬀt gamakas, the extent of gamakas, sﬁaras
sﬀng in a giﬁen gamaka and so on. erefore, obtaining
separate distribﬀtions for each sﬁara in its ascending and
descending contexts might be helpfﬀl.

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, ﬂe haﬁe extended oﬀr preﬁioﬀs ﬂork on
characterizing intonation in Karṇāṭaka mﬀsic by incorporating local melodic context in obtaining sﬁara distribﬀtions. e resﬀlts from the eﬁalﬀation task seem to indicate that oﬀr neﬂ approach performs beer compared to
the earlier one. We noﬂ discﬀss the fﬀtﬀre direction of this
ﬂork to inclﬀde the ascending and descending paerns of
sﬁaras, and improﬁe the cﬀrrent method to gather more
contextﬀal information aboﬀt the pitches.
5.1 Ārōhaṇa & Avarōhaṇa
Rāga is ﬀsﬀally represented as a set of ascending and descending sﬁaras. ese more or less de ne the possible
melodic moﬁements, or rather preﬁent a feﬂ moﬁements
deeming them inappropriate for the melodic context of

5.2 Better contextual information
Mc deriﬁes the context of a pitch ﬁalﬀe in the melodic contoﬀr, ﬂhich is constrained by tﬂ and th . Another possible
method that ﬂoﬀld alleﬁiate sﬀch constraints is to deriﬁe
the context based on the characteristics of melodic moﬁement ﬂhich the giﬁen pitch instance is located in. We locate the nearest peak and ﬁalley on either side of it and
calcﬀlate the slope ﬂith the tﬂo points. e slope, and
the absolﬀte pitch di erence (in cents) betﬂeen the peak
and ﬁalley, together ﬂill set the melodic context of the
giﬁen pitch instance. Essentially these tﬂo parameters indicate the natﬀre of the modﬀlation. is information oﬁer
a range of pitches can be ﬀsed to groﬀp them into a meaningfﬀl ﬀnit (sﬀch as a particﬀlar gamaka) based on their
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Collection

Recordings

Karṇāṭaka
Hindustānī

1001
495

Performers
(min. 5 recs/all)
56/60
33/64

Rāgas
(min. 5 recs/all)
62/184
24/159

Compositions
(min. 2 recs/all)
39/303
10/218

Table 3: F-measﬀres shoﬂn for the tﬂo methods in a rāga classi cation task. e baseline calcﬀlated ﬀsing zeroR classi er
lies at 0.15.
paerns. For instance, a large kampita 3 ﬂill resﬀlt in a
paern of slopes, pitch diferences ﬂhich is di erent from
that of a single glide sﬀrroﬀnded by other modﬀlations.
e role of amplitﬀde is another direction ﬂhich deserﬁes
aention. It helps in ﬀnderstanding the perceptﬀal importance of a giﬁen pitch instance. One possible modi cation
of obtaining parameters ﬂoﬀld be a simple ﬂeighting of
pitches ﬂith their amplitﬀde.

[5] J. Salamon and E. Gómez, “Melody extraction from
polyphonic mﬀsic signals ﬀsing pitch contoﬀr characteristics,” Audio, Speech, and Language Processing, IEEE
Transactions on, no. 99, pp. 1–1, 2012.

5.3 Dataset

[7] T. Ngo, “Data mining: practical machine learning
tools and techniqﬀe, third edition by Ian H. Wien,
Eibe Frank, Mark A. Hell,” SIGSOFT Sow. Eng. Notes,
ﬁol. 36, no. 5, pp. 51–52, 2011.

In oﬀr ﬂork, oﬀr major concern till noﬂ ﬂas to obtain
a meaningfﬀl description of intonation for compﬀtational
pﬀrpose. erefore, ﬂe haﬁe come ﬀp ﬂith small rāga
classi cation tasks that helped ﬀs to cross check ﬂhether
the description is ﬀsefﬀl. Noﬂ that ﬂe haﬁe a reasonably
meaningfﬀl and ﬀsefﬀl description, ﬂe intend to ﬀse it in
seﬁeral tasks: primarily rāga and artist characterization.
A possible application oﬀt of this is broﬂsing the aﬀdio
collections ﬂith similarity measﬀres based on rāgas and
artists. e Karṇāṭaka and Hindﬀstānī collections pﬀt together as part of CompMﬀsic project proﬁide a sﬀitable
groﬀnd for implementing sﬀch an application. Table. 3
shoﬂs the releﬁant statistics of the collections in their cﬀrrent form.
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ABSTRACT
Melodic motifs form essential building blocks in Indian
Classical music. The motifs, or key phrases, provide
strong cues to the identity of the underlying raga in both
Hindustani and Carnatic styles of Indian music. Automatic identification and clustering of similar motifs is relevant in this context. The inherent variations in various
instances of a characteristic phrase in a bandish (composition) performance make it challenging to identify similar phrases in a performance. A nyas svara (long note)
marks the ending of these phrases. The proposed method
does segmentation of phrases through identification of
nyas and computes similarity with the reference characteristic phrase.

particular manifestation in the phrase context. The improvisatory nature of the tradition leads to variability in
the actual rendering of the phrase in a manner that adds to
the overall expressiveness while still retaining its easily
recognizable identity as the particular characteristic
phrase of the raga.
In the present work, we use a predominant pitch detection algorithm to extract the melodic pitch contour
from vocal concert recordings [2]. Selected raga-specific
phrases are segmented from the contour based on the
proposed phrase-ending cues and clustered with an interphrase similarity metric. Experimental results are presented on a database of audio concert recordings of a
selected raga by two vocalists.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MUSICOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Hindustani classical music is based on the framework of
raga and tala. The raga or melodic base is described by
the permitted intervals (svara) with respect to the tonic
and the characteristic phrases of the raga. The classical
music performance, although largely improvised, is actually an extensive elaboration of the raga where the characteristic svara and phrases recur throughout thus reinforcing the mood and character of the raga. Considering
the availability of vast audio archives but typically limited metadata and practically non-existent symbolic
scores, it is of interest to develop automatic systems to
provide rich transcriptions of concert recordings. Ragacharacteristic phrases would be an important component
of a concert transcription. The automatic detection of
phrases can serve well for music retrieval by providing
inputs for higher level music attributes such as raga or
bandish.[1]. In this work, we consider the problem of
segmenting and clustering melodic phrases or motifs
from recorded performances of Hindustani vocal music.
While the problem of melodic phrase detection has
been attempted for Western music, Hindustani music
presents the challenges of a pitch-continuous tradition
where symbolic notation is inadequately developed. Thus
phrase detection must rely on the segmentation of the
continuous pitch contour followed by identifying the
phrases in terms of the sequence of svara as well as their

The character of the raga is manifested not only in the set
of permitted notes (svaras) but also in the commonly
occurring note sequences or phrases. Listeners are known
to identify the raga by the occurrence of its main phrases
(calana). Alhaiya-bilawal is the most commonly performed raga of the Bilawal group, which mainly includes
ragas based on the major scale [3]. It is considered to be
complex in its phraseology and is associated with a somber mood. While its notes include all the notes of the
Western major scale, it has additionally the komal Ni (flat
Ni) in the descent (avaroha). Further Ma is omitted from
the ascent. The typical phrases used for raga elaboration
in a performance appear in Table 1. A specific phrase
may appear in the bandish itself or in the bol-alap and
bol-taan (improvised segments). It may be uttered using
the words or syllables of the bandish or in aakar
(melismatic singing on the syllable /a/). What is invariant
about the calana is its melodic form which may be described as a particular-shaped pitch trajectory through the
nominal notes (svaras) in Table 1. The manual transcription of the melodic contour involves the detection of
phrase boundaries and the labeling of the characteristic
phrases and the other interwoven svaras. The commonly
used annotation is simply the temporal sequence of
svaras. However the actual interpretation of the phrase by
a performer would involve the background knowledge of
the performer in achieving the raga-specified intonation
of the svaras and their transitions within the phrase.

Copyright: © 2012 Joe Cheri Ross et al. This is an open-access article
dis- tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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Raga

Characteristic Phrases(Pakads)

Scale of Raga

Alhaiya-bilawal

mnDP, RGPmG, NDNS, DnDP, GRGP, DG

SRGmPDnNS

Table 1. Raga-phrase information
The detection of phrases can be aided by the availability of cues to phrase boundaries. Melodic phrase boundaries can be associated with bounding pauses such as due
to a gap or a rest in the notation, or with certain metrical
positions in the metrical cycle of the music. In a previous
work on motif detection in Hindustani vocal music, the
main melodic motif, or mukhda, was segmented based on
its fixed position in the metrical cycle (coincidence of
final note onset with the sam) [4]. However this relationship of inter-phrase events to metrical events is weak in
the case of non-mukhda phrases. While the relative timing of notes is preserved within the phrase, the phrase
beginning does not occur on a specific beat necessarily.
In Hindustani music, the concept of nyas svara can be
useful. Nyas svara, literally the “resting note”, refers to a
svara that acts as a phrase ending. It is relatively long and
stable and likely to be followed by a pause.
As for the duration of a specific phrase, it may vary
slightly from instance to instance in a single concert section but it may also change drastically should the laya
(tempo) of the vocals alter during the concert section.
This could happen, for instance, when the vocalist changes from alap-style singing during a bandish to taan-style
singing with its faster syllable rate.
In the present study, we choose the set of characteristic
phrases of Alhaiya-bilawal raga that end on the nyas
svara Pa. These fall in the two broad categories of ascending (GRGP) and descending (mnDP, DnDP), depending on how the final note is approached. In raga
Alhaiya-bilawal, GRGP which is rendered for a longer
duration due to the presence of 2 ‘G’s, which is a nyas for
the raga, while DnDP has presence of one nyas ‘P. We
restrict ourselves to the descending phrases (mnDP,
DnDP) in this study.

Figure 1. mnDP phrases in Kavana Batariyaa by
Ashwini Bhide

3. DATABASE
We selected audio concerts of the raga Alhaiya-bilawal
performed by well-known Hindustani khyal vocalists
Ashwini Bhide and Manjari Asnare available at the
NCPA AUTRIM archive for Music in Motion [5]. In all
cases, the accompanying instruments are the tanpura
(drone), harmonium and tabla. The section of each concert corresponding to bandish and vistar is extracted for
this study. Table 2 shows the song, artiste name with
other relevant details.
For further processing, the audio is converted to 16
kHz mono at 16 bits/sample. All the phrases of interest,
as well as nyas svaras of interest, were labeled throughout the audio by a musician. Figure 1 shows a few of the
extracted and manually annotated pitch contour segments
for the characteristic phrases of Table 2. We observe the
complexity of phrase intonation, and variability in the
melodic contour of the phrase even within the concert.
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Figure 2. mnDP phrases in Dainyaa Kaahaan by
Manjiri Asanare
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Song
ID
AB
MA

Artiste

Raga

Tala

Bandish

Ashwini
Bhide
Manjiri
Asanare

Alhaiyabilawal
Alhaiyabilawal

Tintal

Kavana
Batariyaa
Dainyaa
Kaahaan

Tintal

Tempo
(bpm)
128
33

Dur.
#Phrases
(min) DnDP mnDP
8.85
15
31
6.9

12

11

#Candidate
Phrases
67
40

Table 2. Description of database

4. AUTOMATIC PHRASE DETECTION
The melodic contour is extracted by applying predominant F0 detection over the entire audio track of interest. Next, we propose to detect and label the characteristic phrases of the raga by computations on the extracted
pitch track. Our approach to phrase detection assumes the
availability of one or more reference templates in terms
of the segmented pitch contour for each ragacharacteristic phrase of interest.
4.1 Vocal pitch detection
In Hindustani classical vocal music, the accompanying
instruments include the drone (tanpura), tabla, and often,
the harmonium as well. The singing voice is usually dominant and the melody can be extracted from the detected
pitch of the predominant source in the polyphonic mix.
Melody detection involves identifying the vocal segments
and tracking the pitch of the vocalist. The drone and
harmonium are strongly pitched instruments. We therefore employ a predominant-F0 extraction algorithm designed for robustness in the presence of pitched accompaniment. This method is based on the detection of spectral harmonics helping to identify multiple pitch candidates in each 10 ms interval of the audio [6]. Finally, the
predominant F0 is selected based on a combination of
temporal and spectral constraints.
4.2 Nyas svara detection
Figure 3 shows some examples of manually annotated
nyas-svara superposed on the extracted pitch contour. We
observe the longer duration as well as the lower intranote pitch fluctuations in the nyas-svara relative to the
other notes in the phrase. These properties can be exploited for automatic detection as follows.
Since we are focused on P-nyas phrases, we scan the
pitch contour for segments over which there is a less than
50 cents deviation from the P svara value (or the fifth
with respect to the tonic) over at least a 100 ms duration.
The 150 ms following this segment are checked for the
same constraint except that now excursions outside the 50
cents range but limited to within 20 ms are permitted.
The latter takes care of occasional pitch tracking errors.
Any gaps (silences) are included within the 150 ms. A
segment that satisfies these criteria is labeled P-nyas
svara.

Figure 3. P nyas-svara at ending of different phrases. (i)
mnDP in AB (ii) DnDP in AB (iii) GRGP in MA (iv) mnDP
in MA

4.3 Phrase identification
The nyas-svara detected as above help to locate the ending boundaries of candidate phrases for the next step of
phrase identification. The next task is to classify each
candidate phrase into one or none of the characteristic
phrases ending with the specific nyas-svara. For instance,
P-nyas ending phrases could be one of GRGP, mnDP or
DnDP in raga Alhaiya-bilawal as seen from Table 3.
We assume that we have reference templates available
in the form of pitch contour segments extracted from a
set of manually annotated phrases. Phrase identification
then would essentially involve the computation of a similarity metric between a reference template and each of the
candidate pitch segments. We retain the full pitch contour computed by the pitch detection step at 10 ms intervals throughout the vocal region corresponding to a candidate phrase location. While the phrase-ending is reliably located by the nyas-svara detection, the phrase beginning may or may not be linked to particular cues. In
some cases, the phrase may begin from silence; however
it could also begin in continuation of the end of a previously sung phrase or other melodic entity. Due to the
expected variability in the phrase duration across the con-
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Song

# 'P' nyas detected

# 'P' nyas associated
with characteristic
phrases

AB

67

44

# Characteristic
phrases Ending with
'P'(but not with 'P'
nyas)
7

MA

40

27

2

Table 3. Performance of nyas svara detection
cert section, the actual duration of the reference template
is not useful in phrase segmentation. Further, the phrase
similarity measure should take time-warping into account.
In view of the above, a set of candidate phrases is generated from each detected phrase ending by back tracing
the phrase beginning to various instances at distances of
less than the reference template to twice the duration of
the reference template. A constrained dynamic timewarping (DTW) [7] based similarity measure is computed
between the reference template and each member of the
set. The minimum distance obtained serves as the estimated distance between the reference template and the
candidate phrase. Applying a threshold to the estimated
distance provides for the decision on phrase detection.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The evaluation of methods and similarity measure was
done with database described in Table 2. We separately
evaluate the nyas svara detection algorithm followed by
the similarity matching of the reference phrase with the
detected candidate phrases. The similarity matching is
tested on DnDP and mnDP phrases in the songs. The
number of manually annotated instances of these phrases
is mentioned in Table 2, which serve as the template
phrases.
Nyas svara identification is the key to identify right
candidates. Table 3 summarizes the results of nyas svara
detection and details of phrases which ends at ‘P’ nyas
and which do not. The performances by Ashwini Bhide
and Manjiri Asanare in raga Alhaiya-bilawal which we
have taken for the experiments are used for evaluation of
nyas svara identification also. As the phrases considered
ends with ‘P’ nyas, the nyas identification is evaluated on
‘P’ nyas in the songs mentioned. Identification task is
able identify all the nyas svaras which appear at the end
of the characteristic phrases in the song. Table 3 columns
describe the number of ‘P’ nyas identified in the song, the
phrases in the song which end with a ‘P’ nyas and the
phrases which end with short duration ‘P’ svara respectively.
The candidate phrases are extracted with reference to
the location of nyas svaras identified. As the characteristic phrases of interest to the experiments end with P nyas
svara, candidate phrases are extracted from the locations
of P nyas. As discussed in Section 4.3 candidate phrases
with variable duration are generated from each nyas iden136

tified. The selected durations span the range from 1 second to 3 seconds with step-size of 0.1 second.
From each set of candidate phrases associated with a
nyas svara, the candidate phrase having the least distance
with the template phrase is considered for further processing. This facilitates finding the best candidate phrase
associated with a nyas svara considering the fact that
similar phrases may vary with respect to duration also.
While evaluating with a specific characteristic phrase in
the song, the positive phrases from candidate phrases are
identified from the ground truth annotation of the phrase.
The rest of the candidate phrases are identified as negative candidates for the experiment. Distance between all
the available instances of a characteristic phrase in the
annotation and the candidate phrases are computed. The
number of positive candidate phrases may be less than
the number of annotated positive phrases when certain
positive phrases do not end with a nyas svara. For the
phrase DnDP in performance by Ashwini Bhide, phrase
identification is evaluated on 15x11=165 postive pairs
and 15x55=825 negative pairs (i.e., each positive with all
negatives).
Table 4 summarizes these experiments with the songs
and phrases described in Table 2 along with information
on positive and negative pairs. All the experiments evaluate within-concert phrase identification of instances of
characteristic phrases given a reference phrase. The first
experiment performs identification of candidate phrases
similar to DnDP phrase in the performance by Ashwini
Bhide. The false alarm rate computed for all experiments
is for a fixed hit rate. DTW measure computes the similarity between the template and candidate phrases which
are represented as continuous pitch values without applying any pitch quantization. Sakoe-chiba constraint [8]
applied to DTW forbids pathological warpings. This
helps to reduce matching between very temporally separated pitch instants in phrases.
In the distance computation, differences in pitch values less than 25 cents (quarter tone) are considered to be
0. We also tried to quantize the pitch to 12 semitones /
octave before distance computation. However, as can be
expected from the example contours seen in Figures 1
and 2, the results are poor due to the loss of details related to the transitory nature of svara realization within the
phrase.
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Song
AB

MA

Phrase
DnDP

#Phrases
POS
NEG
165
825

HR

FA

0.95

0.21

mnDP

868

1178

0.95

0.09

DnDP

132

336

0.95

0.12

mnDP

110

319

0.95

0.09

Table 4. Performance of motif detection for different
phrases. HR= hit rate; FA= false alarm rate

Figure 5. DTW distance distribution for DnDP phrase in
AB

Figure 4 shows distance distribution of mnDP phrase
and Figure 5 shows distance distribution in DnDP phrase
in performance by Ashwini Bhide. Distances between the
positive phrases are clustered better in mnDP distribution
than in the DnDP distribution. Also the negative distribution overlaps more with the positive distribution in DnDP
distribution. The variation within the phrases of mnDP is
less when compared to DnDP in this performance. mnDP
being a part of mukhda phrase in this bandish is expected
to be rendered with less amount of variations. The ROC
curve in the Figure 6 shows variation of hit rate and false
alarm rate for different decision thresholds for the experiment with mnDP phrase in performance by Ashwini
Bhide.

Figure 6. ROC curve for mnDP phrase(AB) distance
distribution

6. FUTURE WORK

Figure 4. DTW distance distribution for mnDP phrase in
AB

Variations with respect to time and pitch between the
phrases of the same kind make the phrase identification
task challenging. The current methods need to be tested
on the other characteristic phrases of the raga esp. the
longer (and visibly more variable) GRGP phrase. Further,
the current method checks for a matching phrase at a nyas
location by extracting candidate phrases of variable
length around a nyas. A sub-sequence search in a single
wider window around the identified nyas should find the
exact matching phrase more efficiently. A sub-sequence
search giving more weights to the invariant segments
within the characteristic phrase could lead to better clustering of similar phrases. Finally, an attribute-based
matching (rather than the direct matching of pitch values)
could serve to achieve robustness to variations due to
improvisation, as long as the invariant attributes can be
identified e.g. specific svara intonations, oscillations or
glide transitions.
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ABSTRACT
A prominent categorization of Indian classical music is
the Hindustani and Carnatic traditions, the two styles
having evolved under distinctly different historical and
cultural influences. Both styles are grounded in the melodic and rhythmic framework of raga and tala. The
styles differ along dimensions such as instrumentation,
aesthetics and voice production. In particular, Carnatic
music is perceived as being more ornamented. The hypothesis that style distinctions are embedded in the melodic contour is validated via subjective classification
tests. Melodic features representing the distinctive characteristics are extracted from the audio. Previous work
based on the extent of stable pitch regions is supported by
measurements of musicians’ annotations of stable notes.
Further, a new feature is introduced that captures the
presence of specific pitch modulations characteristic of
ornamentation in Indian classical music. The combined
features show high classification accuracy on a database
of vocal music of prominent artistes. The misclassifications are seen to match actual listener confusions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Indian Classical Music styles span a wide range, a prominent categorization within which is Hindustani and Carnatic. The distinction is geographical with the two styles
having evolved under distinctly different historical and
cultural influences. Carnatic music is predominantly performed and studied in the southern states of India while
Hindustani music is more widely spread in the country.
Both styles are grounded in the melodic and rhythmic
framework of raga and tala. While the repertoire of
commonly performed ragas is different in the two styles,
they share the basic scale structure, the use of ragaspecific phrase motifs and ornamentation. In both styles
due importance is accorded to both compositions and improvisation although the relative weighting tends to differ. The styles differ along dimensions such as structure
of a performance, aesthetics, voice production and the use
of decorative elements. Additionally, Hindustani and
Carnatic styles differ in the musical instruments used.
There has been some past work on the computational
analysis of Indian classical music related to automatic
recognition of raga [1, 2, 3]. These approaches have been
based on the distinctness of scale intervals, precise intonation and phraseology. With a raga being far more constrained than the Western scale, its grammar is defined by
Copyright: © 2012 Amruta Vidwans et al. This is an open-access article
dis- tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

characteristic phrases rather than just the scale intervals
[4]. Computational approaches have not been applied to
style discrimination however. Liu et al. [5] attempted to
classify audio signals according to their cultural styles as
Western or non-Western by the use of characteristics like
timbre, rhythm and musicology-based features. More recently, Salamon et al. [6] classified Western genres using
melodic features computed from pitch contours extracted
from polyphonic audio.
Hindustani and Carnatic music differ in the nature of
the accompanying instrumentation and can potentially be
distinguished by acoustic features relating to timbre.
However, it may be noted that the two styles can also be
reliably distinguished by listeners of the vocal music extracted from the alap section (i.e. the improvised component) of a concert where the accompanying instrument is
restricted to the common drone (tanpura). A common
perception among listeners is that the Hindustani alap
unfolds “slowly” relative to the corresponding Carnatic
alap which has complex pitch movements (gamakas) [7].
These observations imply that the melodic contour of the
alap contains sufficient information about style differences. In this work we consider the automatic identification of the style (Hindustani or Carnatic) from the melodic contour. Since transcriptions in the form of symbolic
notation are not easy to come by (apart from the absence
of standard notation to represent pitch movements), we
investigate style recognition from the available recorded
audio of vocal performances. Such work can be useful in
providing musicological insights as well as in developing
tools for music retrieval.
The repertoire of commonly performed ragas differs
in the two styles. However, in order to minimize any raga-specific influence on the discriminatory characteristics
of the melodic contour in the present study, we choose
music belonging to corresponding ragas in the two vocal
styles. We examine the assumption that the style distinctions are represented in the melodic contour via listening
tests. Next discriminatory features that can be computed
from the detected pitch contour are presented and evaluated for automatic style identification.

2. MELODIC FEATURE EXTRACTION
In order to characterize the melody, it is necessary to first
extract it from the polyphonic audio signal. The accompanying instrument in the alap section of the concert is
restricted to the tanpura (drone). Melody detection involves identifying the vocal segments and tracking the
pitch of the vocalist. Indian classical singing is a pitch139
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continuous tradition characterized by complex melodic
movements. These ornamentations (gamak) are categorized based on shape into a variety of glides and oscillatory movements. The oscillatory movements include several that are slower in rate and larger in amplitude than the
Western vibrato. In this section, we present the implementation of vocal pitch detection in such a scenario followed by a discussion of melodic features that characterize the style differences.
2.1 Vocal pitch detection
We employ a predominant-f0 extraction algorithm designed for robustness in the presence of pitched accompaniment [8]. This method is based on the detection of
spectral harmonics, helping to identify multiple pitch
candidates in each 10 ms interval of the audio. Next pitch
saliency and continuity constraints are applied to estimate
the predominant melodic pitch. Although the drone is audibly prominent due mainly to its partials spreading over
the frequency range up to 10 kHz, the strengths of its
harmonics are low relative to the voice harmonics. Thus
the singing voice dominates spectrally, and the melody
can be extracted from the detected pitch of the predominant source in the 0-4 kHz range.
State-of-the-art pitch detection methods achieve no
more than 80% accuracy on polyphonic audio. An important factor limiting the accuracy is the fixed choice of
spectrum analysis parameters, which ideally should be
matched to the characteristics of the audio such as the
pitch range of the singer and the rate of variation of pitch.
In the regions of rapid pitch modulation, characteristic of
Indian classical singing, shorter analysis windows serve
better to estimate the vocal harmonic frequencies and
amplitudes. Hence for better pitch detection accuracy, it
is necessary to adapt the window length to the signal
characteristics. This is achieved automatically by the
maximization of a signal sparsity measure computed at
each analysis instance (every 10 ms) of local pitch detection [9]. Finally, it is necessary to identify the vocal regions in the overall tracked pitch. This is achieved by using the peculiar characteristics of Hindustani music where
the vocal segments are easily discriminated from the instrumental pitches due to the different temporal dynamics
[10].
Differences in the two melodic styles are observed by
the visual comparison of the pitch contour segments of
Figure 1. The detected pitches obtained at 10 ms intervals
are converted to the musical cents scale. We note the
presence of long held notes in the Hindustani segment
versus the short and more ornamented notes of the Carnatic segment rendered in the same raga. Finely binned
(2 cent bin width) pitch histograms derived from extracted pitch contours tend to show clustering about the svar
locations, with the Carnatic music distributions being
more diffuse compared to the relatively concentrated
peaks typical of Hindustani music [2, 11].

2.2 Musically motivated features
Carnatic vocal renditions are typically replete with ornamentation as opposed to the relatively slowly varying
pitches of the Hindustani vocalist. The difference is particularly prominent in the alap section which the artiste
uses for raga elaboration and where the svar appear in
their raga-specific intonation whether steady or ornamented with touch notes (kan) or oscillations (gamak).
We explore the possibility of a musicologically motivated
feature for the above difference. Hindustani musicians
refer to held notes as “standing” notes or khada svar. A
manual annotation of 20 minutes of audio comprising of
30 alap sections across different ragas rendered by prominent Hindustani vocalists was carried out by 2 trained
musicians. The musicians labeled the onset and offset of
each instance of khada svar that was perceived on listening to the audio. The duration and standard deviation of
each instance was measured. Figure 3 shows scatter plots
of the 241 instances of khada svar identified by the musicians. We observe that the location of the highest density
is duration=700 ms and standard deviation=10 cents.
Thus these may be considered as nominal values for a
khada svar as obtained by this experimental investigation. In the next section, we propose a method to segment the pitch contour into steady and ornamented regions depending on the detected local temporal variation
[12].
2.3 Stable note segmentation
Steady, or relatively flat, pitch regions are expected to
correspond to the khada svars of the underlying raga.
Based on the observations of the previous section, a stable note region is defined as a continuous segment of a
specified minimum duration (“N” ms) within which the
pitch values exhibit a standard deviation less than a specified threshold (“J” cents) from the computed mean of the
segment.
Figure 1 depicts the detected steady note segments as
dark lines superposed on the continuous pitch contours
using the nominal parameters N=400 ms and J=20 cents.
The gamakas, or complex pitch movements, are left untouched. We observe that the long held notes coincide
with the svar locations of the raga. Traditionally, the ornamented regions too are notated to a sequence of raga
notes in music teaching. However the correspondence
between the complex pitch movements and sequence of
notes is rarely obvious from the continuous pitch contour.
It is known to depend on the raga and on the immediate
melodic context and possibly on the style as well.
A visible difference between the Hindustani and Carnatic pitch contours in Figure 1 is the proportion of stable
note regions in the segment. The ratio of detected steady
note regions to overall vocal duration in a 70 sec clip
(typically the alap section lasts for just over one minute
in a concert) of each of the recordings listed in Table 1 is
computed as follows.
(1)
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Detected pitch contours of alap sections of (a)
Hindustani vocalist Malini Rajurkar for raga Todi (b)
Carnatic vocalist Sudha Raghunathan for raga
Subhapanthuvarali. The stable note segment (black) is
superimposed on continuous contour (gray).
2.4 Measure of oscillatory gamak
The relative use of specific ornamentation (gamak) differs between the two styles with the Carnatic vocalist
more engaged in rapid oscillatory movements between
stable note regions. The Hindustani vocalist, on the other
hand, spends more time gliding between notes, or on
lower frequency oscillations and isolated grace notes
while approaching longer stable notes. We seek a measure to capture this distinction which appears to be evident
in the rates of pitch modulation. The pitch contour segments that remain after the extraction of stable note regions are analyzed for rate of pitch modulation. The Fourier spectrum of the temporal pitch trajectory, sampled
every 10 ms, shows clear peaks whenever the gamak is
characterized by uniform oscillations. The presence of
substantial oscillations in the 3 Hz - 7.5 Hz frequency
range in the gamak regions is indicative of the Carnatic
style.
The DFT spectrum of 1 sec segments of the pitch contour are computed using a sliding window with hop size
of 500 ms. Each segment is characterized by its value of
an energy ratio (ER) computed as the energy of oscillations in the 3 - 7.5 Hz region normalized by the energy in
the 1 - 20 Hz frequency region as below.

 Z k 

k7.5Hz

ER 

k k3Hz
k20Hz

 Z k 

k k1Hz

2

(2)
2

where Z(k) is the DFT of the mean-subtracted pitch trajectory z(n) with samples at 10 ms intervals, and kfHz is
the frequency bin closest to f Hz.

(b)
Figure 2. Mean subtracted pitch contour of a gamak region and its DFT amplitude after windowing for (a) raga
Todi by Rashid Khan (b) raga Subhapanthuvarali by
Sudha Raghunathan
Figure 2 shows the temporal trajectory of the pitch and
the corresponding DFT amplitude spectrum for examples
of Hindustani and Carnatic segments. The ER is computed at 500 ms intervals throughout the non stable-note regions of the pitch contour. The percentage of ER values
so obtained that cross a specified threshold serves as an
indicator of the vocal style. We get a gamak measure as
below.
(3)
The threshold “x” was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 to find that
x=0.3 showed good separability between oscillatory segments and relatively slowly varying segments.

3. DATABASE AND EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Database
Commercial CD concert recordings by prominent artistes
of each style, as listed in Table 1, were obtained and the
audio converted to 16 kHz, mono sampled at 16
bits/sample. Widely performed ragas that use the same
scale intervals (relative to the chosen tonic note) in both
the Hindustani and Carnatic styles are chosen for the present study. There are a total of 40 distinct concert alaps
equally distributed across styles performed by renowned
Hindustani and Carnatic vocalists. With alap sections of
the concerts typically being of duration at least 70 sec, we
segmented each concert alap into 2 non-overlapping sections each of duration between 32-40 sec with segment
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boundaries selected such that continuous sung phrases are
not interrupted. It was verified that all the alap sections
were in the similar tempo range.
Hindustani Artistes

Carnatic Artistes

Ajoy Chakrabarty
Bhimsen Joshi
Fateh Ali Khan
Girija Devi
Jasraj
Kaivalya Kumar
Kishori Amonkar
Kumar Gandharva
Malini Rajurkar
Prabha Atre
Rashid Khan
Ulhas Kashalkar
Veena Sahasraabuddhe

A R Iyengar
K V Narayanswamy
M Balamuralikrishna
M D Ramanathan
M L Vasanthakumari
M S Subhalakshmi
Narayanaswamy
Sanjay Subramanium
Santanagopalan
Semmangudi S Iyer
Shankaranarayanan
Sudha Raghunathan
T N Seshagopalan
T S Kalyanaraman
T S Sathyavati
R Vedavalli

Table 1. List of artistes covered in the alap database
Hindustani Raga
(No. of clips)
Todi (12)
Malkauns (18)
Jaijaiwanti (10)

Carnatic Raga
(No. of clips )
Subhapanthuvarali (14)
Hindolam (12)
Dwijavanthy (14)

Table 2. Distribution of alap clips across Ragas for automatic classification
As mentioned in the Introduction, we restrict the
choice of concerts to specific raga pairs. Table 2 shows
the three pairs of corresponding ragas, one in each row of
the table, along with the ascending and descending scales
of each [13, 14]. We use the solfege symbols S, R, G, m,
P, D, N for notating the shuddha (natural) Sa, Re, Ga,
Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni respectively. For notating komal (flat)
Re, Ga, Dha, Ni we use r, g, d, n respectively and M for
tivra (sharp) Ma. This obtains the 12 notes of an octave.
Table 3 also provides the raga-specific ascending and
descending forms as well as their typical phrases.
The chosen ragas represent different categories such that
Todi is a diatonic scale, Jaijaiwanti uses 9 distinct semitones (both G, g and N, n are valid depending on the context) and Malkauns is pentatonic. It is observed that in the
pentatonic scale ragas large pitch excursions are more.

each style by gray lines. To suppress the effects of artiste
identity, voice quality and pronunciation in the listeners’
discrimination task, the melodic contour is resynthesized
using a uniform timbre vowel-like sound before being
presented to listeners. The amplitude of the resynthesized
tone however follows that of the singer’s voice. The amplitude is obtained by summing the energies of the vocal
harmonics estimated from the detected pitch. The volume dynamics are retained together with pitch dynamics
since they play a role in melody perception.
Subjective listening tests with 18 listeners were conducted. Of these, 6 listeners had had some training in one
of the two traditions while the remaining were untrained.
The listeners were asked to identify the style for each of
up to a maximum of 60 concert clips (10 clips per raga
per style) by listening to the corresponding resynthesized
melodic contour over the desired duration. The clips were
presented in random order within each raga set. It was
found that most listeners reached their conclusion about
the style within about the first 20 sec of the clip. We
eventually have 600 subjective judgments spread uniformly across the ground-truth set of style and ragas.
Tables 4 and 5 show the obtained accuracies from the
listening test. We observe that listeners are able to identify the style at levels well above chance. This is particularly true of Todi raga and less so in the case of Malkauns.
It may be speculated that this is due to the pentatonic
scale permitting larger inter-note pitch excursions in both
styles. Raga Malkauns is known for its gamak such as the
initial svars in the phrases ddSnS, ddmgm, SSndn. A
more specific discussion of common misclassifications
among the audio clips is provided later.
No.

1.
2.
3.

Raga

Todi
Malkauns
Jaijaiwanti

Total
clips
100
100
100

Hindustani Style
Correctly Accuracy
identified
89
89 %
77
77 %
87
87 %

Table 4. Listening test results for Hindustani music
No.

1.

Raga

2.

Subhapanthuvarali
Hindolam

3.

Dwijavanthi

Carnatic Style
Total
clips
100

Correctly
identified
86

Accuracy

100

82

82 %

100

82

82 %

86 %

3.2 Listening tests
We examine the assumption that the style distinctions are
captured by the melodic contour via listening tests. The
audio clips are processed the method of Section 2.1 to
obtain the melodic contour (continuous variation of pitch
in time across all vocal segments of the audio signal). The
pitch is detected at 10 ms intervals throughout the sung
regions of the audio track. Figure 1 depicts the extracted
high-resolution continuous pitch contour of examples of
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Table 5. Listening test results for Carnatic music
3.3 Musical bases of parameter selection
As the parameters N, J for automatic classification was
empirically set for the stable note measures in the previous work, musical concept of 'Khada Svar' is now used to
have musically better grounded parameter settings.
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Hindustani
Raga
Todi

Carnatic Raga
Subhapanthuvarali

Jaijaiwanti

Dwijavanthi

Malkauns

Hindolam

Swaras in ascent (aroha)
S r g M d N S'

Swaras in descent (avaroha)
S' N d P M g r S

N S R G m P, G
m D n S’
n S g m d n S’

S’ n D P m G, R
g R S, RN S
S’ n d m, g m g
S

Characteristic phrases
(.d .N S r g), (d r g- Mrgr S-), (S r g- g M
d P, M d N S’-)
(R g R S), (RN S D n R S)
(g m g S), (n S g S), (g m d m), (d n d m)

Table 3. Swaras that are present in Aroha-Avaroha of Todi, Malkauns and Jaijaiwanti
Positions of the stable notes with exact boundaries
were marked independently by two trained Hindustani
musicians on a subset of the audio database. Duration,
minimum and maximum values, mean, standard deviation
of each marked 'Khada Svar's were calculated. The duration (in ms) vs. standard deviation (in cents) for Hindustani (241 tokens) and Carnatic (118 tokens) were separately plotted in 2-dimensional scatter plots to optimize
the values of N, J parameters from musicians' perspective.

Figure 3. Distribution of Khada Svar tokens marked
from clips of Hindustani style
Each of the marked 'Khada Svar' token was assigned
the musical note in the corresponding Raga and the exact
intonation was observed with respect to the equaltempered scale. Minimum standard deviation was found
on the tonic 'S' and the fifth note 'P', the fixed-intoned
notes in an octave. It is evident from Figure 3 that average duration of Khada Svar marked is high in Hindustani
clips, whereas the standard deviation is on the lower
range. The optimized values of the parameters are obtained as N=700 ms, J=10 cents. The misclassified clips
with this set of parameters best matches with the listeners'
confused clips.

4. AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION
The 2-dimensional feature vector (stable note measure,
gamak measure) was computed for each of the 80 alap
clips across the two styles as shown in Table 2. A quadratic classifier was trained and tested for style classification in 4-fold cross-validation experiment so that in each
test set there were 10 randomly picked clips from each
style with the rest forming the training set. Each run of

the 4-fold cross-validation can give a slightly different
overall accuracy depending on the particular randomly
chosen partition. Hence, 5 entire cross-validation experiments were run to find an aggregate classification accuracy.
4.1 Classification results
Automatic classification experiments were carried out
over a range of the parameters (N, J). Based on the findings from the musicians annotation of standing notes discussed in Sec. 3.3, we selected N=700 ms and computed
classification accuracy over a range of values of standard
deviation (J cents) in steps of 5 cents. Figure 5(a) shows
the classification accuracy for a range of values of J. We
observe the J=20 cents provides the best accuracy at
N=700 ms. Next, we fixed J=10 cents and J=20 cents
while the range of N was varied from 200 ms to 2 sec in
steps of 100 ms. Figure 5(b) shows the accuracies obtained at the various parameter settings of N and J. We
observe that at J=10 cents, N=700 ms provides the highest accuracy. Interestingly, this choice of parameters corresponds with the musicians’ annotation criteria for
Khada Svar.
However, we also note that the overall best accuracy
of the settings tested is 94% as provided by J=20 cents,
N=400 ms. The confusion matrices for each of the above
two parameter settings viz. the musically motivated J=10
cents, N=700 ms and the data-driven J=20 cents, N=400
ms are given below. We see the confusion matrix for best
case giving accuracy of 94% for N=400 ms J=20 cents in
Table 6(a) while that for N=700 ms J=10 cents giving accuracy of 86% appears in Table 6(b).

C
H

C

H

38
3
(a)

2
37

C
H

C

H

35
6
(b)

5
34

Table 6. Confusion matrix for (a) N=400ms J=20cents
(b) N=700ms J=10cents
4.2 Discussion
We note that there is a significant difference in classification accuracies between the two parameter settings. This
was found to be due to the increase in detection of stable
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note regions with the relaxed standard deviation of J= 20
cents and reduced minimum note duration of N=400 ms.

(b)
(a)

Figure 5. Percentage Accuracy (a) N=0.7sec with J varying (b) with J=10, 20cents with N varying; found by
aggregating 5 confusion matrices

(b)
Figure 4. TPE of pitch quantized steady regions
(gamakas untouched) in black superimposed on original
TPE in grey for Prabha Atre for Raga Todi alap (a)
N=400ms, J=20cents (b) with N=700ms, J=10cents
Figure 4 provides an insight into the detection performance between the two parameter settings. We see that
the stable regions detected at the J=10 cents, N=700 ms
settings are a better match to the perceived Khada Svar
as annotated by the musicians. The more relaxed settings
of J=20 cents, N=400 ms ends up marking essentially
transitory segments of the pitch contour as stable regions.
However this musical inconsistency seems to be leading
to better accuracies in the automatic classification.
It was observed that the confusions in automatic classification at J=10 cents, N=700 ms matched better with
the observed subjective confusions. Some misclassified
clips in automatic classification for N=700 ms and J=10
cents are for Hindustani style: raga Malkauns by artiste
Veena Sahasrabuddhe and raga Jaijaiwanti by artiste
Fateh Ali Khan while for Carnatic style: raga Hindolam
by artiste M S Subhalaxmi and raga Subhapanthuvarali
by artiste T N Sheshagopalan. They were also confused
by listeners in listening tests.

A discussion with the listeners of the subjective classification tests indicated that pitch interval concentration
played a role in style perception. That pitch interval concentrations are distinctive, we observed the (unfolded)
pitch distributions in 10 cent intervals for a number of
alap audio clips in the test database. Indeed, it was observed that the Hindustani alaps are concentrated in the
region near the tonic while the Carnatic alap pitch distribution is closer to the upper octave tonic. This is exemplified by the Fig. 6 for a pair of correctly classified ragas.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Distribution of Pitch Range in alap section by
(a) Hindustani vocalist Rashid Khan for raga Todi (b)
Carnatic vocalist Sudha Raghunathan for raga
Subhapanthuvarali. Alap is centred around 'S' in Hindustani and 'P' in Carnatic style
To see whether this could act as an additional feature
to disambiguate the confusions in the subjective and automatic classifications, we plot the pitch distribution of

(a)
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two misclassified ragas in Figure 7. As it turns out, these
clips do not follow the style norms even in the pitch distributions. However the value of the pitch interval concentration feature in the style discrimination of Hindustani and Carnatic alaps needs further investigation.

(a)

modulations in the transition regions. The analysis parameters used for feature estimation are linked to music
knowledge via observations of musician annotated standing notes across a large database of alaps. While the parameters so selected provide for an automatic classification performance that matches subjective style identification by listeners, the data-driven optimization of classifier
parameters gives higher automatic classification accuracy. Overall, the combination of extent of stable region
and modulation rate in ornamental regions features separates the two styles to a large extent as seen on a database
of alap sections drawn from various artistes’ performances of pairs of corresponding ragas.
The present study can be extended to other sections of
the concert such as the metered composition. Melodic
features related to timing expressiveness could also contribute to vocal style discrimination. Comparisons of melodic phrases across the Hindustani and Carnatic styles
corresponding to the characteristic phrases (motifs) of the
raga can provide interesting insights into the variation of
phrase level intonation with the style. Finally, the methods presented here can be extended to a study of vocal
style differences across the distinct schools .
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ABSTRACT
Continuous pitch movements called “gamakas” are key to
Carnatic music, but are not included in its traditional notation system. Modeling the melodic and shape aspects
of gamakas and how they are selected for phrases given
as notation are interesting interrelated problems that have
analogs in text to speech and expressive singing synthesis
systems. Descriptive textual and graphical notation techniques have also been proposed as tools for studying gamakas. However, a concatenative model of phrase-level gamaka selection leads to a combinatorial explosion of possibilities to be selected from. We propose a “longest path”
optimization algorithm for phrase-level selection of gamakas that solves this combinatorial explosion using a scoring
function that expresses local continuity preferences; and a
two-component “stage-dance” representation of gamakas
which simpliﬁes the scoring function by separating local
melodic and shape continuity preferences. We analyzed a
performance of a composition in this framework and found
the approach to be able to imitate the phrase-level preferences exhibited by the performer.
1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous pitch movements feature in the expressive performance techniques of several musical genres. Known
techniques in western classical music include vibrato, glissandi and coloratura. In the classical Indian music traditions known as “Hindustani music” in northern India and
“Carnatic music” in southern India, such movements, called
gamakas, are not only used for ornamental and expressive
purposes, but also have grammatical signiﬁcance. Modeling the selection, transformation and combination of gamakas is an interesting and challenging problem.
In current Carnatic music practice and pedagogy, the logic
of gamakas and their relationship to the melodic system of
rāgas are conveyed through a large body of compositions
notated using a sparse “prescriptive notation” [1]. This notation expresses melody as a series of “notes” and does not
make explicit the gamakas to be used in their performance.
Since a literal interpretation of the prescription would make
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a melody comprising only discrete tones, such an interpretation does not constitute an acceptable performance.
Trained musicians, however, are capable of interpreting the
prescriptive notation in accordance with the rules of the
rāga that a given composition is set in. The knowledge to
construct gamakas appropriate for each melodic context remains implicit in the genre.
A trained musician is not only capable of providing various interpretations of the notes of a given melody, but also
chooses them such that phrases are rendered as a connected
whole. In a lyrical passage, a syllable might be associated
with a sequence of such “notes” that are expected to be rendered with some degree of continuity between them. Such a
notion of continuity can extend up to and even cross phrasal
boundaries and is an important criterion for selecting appropriate gamakas to interpret prescriptive notation. The
work presented here is an attempt at modeling gamakas by
attending to this notion of continuity.
We now discuss previous work on modeling continuous
pitch movements in related areas.
2. RELATED WORK
Though detailed notation of gamakas is not common practice, a tradition of using mnemonic symbols to annotate the
solfa in prescriptive notation does exist and goes toward
constructing an ontology for gamakas [2–5]. In particular, the categories of gamakas and terminology documented
by Dikshitar in [2], such as kampita, odukkal, orikkai and
kanḍippu, serve as a reference for later work [6, 7]. Viswanathan’s “descriptive notation” [8] represents gamakas using traditional solfa names for all the intermediate pitch
classes involved in them, together with explicit time structure. Some ethnomusicologists have also used standard
western staff notation or variants to represent melodic detail comparable to descriptive notation [9, 10]. While the
symbolic approaches suggest a view of gamakas as movements relative to a reference pitch, the latter approaches
tend to take an absolute view of movements by treating
them in their entirety.
The linear syntactic appearance of traditional notation in
Carnatic music suggests modeling gamaka combination as
textual concatenation. The Gaayaka system for synthesizing Carnatic music features a textual notation for gamakas and a lookup-table based mechanism for determining
gamakas given prescriptive notation. In analogous situations in Jazz, grammar based systems have been used to expand chord progressions into melodies or to create melodic
accompaniment for a song [11–16]. Grammar engines for
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solving such problems in musical domains have also been
developed [17].
Speech intonation models in text to speech synthesizers
model continuous pitch movements - “F0 contours” - which
are analogous to gamakas. The Fujisaki model treats the F0
contour as the response of a dynamical system to a series
of discrete commands and has been applied to both speech
and singing synthesis [18]. Non-dynamical models such
as the tilt-intonation model [19] and maximum-based descriptions [20] have also been proposed that parameterize
frequency and movement shape in different ways. Paralleling these parameterizations, constrained two-dimensional
Bezier splines have been proposed for Hindustani vocal
music [21]. An interesting aspect of most modern speech
synthesizers is that they represent the overall F0 contour of
a spoken sentence or phrase using an “F0 mean” that is associated with speech syllables and an “F0 shape” that governs continuity of pitch movement between syllables that
is combined with the mean to produce the resultant intonation. A system originally developed for speech synthesis
has also been adapted for synthesizing expressive singing
techniques such as vibrato and coloratura [22].
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The known ontologies of gamakas treat melodic aspects of
gamakas independent of their shape and dynamics. Their
treatment of gamakas suggests that shape aspects might
generalize over rāgas. However, representations based on
these ontological categories of gamakas are ambiguous as
speciﬁcations of realizable gamakas. The linear representations discussed in the previous section can represent gamakas of all kinds with enough precision for resynthesis, but
the rules for parsing such linear representations into melodic
and shape aspects are not known. There is therefore a need
for a precise representation that separates these two aspects
of gamakas.
The melodic and shape characteristics of a gamaka also
inﬂuence its appropriateness for expressing a note in the
context of a whole melodic phrase. The choice of speciﬁc
gamakas depends on their continuity with those that follow
and precede them. This aesthetic is expressed by musicians
in the choice they make for each note of a phrase from the
set of possibilities otherwise permitted in the same notelocal melodic context in other phrases. Melodic and shape
aspects of gamakas contribute in different ways to this notion of continuity.
From a modeling perspective, it is conceivable that the
melodic and shape aspects of a performed gamaka are determined through different processes that draw on knowledge from different areas of musicology. For example, in
speech prosody models, the F0 mean is determined as a persyllable pitch level by using a semantic model of the text
to be spoken whereas the F0 shape is encoded using curve
parameters as in the tilt intonation model [19] or as the response of a dynamical system to discrete input as in the
Fujisaki model [18], which claims to have a physiological
basis.
For the above reasons, we propose a precise representation of gamakas as two components corresponding to the
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Table 1. Ascent and descent pitch patterns for the rāga
“Sahānā”.
Audio
recording of
performance

Decompose to
stage-dance
(manual)

Transcribe to
PASR (manual)

Generate pitch
trigram catalog

3. RESEARCH PROBLEM
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œ

Pitch trigram to
stage-dance
catalog

Figure 1. Analyzing a performance to construct the stagedance representation.
melodic and shape aspects of gamakas, and phrase-optimal
selection of gamakas using local continuity preferences.
4. METHOD
We analyzed a linear PASR transcription of a vīṇā performance of the varṇam “Karuṇimpa” in the rāga Sahānā
(table 1) by Smt. Rajēswari Padmanābhan, by separating
the gamakas into two components. We then constructed a
reduced two-component representation we call stage and
dance by simplifying gamaka amplitudes and categorizing
movement shapes based on timing (Figure 1). We used the
representation in a system for interpreting phrases given
in the rāga of the composition. We discarded the phraselevel discriminating choices made by the performer in the
input to the system and introduced scoring functions that
express local continuity preferences instead. The system
uses a phrase-level “longest path” optimization algorithm
for directed acyclic graphs to reconstruct the phrases of
the original composition (Figure 2). We compared the system’s output to the gamaka choices made by the performer.
We begin with an overview of the PASR form we use to
represent gamakas.
5. THE PASR FORM OF A GAMAKA
The PASR form, short for “Pitch Attack Sustain Release
form”, treats a gamaka as a sequence of quasi-stationary
pitches which we refer to as “focal pitches”, each of which
is described using four numbers (p, a, s, r) – its pitch number, attack, sustain and release [23]. The pitch number
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Gamaka
choices for
phrase

Figure 2. Automatic selection of gamakas for a given
phrase.
provides the quasi-stationary value of the focal pitch and
is expressed in semitones relative to the tonic of the piece
being transcribed. The attack is the time spent approaching
the stationary pitch from the preceding one, the sustain is
the time spent at the focal pitch without movement and the
release is the time spent moving away from the focal pitch.
towards the next one.
The PASR form simpliﬁes gamaka representation by including only the timing of the pitch movements and avoiding speciﬁc pitch interpolation schemes. Asymmetry in a
movement can be encoded using appropriate attack and release values. We use sinusoidal interpolation to realize a
gamaka given in PASR form as a pitch control signal for a
synthesizer.
6. ANALYSIS
We manually analyzed the linear PASR transcription of the
chosen performance in terms of two superposed pitch movements as shown in Figure 1, refactored the gamaka amplitudes and categorized the residual shape component to
create a reduced representation of gamakas whose components we call stage and dance. These components respectively capture the movement of what might be called the
“melodic centres” of a gamaka, and the shape of oscillatory movements that occur around these centres.
6.1 Separating gamaka components
Figure 3 shows a gamaka sequence being decomposed into
stage and dance components. We used the control surface
of the vīṇā as a guide to determine the two components that
constitute a gamaka. On the vīṇā, a pitch movement can
be performed either by sliding over the frets or by pulling
on the string. A ﬁrst approximation to a decomposition is
to treat fret slides as the stage component and string pulls
as the dance component. This mapping is not strict and
would differ between performers based on style and technical facility. Therefore some degree of musical judgement
is involved in such a decomposition.
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Input phrase in
prescriptive
notation

Actual
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Pitch trigram to
stage-dance
catalog

3
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1
0
-1

F
E
E♭
D
C

Figure 3. Illustration of decomposing a gamaka into
“stage” and “dance” components.
6.2 Refactoring gamaka amplitudes
The notes of a rāga may be rendered as oscillations between
two other pitch values. Therefore it is not surprising that the
oscillations in the dance component occur associated with
the sustain portions of the stage focal pitches in our transcription. To separate the rāga-speciﬁc end points of such
movements from its shape, we factored out the amplitudes
of the dance component oscillations and associated the amplitudes with the stage focal pitches. With this transformation, we saw a large reduction in the complexity of capturing the pitch movements constituting a gamaka, with 47%
of the stage focal pitches having unique associated dance
amplitudes and only 4.1% having two amplitudes, with the
rest being stationary. With the amplitude values thus factored out of the dance component, only three values for the
amplitudes remain – +1, 0 and −1 – which we denote using
∧
, − and ∨ .
6.3 Categorizing focal pitch shapes
A histogram of a shape characteristic for the focal pitches
of the dance components showed the distribution to be trimodal. We used this to map dance component focal pitches
to three categories – a) transient, b) stable and c) sustained
– corresponding to how much time is spent sustained at the
focal pitch value. The semantic distinction between transient focal pitches and the others is that transients can be
inserted or dropped when sequencing gamakas.
We now describe reconstructing gamakas for phrases by
selecting from the possible options for the notes constituting a phrase.
7. PHRASE INTERPRETATION
To create a phrase interpreter based on the performance
transcription, we created a catalog of stage and dance components. The composition was divided into “notes” as speciﬁed in the composition’s prescriptive notation, a pitch-class
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time

options

note1 note2

note3

note4

S

E

Figure 4. Illustration of ﬁnding the best choice of gamakas over a phrase as the “longest path” in a directed acyclic
graph. The directions on the edges are aligned with the
direction of time.
kampita(−, −, n)
kampita(∧ , −, n)
∨−
−∨ −
∧
− ∨ − (i.e. ravai)

kampita(−, ∧ , n)
kampita(∧ , ∧ , n)
∧

∨

−∨ ∧
∧
∧
∨ −

Table 2.
Simpliﬁed dance movement catalog.
kampita(s, e, n) denotes sequences of the form
[∧ , −∧ , −, ...] or [−, ∧ , −, ∧ , ..] The word kampita
used is suggestive of the traditional term, but generalizes
to include odukkal and orikkai in the n = 0 case.
trigram context was computed for each note, with which a
set of decomposed gamakas were associated. This trigram
context is similar to the note context used in Gaayaka, except that we discard note timing information. Constructing
such a catalog discards the discrimination expressed by the
performer in choosing gamakas for a phrase, which we attempted to restore by constructing a scoring function for
the phrase-level “longest path” optimization algorithm illustrated in Figure 4. The scoring function determines the
weights on the graph and the gamaka sequence that maximizes the sum of these weights is chosen.
This architecture can be seen as the fusion of a grammar
based approach, and a constraint-satisfaction approach. Vijayakrishnan’s proposed formulation of the “grammar of
Carnatic music” [24] based on “optimality theory” inspired
our approach to gamaka selection as the optimal satisfaction of a set of potentially conﬂicting constraints.
The scores were expressed in two parts –
1. The stage continuity score was determined by extending the candidate gamakas over the joint duration of the two consecutive notes and comparing their
pitch values. A speed bias factor that preferred less
movement for shorter notes and another that preferred
a match between the stage pitch and prescribed note’s
pitch were also used.
2. The dance continuity score between two candidate
gamakas was determined by whether kampita gamakas occur at the boundary and are compatible. The
gamakas were also biased to be around the same speed,
if the associated notes were of the same duration.
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We do not have expert musical evaluation to report at this
point. Using only local melodic and shape continuity scores,
the algorithm was able to select gamakas for phrases that
matched the performer’s choice 80% of the time (average
between three sets), with at most 2 focal pitch values differing between the selected gamakas and the performed gamakas in these cases, allowing for the two end points of a
phrase to differ due to inter-phrase continuity which our
algorithm does not account for.
9. DISCUSSION
This study draws on a performance of one composition and
we cannot claim generality between different composition
types, or between performers or other rāgas. However, the
simple form of the continuity rules permits us to look at the
traits of Sahānā embedded in catalogs of stage and dance
components extracted from the transcription. The stage
catalog is particularly interesting as it summarizes key rāga
traits such as the pitch classes and movement spans using
which certain notes are to be performed. For instance, the
ma of Sahānā is either performed with ga as the base or
is rendered plain, and ni is almost always performed as a
movement between da and sa. This is common knowledge
and is available in “rāga lakshaṇā” literature. However, the
stage catalog also includes the expressed stylistic preferences of the performer which we can now systematically
study in terms of the difference with known musicology.
The categories into which gamakas fall as described by
the dance catalog are less obvious than in the case of the
stage catalog. Some of the well known gamaka types can
indeed be mapped to dance components — nokku is the
sequence [(−, sus), (∨ , tran), (−, tran)] and orikkai is the
sequence [(−, sus), (∧ , tran)]. Odukkal, however, has the
same dance component as orikkai but forces a slide in the
stage component. This raises the interesting question of
whether this research can identify new gamaka categories.
Some of the cataloged components indeed do not appear
to ﬁt into any of the known categories, unless one wishes
to label all of them as kampita or choose to treat them as
combinations of other gamaka fragments. Compared to the
literature, the dance component leads to clearer categorization of gamaka types especially with respect to timing information.
The “longest path” optimization makes expressing some
kinds of relationships between rules simple using additive
score combination for independent contributing preferences
and multiplicative score combination for conjunctive preferences. However, as the number of such scoring functions
grows, the interdependencies between them grows quickly.
This places limitations on such manual study of performances. With the availability of transcriptions at the level
of detail of PASR forms, perhaps through future automatic
transcription software, it might be possible to systematically explore alternative theories and parameter spaces for
gamakas.
One of the key difﬁculties with our approach so far is
that it is unclear how the initial decomposition of the linear
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PASR form into the two components (section 6.1) can be
done automatically. Though pitch tracking algorithms are
far from perfect for the task of creating the linear PASR in
the ﬁrst place, it is possible for someone with no knowledge of the genre to perform a transcription using humanin-the-loop analysis by synthesis. The decomposition into
the stage and dance components, however, requires familiarity with the genre, since there is considerable ambiguity
in the decomposition. We tried to reduce this ambiguity
using the vīṇā and the prescriptive notation as reference.
Overall, we consider the optimal satisfaction of local constraints on gamakas to be a useful framework to explore
the rules of Carnatic music through synthesis. The stagedance representation makes it possible to express scoring
functions that focus on rāga-speciﬁc local rules to be considered separately from dynamic criteria.
10. CONCLUSION
We presented a two-component gamaka representation that
separates pitch aspects of a gamaka from the shape of the
movement. We analyzed a varṇam in the rāga Sahānā and
found that focal pitches for the dance component fall into
three categories which simpliﬁes the representation. We
also found that the amplitudes of gamakas are determined
by the pitch of the stage component given local melodic
context. Finally, we showed how gamaka selection for interpreting prescriptive notation can be expressed as a phraselevel “longest path” optimizer operating on a catalog of
gamakas keyed using a duration-free local melodic context.
This representation can be used to automatically construct
valid renditions of performances from sparse notation, and
can also provide insight when compared to traditional literature on gamaka categories and choices made in performance.
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histogram of the notes. The permissible arrangement (or
phonotactics) and prosody of musical notes in a rāga is
A rāga is a collective melodic expression consisting of
not exploited 1 . Clearly, this approach works well only for
motifs. A rāga can be identified using motifs which are
rāgas that are sampūrn.a 2 . In [2], the sam of the tāla
unique to it. Motifs can be thought of as signature prosodic
(emphasised by the bol of the tablā) is used to segment a
phrases. Different rāgas may be composed of the same set
piece. The repeating motif in a bandish is identified for
of notes, or even phrases, but the prosody may be comHindustani Khyāl based music. [4] has extensively studied
pletely different. In this paper, an attempt is made to deterthe motifs in the rāga Tōdi. In [5], the audio is transcribed
mine the characteristic motifs that enable identification of
to a sequence of notes and string matching techniques are
a rāga and distinguish between them. To determine this,
used to perform rāga identification. In [6] pitch-class and
motifs are first manually marked for a set of five popular
pitch-dyads distributions are used for identifying rāga. Birāga by a professional musician. The motifs are then norgrams on pitch are obtained using a twelve semitone scale.
malised with respect to the tonic. HMMs are trained for
In [7], the authors assume that an automatic note traneach motif using 80% of the data and about 20% are used
scriber is available. The transcribed notes are then subfor testing. The results do indicate that about 80% of the
jected to HMM based rāga analysis. In [8, 9], a template
motifs are identified as belonging to a specific rāga accubased on the Ārōhan.a and Āvarōhan.a are used to deterrately.
mine the identity of the rāgas. 3
It is well-known that in Carnatic Music, the meandering
around the notes is a continuum and can seldom be quan1. INTRODUCTION
tified into bins. The quantification of notes leads to loss of
The word rāga, is derived from language Sanskrit. The
information.
meaning of a rāga in Sanskrit is colour or passion. In the
We conjecture that, to determine the identity of a rāga,
context of Carnatic Music, one could think of the rāga as
neither is a knowledge of the Ārōhan.a and Āvarōhan.a rea mechanism to colour the notes in a given melody using
quired, nor is the transcription of the prosodic phrase. Such
prosody. Prosodic modifications include increasing/decreasing quantisation can lead to errroneous identity owing to the
the duration of notes, using an appropriate intonation patloss of information through the process of annotation. In
tern, by employing gamakas, and modulating the energy.
Carnatic Music, notes are seldom steady. Only the tonic
A seamless prosodic movement through a sequence of notes
(S.ad.ja) and its fifth (pan.chama) are relatively steady. Thereis yet another characteristic of a rāga. We define motifs
fore transcribing to a discrete set of notes from the auas a particular “prosodic phrasing of a sequence of notes,”
dio is nontrivial, since a note which is Ri in a given conthat are unique to a given rāga. The motifs are aesthetically
text can be a Ga in another context. Further, as suggested
concatenated using prosody, thus defining a rāga. Ālāpanā
by [4], [10], the improvisations in extempore presentations
is a segment of a piece, where a musician elaborates and
can vary from musician to musician. From a signal proimprovises using the motifs of the rāga. The ālāpana has
cessing perspective, a motif can be defined as a prosodic
an inherent pulse or kālapramān.a. The kālapramān.a for
phrase. The prosodic phrase is characterised by the phonoa particular piece depends on the rāga, the artist and the
tactics of swaras, and their corresponding duration, energy
particular presentation. Although the above characterisaand pitch. In addition, the trajectory of the pitch contour,
tion is abstract, nevertheless, there is a consensus amongst
and the energy contour also play an important role. Figmusicians, musicologists and listeners on the identity of a
ure 1 shows the phrase Sa Ri Ga Ri of Śaṅkarābharan.a
rāga in terms of the the motifs.
and Kalyān.ı̄. The notes are identical. While the swaras,
There is hardly any literature on motivic analysis of rāgas
especially Ga is sustained in Śaṅkarābharan.a, it meanders
for Indian Music [1–4]. In [1], rāgas are identified by the
in Kalyān.ı̄. Further, the pitch of Ga in Śaṅkarābharan.a
ABSTRACT

Copyright: c 2012 Vignesh Ishwar et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1 For want of better terminology, we refer to this as phonotactics of
notes – phonotactics is used in the context of speech sounds
2 A Sampūrna rāga (in the context that is used here) have all the seven
.
notes, and have the same set of notes in ascent and descent
3 Ārōhana and Āvarōhana correspond to a sequence of notes in the
.
.
ascent and descent of rāga, respectively.
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is seen to be higher than that it Kalyān.ı̄. But, the Ga in
Kalyān.ı̄ is perceived to be higher because of the gamaka
expression on it. The gamaka or meandering begins at a
frequency, little lower than the actual frequency Ga, moves
to Ma and back. An annotation would have led to different swaras for both motifs. The objective of this paper is to
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Figure 2. Similar motifs for Bhairavī from different musicians.
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distinguish between the manualy identified motifs and then
classify them into their respective rāgas. We have chosen a set of five rāgas for this, namely, Kāmbōjı̄, Kalyān.ı̄,
Śaṅkarābharan.a, Bhairavı̄, Varāl.ı̄. Of these, Kalyān.ı̄ and
Śaṅkarābharan.a are sampūrn.a rāgas. Varāl.ı̄ and Kalyān.ı̄
correspond to prati-madhayama rāgas, while the others
belong to śuddha madhyama rāgas 4 . A set of prosodic
phrases that are unique to that rāga and that are often repeated in concerts are manually marked. The dataset is
then divided into a training set and a testing set. HMMs are
trained using the training set of the motifs. The HMMs are
tested on the test set. The prosodic phrases are defined relative to the tonic. The motifs are normalised with respect
to the tonic using the approach discussed in [11]. Figures
2 and 3 show Bhairavı̄ and Kāmbōjı̄ motifs in terms of the
pitch contour for a number of different musicians, respectively.
Visually the motifs of the same rāga are similar, while
those of different rāgas are different. A simple string matching approach will not suffice, because the duration of a motif can vary based on the artist. Also the same motif is sung
with different variations by the same musician. Thus a mo-
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Figure 3. Similar motifs for Kāmbōjı̄ from different musicians.

tif will not always be repeated in the same manner. This is
because the gamakas expressed in the phrase are similar
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Rāga
Tōdi
Kalyānı̄
Kharaharapriyā
Śaṅkarābharan.a
Bhairavı̄
Kāmbōjı̄
S=avērī
Dhanyāsī
Gowl.a
Varāl.ı̄
Kānadā
Bilaharı̄
Mōhana
Śriranjini
Śivaranjini
Janaranjini
Surati
Madhyamāvatı̄
Manōharı̄
Nāt.a
Abōgı̄
Sahānā
Devagāṅdhārı̄
Hemavatı̄
Vācaspatı̄
Mukārı̄
Husēnı̄
Darbār
Nāyakı̄
S.anmukhapriyā
Simhēndramadhyama
Harikāmbōjı̄
Māyāmalavagowla
Hindōl.am
Hamsadhwanı̄

but not identical. From the figure, it is rather difficult to
identify where a given note ends and the next note starts.
To accommodate the issues highlighted above, it was felt
that Hidden Markov Models may be appropriate for the
given task. Each motif is modelled using continuous density HMMs. The HMM structures are appropriately designed based on the motif that is to be identified.
In Section 2, we describe the database used for this analysis. In particular, we discuss the motivation for choosing
the set of rāgas. Next, we also discuss the methodology
that was used to extract motifs from the various pieces. It
was decided to label motifs that were unique and popular
in a rāga, since covering all motifs characteristic to a rāga
is not possible. Next in Section 3, we discuss the need for
using HMMs for identifying motifs. The experimental results are also presented. The results vindicate the claim
that a motif identifies a rāga uniquely. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. DATABASE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE STUDY
OF MOTIFS
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this paper is to explore the possibility of using machine learning to perform
motivic analysis of a rāga. Machine learning warrants a
large database of phrases. A statistical analysis was therefore first performed on a personal collection of the authors,
to determine rāgas that are popular. The list is obtained
from concert collections of about 20 artists (male, female
and instrumental) and 103 concerts. Table 1 shows a partial list of the rāgas that are rendered frequently in Carnatic
Music.
The rāgas Kāmbōjı̄, Kalyān.ı̄, Śaṅkarābharan.a, Bhairavı̄,
Tod.i are considered to be popular rāgas. These are chosen
for elaborate exposition in concerts. The statistics obtained
in Table 1 seconds this hypothesis. Although the list given
in Table 1 is not exhaustive, there exists a large repository
of compositions in the aforementioned six rāgas. This results in a large repository of motifs for development and
improvisation.
In this paper, an attempt is made to study the rāgas Kāmbōjı̄,
Kalyān.ı̄, Śaṅkarābharan.a, Bhairavı̄, Varāl.ı̄. Although Tod.i
is performed extensively (according to the table), it was not
included in this database, since it is in itself viable for independent analysis [4]. Ālāpanās of various performances
were taken and the motifs were labelled by a professional
musician in the five rāgas chosen for the study.
Initially, a number of different motifs for each rāga were
identified and marked. For example, for the rāgas, Kāmbōjı̄
thirty different motifs were identified. But it was observed
that many of the motifs did not occur frequently. The most
popular set of motifs were therefore marked first to meet
the requirements. A set of 10 phrases were chosen from
the Ālāpanā section of a piece in the database and labelled.
Out of these 10 phrases, typically one or two phrases generated a large number of examples. Table 2 gives a statistic
of the number of phrases marked along with the total number of instances across all phrases.
Some of these phrases are used as refrain phrases after
improvisation to highlight the identity of the rāga. These

Number of songs
1797
1712
516
1206
1384
1622
561
300
390
483
60
452
575
69
35
128
108
540
223
205
354
220
188
72
134
374
107
55
170
481
102
404
265
385
649

Table 1. Database

Rāga Name
Bhairavı̄
Kāmbōjı̄
Śaṅkarābharan.a
Kalyān.ı̄
Varāl.ı̄

Phrases labelled
10
30
10
9
5

Instances
205
343
366
138
144

Table 2. Total no. of phrases

may not be complete phrases but are typical of that particular rāga alone. A combination of vocal (male and female)
and violin were chosen for labelling phrases. Depending
on the availability of examples for HMM modelling and
uniqueness of the phrase to a rāga, table 2 was further
pruned. The pruned set is given in Table 3.
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rāga
Bhairavı̄

Phrases
Phrase 1
Phrase 2
Phrase 1
Phrase 1
Phrase 1
Phrase 1

Śaṅkarābharan.a
Kāmbōjı̄
Kalyān.ı̄
Varāl.ı̄

Instances
70
52
101
104
52
52

Kamboji Phrase1
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Table 3. Phrases for modelling
0
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Given that the motifs are quite typical of each rāga, initially an attempt was made to find the location of these
motifs in a continuous piece. This is akin to keyword spotting in continuous speech. Given that the pitch and energy
contours are rather noisy, the results were very poor. To
accommodate the variations in the prosody of the motif, it
was felt that HMMs may be appropriate. The HMM structure is approximately dependent on the number of notes
that make up a phrase. A left-right HMM was used.
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Figure 5. Motifs of Kāmbōjı̄, Kalyān.ı̄ and Varāl.ı̄
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used for every state, since some phrases are rendered in
two octaves.
A total of 10 motifs were experimented with – two Bhairavı̄
motifs, three Kāmbōjı̄ motifs, three Śaṅkarābharan.ā motifs, one Kalyān.ı̄ motif and one Varāl.ı̄ motif. The choice
was based on the number of available examples. Table 4
gives the confusion matrix for motif recognition. In the table, the rāga names are replaced by appropriate acronyms.
The integer suffix refers to a specific motif. The following
observations can be made from the table:
• Similar motifs of the same rāgas are identified correctly.
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• Different motifs of the same rāgas are distinguished
quite accurately.
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• Motifs of different rāgas are also distinguished quite
accurately, except for sk3 (diagonal elements in the
Table).
• Motif sk3 is confused with ky1 and kb1. This is
because the phrase is rather short and at the macro
level consists of only two svaras.

Figure 4. Motifs of Bhairavı̄ and Śaṅkarābharan.ā
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show typical pitch contours for
the motifs. The figures give the approximate length of the
sequence in terms of number svaras, and the corresponding HMM structures required for each of the motifs. The
number of states in the HMM structure was based on the
changes that we observed in the pitch contour. The state in
an HMM is supposed to correspond to an invariant event.
We therefore chose the number of states based on the number of invariant events in the motif. Two mixtures were
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• The HMM output must be postprocessed using duration information of every state.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The relevance of motivic analysis for understanding rāgas
is studied in this paper. In particular, the use of machine
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Rāga
bh1
bh2
ky1
kb1
kb2
kb3
sk1
sk2
sk3
va1

bh1
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

bh2
2
61
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0

ky1
1
4
23
3
1
2
18
7
23
1

kb1
0
1
10
91
2
1
13
0
25
0

kb2
0
4
0
0
44
0
3
1
1
0

kb3
6
1
0
0
0
41
0
0
0
0

sk1
0
1
11
6
0
0
28
4
29
0

sk2
0
0
2
3
0
0
7
34
5
0

sk3
0
0
5
1
1
0
9
2
10
0

va1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
48

Table 4. Confusion matrix for motif recognition using
HMMs(bh – Bhairavı̄, ky – Kalyān.ı̄, kb – Kāmbōjı̄, sk –
Śaṅkarābharan.ā, va – Varāl.ı̄)

[6] P. Chordia and A. Rae, Raag recognition using pitchclass and pitch-class dyad distributions. Österreichische Computer Gesellschaft, 2007, pp. 431–436.
[7] G. Pandey, C. Mishra, and P. Ipe, Tansen: A system
for automatic raga identification. Citeseer, 2003, p.
1350–1363.
[8] A. Krishna, P. Rajkumar, K. Saishankar, and M. John,
“Identification of carnatic raagas using hidden markov
models,” in Applied Machine Intelligence and Informatics (SAMI), 2011 IEEE 9th International Symposium on, jan. 2011, pp. 107 –110.

[9]
recognition of motifs is attempted. Interesting observations include the fact that there indeed exist distinctive prosodic
motifs for each rāga. It is also shown with examples that
[10]
motifs should not be transcribed into svaras, since annotation could lead to significant loss of information. Ideally, one would like to spot motifs in a recital. But this requires that one be able to first identify the intonation units
[11]
or breath groups of the performance. As a motif is likely to
be confined to a breath group, the search space can be considerably reduced. This requires significant understanding
of metre and the acoustic cues that enable their identification.
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